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ABSTRACT

 

The appropriation of Isaiah in 1 Peter occurs through explicit quotations, but also by
means of subtle allusions and echoes. I propose that the ecclesiology of 1 Peter draws upon the
narrative of the restoration of divine presence among the people of God despite present
suffering, which is informed largely by the themes and images of Isaiah, so that the church is
identified as participants in a scriptural narrative through its participation in Christ, who is
understood to be the Messiah of the scriptures.

This study explores the relationship between 1 Peter and the scriptures it employs along
several lines. First, comparison is made with available textual evidence to determine differences
between the texts in 1 Peter and their Vorlagen. This helps determine the extent to which texts
have been modified, the cause of modification, and any interpretive uses such modifications may
have occurred. Second, individual texts used in 1 Peter are correlated with the larger narrative of
scripture. It is argued that the terms suffering and glory express this narrative in the language of
the epistle as a present conflict and future resolution. Third, Isaiah informs the ecclesiology of
the letter, in harmony with other scriptural texts, so that the church is viewed as participating in
the scriptural narrative of the restoration of divine presence. Finally, the narrative drawn from
scripture provides comfort and consolation to Christians suffering in Asia Minor by showing
how present suffering is consistent with the experiences of God’s people in ages past and with
the experience of Christ. Furthermore, the hope of future glory entails the vindication of present
calamities and the reward of honorable conduct.

I conclude by showing how the Isaianic narrative has been formative for Peter’s
understanding of the church. In his address to the churches of Asia Minor, he builds an
argument from his reading of the Isaianic narrative that 1) indicates how the scriptures of Israel
are the basis of gospel proclamation and community formation, 2) proposes a high ethical
standard in the midst of suffering based on the pattern of Christ, and 3) depicts the vindication
of the suffering church at the revelation of Christ.
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1The work of Childs immediately comes to mind. He begins, after a brief contemplation on the Septuagint,
by locating the impetus of the Christian struggle with Isaiah in the NT (2004, 5–21).

2Achtemeier makes the point that Isaiah “plays a key role in this important passage for understanding the
Christology of 1 Peter” (1999, 147). He sees more of a general “appropriation of the language of Israel for the
Christian communities” in 1 Peter (1993, 187; cf. 1999, 142–143) rather than a more direct connection between
Isaiah and ecclesiology. Affirmations of the connection between Isaiah and Petrine christology have most often
occurred within the confines of hymnic theories (e.g., Schlosser 1980; Osborne 1983; Richard 1986; Pearson 2001).

1
1 PETER AND THE MODERN DISCOURSE

ON THE USE OF SCRIPTURE

INTRODUCTION

The growing literature on the use of scripture in the New Testament points to an
ongoing struggle to come to grips with how the early church drew upon the Hebrew scriptures.1

This thesis contributes to this literature by considering the role of Isaiah in 1 Peter. This brief
epistle contains numerous uses of scripture both explicit and subtle in their deployment. Isaiah
stands out as the most prominent source in terms of proportion (well over half the quotations in
1 Peter are from Isaiah) and distribution (each chapter in 1 Peter draws upon Isaiah). 1 Peter is
not alone in its appropriation of Isaiah. A brief perusal of the index “Loci citati vel allegati” in NA27

provides evidence that, apart from the Psalter, Isaiah has been drawn upon more than any other
source by the authors of the NT. This strongly suggests that Isaiah was formative in the thought
of the early church. The extent to which this was true in general, we may expect the same to be
true for 1 Peter in particular. For all its brevity, 1 Peter gives voice to some of the issues
theologians have raised throughout the ages regarding the relationship of the two testaments in
the Christian canon.

Many have focused on the way scripture has influenced the christology of 1 Peter, and
rightfully so.2 One need only look at the way Isaiah 53 is put to use in 1 Pet 2:21-25 to identify
the important dynamic between scripture and christology. However, 1 Peter issues bold
statements regarding the relationship between the church and the scriptures emanating from
Israel’s history. For instance, the claim is made that the church is the intended audience of the
prophets of old (1 Pet 1:10-12). Throughout 1 Peter, issues concerning the nature and purpose
of the church (2:6-10) or concerning the conduct of believers (2:12–3:16) draw directly upon
Isaiah, insisting that scripture speaks to the concerns of the church. In many instances,
christological claims built on scripture—such as the use of Isaiah 53 in 1 Pet 2:21-25—reveal
themselves to be ecclesiological appropriations of scripture on closer inspection. In this



3Important works on the ecclesiology of 1 Peter generally approach the question from the vantage point of
socio-rhetorical methods without connecting Peter’s theology of the church to scripture. Representative works are
Elliott 1990; Feldmeier 1992; Schlosser 1997.

4The term “scripture” is preferred to “Old Testament.” “Scripture” is used when discussing texts that
would have been authoritative at the time 1 Peter was written. To use the phrase “Old Testament” in this instance
would be anachronistic on two levels. “Old Testament” implies a set of canonical texts which are now considered to
be unstable at the time of 1 Peter. The idea of an “old” testament implies a “new” testament, a distinction that does
not pertain in 1 Peter. In chapter 2 the term “prophets” will be argued as Old Testament prophets who are
contrasted with contemporary gospel preachers. This is done largely because the scholarly discussion has maintained
use of this terminology. The phrase “Old Testament” will be used in rare cases to signify the 39 books contained in
the Old Testament. The phrase “Hebrew Bible/Scriptures” is not helpful here because it is most likely that Greek
was the language of the scriptures read and cited by Peter as well as what was available in Asia Minor. The phrase
“scriptural discourse” is used throughout to denote the presence of formative scriptural subtexts revealed in Petrine
contexts through quotation, allusion or echo. Cf. Greene 1982, 50–51.

2

particular case, 1 Pet 2:21 establishes that the christology built on Isaiah 53 serves as an example
(u9pogrammo/j) for the church to follow. There has not yet been a study devoted to the
correlation of Isaianic texts and the ecclesiology 1 Peter.

I propose that the ecclesiology of 1 Peter draws upon the narrative of the restoration of
divine presence among his people presently experiencing suffering, which is informed largely by
the themes and images of the Isaianic corpus, so that the church is identified as participants in
this scriptural narrative through its participation in Christ, who is understood to be the messiah
of the scriptures. The narrative of Isaiah, and most prominently Isaiah 40–66, depicts a suffering
people who receive the good news of God’s restored presence. 1 Peter takes up this narrative in
order to address the churches of Asia Minor with a story that meaningfully situates their
suffering within an unfolding drama. The gospel message of the Christ event provides the means
by which the scriptures of Israel are able to address the Anatolian churches and by which the
churches are enabled to participate in the scriptural story.

In order to fully attend to this Petrine construction of ecclesiology with Isaianic texts,
several factors must be addressed.3 The hermeneutics employed in 1 Peter, to the extent that they
are made explicit, must be considered in connection with observations about what texts are used,
how they are used, interrelationships between texts and their ultimate deployment in specific
rhetorical settings. The cumulative picture from such observations reveals for us some of the
interpretive techniques by which scripture was brought to bear upon questions centering on the
church. Of course, to consider how a text was read requires a knowledge of what the text said. A
recent flowering of scholarship on the Septuagint has brought to our attention key questions
about the state of the text in the first century. Comparisons must be made between the text as
quoted in 1 Peter and the evidence available for the text of scripture. Differences between
Petrine quotations and their Vorlagen may reveal interpretive strategies. Yet, not every use of
scripture provides enough material for text-critical evaluations. Cases such as these complicate
the attempt to analyze thoroughly all the uses of scripture. But the overall effect of the uses of
scripture in the letter allows us to arrive at positive conclusions about Petrine hermeneutics.4

The present thesis considers how Isaiah is drawn upon to address the concerns of the
various churches in Asia Minor. Inasmuch as 1 Peter is a pastoral address to the far-flung
communities of ancient Anatolia, it is necessary to consider the situation of the audience and the
strategies employed to minister to that audience. Thus, another factor to be addressed in this



5Elliott 1976.

3

thesis is a consideration of how Peter applied scripture to his audience. It is the pastoral role taken
up by Peter that reveals much about what texts are selected and how they are employed within
the context of the letter. In short, the individual uses of scripture point to a larger scriptural
narrative in which the addressees are depicted as participants. Through this narrative, Peter is
able to account for present suffering by showing that suffering is integral to the scriptural
narrative, but so too is future glory, which is presented as the hope of believers.

A thorough study of Petrine hermeneutics is overdue in light of advances in research on
1 Peter as well as continuing conversations about the interpretive practices in the first century.
Well over thirty years have elapsed since Elliott’s famously titled review of research on 1 Peter,
“The Rehabilitation of an Exegetical Step-child.”5 Most studies on 1 Peter since then reflect a
certain obligation to interact with the image of 1 Peter as in need of rehabilitation because it
often receives less attention than other family members such as the Gospels or the writings of
Paul. Indeed, since 1976, when Elliott wrote his review of research, a considerable amount of
attention has been given to 1 Peter. It is not the place of the present study to assess the state of
well-being of this brief but important epistle. There may still be a certain amount of neglect and
ill-usage even to this day. Perhaps the present work will go some way toward a greater sense of
the critical role 1 Peter ought to play within NT studies.

In this chapter, the backdrop of this study will be erected. It begins by surveying the field
of scholarly discussion centered on the use of scripture in 1 Peter. The present study adds to this
discussion by pointing to the distinctive contribution scripture makes to the ecclesiology of 1
Peter. Pauline hermeneutics has seen a wellspring of focused attention in ways that have not
been present in the Petrine discussion. By listening in on the Pauline discussion concerning the
use of scripture, strategies are opened that will better enable us to explore the role scripture plays
in the ecclesiology of 1 Peter, and to explain how the scriptural narrative informs the identity of
the church. Following on this, sections will be devoted to studying the audience and the author.
Understanding the original audience allows us to picture more clearly the first people addressed
by 1 Peter. At the same time, there exists a tension between the general nature of the
address—highlighted by the circulatory nature of the epistle—and the ever-growing knowledge
of ancient Anatolia. So, inasmuch as it is possible to do so, a sketch of the recipients in Asia
Minor is offered to clarify who is being pictured as participants in the narrative of scripture. If
the ecclesiology of 1 Peter is informed by a scriptural narrative, it is therefore necessary to
consider how the author has interacted with the texts of scripture. Here, recent discussions
surrounding Paul may be leveraged to provide insights for how Peter has accessed scriptural
texts.

SCHOLARLY BACKGROUND TO THE PRESENT STUDY

This is not the first study to consider the role of scripture in 1 Peter. The scholarly
discussion has generally treated the subject of scripture in 1 Peter in an atomistic fashion. The
present thesis seeks to articulate a more comprehensive and holistic study of scripture than



6Voorwinde 1987, 6.
7Glenny 1987, 292.
8Osborne 1987, 73; McCartney 1989, 56; Elliott 2000, 12.
9For an overview of recensions of the Greek text, cf. Jobes & Silva 2000, 46–56. The term “Septuagint” is

itself a scholarly construct. Use of the term often adds confusion to an already complex textual history. The
translation of the Greek version of the Bible occurred over a length of time, with individual books having distinct
textual histories. On the definition of the Septuagint, cf. Jobes & Silva 2000, 30–33. In this thesis OG (Old Greek)
will be used to refer to the critical editions of each book. The abbreviation of Septuagint, LXX, will be used only to
differentiate from the Hebrew version, for instance with the Psalter. More will be said later about the complexities of
the textual transmission.

10Schutter 1989, 170.
11E.g., Glenny 1987, 292.
12Beaton 2004, 60–61.
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heretofore achieved. To situate better the current study in this discussion, I begin with an
overview of this scholarly background. Numerous topics are tied up in any scholarly discussion
regarding the use of scripture in the NT. The following are the most important issues in the
conversation specifically surrounding 1 Peter. Not all of the studies of scripture in 1 Peter have
dealt with each of these issues, but they resurface consistently in the literature.

The Text of Scripture

A foundational question centers on the textual version(s) used in 1 Peter. It is insufficient
simply to adduce a scriptural passage employed at a particular point in an author’s argument. The
fact that multiple versions of scripture existed imposes the burden of determining the Petrine
Vorlage.

Few now argue for a Hebrew text directly underlying the quotations and allusions in 1
Peter. Voorwinde articulates a strong opinion regarding a Petrine preference for the Hebrew
based largely on the faulty assumption that Paul went to the Gentiles and Peter shared the gospel
with the circumcised exclusively (Gal 2:7).6 More common is the view that 1 Peter exhibits an
underlying Greek text. Glenny considers Petrine citations to be “closer to the LXX than the
Masoretic Text with the exception of the quotation of Proverbs 10:12 in 1 Peter 4:8 and Isaiah
8:14 in 1 Peter 2:8.”7 The majority of scholars are confident that the Septuagint is the source
used in 1 Peter.8

Determining whether there is a Greek or Hebrew Vorlage only scratches the surface of
textual issues. Recensional activity in the textual history of the “Septuagint” has ramifications for
the study of scripture in 1 Peter.9 This has been greatly overlooked in studies on the role of
scripture in 1 Peter. For instance, Schutter seeks to identify text-types as a significant component
of his methodological procedure.10 However, he never clarifies what text-types were available to
Peter. It is quite common among scholarship to identify ways in which scripture has been
adapted by the author.11 But without considering recensional activity prior to and within the first
century, the ability to speak confidently of the adaptation of scriptures has no firm basis.
Beaton’s overview of Jewish exegetical practices and the textual environment of the Second
Temple period is instructive. His location of Matthew during a period of textual fluidity with
texts incorporating exegetical alterations would hold true for 1 Peter as well.12



13The “steps for determining the textual basis for a citation in the NT” provided by McLay 2003, 133–134
are helpful in this regard.

14See, for instance, Wilk 1998, 19–42.
15Also, our access to the transmission history differs from book to book.
16See Tov 1997, 10–15 for a history of research on the Septuagint. One of the recent discussions that

confounds the study of scripture in the NT centers on a more serious consideration of the Septuagint as “translation
literature.” Krause expresses how the LXX was intended to exist alongside the Hebrew in a relationship of
dependence upon it, but it also carved out its own autonomous existence (2006, 64–67). Thus to posit either a
Hebrew or Greek Vorlage for NT quotations and allusions requires greater sensitivity to the interrelationship of these
two versions (see also Pietersma 2002). Adding to this interrelationship is a growing interest in the relationship of
LXX to DSS (Tov 1999, 285–300; Ziegler 1959). There is a growing interest in evaluating the use of Greek
scriptures in the NT as textual evidence in the study of LXX (e.g. Jobes 2006). Hengel finds the onset of fervor for
the Septuagint as the authoritative text about the time of Justin (2002, 26) with subsequent debate being engaged by
Origen, Jerome and Augustine (2002, 47–56). Cf. Childs 2004, 19–20. It seems that debate surrounding the
Septuagint and Hebrew text existed during the apostolic era. While the Septuagint served as the basis for missionary
proclamation and teaching in the Greek speaking world, there was significant recourse to the Hebrew as evidenced
by consistent divergence from the Septuagint text in the NT.

17See the ongoing criticism Porter levels on the discipline (1997; 2006; 2008).
18Gréaux 2003, 30–32; Voorwinde 1987, 4; McCartney 1989, 46; Osborne 1987, 65; Aitken 2004, 18.
19Schutter 1989, 35–36.
20Cf. Hays 1989, 23; but see his elaboration in Hays 2005, 34–37. Porter’s insistence on carefully defined

categories—formulaic quotation, direct quotation, paraphrase, allusion and echo—is too precise and introduces
concepts foreign to ancient authors (2008, 29).
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These issues demonstrate that care must be taken to consider the textual history of the
Greek text and draw upon other versions where the text of 1 Peter differs from any of the extant
Greek versions.13 It is generally acknowledged that revision of the Greek text was already
underway in the pre-Christian era.14 Thus, we cannot assume that the text of scripture in the NT
has as its Vorlage the OG. Furthermore, allowances must be made for differences in the
transmission history of the individual books of the Septuagint.15 If the transmission history of a
Septuagint book is unclear, it becomes problematic placing an occurrence of scripture in 1 Peter
within that transmission history. These new advances in Septuagint studies make it necessary to
bring the study of scripture in 1 Peter up to date.16

Defining Scriptural Occurrences

Different kinds of uses of scripture have not been uniformly defined by scholars.17 Many
questions bear upon this matter of definition. Are introductory formulae a defining
characteristic? How many words must correspond with the source text? Does authorial
modification or alteration bear upon how these textual occurrences are defined?18 One of
Schutter’s contributions was a move toward classification that distinguishes between quotations,
allusions and biblicisms.19

Observed in aggregate, a continuum from lengthy, explicit citations to discrete, implicit
echoes. The terms “citation” and “quotation” are often used synonymously. In this study, I
define citation as any use of scripture which is cited as such—e.g., “David says . . .” (Rom 11:9),
“As written in the book of the words of Isaiah the prophet” (Luke 3:4), or the more general “For
it is contained in scripture” (1 Pet 2:6). A quotation is a more explicit use of scripture and an
allusion is a less explicit use of scripture.20 The overlap between the two is intentionally left



21Hays 1989, 18–21.
22Hays 1989, 23. Along these lines, Ciampa correctly points out that every text is part of “an ongoing

discourse” pertaining to an infinite number of issues (2008, 42–43). This discourse influences the author, often times
without the author consciously knowing it. What is helpful about working with an ancient set of texts within a cultic
sub-culture is that the parameters of this discourse are “more narrowly defined” (45). Thus, it is not impossible to
describe a set of prominent issues pertaining to the first century milieu. For this thesis, it is less important to
demonstrate the influence Isaiah has on the early church; this is already a given. Instead, it is to spell out with some
specificity how Isaiah has made its presence known in 1 Peter.

23This least explicit or less determinate use of scripture does not imply less significant. Hays argues that
depending on “the distinctiveness, prominence, or popular familiarity of the precursor text” in concert with the
rhetorical prominence the author gives the echoed text, one may talk about the “relative weightiness of the material
cited” (2005, 36–37). The concept of “intertextuality” is used throughout this thesis to denote the incorporation of
one text or source into a new composition. Challenges to this use have been raised by Porter (1997, 79–96), and
rightfully so since the term originally had more to do with the plurality of meanings brought to a text by readers (cf.
Kristeva 1986). Moyise has helpfully spelled out how the term has been employed in particular ways in biblical
studies (2000, 17–18). This thesis usually uses the term in the sense of “intertextual echo,” but at points “dialogical
intertextuality” comes into play, particularly as scripture is shown to impact the thought of the author.

24E.g., Moyise 2005, 175; Köstenberger 2006, 230; Voorwinde 1987, 4. The reasons for limitation are rarely
expressed.

25E.g., Glenny lists allusions to the OT but none of these are addressed in the remainder of his study (1987,
71). The same holds true for Osborne 1987.

26These are 1:22-23 (Schutter 1989, 124–130), 2:4-10 (130–138), 2:21-25 (138–144), 3:7-17 (144–153) and
4:14-19/5:1-10 (153–166).

27McCartney 1989, 104. The three motifs he lists are election, the cult and judgement.
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opaque, reflecting the fact that the NT authors appear to have no clear distinction in their
various uses of scripture. The use of introductory formulae is an unnecessary characteristic of a
quotation, since explicit uses of scripture often occur without any introductory formula. Instead,
introductory formulae sometimes mark out a use of scripture as more explicit. Furthermore,
establishing a number of words to distinguish between quotation and allusion cannot be anything
but arbitrary.

The term “echo” has been successfully employed in biblical studies by Hays. In his study
of Pauline hermeneutics, he drew upon the work of Hollander’s intertextual readings of Milton.21

On the continuum between more and less explicit uses of scripture, there is a “vanishing point”
at which “intertextual relations become less determinate.”22 Thus, echo will refer here to the most
subtle of intertextual resonances.23 We will return to Hays’s work on echoes in due course.

Emphasis on Quotations

A propensity to emphasize the most explicit uses of scripture has dominated studies of 1
Peter. Several studies intentionally exclude allusions.24 Other studies account for allusions, but
neglect to factor them into their work in meaningful ways.25 This is one of the shortcomings of
Schutter’s project. Having provided a taxonomy of uses of scripture in 1 Peter, the body of his
analysis is limited to five passages featuring the most explicit quotations in 1 Peter.26 Two studies
making greater use of allusions are the dissertations by McCartney and Gréaux. McCartney’s
approach accounts for allusive material by way of themes and motifs.27 Gréaux produces several
lists of passages that are echoed throughout 1 Peter. However, the structure of his argument is
such that allusions and echoes are only considered after explicit quotations are addressed. This



28The work of Bacq on Irenaeus calls for a more even-handed approach. He finds that the distinction
between explicit citations and simple allusions and subsequent emphasis on explicit citations are made for heuristic
reasons. He counters, however, that “simples allusions scripturaires peuvent très bien jouer le rôle de citations clés”
(1978, 19).

29Osborne 1987, 70: “Il se réfère à l’AT pour comprendre ce qui se passe dans la view de sa communauté
et pour la consoler.”

30Osborne 1987, 75.
31Schutter 1989, 123.
32Pearson 2001, 43.
33The criteria used to identify these hymns may be found in Stauffer 1955, 338–339; cf. Pearson 2001, 8.
34Pearson 2001, 5.
35Pearson 2001, 8–9.
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bifurcation interrupts the flow of the argument of 1 Peter and tacitly indicates that the more
explicit material is more important than the less explicit material.28

This study will follow a sequential format placing quotations and allusions within the
flow of the Petrine argument. This has the advantage of assessing the role of a quotation or
allusion based not on its explicitness but on the basis of its role within the author’s argument.
Furthermore, each use of scripture, whether it functions at an explicit or implicit level, will be
examined to the fullest possible extent in order to arrive at a more comprehensive picture of the
use of scripture in 1 Peter than has previously been given.

Conceptual Frameworks

To this point, the scholarly discussion has been considered as it relates to the data of
scriptural texts occurring in 1 Peter: what texts are used and how do we define these
occurrences? Here we turn to another discussion pertaining to how this data coheres. What are
the organizing principles scholars have provided for understanding the role of scripture in 1
Peter?

There have been two major views on how the variety of scriptural texts come together in
a conceptual framework. The first centers on the theme of suffering. Osborne deduces that
scripture was used “in order to understand what happens in the life of the community and to
console it.”29 References to scripture are drawn from contexts that develop the theme of
suffering which is then applied to a particular “Christian attitude towards suffering.”30 Schutter
finds this focus on suffering resident in the suffering/glory motif, expressed in the first instance
at 1 Pet 1:11. He sees 1:10-12—and this motif in particular—as the hermeneutical key of 1
Peter.31 This idea is taken further by Pearson who infers that the suffering/glory motif is
“derived from the humiliation/vindication theme of the Servant Songs of Deutero-Isaiah,
especially Isaiah 53.”32 So, the suffering/glory motif is not only a means of organizing the
scriptural texts in 1 Peter, but is also derived from scripture. Pearson’s study, however, is
hampered by an atomistic approach stemming from her form-critical methodology. She begins
by identifying several hymns in 1 Peter in order to develop the christological underpinning to the
letter.33 These hymns—located at 1:3-12, 1:18-21, 2:21-25, 3:18-2234—provide a christological
pattern of death and resurrection drawn together by the suffering/glory motif.35 Despite the
valuable insights she provides in her study, the isolation of hymnic elements needlessly hinders a



36For a recent critique of form-criticism, focused particularly on the criteria for identifying hymnic material
in the NT, see Peppard 2008, 322–329.

37The most influential voice on the concept of continuing exile and the hope of restoration is Wright 1992,
268–272.

38Martin 1992, 144.
39Martin 1992, 148.
40Martin 1992, 149. He also lists Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Esther, 4 Ezra, 2 Baruch, 1 Enoch, Sibylline Oracles,

1–4 Maccabees, Josephus, Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs and Philo as literary sources for the concept of diaspora
(149–150).

41Martin is less concerned with the source of the metaphors than the role these metaphors play in the
structure of 1 Peter. Thus, one of the benefits of the present study is to bolster some of Martin’s claims by making
more explicit the connections between some of these metaphors and their scriptural sources. The same can be said
with regard to the work of Bechtler where he analyzes the role of metaphors which are used to depict the liminality
of the community. He emphasizes that these metaphors are “mostly drawn from the LXX” (1998, 208).

42He includes rabbinic literature along with texts from Qumran, Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch, Apocalypse of
Abraham, Jubilees, Testament of Moses and Revelation (Dubis 2002, 6). He is aware of the fact that 1 Peter is not an
apocalypse but argues that it “shares in the worldview of the apocalypses” (Dubis 2002, 39).

43Dubis 2002, 45.
44Dubis 2002, 187.
45Gréaux 2003, 25.
46Gréaux 2003, 76.
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fuller exploration of how christology relates to ecclesiology and the broader development of a
scriptural narrative within 1 Peter.36 The motif of suffering and glory to which these studies point
and the critical role of 1 Pet 1:10-12 will be considered in Chapter 2 in order to assess the special
issues that have surrounded this passage in previous scholarship.

The second major conceptual framework centers on the idea of exile or diaspora.37 The
imagery of diaspora or exile frames the letter in 1 Pet 1:1; 2:11 and 5:13. Martin expounds this in
a study unrelated to the role of scripture in 1 Peter. He contends that “the controlling metaphor
of 1 Peter is the Diaspora.”38 The concept of the diaspora is a metaphor borrowed from early
Judaism and applied to the Christian community.39 He recognizes that Isaiah is important among
the literary sources that inform this metaphor.40 This means that many of the metaphors he
analyzes have their background in the scriptures.41 Dubis, reading 1 Peter alongside early Jewish
apocalyptic literature,42 asserts that 1 Peter is “shaped by the apocalyptic notion of messianic
woes.”43 He substantiates this by looking at general apocalyptic features of 1 Peter and then
particularly for 1 Pet 4:12–19. An important conclusion he reaches is that “the messianic woes
pattern of 1 Peter fits well into 1 Peter’s overarching motif of exile and restoration (1:1, 17; 2:11-
12; 5:9-10, 13).” As was the case for Martin’s overarching diaspora motif, Dubis finds that Isaiah
40–55 informs the motif of exile and restoration and significantly overlaps the suffering/glory
motif.44 This is an important and suggestive synthesis of two conceptual frameworks.

Gréaux, drawing upon the method developed by Hays, further extends this line of
thought by seeing the use of scripture as contributing to “a continuing diaspora metaphor.”45

Similar to previous studies, he finds that Isaiah plays a key role in developing this metaphor by
way of second exodus language.46 The result is that “references to the Old Testament in 1 Peter
are drawn from sections of the Old Testament that contain exodus, second-exodus or diaspora



47Gréaux 2003, 88.
48Mvuvi 2007, 8, 31.
49Mbuvi 2007, 125.
50On which, see Hafemann 1997.
51Elliott 1990, 48–49. Cf. Horrell 2008, 50–52
52Mbuvi 2007, 109.
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themes in their context.”47 He has taken as his starting point a particular metaphor (diaspora) and
used this to “listen” for echoes of scripture. This metaphor, though, does not always fit
individual passages employed in 1 Peter. Mbuvi likewise sees “lingering exile” as the background
to 1 Peter.48 He, however, pursues the temple as the framework for 1 Peter, incorporating “the
concepts of exile, judgment and restoration providing the cultic language by which 1 Peter
addresses the concerns of identity and alienation with which his audience was struggling.”49

The application of categories drawn from Second Temple literature for NT epistles is not
altogether straight-forward if the work of Christ inaugurated the end of exile and the restoration
of the people of God. For 1 Peter, there is no explicit reflection on the inclusion of Gentiles or
the persistent rejection of Christ by the majority of Jews in the first century, as is the case in
Romans or Galatians.50 Instead, the ideas of Israel and Gentile are metaphors for insiders and
outsiders without any apparent reference to the ethnic problems such metaphors raise.
Continuing exile is not the best framework for 1 Peter, since redemption is already assumed for
the audience (esp. 1:14-19). Elliott has argued for the prominence of the terms pa/riokoj and
parepi/dhmoj in 1 Peter, even though few have accepted his argument that these depict the
audience’s literal status in Asia Minor.51 Taken as metaphors depicting the audience, the passages
that frame the letter (1:1, 17; 2:11; 5:13) show no evidence of any connection with the scriptural
texts of the letter. This does not mean there is no relationship between these metaphors and
scripture, but the use of exile/diaspora as a unifying theme for the scriptural discourse of 1 Peter
is dubious.

Thus, it is necessary to reconsider how scripture in 1 Peter coheres. Like previous
studies, I find the motif of suffering and glory as integral to understanding the relationship
between the letter and the scripture it uses. But I see it as constituting a scriptural narrative of
God’s redemptive work among his people, which presupposes at the outset the work of Christ
and the proclamation of the gospel (1:12, 25; 4:17). The restoration of divine presence—God’s
glory—among his people presently experiencing suffering is the story Peter finds in scripture
concerning the people of God, which he then portrays as a narrative in which the church now
participates through Christ. To be sure, this story as drawn from Isaiah recaptures much of the
Exodus narrative in the context of an exilic experience. However, Peter’s use of the narrative
does not depict the church as in exile, but as the locus of the restoration of God’s glorious
presence among his people. Mbuvi, I believe, comes closest to articulating this when he identifies
the spiritual house in 1 Peter “as the anticipated Jewish eschatological temple, now fulfilled in the
community of believers, based on their relations with Jesus Christ the Messiah.”52 However, his
reading of the temple as a unifying concept drawing upon images of exile, judgment and
restoration needs to be reversed. Instead, the temple ought to be viewed as one of the images
that populates the scriptural narrative of divine restoration. The narrative is not expressed



53This discussion begins with the work of Hays (1989). For a survey of literature and issues arising in the
generation of scholarship from the discovery of the Dead Sea Scroll to the late 1980s, see Marshall 1988. For a
literature survey of pre-Qumran scholarship on the use of scripture in NT, see Tasker 1947. Hays’s evaluation of the
work of Ellis and Hanson and response to previous work on Pauline hermeneutics occurs in 1989, 11–14.

54Indeed, such a conversation ought also to deepen our understanding of the entire NT. However, it does
seem that there are differences between the appropriation of scripture in the gospels when compared to the epistles.
To support this broad assertion, I appeal to the differences in genre as well as the focus on the life of Jesus in
contrast to the more didactic nature of the epistles occasioned by the needs of the church.

55Hollander 1981.
56Hays 1989, 19.
57Hays 1989, 20.
58Hays 1989, 19.
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through the symbol of the temple, but the temple is one of many images that are used to retell
the story of Israel anew.

LISTENING IN ON THE PAULINE DISCUSSION

The epistolary genre shared between the Pauline and Petrine letters affords an
opportunity to listen in on the issues discussed by scholars working in this area. It is hoped that
listening to the Pauline conversation will inform study of the Petrine text. Petrine studies have
lagged behind Pauline studies, and the application of methodological advances will bring the
study of Peter’s use of scripture up to date.53 In other words, we may borrow from Paul with
payoff for Peter. At the same time, broadening this discussion beyond the Pauline corpus should
go some way toward deepening our understanding of early Christian hermeneutics as it occurs
within the epistolary literature of the NT.54

Allusive Echo

A landmark study in Pauline use of scripture is Echoes of Scripture in the Letters of Paul
(1989) by Hays. The title of the book alludes to Hollander’s The Figure of Echo55 and draws upon
it, among other literary studies, to develop a method of hearing the “rhetorical and semantic
effects” that reverberate when a text alludes to another text.56 This method pushes the discussion
of the use of scripture in Paul away from the most explicit quotations. opening up vistas in
which less explicit scriptural resonances may be heard. Hays writes, “Allusive echo functions to
suggest to the reader that text B should be understood in light of a broad interplay with text A,
encompassing aspects of A beyond those explicitly echoed.”57 This interplay, termed
“metalepsis” by Hollander, allows scholars “(a) to call attention to them so that others might be
enabled to hear; and (b) to give an account of the distortions and new figuration that they
generate.”58

Is a modern literary approach an imposition on the text, though? Would the application
of a literary theory developed in the past fifty years not bear marks of anachronism? A subtle
answer to this question comes in a brief citation of what Fishbane calls “inner-biblical



59Hays 1989, 21. Cf. 27, where Hays discloses his intent “to produce late twentieth-century readings of Paul
informed by intelligent historical understanding.”

60Fishbane 1988, 5–10; 1996, 34–35.
61Wagner narrows the seven criteria to five “particularly important” for his purposes: volume, recurrence,

historical plausibility, thematic coherence and satisfaction (2002, 11–12). Compare this with the discussion of allusions
(Anspielungen) in Paul in relation specifically to Isaiah in Wilk 1998, 266–268.

62Hays 1989, 29.
63Hays 1989, 29–30; 2005, 34. This later essay updates several of the tests significantly.
64Hays 2005, 35.
65Hays 2005, 35. Original emphasis removed.
66Hays 2005, 36. Original emphasis removed.
67Hays 2005, 37.
68Ibid. Original emphasis removed.
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exegesis.”59 Subtle forms of interpretive resonances are already apparent throughout the Hebrew
Bible.60 Thus, what modern literary criticism has provided is the language with which to speak
about textual phenomena that occur not only in the use of scripture by NT authors, but within
that scripture itself.

Hays developed seven tests by which intertextual echoes may be identified.61 He cautions
that these cannot be used as a scientific method “because exegesis is a modest imaginative
craft.”62 The first test is availability which refers to whether an author has access to a source.63

Volume refers to “how insistently the echo presses itself upon the reader.”64 This has three
interconnected factors. The first factor pertains to “the degree of verbatim repetition of words
and syntactical patterns.”65 Beyond simply identifying what text is in use, this factor raises
questions about the author’s Vorlage—whether the text was Greek, Hebrew or Aramaic, whether
there are changes to the text, and whether these occur as a variant in the manuscript tradition or
are intentionally altered by the author. The second factor has to do with “the distinctiveness,
prominence, or popular familiarity of the precursor text,” which differs from the availability of a
text.66 It is one thing to say that Isaiah was available for the author and readers, but it is another
to discern the prominence of the suffering servant as compared to, say, a woe oracle against
Cush. The third factor relates to the rhetorical emphasis placed on the text in the flow of the
epistolary discourse.67

Recurrence takes into consideration the use of a particular passage elsewhere by the same
author. He writes, “When we find repeated Pauline quotations of a particular OT passage,
additional possible allusions to the same passage become more compelling.”68 Hays allows for a
range of meaning with regard to the term “passage” which may include larger units of scripture
(e.g., Isaiah 40–55). Thematic coherence coordinates two sources of meaning. The source text must
be understood to contribute meaning to the discourse in which it is quoted. Does this meaning
match the context of the discourse and how does the use of the source text inform that
discourse? This does not simply occur on an instance-by-instance basis, but accounts for the
overall argument. So, if Isaiah (or portions thereof) may be shown to be instrumental to the
development of the overall argument, then “we may assume that other possible echoes of that



69Hays 2005, 40.
70The Christ event has significant ramifications for differentiating the interpretive activity of the early

church from that of early Judaism. This will be explored further in the next chapter.
71Hays 2005, 41.
72Hays 2005, 44.
73Hays 1989, 86.
74Hays 1989, 123. He cites Rom 15:4 and 1 Cor 10:11.
75Hays 1989, 160.
76Wagner 2002, 41.
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same text elsewhere in the same letter are likely to be theologically significant rather than merely
the product of our own interpretive fantasy.”69

Historical Plausibility considers both the interpretive milieu of the Second Temple period as
well as the ability of the original audience to understand the meaning of what is being
interpreted. One of the difficulties with this test is the fact that early Christian
interpretation—although indebted to a Jewish interpretive tradition—significantly breaks with
the Jewish interpretation of its time.70 Things are further complicated when we attempt to
account for the audience. Would a predominantly Gentile audience pick up on intra-Jewish
interpretive debates? Hays suggests, “If, however, it can be shown that Paul’s allusions to
Scripture do have analogies and parallels in other contemporary writings, then we are on firmer
ground in placing interpretive weight upon them.”71 History of Interpretation considers whether
others throughout the centuries have likewise discerned an allusion or echo. Finally, satisfaction
attempts to answer the questions, “Does the proposed intertextual reading illuminate the
surrounding discourse and make some larger sense of Paul’s argument as a whole?”72

These tests provide a road map for confirming the use of intertextual echoes. However,
they are not a scientific manual that may be used to identify and classify various species of textual
phenomena. Therefore, these tests inform the present study, enabling us to be sensitive to the
presence of themes and images populating 1 Peter which contribute to the scriptural narrative.

Ecclessiocentricity

One of the surprising results of Hays’s work is his insistence that Paul’s reading of
scripture is not governed by christological interpretations, but produces readings that are
ecclesiocentric.73 Thus, Paul expresses a “conviction that Scripture is rightly read as a word
addressed to the eschatological community.”74 The church is founded upon the scriptures of
Israel, and Paul proves this more by demonstration rather than by treatise.75 Paul grapples
explicitly with issues surrounding the inclusion of Gentiles and how the Law is to be read in light
of Christ. Hays produces a reading that, perhaps, overly differentiates christological and
ecclesiological interpretation; but even if he has overreached, he has brought to our attention the
profound importance ecclesiology holds in understanding Paul’s hermeneutics.

Wagner’s study of Romans 9–11 augments this to some extent by focusing on how Paul
reads his own ministry in the scriptures. He contends that Paul finds himself at a momentous
stage in history in which God’s work among the Gentiles requires a reconsideration of the
covenant with Israel.76 Paul argues, based on his reading of Isaiah, for a “two-stage process” in



77Wagner 2002, 359.
78E.g., Wagner 2002, 32–33.
79Goppelt 1993, 6–7.
80And to this point, Marks, who finds Paul “affirming the priority of his own conceptions by imposing

them on the earlier tradition” (1982, 80), comes under fire. Hays contends that such a perspective is beholden to
generations of “misreadings” of Paul “that ignore his roots in Scripture or highlight antithetical aspects of his
relation to it” (Hays 1989, 159).

81Hays 1989, 157.
82Hays 1989, 157. For Paul, then, the phrase dikaiosu/nh qeou~ is key to understanding his hermeneutic.

Such phraseology is not entirely absent in 1 Peter (see 2:23), but it would be a stretch to claim it as Peter’s
understanding of “the ground of the narrative unity between Law and gospel.”

83Hays 1989, 160.
84Hays 1989, 160–164.
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which “Paul finds himself playing a pivotal role in this drama of cosmic redemption: he is not
only a herald bearing the message of redemption to the Gentiles, but also a chosen instrument
through whom God will provoke his own people to jealousy and so effect their salvation.”77

The present study finds many correlations between the ecclesiological readings of
scripture by Paul and Peter. These will be spelled out in the chapters to follow. Unlike Paul,
though, Peter seems less preoccupied with justifying his mission.78 Only in 1 Pet 5:1 does he
mention his own ministry. But when he does, he draws upon the language of scripture developed
over the course of his letter and casts himself in the role of witness to suffering and partaker in
glory. Also unlike Paul, Peter does little to deal with issues centering on the Gentile inclusion.79

The reasons for this are unclear. Ever present is the temptation to read 1 Peter in light of
tensions within the community, and perhaps the letter served to address some of these tensions.
But these are never made explicit. What is made clear, though, is that the scriptures of Israel
address ecclesiological concerns, particularly as the church in Asia Minor has experienced
suffering.

Narrative Substructure

A suggestive line of argument put forward by Hays contends against the accusation that
Paul’s use of scripture is highly eclectic and self-referential.80 Instead, Paul’s hermeneutic shows a
commitment to an underlying narrative based on “fundamental themes of the biblical story.”81

Therefore, the seemingly scattered scriptural quotations “derive coherence from their common
relation to the scriptural story of God’s righteousness.”82 On the basis of this narrative, Paul can
envision the gospel as a continuation of the narrative.83 Furthermore, scripture can be read as
addressing the needs of the community primarily because the community participates within the
narrative.84 These ideas are important for the present thesis, particularly for demonstrating the
key role scripture plays in the ecclesiological hermeneutic of 1 Peter. The link between scripture
and the churches of Asia Minor lies not in a patchwork of passages deemed suitable by Peter, but
in a narrative that unifies all of scripture and enables Peter to locate the church within an
overarching drama.

Wagner, a student of Hays, further focuses these ideas in his work on the use of Isaiah in
Romans. Building upon the recognition of linking terms (gězērâ šāwâ) between scriptural
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quotations in Paul, he finds that texts have been selected by Paul “for reasons beyond simple
catchword associations.” Paul shows an “awareness of significant thematic as well as verbal
connections between the texts.”85 Such connections are not unique to Paul, but are apparent in
the interpretive tradition inherited by Paul.86 These connected texts become “in some sense
mutually interpreting for Paul,” whether the connection occurs between Isaianic texts or with
texts drawn from outside Isaiah.87 The net effect is that “Isaiah does make significant and
distinctive contributions to Paul’s particular retelling of the story of God, Israel, and the Gentiles
in Romans,” even if it is not the only voice within Paul’s scriptural discourse.88 Wagner identifies
a narrative constituent of Isaiah. He writes:

“In terms of Isaiah’s larger three-act ‘plot line’ of rebellion, punishment, and
restoration, Paul locates himself and his fellow believers (Jew and Gentile) in the
final act of the story, where heralds go forth with the good news that God has
redeemed his people.”89

This is in many ways similar to the overarching narrative articulated by Hays, but
confines such a narrative within a single book. The difference between an overarching narrative
uniting all of scripture and a particularly Isaianic narrative is subtle. The overarching narrative
provides bridges between different individual narratives contained within the disparate books of
scripture. Isaiah appears to have provided for the early church a self-contained articulation of the
more-or-less complete narrative (albeit with other passages orbiting around it and even
competing with it) as evidenced by its high frequency of quotation in the NT and its prominence
in the manuscript tradition.

Both Hays and Wagner have recognized that Paul has not played fast and loose with the
text of scripture, but rather has pursued interpretive strategies consistent with the narrative that
extends from scripture to the gospel and ultimately to God’s work in and through the church as
the eschatological community. Inasmuch as Paul has “used” scripture to argue his case, it
remains true that scripture itself exerts pressure upon Paul as an interpreter. Hays’s turn of
phrase—“Gospel interprets scripture; Scripture interprets gospel”90—expresses this idea. In the
consideration of the hermeneutics involved in 1 Peter, it is reasonable to expect the same kind of
dual pressure to be apparent. The text of scripture supplies metaphors, structures and phrases
that are determinative for the shape of Peter’s argument just as much as Peter’s concerns for the
church shape his reading of scripture.

In line with this scholarly trajectory, Gignilliat suggests that the narrative substructure of
Paul’s use of the OT is more theologically oriented than accounted for in previous scholarship.91
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He argues that Paul’s reading of scripture is “a genuine extension of the text in light of its true
subject matter in Jesus Christ.”92 The scriptures provide “warrant for Paul’s role in this
redemptive drama” depicted most prominently in Isaiah 40–66.93 Gignilliat proposes that Paul’s
thought is influenced by “Isaiah’s canonical message of redemption and its attendant key figures
(the Servant and the servants of the Servant).”94 In expounding the key role this Isaianic
figuration plays in Paul’s second letter to the Corinthians, he writes:

These servant followers of the Servant, the offspring promised in Isa 52.10, carry
on the task of the Servant as light to the nations, and restorers of Zion. They, like
the Servant, suffer in righteousness (Isa 57.1); however, they do not take on the
unique role of the Servant, who is the incarnation of Israel and vicarious sin-
bearer.95

Like Paul, Peter appears to be sensitive to the unique role of the singular servant (1 Pet 2:22-25),
yet develops the imitative potential of the servant’s righteous suffering (2:21). In the next
chapter, it will be demonstrated how the plural servants are key to understanding how Isaiah
depicts the narrative of divine restoration. Unlike Paul, Peter does not go to lengths to identify
his own mission in the categories raised in Isaiah 40–66 (although he does show himself to be a
participant in them in 1 Pet 5:1). Instead, he pictures how the church participates in the drama of
restoration in the role of the plural servants.

Comparison with the Interpretive Practices of the Second Temple Period

There is a significant line of scholarship devoted to the study of Paul’s reading of
scripture in comparison with other contemporaneous literature.96 Since the discovery of
manuscripts at Qumran in 1947, there has been a wealth of materials with which to compare
Paul’s use of scripture.97 Lim compares textual modification in the commentaries of Qumran and
the letters of Paul.98 In the post-Qumran scholarly discussion, the stability of the Greek or
Hebrew texts in the first century can no longer be assumed. He writes, “The Qumran pesharim
and Pauline letters are dated to a period when the textual situation is fluid and more than the
three textual traditions of the MT, LXX, and SP should be posited.”99 From this he argues that
work on the Pauline text form “should be carried out not only with extant witnesses written in
Greek, but also with Hebrew sources.”100 Most prominently among these Hebrew sources are the
biblical scrolls and the pesharim of Qumran. Lim’s study challenges previous work on the use of
scripture in 1 Peter. For one, Lim dismantles the phrase “Midrash pesher.” He suggests that the
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hybridization of genres “should, in our opinion, be left out of a discussion of pesherite or
Pauline exegeses.”101 This matches in many ways Hays’s critique of Midrash.102 He correctly
points out how the rabbinic writings of later centuries represent different historical backgrounds
than was true for Paul in the first century.103

Yet, the discontinuity between the exegetical practices before and after the fall of
Jerusalem is not as stark as might be supposed. Brooke suggests that many of the exegetical
practices codified in the rabbinic writings were in fact used by Philo and in the Targums as well
as in the Dead Sea Scrolls.104 An example is the use of key term links, or gězērâ šāwâ. The use of
this interpretive technique is important in the present study. What the current debate
demonstrates is that this technique is less a characteristic of Midrashic interpretation than it is a
common practice throughout the history of interpretation of scripture.105 Another important
technique for the present study is ’al tiqrē’, or intentional “misreadings” of the text. With regard
to the interpretive tradition surrounding the Hebrew version, the use of ’al tiqrē’ involves the
interpreter taking advantage of textual peculiarities, variants or exchanging similar letters.106 What
is unclear is whether this interpretive technique is drawn into the interpretive tradition
surrounding the Greek version. If so, some of the differences between quotation and Vorlage
may stem from this technique.107

These insights drawn from comparisons with Qumran point to text critical issues
overlooked in most studies of scripture in 1 Peter. The instability of the text in the first century
complicates our understanding of Peter’s Vorlage. A simple comparison of critical editions of the
Greek text can no longer be the basis of a serious study of the NT appropriation of scripture.
Lim pushes further by broadening the problem to Hebrew texts, and Brooke draws
considerations of Jewish interpretive techniques into the study of NT interpretive techniques.
Wagner’s study exemplifies an approach that is sensitive to these issues by comparing the
wording of Pauline quotations with OG Isaiah while consulting variant manuscripts before
proceeding to “the later Greek versions, the church fathers, and quotations in other NT
writings” and to “Hebrew forms of the text, including MT, the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Isaiah
Targum, and the Peshitta.”108

Such work is necessary to identify the Vorlage(n) behind the quotations and allusions
found in the NT. However, it must also be recognized that problems associated with the textual
situation in the first century are manifold. McLay presents a number of difficulties including the
fact that there was no canon for the early church along with the pluriformity of scripture in the
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Second Temple period.109 By this he means that scripture existed in different languages,
sometimes in multiple literary editions (i.e. Daniel), each with variant readings and undergoing a
process of interpretation incorporated into the textual transmission. Alongside this situation also
exists the possibility that revision has occurred.110 This diversity of texts complicates an
assessment of Peter’s Vorlage, so that statements about authorial change or variants in the
manuscript tradition must be made tentatively at best. This is true even where the extant
manuscript tradition shows no evidence for differences occurring in 1 Peter.111

The discussion in Pauline circles allows us to briefly assess difficulties that have arisen in
the Petrine discussion, particularly as it relates to the hermeneutics of 1 Peter and its relationship
with midrash. The work of Schutter is the seminal study of Petrine hermeneutics. He finds that a
pesher-like hermeneutic, similar to that found in Qumran, was employed in 1 Peter.112 He begins
by investigating 1 Pet 1:13–2:10 to determine its genre and considers homiletic midrash the most
likely candidate in terms of “form, hermeneutical presuppositions, methods, and practices.”113

He then looks at 1:10-12 “where explicit information exists concerning the author’s
hermeneutic,”114 and corroborates the correspondence between 1 Peter and Jewish hermeneutical
conventions.115 Several texts from Qumran are placed next to 1:10-12 to demonstrate the pesher-
like hermeneutic employed.116 The suffering/glory motif first expressed in 1:11 is then explored
as the basis for identifying Petrine hermeneutics. He concludes, “Each passage was seen also to
have correlations with the S/G of 1.11, establishing its antithesis as an important organizing
principle in the author’s understanding of Christian doctrine.”117

Glenny’s thesis comes to contradictory conclusions regarding midrash. He finds that “the
evidence in 1 Peter supports the theory that midrash is a genre of literature rather than a
hermeneutical methology [sic].”118 This stems partly from the fact that Glenny finds the
hermeneutical centerpiece not to be 1 Pet 1:10-12 but rather 2:6-10 which establishes “a pattern
which Peter demonstrates between Israel, the Old Testament People of God and the church, the
New Testament People of God.”119 So, despite techniques that exhibit pesher-like qualities (e.g.
1:24-25; 2:6-10), the use of different hermeneutical methodologies in 1 Peter “argues against
classifying the hermeneutics as midrash.”120
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McCartney stands between these studies regarding Petrine hermeneutics. Whereas
Glenny saw 1 Pet 2:6-10 as centrally important, McCartney finds in 1:10-12 a means by which
the OT is applied to the church.  He writes, “In accordance with the principle of 1:10-12, the
Scripture is about Christ, but through Christ the Scripture also describes believers.”121 Instead of
a direct appropriation of scripture between the OT people of God and the church, McCartney
identifies how Christ is an indispensable step between the OT and the church.

Pearson contends that Isaiah 53 not only stands behind the suffering/glory motif in 1
Peter,122 but plays an important role in drawing together the various sources in 1 Peter.123

Although she discerns a pesher-like exegesis, she thinks Isaiah 53 is at the center of the various
texts on display in 1 Peter. For her, christology is the fundamental category standing behind the
Petrine use of scripture.

Clearly confusion has arisen in the Petrine discussion concerning midrash and pesher.
This is not surprising in light of the difficulty associated with these terms.124 For one, the two
terms do not appear to be synonymous.125 Midrash has been defined by Porton as “a type of
literature, oral or written, which has its starting point in a fixed canonical text, considered the
revealed word of God by the midrashist and his audience, and in which this original verse is
explicitly cited or clearly alluded to.”126 Porton, though, is careful to differentiate midrash as
activity from later rabbinic midrash. Teugels, along these lines, discourages “use of the term
‘midrash’ outside the rabbinic corpus,” but does admit that there is something comparable to the
literature of early Judaism and early Christianity.127 The essential element for rabbinic midrash,
according to Teugels, is the “Oral Torah” which transmits a “chain of tradition” from which
authority is derived.128 To be sure, such oral traditions existed in the Second Temple era, but
were not self-consciously collected in literature aimed at preserving authoritative
interpretations.129 Such being the case, scholars still tend to speak of midrash as an interpretive
activity in distinction from the genre and aims associated with later rabbinical literature.130 Even
so, the association of the term with later rabbinic practices cautions us against using the term
even to describe the underlying interpretive practices shared between Second Temple Judaism,
the early Church and Tannaitic Judaism.

Pesher, on the other hand, more often refers to a particular exegetical method or to the
genre of literature that employs this kind of method.131 Schutter’s identification of a pesher-like
technique in 1 Peter is sound, but this does not entail that the genre is midrashic. Lim, for
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instance, demonstrates how the evidence from Qumran does not support the designation of a
Midrash genre.132 Carmignac clarified our understanding of pesher as a genre by distinguishing
“un péshèr «continu»” and “un péshèr «discontinu» ou «thématique».”133 The characteristics of the
former exhibit continuous quotations of biblical text, with the technical use of the term ‘pesher,’
followed by an interpretation.134 Lim is careful to define the continuous pesharim as a genre, but
the exegetical practices displayed in the thematic pesharim do not, per se, constitute a genre.135

Dunn, comparing the exegetical practices of the Qumran pesharim with NT use of quotations,
notes that NT quotations differ from the continuous pesharim inasmuch as they does not
provide a quotation and then produce an interpretation; “the actual quotation of the text
embodies its interpretation within the quotation itself.”136 This distinction is important because it
moves our understanding of the interpretive practices of the early church away from the generic
features of the pesharim and enables us to focus on the principles in use.137 In the course of this
study, it will be assumed that such pesher-like interpretive techniques contribute to the creative,
narratival reading of scripture found in 1 Peter. As was the case in Qumran, where texts were
creatively brought together, Peter also brings texts together to draw out themes and images that
are integral to the narrative of God’s restoration. However, the decisive work of Christ and the
proclamation of the gospel press us to look beyond the issues raised by the diverse and thorny
issues contained within recent debates on the interpretive techniques of ancient Judaism. At
many points, these issues inform the present study, but only insofar as they illuminate the way in
which the Isaianic narrative is drawn into 1 Peter.

Unambiguous Quotations

The study of Pauline hermeneutics has generated studies focused on determining Paul’s
Vorlagen. Koch developed a set of criteria to identify explicit uses of scripture which helps
establish Paul’s citation technique.138 He distinguishes a quotation—a formulation that is from an
external source and is recognizable as such139—from allusion and paraphrase which are more
fully integrated into the context of the letter.140 This distinction considers whether the reader is
able to recognize (erkennen) that the author is using an external source. In contemplating how an
author indicates to an audience that he is quoting an external source, Koch provides seven
categories based on textual indicators. These are:141
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1. Quotations with unambiguous (eindeutig) introductory formula
2. Quotations already specifically cited in the context
3. Quotations emphasized by subsequent interpretation (nachträgliche Interpretation)
4. Quotations incongruous with the context
5. Quotations that differ stylistically in their context
6. Quotations that are indirectly marked with simple conjunctions
7. Totally unlabeled quotations (ungekennzeichnete Zitate)142

It is only when these unambiguous quotations are identified that scholars may proceed to reckon
with Paul’s use of scripture from the standpoint of a stable set of data.143

Stanley builds upon the work of Koch by both refining the distinguishing characteristics
of citations but also expanding considerably upon the characteristics of the first-century readers
of Paul. The definition of quotation or citation is limited to “places where the author’s appeal to
an outside source is so blatant that any attentive reader would recognize the secondary character
of the materials in question.”144 Stanley streamlines the criteria by limiting blatant citations to
three: “(1) those introduced by an explicit quotation formula . . .; (2) those accompanied by a
clear interpretive gloss . . .; and (3) those that stand in demonstrable syntactical tension with their
present Pauline surroundings.”145 This tightened set of criteria provides for him a set of “assured
citations” that allows him to identify, isolate and catalogue the “author’s normal citation
technique.”146 This supports the aim of his study of finding places where Paul has adapted the
text of scripture.

One of the strengths of both studies is that they work from more recent advances made
in Septuagint research.147 The present state of research in 1 Peter has lagged in this respect. The
main weakness of the approach, though, is the insistence upon a criteria of explicitness. By
isolating the most explicit citations, one is not able to assess the overall picture of normal usage.
Instead, the result is a picture of normal usage in explicit cases. However, if an author
“normally” works at a less explicit level, the criteria established by Koch and Stanley have already
weeded out what amounts to the author’s “normal” practice. The reasons for insisting on a
criteria of explicitness are understandable. For one, the data are easier to process in this case and
allow one to work from more certain cases to less certain cases. But another reason for insisting
on this criteria has to do with the ability of the audience to perceive the use of scripture. To this
concept we now turn.
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Audience Competence

Stanley questions “whether Paul’s Gentile readers would have understood even some of
his more explicit quotations.”148 His full investigation of Paul’s readers is carried out in a study
entitled Arguing with Scripture. Assuming a literacy rate of 10–20 percent, the problem of illiteracy
among Paul’s original audience is significant.149 This situation is further compounded by the
limited availability of scrolls.150 If Paul’s congregations were mostly composed of illiterate
Gentiles, what hope did they have of following his skilled use of scripture when employed
subtly?151 There is a discrepancy, then, between Paul’s use of scripture and the ability of his
audience to perceive his use of scripture.152 Stanley suggests four possible explanations for this
discrepancy. It is possible that (1) there was an established program whereby Gentile audiences
were taught to study and memorize the Jewish scriptures. Or (2), Paul assumes a shared
scriptural background between him and his audience where there, in fact, was none. Or perhaps
(3), Paul addressed his letters to the literate elite and expected these to explain to illiterate
members of the audience the scriptural nuances in his letters. Or (4), Paul understood that his
use of scripture would go largely unrecognized except for some key scriptural passages but
would be appreciated and accepted all the same.153 Elements of these four explanations lead him,
then, to spell out four generalizations. First, “illiteracy did not prevent the Gentiles in Paul’s
congregations from knowing something about the Jewish Scriptures.”154 Stanley suggests that the
Decalogue and important biblical figures such as Abraham, Moses, Elijah and David would have
been well known.155 Second, “Paul’s letters leave no doubt that his patterns of thought and
expression were heavily molded by the Jewish Scriptures.”156 This suggests that not all allusions
to scripture are rhetorically significant.157 Third, concerning Paul writing primarily for the literate
members of his audience, Stanley writes, “Paul may have been directing his argument primarily
to the literate members of his churches (or more precisely, to those who were familiar with the
Jewish Scriptures) when he penned his biblical quotations.”158 Finally, “when Paul quotes from
the Jewish Scriptures in his letters, he invariably has a rhetorical purpose.”159
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Wagner responds to the reader-centered approach by setting forth his understanding of
the first recipients of Paul’s letter in Rome. He recognizes that, with limited evidence, it is nearly
impossible to arrive at an accurate reconstruction of Paul’s audience regarding their ability to
perceive quotations and allusions.160 Rather than limit oneself to an historical reconstruction of
the first audience, he suggests that our understanding of the historical evidence work in tandem
with a consideration of the ideal reader “encoded in the letter itself.”161 He further proposes that
it was likely that multiple encounters with Paul’s letter would have occurred.162 These proposals
go a long way toward answering the claim that there was a low level of reader competence
among the first recipients of Romans.163

Furthermore, Wagner considers Paul’s relationship to Isaiah not simply as someone
reading the written text, but also as someone committing large portions of Isaiah to memory.164

He proposes that “we should imagine Paul interacting with scripture in a variety of modes,
including meditation on memorized passages, hearing of spoken texts, personal reading of
written texts, and collection of and reflection on excerpts from larger texts.”165 The role of
memory is also important for our understanding of the audience. It cannot be suggested that the
audience was composed uniformly of people as competent as Paul, but many of the traits that
mark him as a competent reader of scripture would carry over to the upper end of an audience
of mixed capabilities.

What has emerged in such discussion is that Paul was an exceptionally competent reader
of scripture. But the gap between him and “ordinary” readers and hearers of scriptures is not
always easy to discern. In the case of someone like Peter, it can be difficult to accurately rate his
reader competence against that of Paul’s. At the same time, there do appear to be certain
presuppositions (Jewish exegetical practices, christological kerygma, gospel mission, etc.) that are
shared within the early church, making the comparison between Paul and Peter valid.

PICTURING THE ORIGINAL AUDIENCE

Stanley’s contribution to the study of Paul’s use of scripture challenges previous studies
by questioning the assumption that one can simply study Paul in abstraction from the
communicative process his letters represent.166 The same holds true for Peter and the study of
his use of scripture. In the thesis I propose for 1 Peter, then, it is necessary to remain sensitive to
the rhetorical context in which scriptural texts are used in 1 Peter. However, there are some
features of Stanley’s work that must be refined before taking them fully on board.
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Literacy and Orality

First, the issue of illiteracy among the majority of the original audience of early Christian
epistles must be further nuanced. One fault of Stanley’s portrayal of ancient illiteracy is the
equating of literacy with social elites. The result of this equation is a dismissal of the significance
of orality.167 To take an example, he writes, “It seems improbable that the illiterate members of
Paul’s churches would have been motivated to raise questions about Paul’s use of scripture, and
it is even more unlikely that they would have been able to understand and critique the answers if
they were offered.”168 It seems that the stigmas associated with modern illiteracy have been
retrojected onto the ancient world, even though no evidence exists indicating that illiteracy was
stigmatized. There is an assumption expressed here that illiteracy entails an inability to
understand the written word read aloud and an inability to engage in critical thought.169 However,
in a culture where oral modes of communication dominated, this assumption is unfounded.170

Stanley works with the assumption that most, if not all, of Paul’s audience were Gentiles
(a concept that matches the current scholarly opinion regarding the Petrine audience in Asia
Minor).171 However, there was likely a higher level of Jewish presence than Stanley assumes.172 If
Paul’s audience were composed of a greater number of Jewish listeners, then the competency of
the audience would be raised significantly with regard to familiarity with the Jewish scriptures.
Furthermore, if the leadership of the early church was composed of people who were familiar
with scripture (even if illiterate), a great deal more may be expected of the audience than Stanley
allows. We may expect that the leadership of the early church worked to educate those less
familiar with the scriptural heritage that belonged to the early church. This is a point Wagner
raises in his critique of Stanley’s thesis, to which he adds the likelihood of “multiple public
readings.”173 All of these areas of consideration contribute to a picture of the early church as
more competent hearers of scripture than has been granted by Stanley. 

This means that the authors of NT epistles did not have to work only at the most explicit
level to indicate the use of scripture to their audience. Should we assume that everyone would
have heard more subtle uses of scripture? By no means! But we can assume that there were
members of the audience who caught a great deal more than the reader-centered approach has
allowed. In all likelihood, the members who caught more were usually those in a position to
explain what they learned to others.

Second, the scarcity of biblical scrolls intersects significantly with the first test Hays
proposed: availability. Scholars are in agreement that Paul accessed scripture in written form. It is
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likely that Paul used written excerpts from previous study of scrolls as the source of (most of) his
quotations.174 We must also ask, however, the extent to which the audience was familiar with
scriptural texts. How do we go about quantifying what was available? A simple perusal of
Fraenkel’s Verzeichnis of Greek manuscripts provides us a picture of our extant manuscripts for
the different books of the Bible. The index of manuscripts for individual books indicates that the
most popular books were the Psalter (with the most manuscripts by far), Genesis, Isaiah, the
Odes of Solomon, Exodus and Proverbs.175 At Qumran, the books of Isaiah, Genesis, Psalms,
Deuteronomy, Exodus and Leviticus, along with Jubilees, the Hodayot, and Rule of the Community
rounds out the picture of availability.176 This profile corresponds significantly with the books
most used by NT authors. This correspondence suggests that authors were aware that the
availability of biblical scrolls was a significant issue.

Ultimately the proposition that 1 Peter draws upon a scriptural narrative, which is
informed by the themes and images of discrete scriptural texts, makes it so that the force of
Peter’s argument resides less in the recognition of each individual text that is quoted or alluded
to and more in the recognition of the dramatic narrative in which Peter depicts his audience as
participants. In other words, stories were able to communicate effectively to widespread
audiences.177

Ethnic Composition178

It must also be recollected that early church expansion ran along the rails of the
synagogues.179 Trebilco’s book Jewish Communities in Asia Minor makes a compelling case for the
presence of Jewish communities in several of the cities included in the original circuit of 1
Peter.180 This establishes that the original audience of 1 Peter consisted of some mix of Jewish
and Gentile Christians who would vary in their ability to hear the use of scripture in the
discourse of 1 Peter.

According to the prescript of 1 Peter, the audience is located across a rather large
amount of territory in Asia Minor. The geographical names listed in 1 Pet 1:1 refer to the
provinces of Pontus, Galatia and Cappadocia, located in the Eastern half of the Anatolian
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peninsula, along with Asia and Bithynia, located in the Western half. At a minimum, the
circuitous route by which the letter was carried followed the coasts of the Black Sea to the
North, the Marmara sea to the Northwest and the Aegean Sea to the West. However, it is more
likely that the circuit was much larger, encompassing even as much as three-quarters of Asia
Minor and extending as far south as the Taurus Mountains.

In all likelihood, the route the letter-carrier followed would have passed through major
urban centers in these provinces. A possible route would begin in Tyana in Cappadocia heading
north through Ankara to the cities along the Black Sea—such as Sinope—then West to
Nicomedia and Nicea, then Southward into any number of population centers such as Acmonia
and Sardis in the interior and Pergamum and Smyrna along the Aegean coast.181

The listing of the geographical centers in 1 Pet 1:1 can be coordinated with other such
listings in Acts 2:9-10 and Revelation 2–3. The passage in Acts describes a convocation in
Jerusalem of diaspora Jews who traveled from far reaches of the world. From Asia Minor are
listed delegates from Cappadocia, Pontus, Asia, Phrygia and Pamphylia. The listing of these
regions early in Acts may indicate how Peter has come to know the people addressed in the
epistle. Particularly relevant to the present concerns of this thesis is the identification of peoples
from these regions as ethnically Jewish. The cities named in Revelation also overlap with the
regions listed in 1 Pet 1:1. Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia and
Laodicea are all within the province of Asia, the region most likely to be the end of the circuit for
1 Peter.

From these considerations, it seems that the regions addressed by Peter are broadly
familiar within the sphere of early Christianity and that the areas are not isolated from the
missionary activity more often associated with southern Asia Minor. Additionally, the Aegean
area—both the interior and the coastal regions—appear to have been the residence of several
prominent Jewish communities. Paul Trebilco’s work on Jewish communities in this area goes a
long way toward helping us understand the ethnic diversity of the people residing in this
region.182

Bechtler has recently argued that the situation addressed in 1 Peter centers on “intragentile
conflict.”183 This turn away from the more standard identification of the audience as mixed with
Jewish and Gentile Christians demands some further consideration. First, he contends that “the
presence of Jewish Christians and gentile God-fearers among 1 Peter’s intended audience cannot
be deduced from the letter itself.” Instead, one must look to sources outside the letter, such as
evidence of Jewish presence in Asia Minor or other literary sources. He then argues, “A
distinction must be made between the actual, historical communities, which almost certainly did
include some Jewish Christians and former God-fearers, and the addressees of the letter, who are
gentiles.”184 The key piece of evidence provided for this claim is the adjective
patroparado/toj in 1:18 describing an inheritance from one’s ancestors. He writes, “The
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adjective patroparado/toj derives from Hellenistic Greek rhetoric, where it was used
positively to indicate that which was traditional and, as such, venerable and trustworthy.”185 The
problem with this assertion is the weakness of the evidence. This term shows up only five times
prior to the NT, and then in only two authors dated merely a century prior to the NT.186 It is
difficult to substantiate a literary influence here; particularly since in 1 Peter the adjective is used
in such a negative way.

While it is certainly true that one cannot deduce an ethnically Jewish audience from the
scant evidence in 1 Peter, it is equally true that this scant evidence is also elusive when it comes
to eliminating any Jewish presence from among the audience.187 Equating patroparado/toj
with “Hellentistic Greek rhetoric” only identifies the source from which the term derives but
says nothing about how it is applied in 1 Peter. We simply cannot determine from this one
adjective whether it is being applied to an exclusively Jewish or Gentile audience. Because it is
possible to interpret the key passages pertaining to the identity of the audience (1:14, 18; 4:3-5) as
relevant to either a Jewish or Gentile background, it does not appear responsible to decisively
eliminate one or the other from consideration based merely on a “mirror-reading” technique.188

As a mixed audience, it is valuable to see how recipients of the letter may have felt ostracism not
merely from a Gentile context but the Jewish adherents to the gospel may also have been
alienated from their Jewish communities.

Audience Suffering

In order to better understand the way Peter develops the scriptural narrative in his letter,
it is necessary to consider the kind of suffering the audience has experienced that motivates Peter
to produce such a scripturally nuanced pastoral response. The language used in 1 Peter to
describe the situation of the audience draws together a number of different ideas. First, the
audience is depicted variously as in exile (parepi/dhmoj; 1:1; 2:11), in the dispersion
(diaspora/; 1:1), as experiencing a time of sojourn (paroiki/a; 1:17) and as sojourners
(pa/roikoj; 2:11). These designations highlight the experience of alienation experienced by the
audience. Second, Peter suggests that the audience has experienced a time of testing
(peirasmo/j; 1:6; 4:12 and doki/mion; 1:7) that results in a purification of the believers (cf. 1:22;
4:1-2). Third, and most prominent among the ideas, the language of suffering captures the
essence of the concerns held by the churches of Asia Minor. The terms pa/sxw (2:19, 20, 21, 23;
3:14, 17, 18; 4:1, 15, 19; 5:10) and pa/qhma (1:11; 4:13; 5:1, 9) are joined with a host of other
terms that amplify the experience of the addressees.189 The variety and frequency of the language
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used in 1 Peter points to the importance of the audience’s situation for understanding both why
and how Peter’s scriptural discourse works within the letter. In short, Peter draws upon scripture
to address the concerns the church has in light of its experience of suffering. In order to better
understand the connection of the Petrine scriptural discourse to the situation of the audience, it
is necessary to briefly consider recent discussion concerning the kind of suffering experienced by
the church.

Views have changed over time regarding the nature of the suffering experienced by the
Christians addressed in 1 Peter. Early in the previous century, there were many who connected
the situation of the audience with official persecutions.190 Particularly relevant to their view was
the letter by Pliny to Trajan which requested guidance regarding how to deal with Christians
brought before him. Efforts to closely link the two letters—and thereby establish a basis for the
theory of official persecution—were hampered by the conciliatory tone of 1 Peter toward the
government,191 making it unlikely that the Christians were experiencing the same kind of
persecution depicted in Pliny’s letter.

Reacting to this and building upon newly developed social-scientific methods, scholars
articulated that the audience experienced suffering in the form of verbal abuse and social
ostracism.192 Elliott, for instance, finds that “all the pertinent terms refer to verbal rather than
physical abuse or legal action.”193 Bechtler, who correctly challenges the major assumption
underlying Elliott’s work—namely that the terms parepi/dhmoj along with paroiki/a and
pa/roikoj refer to a literal alien residence on the part of the addressees of 1 Peter,194 agrees with
Elliott that the audience experiences “sustained verbal abuse and slanderous accusation.”195

Feldmeier locates the situation in the foreignness (Fremdheit) experienced by the recipients who
were formerly part of the social community in which they reside. The source of social ostracism
is not government officials, but “former fellow-citizens.”196 The addressees were once natives
within the dominant community, but are now considered as foreigners because of their
participation in the Christian community and rejection of the “sacral institutions” of the Roman
Empire.197 It was only in the third century that a global persecution of Christians occurred that
was sanctioned by official policy.198 

More recently, Horrell has suggested that the course of scholarship has tended to
recommend a false alternative. He writes, “To pose as alternatives informal public hostility and
official Roman persecution, as Elliott and others do, is to misconstrue the situation that
pertained, broadly speaking, from the time of Nero until the third-century persecution under
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Decius (c. 250 ce).”199 Horrell would rather see both options as viable causes of hostility towards
the Christians of Asia Minor.200

This scholarly discussion, as it continues to probe into the form of suffering experienced
in Asia Minor, presents a field of study that would take us far from the present concerns of this
thesis. Instead of reading for the details of the audience’s suffering in 1 Peter, the goal here is to
identify how suffering is addressed in 1 Peter. Feldmeier has correctly shown that Peter’s
interpretation of the situation is highly theological. He writes, “the foreignness of the Christians
is not in its essence derived from protests against society, but from correspondence to God and
belonging to his new society.”201 Yet, it is important to understand further the societal
constraints within which the audience experiences its foreignness.

Elliott and Bechtler have shown convincingly how the categories of honor and shame are
an integral part of Peter’s admonition to his audience. In light of the evidence supporting the
view that the recipients of 1 Peter have had their honor challenged,202 Elliott observes that “the
patent aim of the letter is to propose a specific course of action” in response to public challenges
of honor.203 The specific strategy is to bless and show honorable conduct when faced with insult
and slander.204 It is shown how the strategy is theologically oriented inasmuch as 1) the “criterion
of honorable conduct is not simply public opinion but the ‘will of God’”, 2) Christ “is held up as
the paramount exemplar and enabler of such honorable conduct”, 3) others are led to the faith,
and 4) “suffering itself is cast in a positive light.”205 In Bechtler’s view, the challenges to honor
arise from the discord that occurs between fellow citizens that arises from a “fundamental clash
of symbolic universes.” Therefore, the strategy of 1 Peter “is a legitimation of the addressees’
symbolic universe that would render life within a hostile society intelligible and tolerable” to their
unbelieving neighbors.206 A thorough investigation of all the factors related to the social-scientific
enterprise to which these discussions are indebted stands outside the present thesis. But the
symbolic universe Bechtler points to has in many ways been constructed upon the foundation of
a scriptural discourse. Therefore, it is necessary throughout to demonstrate how the scriptural
narrative in 1 Peter contributes to an address that provides a strategic response to suffering.

In light of this, it is important to consider how Bechtler challenges Schutter’s
consideration of “the possibility of routine criminal prosecution”207 as the supposed situation
addressed in 1 Peter. Schutter finds in 1 Pet 2:13-17; 3:13-17 and 4:15 details “that render an
application to a forensic setting especially cogent.”208 This situation is not foundational for most
of Schutter’s work, but does bear upon his understanding of how Peter’s use of scripture
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contributes to the letter’s response to suffering. In his consideration of the allusion to Ezek 9:6,
Schutter finds that the original context of Ezekiel 9 matches 1 Peter’s concerns regarding capital
punishment.209 By using Ezek 9:6, then, “the author discloses that the collective assault against
Christians represents nothing less than the start of the Last Judgment itselt [sic].”210 Has Schutter
identified properly the situation and the response to suffering that extends from his construal?

Bechtler admits that 1 Peter may “envision sporadic charges being brought against
Christians by their detractors” but that the letter more clearly reflects “a situation of sustained
verbal abuse and slanderous accusation of Christians by their nonbelieving neighbors.”211 In
support of his critique of Schutter’s view, he shows that key terms on 1 Pet 2:13-17; 3:13-17 and
4:15 can be understood apart from cognitio extra ordinem proceedings.212 Instead, Bechtler offers
the language of honor and dishonor as “the key to understanding the problem of suffering in 1
Peter.”213 In light of this language, he suggests the strategy outlined above. Bechtler’s critique
shows that Schutter’s view of the addressees’ situation was too narrow and proposes a more
general statement of the conflict experienced by Christians in Asia Minor. Such a general
articulation of the situation allows us to reconsider how scripture has figured into Peter’s
response to suffering.

In the final analysis, suffering is presented in 1 Peter as one of the narratival motifs that
unites the scriptural narrative of ancient Israel with the work of Christ, and in which the church
is identified as participants inasmuch as they share in the sufferings of Christ. Peter also spells
out, though, that the narrative of God’s restoration is not negated by present suffering.

Conclusion

Based on these issues, a picture emerges of the audience addressed by 1 Peter.214 It is
assumed that somewhere between 10–20 percent of the original audience was literate.215 This
corresponds with the percentage provided by Stanley, and there is no reason why the literacy rate
should be lower in Asia Minor than in Rome.216 Although the majority, then, were illiterate, this
does not entail that they were unable to hear subtle allusions to scripture. In an oral culture,
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literacy cannot be the litmus test for the perceptive abilities of the original audience. It seems
better to categorize many in the audience as “aurally competent.” As the letter is read aloud, they
would be able to interact with an argument featuring scriptural quotation and allusion in much
the same way as their literate counterparts. There certainly would be many that would not
comprehend the subtle incorporation of scripture into the epistolary discourse. However, this
lack of comprehension may have been the impetus for the leadership of the church to teach
about the more subtle elements of the epistle. The presence of the letter carrier at the original
reading stands as another source to clarify and expand on points that remained unclear.217

Across the continuum of listener competence we may apply our knowledge of the ethnic
mixture of the regions of Asia Minor. We cannot assume that every Jewish member of the
audience was also a literate or aurally competent audience member. However, it can be expected
that the early leadership of the church was well versed in the Jewish scriptures. In some cases,
these might be Gentiles who had attached themselves to the synagogue prior to joining the
church. We cannot know what scriptures were available at the numerous synagogues sprinkled
throughout the diaspora. But we can assume the presence of enough scriptures to support
weekly synagogue meetings.218 So, for those who had a background in the synagogue, there was
arguably a greater ability to comprehend more subtle scriptural articulation. It also seems that the
synagogue practice of reading scripture and teaching carried over into the church, which quickly
came to include a sizeable Gentile population. Even if there was no “rigorous program of
Scripture study and memorization”219 in the early church, we can assume that it was reasonably
expected that those newly initiated into the practices inherited from the synagogue would grow
in their knowledge of scripture.

From these considerations, the picture of the original audience of Peter’s epistle takes
shape. The letter was carried to a number of different communities each with a unique set of
members in the audience. The audience was ethnically mixed with varying proportions of Jewish
and Gentile listeners. The literacy rate of the audience, the factor highlighted by Stanley, has
been considered less significant in this study since the culture was more orally oriented. The
public reading of the letter did not require literary competence but aural competence. The major
factor bearing upon listener competence, then, is the availability of local scripture texts. It was
argued above that NT authors appear to draw prominently from the most widely available
sources, encouraging the greatest possible listener competence. And finally, the presence of
church leaders (as well as the letter carrier) who had a higher level of competency were able to
assist those with lower levels of competence in hearing more subtle uses of scriptural texts.

The Christians to whom 1 Peter is addressed have faced suffering, largely from the
conflict arising from their faith in Christ. The verbal abuse and social challenge that is felt by the
audience demands a response, and 1 Peter was crafted to supply the beleaguered elect in Asia
Minor with a defense. One of the most significant aspects of the argument contained in 1 Peter
is the way in which scripture supplies key concepts to Peter’s response to suffering.
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PETER AND HIS BIBLE

There are several factors that now must be dealt with in light of the scholarly discourse
on the use of scripture in Paul’s letters. The epistolary prescript proposes that the author of this
letter is Peter, whose historical connection to Jesus and the early church is chronicled elsewhere
in the NT.220 Modern scholarship has contested this proposition, raising doubts about Petrine
authorship. The evidence put forward by those accepting Peter as the author of the letter and by
those suggesting pseudonymity is far too extensive to address in this thesis and holds little
bearing for the present project.221 It is assumed that the author of 1 Peter wrote the epistle within
the latter half of the first century.222 The letter presents itinerant ministry (1:12), concern for the
well-being of believers in Christ (esp. 3:13-17; 4:12-16; 5:9) and the proclamation of the gospel
(1:12, 25; 3:1) as aspects of the early church that are consistent with a picture of Peter.223 At the
same time, these aspects might also be the hallmarks of any number of people in the early
church, making it less important for the purposes of this thesis to settle on the exact identity of
the author. As discussed above, the letter assumes that the audience has experienced suffering,
but does little to describe the situation with any specificity.224 For the sake of brevity and
consistency, the author of 1 Peter will be referred to in this thesis as Peter.225

Drawing upon the similarities between Peter and Paul as developed above, it is possible
to recover to some extent Peter’s relationship with the scriptural texts used in 1 Peter.226 One of
the recurring themes in recent scholarship on Paul’s use of scripture is the recognition of how
difficult it would be for the apostle to carry with him a set of biblical scrolls. So how would Peter
have appropriated the scripture used throughout 1 Peter? Lim’s championing of Hatch’s excerpta
theory is quite compelling. With this in mind, we can picture Peter studying biblical scrolls at a
synagogue or library and taking notes that would have been handy in his preaching ministry.227

Many of the passages cited in 1 Peter are drawn together by key terms. It is possible that Peter
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came to the text searching out particular concepts and that his notebook would be organized
around these terms. The overwhelming majority of passages come from Isaiah. It is reasonable
to expect that Peter had access to Isaiah and studied it extensively.

Stanley fills out the picture of Paul’s study of scripture significantly. He writes, “Paul
copied his excerpts from a variety of manuscripts housed at sites all around the eastern
Mediterranean world, where he was a constant traveler.”228 If Peter was likewise engaged in
missionary work in the same region, it would not be surprising to find him using a variety of
manuscripts housed locally. Variants in the Peter’s Vorlage, then, may derive from manuscripts
copied by different scribes throughout the region. Variants might otherwise enter at the point
where the text is copied into Peter’s notebook. It is also possible that a variant might occur at the
point where the text is copied from the notebook into the letter. In the case of Peter, there is
also the possibility that some kind of Semitic interference comes into play. If his first exposure to
scripture was in Aramaic or Hebrew, his memory might “interfere” at any stage of his study of
the Greek text. The possibility that Peter had recourse to manuscripts in multiple languages and
made comparative studies of the text cannot be ruled out entirely, but this is highly unlikely.

Regarding memory, Wagner challenges Stanley’s assumption that Paul primarily used
written texts.229 If Peter accessed scripture in the same way Paul did, we would expect that
memory plays a significant role in his use of scripture. Having read through Isaiah to excerpt
pertinent passages, he likely would have remembered the larger context from which he pulled
these passages.

Finally, it is likely that Peter came to the written text not simply to write a discrete letter.
Acts 6:9 indicates that Peter’s study of scripture served the purpose of proclaiming the gospel.
Peter’s scripture study probably was first intended to support his itinerant missionary endeavors.
1 Peter may be the culmination of work carried out over many years in which the concepts of the
epistle were delivered orally to several audiences. This being the case, we can see how the study
of written texts, the meditation and memorization of passages of scripture, and the preaching of
the gospel all contribute to the use of scripture in 1 Peter.

THE APPROACH OF THE PRESENT STUDY

Having perused the relevant scholarly work on the use of scripture in 1 Peter and then
drawing upon recent work on Paul’s use of scripture, we are now in a position to articulate how
this study will be carried out.

In the next chapter, I will consider the role of 1 Pet 1:10-12 as the hermeneutical key of 1
Peter. This passage will be explored to determine if the expressed hermeneutic supports the
proposition that the ecclesiology of 1 Peter is informed by a scriptural narrative. Inasmuch as
this is the case, a further section teases out how the motif of suffering and glory, initiated in this
passage, functions as the terminology of conflict and resolution in the scriptural narrative.
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Understanding how this motif functions in 1 Peter allows us to appreciate the role Isaiah plays in
the formation of the scriptural narrative in 1 Peter.

Chapters 3–6 are the heart of this study and cover the three main sections of 1 Peter:
1:13–2:10; 2:11–4:11; 4:11–5:11. For each use of scripture, the text is examined to determine
how Peter has worked with the text. Caution is urged concerning the nature of authorial
alteration of the text, since the transmission history of scripture remains obscure in spite of the
many manuscripts available to us.230 The wider context for each passage is then explored. This is
not to imply that the wider context is necessarily determinative for the meaning of the quoted
text. Rather, it allows us to see how meaning has either remained consistent or been altered as it
is placed inside a new rhetorical setting. Often scriptural texts are brought together, and such
intertextual readings provide insights into the Petrine reading strategy. The rhetorical setting in
which these scriptural texts are set is also considered since the scriptural narrative depicted in the
letter serves as an act of communication between author and audience.

The last chapter will summarize the results of chapters 3–6 and spell out more fully the
implications of this study. It is proposed that the ecclesiology of 1 Peter portrays the church as
participants in the scriptural narrative of the restoration of divine presence among the people of
God presently experiencing suffering by means of their participation in Christ, who is assumed
to be the messiah of the scriptures. This scriptural narrative depends in large part upon Isaianic
themes and images.



1This section of the chapter was presented as a paper at the Tyndale Fellowship New Testament Study Group
Tyndale House, Cambridge on 8 July 2008. I would like to thank Howard Marshall, Steve Walton, Mike Thompson
and Richard Bauckham for their kind and helpful responses to my paper.

2This passage has also been central to debates surrounding whether NT authors respected the intended
meaning of the original authors of scripture. See Kaiser 1970, 94–96; 1994, 56–57; Payne 1994, 77–78. This debate
raises numerous problems that are tangential to the current project.

2 
THE HERMENEUTICAL PICTURE OF 1 PETER

 

INTRODUCTION

This thesis contends that Peter’s ecclesiology draws upon the narrative of God’s
restoration by identifying the church as participating in a grand scriptural narrative. An important
passage in developing this thesis is 1 Pet 1:10-12. Here Peter provides the most explicit
articulation of his hermeneutical perspective. In order to understand how this passage works
within the scope of Peter’s use of scripture it is necessary to enter into the dialogue centering on
how this passage functions as the hermeneutical key of the letter. From there, it will be necessary
to develop the two key terms “suffering” and “glory” to demonstrate the pivotal role they play in
portraying the scriptural narrative of 1 Peter. Then, the terms will be explored within the book of
Isaiah to see how this voice within the chorus of scriptures gives expression to suffering and
glory.

1 PETER 1:10-12 AS HERMENEUTICAL KEY1

The extensive use of scripture in 1 Peter raises questions regarding how these texts
cohere. The sequence of scriptures in 1 Peter has the appearance of haphazardness. While Isaiah
40, 53 and Psalm 34 achieve prominence, they are intermingled with such passages as Lev 19:2;
Ps 117[118]:22 and Prov 11:3. But devoting some attention to 1 Pet 1:10-12 clarifies the logic
used in the deployment of scriptural texts in the rest of the letter.

Here, consideration will be given to 1 Pet 1:10-12 (Fig. 2.1) as a hermeneutical key that
unlocks the organizing principle at work in 1 Peter.2 The strategy taken to date draws attention to
a few words deemed to be technical terms for the exegetical method used by Peter when
compared with similar language used in the Dead Sea Scrolls. While this approach correctly



3My use of “construal” here relies upon the thought of Vanhoozer (2002, 28–30, 141–143) who develops a
concept by Kelsey (1975, 2–3) whereby theologians make decisions “about how to construe the scripture they actually
use to help authorize theological proposals” (2, italics original). The difference between the work of Kelsey and
Vanhoozer and the present project is that the author in question is not a modern theologian but an ancient author
using scripture to authenticate a theological argument. Full consideration of the many issues this concept raises for
Petrine hermeneutics cannot be raised at this point.

4Similarly, Gignilliat points to Paul’s theological distantiation from the Jewish presuppositions that
generated the interpretive context contemporaneous with the NT (2007, 24–25).
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highlights the importance of this passage, it has muted the true significance this passage holds for
understanding the use of scripture in 1 Peter.

1 Peter 1:10-12 1 Peter 1:10-12

peri\ h{j swthri/aj e0cezh/thsan kai\
e0chrau/nhsan profh~tai oi9 peri\ th~j
ei0j u9ma~j xa/ritoj profhteu/santej,
e0raunw~ntej ei0j ti/na h2 poi~on kairo\n
e0dh/lou to\ e0n au0toi~j pneu~ma Xristou~
promarturo/menon ta/ ei0j Xristo\n
paqh/mata kai\ ta\j meta\ tau~ta
do/caj. oi[j a0pekalu/fqh o3ti ou0x
e9autoi~j u9mi~n de\ dihko/noun au0ta/, a4
nu~n a)nhgge/lh u9mi~n dia\ tw~n
eu0aggelisame/nwn u9ma~j e0n pneu/mati
a9gi/w| a)postale/nti a)p 0ou0ranou~, ei0j
a3 e0piqumou~sin a!ggeloi paraku/yai.

Concerning this salvation, the prophets
who prophesied concerning the grace
that was to be yours searched and
inquired, inquiring what person or time
the spirit of Christ within them was
indicating when he predicted the
sufferings of Christ and the glories to
follow. It was revealed to them that they
were serving not themselves but you,
that which has now been revealed to you
through those who preached the good
news to you by the Holy Spirit send
from heaven, things into which the
angels want to look.

Figure 2.1: 1 Peter 1:10-12

The aim of this chapter is to spell out how this passage governs the construal of the
quotations and allusions that follow it in the letter.3 Any investigation of Petrine hermeneutics
must deal with this passage in order to appreciate the scriptural narrative that undergirds the
letter. A close reading of the passage reveals less about a technical theory of interpretive
techniques, but discloses much about the author’s theology. It is in this theologization that the
interpretive lens is revealed. The key to unlock the use of scripture in 1 Peter is found through
considering this theology. Moving through the passage sequentially, it will be shown that a
theological hermeneutic is the distinguishing feature that moves 1 Peter beyond the Jewish
hermeneutical tradition identified by Schutter.4 It is important to keep in mind, though, that the
following does not argue against the hermeneutical traditions inherited from Second Temple
practices. Instead, it points out that 1 Pet 1:10-12 is not bent on articulating a Jewish
hermeneutic but a Christian hermeneutic.



5Selwyn 1958, 134, 260–261.
6Selwyn 1958, 261.
7Selwyn 1958, 134.
8Selwyn 1958, 261.
9Selwyn 1958, 262.
10The passages he adduces as parallels are not as compelling as he suggests. He makes the point that

Ephesians exhibits an equivalence between apostles and prophets. Yet, in Eph 3:5 we read of things not known in
other generations, but that have “now (nu~n) been revealed to his holy apostles and prophets.” Unlike Eph 3:5, the
prophets mentioned in 1 Peter are working prior to the present (nu~n) activity of the revelation of the gospel (1:12).
Cf. G. Stählin, “nu~n,” TNDT 4:1106–1123. John 5:39 mentions a searching of scriptures, but this is not the activity
of prophets from either era. It is part of Jesus’ critique of the Jews in opposition to his ministry.
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THE ROLE OF THE PROPHETS

The opening section of 1 Peter hails the blessing of God for the work of salvation
accomplished on behalf of the elect. The salvation provided by God for his elect looks forward
to the revelation of Jesus Christ (1:7, 13) as well as backward to the resurrection of Jesus Christ
(1:3). This salvation is further traced back in redemptive history to the prophetic testimony of
scripture. Two main issues surround Peter’s concern for the prophets. First, what is meant by the
term “prophets”? Second, what activity is being indicated on the part of these prophets?
Clarifying these two questions will be shown to have bearing on Petrine hermeneutics.

Who Were the Prophets?

Selwyn proposes that the prophets of 1 Pet 1:10 were not OT prophets but those with
the gift of prophecy in the early church. They carried the gospel to Asia Minor prior to the
dissemination of Peter’s letter. His argument is based on several points. First, Selwyn connects
prophecy in the OT to early Christian prophets, largely based on “tradition of religion”
assumptions.5 This includes an identification of prophecy as a holdover “of the institutional life
of the Jewish Church of that period” that is drawn into early Christianity.6 There are differences,
though, between the prophets of old and prophecy in early Christianity. Commenting on 1:10, he
considers that “the term e0chrau/nhsan suggests that it was the Christian prophets who were
especially in our author’s mind, since this activity does not correspond to what we are told in
O.T. of the prophets nor to what Jewish thought ascribed to them.”7 The distinguishing feature
of early Christian prophets is a “preoccupation with the fact and faith of the Messiah” which
provides “a powerful impulse to the study of the ancient Scriptures.”8

Second, Selwyn finds problems with the identification of the prophets of 1:10 with the
OT prophets. The terms “seeking” and “searching” are unknown in the scriptures as “activities
of the O.T. prophets.”9 Instead, he finds parallels in Ephesians 2:20; 3:5; 4:11 and John 5:39.10

Furthermore, the phrase “the spirit of Christ” cannot be found “if applied to the O.T.
prophets.”

Finally, as support for the view that the prophets of 1:10 are early Christian prophets, he
turns to 1:11. There are no “indications of interest in the time of fulfillment” in OT prophecy.
This may be contrasted with such figures as Zechariah and Simeon depicted in Luke 1–2 or the



11Selwyn 1958, 263. Zechariah and Simeon present problems that Selwyn leaves unaddressed. Luke depicts
them not as early Christian prophets, but as “holdovers” from an older era in which expectation of the messiah still
exists.

12Selwyn 1958, 264
13Schutter 1989, 103.
14Schutter 1989, 123.
15Schutter 1989, 109. Both of these characterizations are overstated. Though eschatology does play an

important role, it is hardly radical, and though pneumatology appears at points, it is hardly elaborate (contrast 1 Peter 
with Acts or Revelation on these points).

16Best 1971, 84.
17Best 1971, 83.
18Best 1971, 81.
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Revelation of John.11 The concerns of the early Christian community predominate in 1:11. The
phrase ta\ ei0j Xristo\n paqh/mata means “christward” sufferings rather than sufferings
“destined for” Christ; an interpretation which is more in keeping with early Christian prophets
than those in the OT. The plural “glories” likewise refers not to Christ but to Christians.12 For
Selwyn, the referent of the term “prophets” cannot be the OT prophets, but must be the early
Christian prophets who played a vital role bringing the gospel to Asia Minor. It was these early
Christian prophets who searched the scriptures to answer questions about Christian suffering.

Schutter accepts Selwyn’s proposal, qualifiedly so, but finds this to have little bearing on
“the question of the relationship which the author of I Peter had with the Scriptures.”13 This is
because the main concern of Schutter’s project is to discern the connection between 1 Peter and
the hermeneutics of the Qumran community. Schutter identifies a Jewish hermeneutic at work in
1 Peter that may be termed “pesher-like.”14 The hermeneutic Schutter discerns is characterized
by, among other things, a “radical eschatological viewpoint” and “elaborate pneumatology.”15

The view that the prophets of 1:10 were early Christian prophets lends itself to Schutter’s study.
The nameless, itinerant prophets become the locus of the interpretive activity standing behind 1
Peter through which the pesher-like hermeneutic has been transmitted. It may be affirmed that 1
Peter shares affinities with Jewish hermeneutics, but it cannot be assumed that the prophets here
can so easily be connected with the interpretive practices of Qumran and Peter.

Best challenges Selwyn’s arguments by contesting several main points. He puts forward a
simple argument against Selwyn’s proposal. The nu~n of verse 12 “suggests a considerable time-
interval between the work of the prophets and that of the missionaries and is more suitable if
they are taken to be OT prophets.”16 If early Christian prophecy is the referent of the term
“prophets,” would Peter make such an epochal distinction between the prophets and the
missionaries? Selwyn’s denial of any seeking or searching activity among the OT prophets is met
with “evidence of prophets seeking truth.”17 Best lists among his examples Isa 6:11 where Isaiah
shows an interest in temporal fulfillment by asking, “How long, O Lord?” Concerning the phrase
ta\ ei0j Xristo\n paqh/mata, he follows Hort’s interpretation that these are sufferings “destined
for” Christ, but he can also see that in 1 Peter “sufferings are also destined for the Christian
(3:17; 4:12-19).”18 Best allows some room for Selwyn’s interpretation of the phrase, but does not



19Best 1971, 83–84.
20Achtemeier 1993, 185; 1996, 108.
21Achtemeier 1996, 110.
22Modern theories of compositional history and redaction of the prophetic books were foreign to the early

church.
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find a strict reference to Christian suffering but “a double reference” to the historic sufferings of
Christ as well as those “destined for the Christian.”19

Achtemeier perceives two principal points to Selwyn’s proposal. The first concerns the
term e0chrau/nhsan. This verb can refer either to the task of “searching Scripture” or to “seeking
the testimonies of the Lord or even seeking out the Lord himself,”and it is this latter sense that
he finds most fitting to this context.20 Thus, for Achtemeier, Selwyn over-emphasized the use of
this term for a specific early Christian or early Jewish practice. The second point concerns the
phrase ta\ ei0j Xristo\n paqh/mata. Achtemeier finds a parallel in the phrase ei0j u(ma~j in 1:10
where the sense is “the grace that is yours.” It follows, then, that ta\ ei0j Xristo\n paqh/mata
be understood in the same sense as “the sufferings that are Christ’s.”21 The supposition that early
Christian prophets who focused attention on sufferings on behalf of Christ is rendered
unnecessary.

These scholars have done much to clarify what is meant by prophets. There are sufficient
reasons to doubt Selwyn’s, and therefore Schutter’s, claim that these are early Christians with the
gift of prophecy. The best alternative is to think of these as OT prophets, not only for the
reasons posited by Best and Achtemeier, but also because of the conspicuous way in which
scriptural quotations and allusions appear quite frequently after this section. Having identified
the referent to OT prophets, a strong case can be made that 1 Pet 1:10-12 is the hermeneutical
key to the letter because the subject matter centers on the authors of scripture.22 There is no
indication of a shared hermeneutical outlook with contemporary early Christian prophets in 1
Pet 1:10. Instead, Peter informs his audience that the OT prophets engaged in an activity that
marked their age. He will emphasize that the revelation of Christ compels him to connect the
OT prophecies with the gospel that has now been preached. To anticipate the conclusion, the
mention of prophets here points to the source of the scriptural narrative Peter draws upon for
his ecclesiology.

What Were the Prophets Doing?

The work of the prophets constitutes a second issue in 1 Pet 1:10. According to
Schutter—who follows Selwyn regarding the identity of the prophets as early Jewish
Christians—the activity of these prophets informs us about Petrine hermeneutics inasmuch as
the author of 1 Peter saw himself as part of that prophetic community. In this view, early
Christian exegesis involved seeking and searching scripture for the meaning of present events.
However, the argument above contends that the prophets in 1 Pet 1:10 were the prophets of the
OT. Therefore, it is necessary to reconsider what Peter depicts as the activity of the prophets.

The depiction of the prophets’ activity centers on two verbs, e0kzhte/w and e0cerauna/w.
Goppelt finds a formulaic understanding of the verbs “search” and “inquire” in the writings



23Goppelt 1993, 99–100; cf. Schutter 1989, 101.
24Vermes 1997, 104
25The LXX has zhte/w and a0nte/xw. If technical interpretive jargon was as prominent as supposed by

Goppelt and others, the translator appears to have overlooked this. Cf. for #$qabf@ TWOT 126; TDOT 2:229–241;
THAT 1:333–335 and for #$rad@f TWOT 198–199; THAT 1:460–466; TDOT 3:293–307.

26This lends support to Achtemeier’s indication that (e0c-)e0rauna/w, rather than being a technical term,
more generally points toward the search for the Lord or his will.

27Vermes 1997, 481.
28Vermes 1997, 482.
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found at Qumran.23 The Community Rule (1QS 5.11) contrasts the people of the covenant with 
those outside the covenant. The latter “have neither inquired (w#qb )wl) nor sought after
(wh#rd )wlw) Him concerning His laws that they might know the hidden things in which they
have sinfully erred; and matters revealed (twlgnhw) they have treated with insolence.”24 Drawing
upon the language used in Zephaniah 1:6, those outside the covenant will stand under judgement
because of their refusal to learn from divine revelation.

The use of #$qabf@ and #$rad@f in Zeph 1:6 are not technical terms for interpretive activity.25

The passage describes “those who turned aside from the Lord, who do not seek the Lord or
inquire of him.” Here, the Lord is the object of search and inquiry.26 In both 1QS 5.11 and Zeph
1:6, the terms identify those who are apart from the Lord and express what is desired by the
Lord. These contexts do not formulate an approach to scriptural interpretation nor are they
examples of applied scriptural interpretation. As such, they do not offer a fitting comparison for
understanding the role of prophets as depicted by Peter.

The pressing question is to determine what the prophets in 1 Peter 1:10 are doing. In 
1QpHab 7.1-8 provides an example similar to 1 Pet 1:10-12 with regard to temporal fulfillment.
Interpreting Hab 2:1-2, the commentator clarifies that “God told Habakkuk to write down that
which would happen to the final generation, but He did not make known to him when time
would come to an end.”27 Similarly, the commentator writes regarding 2:3b, “Interpreted, this
means that the final age shall be prolonged, and shall exceed all that the Prophets have said.”28

The subsequent generation has a distinct advantage over the prophets because the temporal
question that plagued the prophets is made known to that subsequent generation. The elements
of temporal distance, limitation of prophetic knowledge and subsequent interpretation by later
generations provide better grounds for comparison. The point being made in 1 Peter 1:10-12 is
that the grace revealed already in the prophetic literature lacked but one thing, its temporal
manifestation. The churches in Asia Minor have experienced this grace in the present (nu~n) and
are no longer vexed by questions that confounded the prophets. The activity of the prophets is
less concerned with interpreting the scriptures and more interested in discerning the will of the
Lord. Their role in prophesying grace does not mitigate their limitations and leaves them to look
forward to what remains to be revealed. The question posed in Isa 6:11 epitomizes the inquiry of
the prophets, “How long, O Lord?”

The temporal nature of the prophetic inquiry is emphasized in 1:11. The prophets
attempt to “search into the time” (kairo/j) which “the spirit of Christ was indicating within



29The difficulties encountered by scholars when interpreting ei0j ti/na h2 poi~on kairo/n need not be
rehearsed here. The interrogative ti/na can be understood either as a substantival pronoun meaning “what person”
or as an adjective modifying kairo/n along with poi~on meaning “what time or what kind of time.” On either
reading, the temporal nature of the prophetic activity is present.

30Schreiner 2003, 74.
31This phrase occurs outside our passage only in Rom 8:9.
32Note also that the spirit and Christ are distinct from one another in the epistolary prescript (1:2).
33At the lexical level, it would be difficult to propose two different meanings for the same term occurring in

such close proximity.
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them.”29 Schreiner points out that “the prophets did not know when the prophecies would be
fulfilled, whereas Petrine believers live in the days of fulfillment.”30 For Peter, the advent of Jesus
as the Christ marks the beginning of a new epoch in which the scriptures must be reinterpreted.
The questions of the prophets are taken up by Peter so that he may point out the position his
audience holds. They are beneficiaries of the prophetic activity of previous generations but have
an advantage over them by having seen the fulfillment of those prophecies. The role of the
prophets in 1 Peter is to express the salvation of God that was disclosed to them, despite their
own inability to discern important aspects of what was revealed through them. As Peter takes up
the narrative strands of the prophetic literature, he will offer a reading that places the churches in
Asia Minor within the drama of that message of divine salvation.

A CHRISTOLOGICAL KERYGMA

One of the most remarkable phrases of this passage is “the spirit of Christ.” To what
does this refer? What does this contribute to our understanding of Petrine hermeneutics? Two
issues stem from this phrase, each dealing with the activities attributed to “the spirit of Christ.”31

Having determined who the prophets are in 1 Pet 1:10, the next item to consider concerns who
was speaking through them. By determining the meaning of the phrase pneu~ma Xristou~, a
clearer picture of Peter’s view of scripture will emerge.

The mention of the Holy Spirit in 1:12 provides a clue about the phrase pneu~ma
Xristou~. The adverb nu~n in 1:12 makes a distinction between the time of the prophets and the
time of the missionary preachers, but it also accounts for a distinction between the work of the
pneu~ma Xristou~ and the pneu~ma a#gion.32 One possibility is that the distinction concerns the
role of the Holy Spirit in the different eras. A different possibility is that a distinction is made
between two persons.

Another clue is found immediately following the phrase pneu~ma Xristou~, where the
sufferings of Christ are mentioned. The repeated use of the term Xristo/j is significant for
clarifying the phrase pneu~ma Xristou~. The manner in which one phrase is interpreted will have
a bearing on how the corresponding phrase ought to be interpreted. If the sufferings are Christ’s,
then the spirit must also be Christ’s. However, many have called for the translation “the
sufferings for Christ.” In this case, we could speak of the “messianic spirit” and the “messianic
sufferings.”33 So, it is necessary first to take a closer look at the phrase ta\ ei0j Xristo\n
paqh/mata.



34In the NT, apart from this passage, are Acts 20:21; 26:6; Col 2:5; cf. 2 Macc 11:19; 4 Macc 4:4; 11:12;
12:14.

35The only other passage in the NT is Acts 24:24; cf. 3 Macc 4:7.
36Achtemeier comes to the same conclusion based on this parallel (1996, 110). The translations here have a

possessive sense which is foreign to the normal use of the preposition ei0j. It is possible to render these two phrases
as expressing advantage (“the grace that is for you”) and disadvantage (“the sufferings against Christ” or “the
sufferings to be inflicted against Christ”).

37Green also connects 1:11 with 1:20 regarding the pre-existence of Christ (2007, 214).
38E.g. 1 Sam 10:6; 2 Sam 23:2; Isa 61:1; Ezek 11:5.
39Esp. Goppelt 1993, 98; Elliott 2000, 346.
40Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s statement that “Christus war realiter, nach Fleisch und Verheißung—und David

war sein Zeuge” offers an attractive comparison by a modern theologian struggling with the identity of the church in
the lead-up to WWII (“König David,” in lllegale Theologenausbildung: Finkenwalde 1935–1937, ed. O. Dudzus & D.
Henkys [Gütersloh: Chr. Kaiser, 1996], 879). When this address to the Finkenwalde students was published,
Bonhoeffer revised “realiter” to “wirklich,” perhaps to strengthen the sense of actualization (Junge Kirche 4 [1936]:
64–69).

41Cf. Strathmann, “martu/romai, diamartu/romai, promartu/romai,” TDNT 4:511.
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The phrase ta\ ei0j Xristo\n paqh/mata contains an awkward grammatical
construction. It is fairly rare to have the prepositional phrase ei0j + noun embedded in an
articular construction.34 In each instance outside our passage the meaning is such that the action
of the head noun is directed toward the object of the preposition. In this case, the phrase in 1
Peter 1:11 would be “the sufferings for Christ,” which would be understood as the sufferings
endured by the elect on behalf of Christ. Within the same passage, however, an equally rare
construction occurs which sheds light on this phrase. In 1:10, the same construction occurs but
this time governed by the preposition peri/.35 The phrase peri\ th~j ei0j u9ma~j xa/ritoj can be
translated as “concerning the grace that was to be yours” (NRSV; ESV) or “concerning the grace
that is coming to you” (NIV; NASB). These parallel constructions—rare in biblical
literature—occurring in neighboring verses signify that the best translation of ta\ ei0j Xristo\n
paqh/mata is “the sufferings coming to Christ” or “the sufferings that were to be Christ’s.”36

Based on these grammatical considerations, the best interpretation of pneu~ma Xristou~ is that
the pre-incarnate Christ is speaking through the prophets. Further insight into Peter’s thoughts
about the pre-existent Christ can be found in 1 Pet 1:20. It reads, “He was foreknown before the
foundation of the world but was made manifest in the last times for your sake.”37

Within a larger canonical context, Peter’s identification of the preexistent Christ as the
means of revelation to the prophets is unique. The dominant scriptural viewpoint is that the
spirit of the Lord speaks through the prophets.38 Compared with the rest of the NT, the
theological claim made here is unparalleled.39 In 1 Peter there is now a christological assertion
concerning the idea of inspiration.40 Peter describes the pre-existent spirit of Christ partaking in
two interrelated activities. First, the Spirit of Christ manifests the prophetic message of salvation
and grace proclaimed by the prophets. Literally, the pre-existent Christ “pre-witnesses”
(promartu/romai) the work of Christ.41 While the prophets were mediators of divine messages
regarding the Christ, it was Christ himself who spoke through them. Second, the Spirit of Christ
“pre-witnessed” the two-fold nature of the work of Christ. Peter initiates in 1:11 the motif of the
sufferings of Christ and the subsequent glories that percolates throughout the epistle. The
coupling of suffering and glory occurs again in 4:13 where the elect rejoice in sharing Christ’s



42This look toward the glory to be revealed raises another significant aspect of Petrine hermeneutics—an
eschatological hermeneutic. Although implicit in the present section, it is spelled out more clearly in 1:5, 7, 13; 2:12;
3:16; 4:7, 13; 5:4, 10.

43Schutter 1989, 107.
44Here I am consciously evoking Rudolf Bultmann’s famous dictum, “Aus dem Verkündiger ist der

Verkündigte geworden” (Theologie des Neuen Testaments, 3rd ed. [Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck 1958], 35). However, Peter’s
thesis clearly runs counter to Bultmann’s in claiming that Jesus’ messianic consciousness was pre-incarnate.

45Achtemeier 1993, 1999; Bechtler 1998; Davies 1972; Howe 2000a, 2000b; Pearson 2001; Richard 1986;
Tuñi 1987.

46Achtemeier notes how the OT prophets were aware of this, listing Num 24:17; Deut 18:15; Hab 2:1-3
(1996, 111).
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suffering and rejoice when his glory is revealed. 1 Peter ends with this same pattern, “And after
you have suffered a little while, the God of all grace, who has called you to his eternal glory in
Christ, will himself restore, confirm, strengthen and establish you” (5:10). The work of Christ
establishes a pattern the elect themselves will follow.42 Schutter thinks it is mistaken “to assume
that the personal and collective frames of reference are somehow fundamentally incompatible
with each other.”43 However, the question remains whether in 1:11 the frames of reference are
indistinguishable. The exegesis provided here suggests that the frame of reference for the motif
in 1:11 is to Christ personally. Christ is both the proclaimer and the proclaimed.44 Peter sees in
Christ the original proclaimer of the gospel message as well as the subject of the gospel message.
Christ is the heart of the kerygma of the early church and stands as the hermeneutical
assumption in Peter’s use of scripture.

The importance of christology within the Petrine hermeneutic cannot be
overemphasized. The christological nature of 1 Peter has attracted the attention of numerous
scholars.45 Thus, we may add to the picture of Petrine hermeneutics the texture of christological
reflection which bears on how scripture was read. It must be remembered, however, that this
cuts in two directions. On the one hand, the advent of Christ reshapes the understanding of
scripture for the early church; on the other hand, scripture remains immensely influential with
regard to how the early church understood that advent, the events of the cross and the expected
revelation of Christ.

AN ECCLESIOLOGICAL HERMENEUTIC

The church plays an important role in how Peter reads scripture. This may be observed
in the repeated address to the audience in 1 Pet 1:10-12. There are two statements that deserve
closer treatment to draw out the ecclesiological nature of the Petrine hermeneutic. The first
statement concerns the role the prophets play on behalf of the church (1:12a). The prophets
received messages from the spirit of Christ and in turn prophesied (profhteu/w) messages of
grace (xa/rij) and salvation (swthri/a). Peter claims that they were aware of the fact that their
message awaited a time of fuller understanding.46 The second statement concerns the work of
early Christian gospel preachers (1:12b). Whereas the prophets of old were important in
providing a message of grace to the church, the contemporary scene is marked by gospel



47The two passages identified here are not the only places where christology and ecclesiology stand
together. See also 1 Pet 3:14-15; 3:17 and 4:1.

48Elliott, to take one example, provides no comment regarding the ecclesiological implications of Peter’s
reading of Isaiah 53 in this section (2000, 522–539, 541). It is likely that the connection between 2:21 and Isaiah 53
has been overlooked due to the hymnic theories that overshadowed this section in the early 20th century.

49See below, pp. 101–118.
50Hays 1989, 86.
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preaching. The importance of this preaching may be seen in the repetition of the a)ggel- root
in the verbs a0nagge/lw and eu0aggeli/zw.

This focus on the church and its present situation is part of the Petrine hermeneutic. The
address of this gospel proclamation to those in the “diaspora” of Asia Minor highlights the
ecclesiological nature of Peter’s reading of scripture. Scripture is interpreted not only according
to accepted Jewish practices, and not only through a christological lens, but also in such a way
that the contemporary church may be addressed by the message of old as told through the
preaching of evangelists.

A particular feature of 1 Peter that stands out in light of the ecclesiological nature of the
Petrine hermeneutic is the application of scriptural texts to the church.  Ecclesiology is
frequently an extension of christological reflection. Christology and ecclesiology are
interpenetrating categories throughout 1 Peter, as may be seen in several prominent passages.47

The stone passages of 1 Peter 2:6-8 are anticipated in verses 4 and 5. The unique “living stone” is
related to the corporate “living stones.” Then, when the stone passages are cited in verses 6-8
relating Christ to the stone laid in Zion (Isa 28:16), the rejected stone (Ps 117[118]:22) and the
stone of stumbling (Isa 8:14), they lead to allusions to the church as chosen (Isa 48:20), a royal
priesthood and a holy nation (Exod 19:6), a people for possession (Isa 43:21) who proclaim the
excellencies (Isa 42:12) of God. The architectural language portrays Christ as the focal point of a
new building. The scriptural allusions then describe the people who inhabit that new building.
Thus, the same terminology flows back and forth between christology and ecclesiology.

Another passage involving the melding of christology and ecclesiology is found in 1 Pet
2:21. This verse leads into several references to Isaiah 53 in the following verses. Many have
commented on the christological reading of the Isaiah 53 passages in 1 Peter 2:22-25, but few
devote much attention to the ecclesiological implications of 2:21.48 The example left by Christ
which the church must follow is one of suffering. The details of these passages will be worked
out later.49

The ecclesiological nature of 1 Peter provides an added dimension to the Petrine
hermeneutical picture. The extent to which the church saw itself as the community of Christ
(Xristiano/j; 4:16), the scriptures bearing testimony to Christ also speak to the community
surrounding him. As Hays suggests regarding Paul, it will be spelled out in the following chapters
that the primary role of scripture in 1 Peter is to elucidate the church as the community of God’s
people.50 Christology is not absent, but it most often functions as the basis of faith—the
kerygma—assumed by Peter and his audience. What requires development is a fuller
understanding of the church in light of the Christ event. The community does not require an
argument that convinces them that the scriptures speak of Christ. They need an argument that
scripture speaks to them and addresses their situation. Peter addresses their situation by informing
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his ecclesiology with a scriptural narrative of divine restoration, identifying the church as
participants in the drama of redemption through their participation in Christ.

A THEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION

The theological nature of the letter is already apparent in the prescript where God the
Father foreknows the elect, the Spirit sanctifies the elect and Jesus Christ obeys and sprinkles his
blood for the elect (1:2).51 The introductory section of the letter begins with an explication of the
relationship between God the Father and Jesus Christ as it bears upon the salvation of the elect
(1:3). It is not surprising, then, to find at the closing of the introductory section reference to the
work of the Holy Spirit.52 Whereas Christ inspires the prophets of old with the message of the
work of Christ (1:11), the Holy Spirit is active in the promulgation of the gospel message
through preachers (1:12).

Peter communicates the advantage the elect have over the prophets of old in light of the
advent of Christ and the revelation of the gospel. The elect also have an advantage over the
angels. A word play occurs in which several a)ggel- cognates appear in 1:12, which has led to
this musing about the angels. The upshot is that the work of salvation that has been
communicated to the elect by several means; something in which the angels share no
participation. Instead, the elect are shown the advantage they have over the heavenly host in that
God has revealed his salvation to humanity. The discussion of angels serves a purpose in the
Petrine hermeneutic. Played against the backdrop of Jewish apocalyptic interpretation wherein
angels play a more prominent role in divine revelation, Peter’s description of revelation involves
God directly in the process of revelation.

The picture that 1 Peter 1:10-12 conveys regarding Petrine hermeneutics is multifaceted.
The process by which Peter interprets scripture is highly theological. This may be observed
throughout the letter in a variety of theological assertions (1:3, 12, 15, 17, 20; 2:3, 15, 21; 3:15,
17, 18, 20, 22; 4:6, 9, 19; 5:2, 10) which reveal all the more the extent to which there is a
theological backdrop to 1 Peter. The scriptures stand as the authority by which theological
assertions are made and yet the scriptures have already been read by means of theological
concepts. The authority of scripture established in 1 Pet 1:10-12 moves forward into the main
body of 1 Peter, a letter teeming with scriptural quotations, allusions and echoes.

The hermeneutics of 1 Peter may be described as a complex picture. The appeal to the
prophets indicates an appropriation of scripture’s authority as the basis for the argument to
follow in the epistle. Peter inherits Jewish interpretive practices, but these are extended
dynamically to a realization of God’s work in Jesus Christ. This christology is largely assumed in
1 Peter and serves in many ways to develop ecclesiology. Scripture is read in such a way that it
bears upon the theology and praxis of the church. Because the christological element is in place,
the church benefits from its situation in time due to the fact that the promise of scripture has
now been announced through the preaching of the gospel of salvation. Rather than explicating
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his indebtedness to Jewish interpretive practices, 1 Pet 1:10-12 announces the theological
categories that will inform the readings of scripture to follow in the letter. Green writes in
reference to 1 Pet 1:10-12:

Peter recognizes the past testimony of the Spirit of Christ in providing a
theological pattern by which to construe the meaning of Scripture. This pattern
consisted of the fabula, or story behind the story, of the Vindication of the Suffering
Righteous.53

The fabula to which Green points is the subject of this thesis. The story of restoration is not
merely a story that addresses the church, it is a story in which the church participates. It is
theologically oriented inasmuch as it recognizes in scripture the outworking of God’s redemptive
plan through Christ among the people of God.

Returning for the moment to Schutter’s consideration of 1 Pet 1:10-12 as the
hermeneutical key of 1 Peter, he based his conclusion on three factors: 1) the placement of the
passage just prior to the main body of the letter, 2) the use of technical language concerning
interpretive activity, and 3) the repeated use of the suffering/glory motif which first appears in
this passage. The first of his points remains valid and is one of the primary factors that
contributes to the importance of the passage. The second of his points, however, must be
questioned. Designating a few terms as technical jargon must be demonstrated from a wider
array of literature. Schutter has only drawn attention to a parallel between a few passages. I do
not contest that parallels exists between the exegetical strategies employed at Qumran and in the
early church. However, the parallels do not sufficiently account for the full picture of Petrine
hermeneutics.54

What I spell out in this chapter demonstrates that important theological categories must
be factored into Petrine hermeneutics. The appeal to scripture in support of theology is the
singular contribution made in 1 Pet 1:10-12 and therefore distinguishes it in important ways
from the Second Temple interpretive practices it so clearly draws upon. This theologization
serves as the hermeneutical key of 1 Peter and is manifested in the scriptural narrative that
supports the ecclesiology of the letter.

The suffering/glory motif now deserves special attention. The next section will look
more closely at this. Two aspects of this motif will be considered: 1) the role the motif plays in 1
Peter, and 2) the derivation of this motif from scripture. In both, the motif will be shown to be
instrumental in the depiction of the scriptural narrative of divine restoration.
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THE SUFFERING/GLORIES MOTIF AND 1 PETER

Schutter develops three significant points in support of his assessment of 1 Pet 1:10-12
as the hermeneutical key of 1 Peter. First, this passage is situated at the end of the introductory
section (1:3-12) and at the beginning of the main body of the letter.55 Second, he identifies
several groups of terms “relating to interpretative activities and mechanisms.”56 Prominent
among these terms is the technical language paralleled at Qumran (he sees e0kzhte/w, and
[e0c]erauna/w as equivalent to #qb and #rd in 1QS 5.11 which is drawn from Zeph 1:6).57

Third, he points out the significance of the motif of sufferings and glories repeated throughout
the letter which is first expressed in this passage.58

From these points and a thorough exegesis of the passage, Schutter concludes that 1
Peter evinces “a peculiarly Jewish hermeneutical tradition which became a major force in the
early Church.” Beyond this, he points to the suffering/glory motif as “a means for examining
OT references outside of the body-opening for points of contact with the author’s
hermeneutic.”59 This, then, forms the basis of one of the two parts of his methodology. He
begins by looking for “a modified text-type.”60 Variants are brought alongside “numerous
additional features which were documented for a pesher-like approach to scriptural
exposition.”61 The second move of his procedure is the correlation of scriptural references with
the suffering/glory motif.62 These methodological steps confirm, for Schutter, the presence of a
pesher-like interpretation of scripture in 1 Peter. However, if 1:10-12 does not utilize technical
terminology for interpretive activity, can the suffering/glory motif be used to identify instances
of pesher-like interpretation as Schutter sets forth. To be sure, the hermeneutical traditions
inherited from Second Temple practices (such as gězērâ šāwâ and ’al tiqrē’) are active in 1 Peter.
However, 1 Pet 1:10-12 is not bent on articulating a Jewish hermeneutic but a Christian
hermeneutic. Furthermore, Moyise counters Schutter’s claims about the suffering/glory motif,
stating that “none of the cited passages articulate a ‘suffering followed by glory’ theme, either for
a future figure or for God’s people.”63 Such a claim is not only fatal to Schutter’s larger project, it
forces us to reconsider the function of the motif and its relationship to the uses of scripture in 1
Peter.

What role, then, does this motif play? Moyise suggests, “It would thus appear that
‘sufferings’ followed by ‘glories’ is a general indication of what the author of 1 Peter thought the
prophets spoke about, but not a hermeneutical key for interpreting each and every verse.”64

Because this motif recurs in the letter, it is necessary to consider the function of suffering/glory
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in the thought of 1 Peter. Including 1:11, the combined motif occurs four times (4:13; 5:1, 10).
However, there are other significant passages in which one of the terms or cognates
(do/ca/doca/zw and pa/qhma/pa/sxw) appear. These also must be considered in order to
understand how the motif is transformed in 1 Peter.

The motif in 1:11 received some attention above. Two points must be reiterated. The
motif represents the content of the prophetic preaching found in scripture concerning the work
of Christ. According to Peter, the prophets predicted that Christ would suffer and after that
would be glorified. Secondly, this prophetic message concerns Christ at this point in the letter.
Several scholars want to place a corporate understanding of the motif here, making the phrase
less about the individual sufferings of Christ and his subsequent glories and more about the
sufferings experienced by the church on behalf of Christ and their subsequent glories. However,
this corporate understanding is not expressed in the context. As will be shown, this motif is
transformed from the individual iteration in 1:11 to a corporate iteration in the last half of the
letter. This transformation depends upon the participatory ecclesiology to be developed in
Peter’s argument. The church participates in and through Christ, so that what begins as simple
christology is shown to be multivalent; incorporating profound ecclesiological aspects.

The next occurrence of the combined motif is 1 Pet 4:13—“But rejoice insofar as you
share Christ’s sufferings (paqh/masin), that you may also rejoice and be glad when his glory (th~j
do/chj au0tou~) is revealed.” Here, as in the previous occurrence of the combined motif, the
sufferings belong to Christ. Yet, the audience is said to share (koinwne/w) these sufferings.
Unlike in 1:11, it is clear that a corporate aspect has been incorporated into Christ’s sufferings. It
should be noted, however, that glory is not a shared aspect but belongs to Christ at his
revelation. One half of the combined motif has been transformed from a solely christological
understanding to a corporate or ecclesiological understanding.

Between these two occurrences of the combined motif, the terminology of suffering and
glory has undergone development. The cognate term pa/sxw pervades the servant section of the
household code (2:18-25) in which Isaiah 53 is drawn upon through several allusions. In this
section, household servants are commended for enduring while suffering unjustly while doing
good (2:19, 20). The morally righteous suffering servants are recipients of divine grace (xa/rij).
The example of Christ is presented in 2:21-25 in terms of the suffering servant of Isaiah 53.
Christ also suffered (e1paqen, 2:21), and he was a sufferer who was likewise morally righteous
(2:22-23) even while suffering (2:23).65

The relationship between righteous sufferers and the suffering Christ is expanded in 1
Pet 3:13–4:1. In 3:14, Peter more directly addresses his audience when he writes, “But even if
you should suffer (pa/sxoite) for righteousness’ sake, you will be blessed.” A requirement that
Peter expresses for those who would be followers of Christ is that they uphold a standard of
moral righteousness.66 This idea is reiterated at 3:17, “For it is better to suffer (pa/sxein) for
doing good, if that should be God’s will, than for doing evil.” The suffering of righteous
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followers of Christ is once again related to the suffering of Christ in 3:18: “For Christ also
suffered (e1paqen) once for sins, the righteous for the unrighteous.”67 The connection between
the suffering of Christ and the suffering of Christ’s followers is again developed in 4:1, “Since
therefore Christ suffered in the flesh (paqo/ntoj sarki/), arm yourselves with the same way of
thinking, for whoever has suffered in the flesh (o9 paqw\n sarki/) has ceased from sin.” The
followers of Christ who suffer for doing what is good are united with Christ in thought and deed
(they have suffered “in the flesh”—sarki/) so that they share in holiness with him.

The term glory (do/ca) receives less attention in the span between 1:11 and 4:13. In 1:21,
God raises Christ from the dead and gives him glory. This may be contrasted with the term glory
appearing in the quotation of Isa 40:6-8 in 1 Pet 1:24-25. Here, all humanity has glory “like the
flower of grass” which withers and falls off. So, Christ is shown to be given glory superior to the
fleeting glory of humanity. Two additional occurrences of the cognate verb are found at 2:12 and
4:11. In 2:12 the “Gentiles” speak against the elect. However, because of the good conduct of
the elect, these revilers “may see your good deeds and glorify God (doca/swsin to\n qeo/n) on
the day of visitation.” In 4:10-12, the elect are to carry on their work—whether in speech or
service—with the result that “in everything God may be glorified (doca/zhtai o9 qeo/j) through
Jesus Christ.” Both of these passages envision God being glorified universally in the eschaton.
Here, the “glories” are not shared with followers of Christ but belong to God alone. God is
glorified by humanity through Jesus Christ, but at this stage of the letter believers are not
included in the concept of glory.

Suffering and glory receive their most intense articulation in the letter in 4:12-19.68 The
combined motif in 4:13 is followed in 4:14 with a repetition of the term do/ca. Drawing from the
language of Isa 11:2, where the spirit of God rests upon the branch of Jesse, Peter adds the term
do/ca to this allusion to indicate now for the first time in the letter that the elect participate in
divine glory. The inclusion of the term do/ca in the Isaianic quotation points to Peter’s
understanding of the narrative of restoration of divine presence. God’s glory now rests upon his
people. The ideal of suffering as a morally righteous follower of Christ is again expressed in 4:15-
16. Instead of suffering as evildoers, they should suffer as Christians in order that God may be
glorified (doca/zw) in the name of Christ.

The final two instances of the combined motif occur in 1 Peter 5. Peter designates
himself in 5:1, “a witness of the sufferings of Christ (tw~n tou~ Xristou~ paqhma/twn), as well
as a partaker in the glory (do/ca) about to be revealed.” Taking up the language of 4:13, where
the elect are designated as sharers (koinwnei~te) in Christ’s sufferings, Peter designates himself
using the imagery applied both to Christ and his audience; linking Peter with his audience in
significant ways.69 Peter applies the combined motif of sufferings and glory to himself. Having
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demonstrated to his audience that they participate in Christ through the combined motif, he now
reveals his own participation in the motif. In 5:9-10, the combined motif appears for the last
time in the letter. The sufferings experienced by the addressees are globalized. Followers of
Christ experience similar sufferings elsewhere in the world. The motif not only connects the
sufferings of the elect with those of Christ, but also to the author of this epistle (5:1) and to the
brotherhood of Christians worldwide (5:9). Peter concludes by drawing a distinction between the
elements of sufferings and glory. By means of their identity in Christ, the elect are called to
eternal glory (h( ai0w/nia do/ca). This expansive glory is contrasted with sufferings which last a
little while (o0li/gon). Suffering has been the element of the motif most emphasized throughout
the letter and has received the most development in the letter. It is only at the end of the letter
that glory is applied directly to the audience (4:14; 5:4, 10). Glory is emphasized as the ultimate
inheritance of the suffering servants of Christ.

The language of suffering and glory spans the letter and unites a variety of sections.
From this it can be concluded that the suffering/glory motif bears significance for our
understanding of the letter. However, the significance assigned to it in our overview of the letter
differs from that which Schutter assigned to it. Although scripture is incorporated into the motif
at points (e.g., 2:18-25; 4:12-19), this is not the controlling metaphor that unifies the quotations
and allusions used in 1 Peter. Instead, the motif of suffering and glory—both as individual
concepts and as a combined motif—serves to link the church to a scriptural narrative of the
restoration of divine presence through participation in Christ. This brings us back to 1 Pet 1:10-
12. The prophetic witness is capsulized in the two concepts of Christ’s sufferings and his
subsequent glories. This is the narrative of Christ to which the scriptures attest, according to
Peter. The church, too, participates in this narrative—suffering followed by glory—through
participation in Christ. The next section of this chapter will explore ways in which Isaiah
contributes to this scriptural background.

THE SUFFERING/GLORIES MOTIF AND ISAIAH

Having looked at the role of the suffering/glory motif in 1 Peter, the motif was examined
in connection with key developments within the argument of 1 Peter. In this section these terms
will now be shown to conform to patterns established in the Isaianic program of restoration.

From the opening of Isaiah, the Lord inflicts judgment on Israel and Judah because of
sin and rebellion (1:4).70 The Lord calls his people to cease doing evil and learn to do good (1:16-
17). The rebellion of the people is described as injustice or unrighteousness and most often is
presented in terms of injustice done to orphans, widows and the poor (e.g., 1:17; 3:14-15; 10:2).
The injustice of the leaders contrasts the promised figure who rules “with justice and with
righteousness” (9:7).71 Isaiah’s commission in chapter 6 is a focal point of the early portion of the
book where he is established as the ideal follower of the Lord.72 In 8:11-15, the Lord addresses
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him, telling him “not to walk in the way of this people” (8:11) but to turn his focus on the
disciples designated as his children (8:16, 18).73 So, from the beginning of the Isaianic corpus, we
see that the concepts of sin, judgment and restoration are active in ways that correspond with
Isaiah 40–66.

One of the major divisions of the book of Isaiah occurs at Isaiah 40.74 In contrast to the
commission at Isaiah 6 where the prophet is told to preach a message that will fall on deaf ears,
blind eyes and hearts that will not understand (6:10), a new commission occurs in Isaiah 40 in
which a proclamation of comfort is given from the mountaintops with the good news, “Behold
your God” (40:9).75 Thus, Isaiah 40–66 opens with a kerygma concerning the restoration of
divine presence.

In Isaiah 40–53 the character of the servant of the Lord is developed.76 Among the most
perplexing issues in Isaianic studies is the identity of the servant. The ability to interpret the
servant as Israel is evident as early as Isa 41:8-9.77 Identification of the singular servant of Isaiah
40–53 with a singular messianic figure has led to the prominent Christian interpretation of the
servant as a prediction of Jesus.78 The clarity with which theologians such as Calvin and Barth
saw a direct link between Isaiah 53 and Jesus Christ has recently been explored by Gignilliat.
Barth was particularly aware of the historical and hermeneutical questions that make the linkage
difficult, but, considered as a matter of revelation, the link is fairly straight forward.79 Four
separate servant songs were identified by Duhm.80 The four songs—Isa 42:1-9; 49:1-13; 50:4-9;
52:13–53:12—have generated a significant amount of research which need not be reviewed
here.81 More recently, the unity of Isaiah has been articulated not on the basis of single
authorship,82 but as a result of redaction-critical studies.83 Within this body of growing literature,
thematic links have been explored that resituate the once isolated songs within Isaiah.

Seitz distinguishes two servants in the final form of Isaiah, “The first is Israel and the
second is an individual.”84 For him, Isaiah 40–48 presents Israel as the servant and an individual
servant emerges in Isaiah 49. Decisive for Seitz is the presentation of a first-person voice in
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Isaiah 49, which first emerges in Isa 48:16.85 This anonymous individual will serve the Lord
through righteous suffering and death.86

Wilcox and Paton-Williams concur that a shift occurs at Isaiah 49. They characterize the
message of Isaiah 40–48 as placed upon Cyrus, who overthrows Babylon; but then the message
shifts in Isaiah 49 to the returning exiles.87 They propose that the characterization of the servant
shifts at the same time the message of the text shifts. Like Seitz, the servant in Isaiah 40–48 is
identified as Israel.88 However, they identify the servant after Isaiah 49 as the prophet whose
oracles stand behind Deutero-Isaiah.89

More recently, Berges has similarly argued that the servant songs be read within the
broader context of Isaiah 40–55.90 But unlike Seitz and Wilcox & Paton Williams, the servant is
actually “the group of authors and composers of the second half of the book.”91 By placing the
composition of Deutero-Isaiah in the post-exilic era, Berges is able to posit that the “theological
problems of post-exilic times are encapsulated in a concrete literary figure.”92 Thus, the singular
servant stands neither for collective Israel, nor for an anonymous individual, but for a small
group that “saw themselves in line with the disciples of Isaiah ben Amoz.”93

To summarize, Isaiah 40–48 presents the servant as Israel. The chosen servant of the
Lord (41:8-9) will bring justice to the nations (42:1). However, this servant is said to be blind in
42:19, with language reminiscent of Isaiah’s commission in 6:10.94 The salvation of Israel and the
nations is portrayed as a reversal of this blindness (43:1-13).95 The redemption of Israel is
reiterated in the following chapters with frequent repetitions of Israel’s designation as “my
servant” (44:1-2, 21; 45:4; 48:20).96 Something new happens in Isaiah 49 in a conversation
between the Lord and the servant.97 An autobiographical tone can be heard in the servant’s reply
to the Lord, “But I said, ‘I have labored in vain; I have spent my strength for nothing and vanity;
yet surely my right is with the Lord, and my recompense with my God.” Because this servant
brings back Jacob and gathers Israel (49:5), the servant here differs from earlier uses of “my
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servant” as a designation for Israel.98 This servant takes on the name of Israel in order that he
may fulfill the work Israel was called to do but failed to do.99 Now Israel must obey the voice of
the servant (50:10).100 In Isaiah 53 the severity of the action taken by the servant is fully
disclosed.101 In his afflictions he bears humiliation, affliction and perhaps even death (53:12).
Through the righteousness of the servant, the many will be accounted righteous (53:11). Here,
Gignilliat’s insight is foundational for understanding the key role the servant plays in the
redemptive narrative of Isaiah 40–66, “For in Isaiah the crucial aspect of the Servant’s work was
not in his bringing Israel back from exile per se but in his atoning work on behalf of a people
steeped in sin and rebellion.”102 This is the last we hear of the servant and the last time the term
is used in the singular through the remainder of the book. Yet, already in Isa 53:10 there is a hint
of things to come when it says that “he shall see his offspring.”

One thing made clear by these recent studies is that there is no consensus regarding the
identity of the servant, particularly in Isaiah 49–53. Yet, the recent shift toward reading Isaiah in
a unified way has provided a means of listening again to the voices of those who read Isaiah
prior to the Enlightenment.103 For someone like Peter, the identity of the servant was easily
equated with Jesus.104 But in Peter’s reading of Isaiah, evidenced through his use of Isaianic texts,
the identity of Jesus as the servant (e.g. 1 Pet 2:22-25) is not something proved, but something
assumed. The language of imitation in 2:21 presses us to explore further into the ways Peter
found Isaiah addressing the concerns of the church.

In Isaiah 54–66 the language turns to the plural “servants.”105 The redemption of God’s
people is presented in the song of the barren one who will bear offspring that “will possess the
nations” (54:3). The covenant of peace is likened to the covenant with Noah (54:9).106 Those
afflicted in exile are promised righteous children who will experience peace. Isaiah 54 ends by
declaring, “This is the heritage of the servants of the Lord and their vindication from me,
declares the Lord” (54:17b).107 Like the suffering servant of Isaiah 53, the servants share in



5, 7 and 53:11 which use dou~loj) for the singular servant and dou~loi almost exclusively for the plural servants
(54:17 and 66:14 being the only exceptions). This could potentially undermine the ability of readers in Greek to pick
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afflictions (54:11). At a later point, the servants appeal to God for compassion and deliverance
from adversaries (63:15-19). In the closing chapter of Isaiah, the servants receive their
inheritance and vindication from their enemies (65:8-9, 13-16; 66:12-14).108

At the conclusion of Isaiah the word “glory” (dw$bk%f; do/ca) is repeated several times
(66:11, 12, 18, 19).109 This term occurs frequently in Isaiah.110 It is part of the song of the
seraphim who call out, “Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts; the whole earth is full of his
glory!” (6:3). It is also part of the new commission of Isaiah 40 where it is promised that “the
glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it together” (40:5). With regard to the
servant, the Lord tells him, “You are my servant, Israel, in whom I will be glorified” (49:3).111

Melugin states that it is an important part of “the servant’s mission to glorify Yahweh.”112 At
53:3, it is said of the suffering servant that he has no glory or majesty.113 When the servant takes
upon himself the judgment of the people, he is also separated from the promised glory. The
plural servants appeal to the Lord’s glory (63:15) when they ask for mercy and vindication from
their enemies (63:15-19). And in the final chapter the Lord reveals his hand to his servants
(66:14) and fulfills the promise to make his glory known (66:18-19). Thus, Isaiah 54–66 clearly
presents a corporate picture of righteous sufferers who are caught up in the narrative of divine
restoration.

From this overview two salient points may be drawn out. First, although the terms used
for suffering in 1 Peter (pa/sxw, pa/qhma) are not used in Greek Isaiah, it sufficiently
summarizes the work of the servant in Isaiah 53.114 Where the concept of suffering is most
developed in 1 Peter, several allusions to Isaiah 53 appear within the servant section of the
household code. The concept of suffering encompasses more than simply the individual servant
in Isaiah. Because the servants of Isaiah 54 are addressed as those afflicted, they are linked to the
suffering servant who was afflicted (53:4, 7).115 Cast in the role of disciples of the suffering



116Blenkinsopp concludes that the relationship between the servant and the servants is one of master
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servant, the servants of Isaiah 54–66 are the offspring of the singular servant.116 This indicates
that the concept of suffering extends beyond Isaiah 53 to include the sufferings of the
community formed around the singular servant; something emphasized in Isaiah 54 and 63. As
those who carry out the singular servant’s ministry, the plural servants suffer in righteousness as
they hope for the realization of God’s final act of vindication and restoration.117 These roles
(singular servant and plural servants) are newly assigned within 1 Peter. Christ is depicted as the
singular servant who bears the sins of his people (1 Pet 2:22-25), while the church is cast as his
disciple servants who participate in the sufferings of Christ in the midst of the inauguration of
the restoration of divine presence among the people of God.

Second, the concept of glory is promised in Isa 40:5. The singular servant, although
experiencing suffering, is also called exalted (52:13).118 The plural servants, as disciples of the
singular servant, experience the promise of the Lord’s revealed glory in Isaiah 66.119 The
culmination of God’s dramatic restoration results in the vindication and the reward of the
servants who have suffered faithfully in righteousness.120

While there are other concepts and motifs used in Isaiah, the motif of suffering and glory
serves as a sufficient summarization of significant literary elements in Isaiah 40–66. Beyond
simply quoting material from Isaiah which uses the suffering/glory motif, it appears that Peter
has adopted a strategy that draws upon a narrative of restoration at work among a people who
experience righteous suffering as they faithfully hope in the Lord. The suffering/glory motif is
first applied to Christ as a singular figure in 1 Pet 1:11 and is transformed over the course of four
chapters so that church is also shown to participate in the suffering/glory motif.

In light of these things, I propose that the suffering/glory motif as used in 1 Peter is
consistent with usage in Isaiah and captures certain features of the book that support the
ecclesiological argumentation of 1 Peter in which frequent recourse is made to scripture. Rather
than quoting passages that employ the terms suffering and/or glory, Isaianic passages are drawn
from key portions of Isaiah that anchor Peter’s argument to an Isaianic narrative of divine
restoration. The good news of new birth through the living and abiding word of God (1 Pet
1:22-25) is supported with a passage from Isa 40:6-8. In 1 Pet 2:4-10, the relationship between
the singular living stone and the plural living stones is constructed upon passages from Isa 8:14;
28:16 and 43:20-21. In 1 Pet 2:21, the example of the suffering Christ is given “so that you might
follow in his steps” and is supported with passages from Isaiah 53. In 1 Pet 4:12-19 where the
combined motif receives its fullest development, the phrase “the spirit of glory and of God rests
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upon you” echoes Isa 11:2. These Isaianic texts point to a unifying narrative that identifies the
church as participating in God’s eschatological act of restoration.

ISAIANIC NARRATIVE IN 1 PETER

This chapter has focused on whether 1 Pet 1:10-12 is the hermeneutical key to the
epistle, and, if so, how it functions as a hermeneutical key. The way 1 Pet 1:10-12 functions as a
hermeneutical key is to establish the theological orientation of how Peter reads scripture. His
theology assumes that Christ is central in the thought of prophetic scripture and in the work of
the gospel. Yet, the focus is not solely on Christ as the fulfilment of scripture since Peter finds in
scripture a means to express the nature and purpose of the church. Since the church is in Christ,
a pattern is established whereby what is true of Christ is also true of the church.

Previous scholarship has argued that this passage uses technical language to express a
particularly Jewish hermeneutic similar to that found at Qumran. I contend that the language
employed is not technical language since a limited number of other sources contain this language
and do not appear to employ it in any technical sense. All the same, there are affinities with the
exegetical practice used at Qumran. The use of key-word connections between scriptural texts
exemplifies this.121 But this is not the point of 1 Pet 1:10-12, it is something that functions in the
background of the letter. Instead, Peter argues for his particularly Christian exegesis of scripture.

The role of the suffering/glory motif first expressed in 1 Pet 1:11 received extended
consideration in light of previous scholarly assumptions that it unifies the scriptural texts
employed in 1 Peter. The motif articulated in 1 Pet 1:10-12 centers on the work of Christ, and
later the church is identified as participating in the motif as well (4:14; 5:10). To be sure, the
terms suffering and glory carry great importance within 1 Peter. Moyise’s critique centers on
identifying these terms with a theme that connects each individual use of scripture.122 He is
correct insofar as he articulates his understanding of the term “theme.” If suffering follow by
glory is a theme that must be located within each use of scripture, then there are a good many
passages that do not touch upon this theme. But it seems that the terms suffering and glory are
not a theme that resides at the level of individual passages, but that they express something of an
overarching narrative. As a story, the ideas of conflict (suffering) and resolution (glory) can be a
powerful consolation. When the people of God suffer in their particular circumstances, such a
story points to a divine plan that redeems suffering and culminates in future blessing. Our review
of Isaiah points to how a particular voice within scripture develops the story. The term suffering
summarizes the work of the servant in Isaiah 49:1-7 and 53 and the plight of the servants in
Isaiah 54:11-17 and 63:15-19. The term glory is used frequently throughout Isaiah and at key
points in the structure of Isaiah (i.e., 6:3; 40:5; 66:11, 12, 18, 19). The plight of the servants who
follow the singular suffering servant find themselves recipients of the promised revelation of
divine glory (Isa 40:5; 66:18-19). As will be seen in the following chapters, Isaiah is not the only
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voice that contributes to this narrative. And in the context of 1 Peter, this scriptural narrative
provides a key for understanding how scripture may directly address the needs of the church.

To this point, I have indicated how the ecclesiology of 1 Peter draws upon an Isaianic
narrative. It is therefore necessary to develop here what is meant by a narrative and what bearing
this has on the present thesis. As has been the case at many points of introduction thus far, it is
important to draw upon Pauline discussions to open up resources for the study of Peter.

In his restrospective of narrative approaches to Paul, Longenecker states that “his letters
do not simply offer independent snippets of ‘truth’ or isolated gems of logic, but are discursive
exercises that explicate a narrative about God’s saving involvement in the world.”123 Thus,
narrative approaches to the Pauline epistles have sought to identify the constituent stories that
undergird his writing. The term “stories” itself indicates how the task of narrative studies of Paul
can produce varied results, since different stories might inform Paul’s exposition at different
points, or even within a singular point.124 Consistently, though, scholars have identified a number
of dominant stories underlying Paul’s theology. Dunn, summarizing the work of Hays, Wright
and Witherington, lists four such stories: “(1) the story of the world gone wrong, (2) the story of
Israel, (3) the story of Christ, and (4) the story of Christians, including Paul himself.”125 It is not
necessary to expound on these stories at this point in order for us to gain an appreciation for
how this line of inquiry can benefit the present project.

First, the way in which these stories build on one another points in the direction of
formative narratives that generate meaning for subsequent generations. This is true in the sense
that beliefs are grounded in foundational narratives.126 For instance, the belief that the blameless
Christ suffered for the sins of others is clearly grounded in the Isaianic narrative of the suffering
servant in 1 Pet 2:22-25. But the significance of these stories as generative of meaning is also
carried in the sense that they have an organic quality, enabling later generations to interpret their
own experiences in light of previous stories. In Longenecker’s analysis of the story of Israel in
Romans, he notes that “the relationship [of gentile Christians to Israel’s ongoing history] is
occasionally depicted as organic, with the stories of Christ and of Christians as emerging
naturally from within the ongoing story of Israel.”127 This organic participation of gentile
Christians in the story of God’s salvation of Israel is integral to the contours of Paul’s theology.
In much the same way, 1 Peter will be explored in light of narratival elements that are important
within its theology.

In order to better appreciate the potential of a narratival approach for 1 Peter, it is
necessary now to consider the issue of methodology. The basic approach has been outlined by
Hays in his The Faith of Jesus Christ (1983). There he proposes a line of inquiry involving two
phases: “we may first identify within the discourse allusions to the story and seek to discern its
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general outlines; then, in a second phase of inquiry we may ask how this story shapes the logic of
argumentation in the discourse.”128 This method is based primarily on three premises:

(1) There can be an organic relationship between stories and reflective
discourse because stories have an inherent configurational dimension
(dianoia) which not only permits but also demands restatement and
interpretation in non-narrative language.

(2) The reflective restatement does not simply repeat the plot (mythos) of the
story; nonetheless, the story shapes and constrains the reflective process
because the dianoia can never be entirely abstracted from the story in
which it is manifested and apprehended.

(3) Hence, when we encounter this type of reflective discourse, it is
legitimate and possible to inquire about the story in which it is rooted.129

Already we have noted how elements of 1 Peter assume a narrative that aligns well with
Isaiah. The preponderance of quotations and allusions to Isaiah points in this direction. But the
thematic links, particularly with the servant-servants motif and the suffering/glory motif, provide
sufficient warrant to engage in an inquiry of how the Isaianic narrative of restoration shapes the
logic of 1 Peter.

The story of Israel in 1 Peter has a distinctively Isaianic quality. The proclamation of
good news (Isaiah 40), the suffering servant (Isaiah 49, 53) and the disciples of the suffering
servant (Isaiah 54, 63, 66), and the ultimate vindication of God’s people in a decisive act of
diving deliverance (Isaiah 65–66) outlines the general contours of the Isaianic narrative. It is
important to note, though, that passages from outside Isaiah resonate with this Isaianic narrative,
particularly Psalms 33[34] and 117[118].

This outline of an Isaianic story of restoration can be mapped out within 1 Peter. There
are three movements corresponding to the three major divisions of the body of the letter. First,
the proclamation of God’s renewed presence among his people occurs in the body opening (1
Pet 1:13–2:10). The contours of this proclamation draw upon the resources of Isaiah 40,
whereby the word of God is equated with the gospel (1 Pet 1:25), and a tapestry of quotations
and allusions in 1 Pet 2:4-10 which depict a renewed temple service. Second, the call of the
churches in Asia Minor to a high moral standard based on the pattern of Christ even in the face
of suffering extends across the body middle (2:11–4:11) and into the body closing (4:12–5:10).
Prominent in this section of 1 Peter are quotations of Isaiah 53 and Psalm 33[34], among other
quotations and allusions. Finally, the body closing extends into the ultimate vindication of God’s
people in the final judgment. Central to this part of the letter is an allusion to Isa 11:2, placing
the churches of Asia Minor in the midst of God’s final plan for his people. There it is asked,
“What will the end be for those who disbelieve the gospel of God?” This reiteration of the
gospel of God correlates with the connection between Isaiah 40 and the proclamation of the
gospel in 1 Pet 1:25, creating an arc to the three-movement structure. It is noteworthy that the
first mention of gospel proclamation (eu0angeli/zw) occurs in 1:10-12, thus rounding out our
understanding of this passage as a hermeneutical key.
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This connection between scriptural narrative and the good news of the gospel speaks to
the role 1:10-12 plays within an understanding of Petrine hermeneutics.130 The expression in
1:10-12 emphasizes “the immediacy of the text’s word to the community rather than providing
specific rules for reading.”131 Therefore the great lengths Schutter goes to demonstrate the
pesher-like method produces results that are in actuality ancillary to the primary concerns of
Peter’s hermeneutics.132 The story of restoration that undergirds Peter’s gospel proclamation
makes it natural to view Isaiah as a “hermeneutical center of gravity” within the letter,
corresponding significantly with Hays’ findings for Paul.133 In this way, the good news of the
gospel is really an extension of the scriptural narrative and addresses directly the people who
have believed that gospel proclamation.

Having now established the hermeneutical principles at work in 1 Peter, it is now time to
turn to the detailed analysis of each quotation as they occur in 1 Peter.



3
THE USE OF SCRIPTURE IN 1 PETER 1:13–2:10

 

INTRODUCTION

The body opening of 1 Peter contains a verbal inclusio centered on the term a3gioj. There
are numerous other verbal connections with 1:13–2:10, but this linkage is particularly relevant to
the study of scripture in 1 Peter because the term a3gioj is derived in each instance from
passages quoted or alluded to from the Pentateuch. In 1 Pet 1:15-16, the term a3gioj is
employed four times to compel the audience to holy conduct based on the holiness formula of
Leviticus. The holiness of the Lord demands the holiness of his people.  There are two
additional uses of a3gioj in 2:5 and 9. Both of these occurrences describe the church in terms of
their nature as a holy people with language drawn from Exod 19:6. This inclusio, then, is not
simply based on the repetition of a key term, but is based in scriptural texts that undergird the
first main section of the epistle. Together, these scriptural texts not only frame this section of the
letter, but develop the theme of God’s covenant with his people.

Several iterations of Isaianic material with varying levels of explicitness are contained in 1
Pet 1:13–2:10. The Isaianic voice intersects with the traditions drawn from other scriptural texts,
such as the Pentateuch, which play off of each other throughout the section. How has the
Pentateuch shaped Peter’s understanding of Isaiah and vice versa? And how does the reading of
texts intertextually generate meaning when it is employed in the new rhetorical context of 1
Peter? These questions must be answered, however, after other work has been accomplished.
Scriptural quotations and allusions must be set within their rhetorical context and the text of
each will be considered with a view to determining the Vorlage used by Peter, providing insights
into how the text is handled. Along with this, a consideration of the wider context from which
the scriptural passages are drawn will help us understand what the fuller passage brings to the
argument of 1 Peter.

LEVITICAL HOLINESS AND ISAIANIC LAMB: 1 PETER 1:13-21

The body opening of the letter (1:13–2:10) contains an exhortation to hope (e0lpi/sate,
1:13). The initial passage of the first section (1:13-21) uses the familial language of “children” and
“Father” to describe the relationship between the elect and God. The argument here centers on
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the conduct of the elect (1:15, 17, 18). While they remain in their former familial context (1:18),
they must now conform to a conduct that corresponds to their new familial context—they now
relate to God as Father on the basis of Christ Jesus.1 The phrase “through him” (di' au0tou~)
initiates a reflection on the participation of the church in Christ that flowers in the body middle
of the epistle.

Intermingled in this argument are quotations and allusions from Leviticus and Isaiah.
Peter constructs an argument using scripture that connects the work of God in Christ to the
conduct of the elect who dwell in the midst of those who do not believe. In 1:13, Peter calls on
the elect to place their hope in the revelation of Christ using language reminiscent of the opening
blessing section. But this hope does not entail that they neglect their responsibility to live
honorably in the present. As children obedient to a holy God, their lives are to be marked by
holy conduct in every way (1:15). The concept of conduct (a)nastrofh/) is grounded in the
scriptures, as we shall see.

Imitation of Divine Holiness (1:16)

The quotation in 1 Pet 1:16 is peculiar because no single verse can be identified as the
source. Instead, the phrase occurs five times throughout the book of Leviticus making this a
programmatic summarization of the holiness required by God for his people (Fig. 3.1).2 The
selection of this phrase is an apt condensation of Leviticus. However, it complicates our ability
to identify a precise context from which Peter has drawn his scriptural phraseology.3 While there
are elements of Leviticus that might be more easily related to 1 Peter (for instance, the care for
strangers because of their sojourn in Egypt in Lev 19:34 might be compelling) it seems that the
use of this stock phrase gives a sense of the Levitical holiness code and is not beholden to any
specific context.4



5Feldmeier (2008, 106) points out that holiness describes God himself, but also “can be communicated to
place (for example the temple), but also to people who belong to God.” The plural a#gioi, in its correspondence
with the singular a#gioj, indicates the communicability of this attribute. In 1 Pet 2:4-5, the singular li/qoj and plural
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1 Peter 1:16 Leviticus 11:44, 45; 19:2; 20:7, 26

dio/ti ge/graptai
a#gioi e1sesqe o3ti e0gw\ a#gioj

a#gioi e1sesqe o3ti a#gio/j ei0mi e0gw\ ku/rioj o9 qeo\j u9mw~n
e1sesqe a#gioi o3ti a#gio/j ei0mi e0gw\ ku/rioj
a#gioi e1sesqe o3ti e0gw\ a#gioj ku/rioj o9 qeo\j u9mw~n
e1sesqe a#gioi o3ti a#gioj e0gw\ ku/rioj o9 qeo\j u9mw~n
e1sesqe/ moi a#gioi o3ti e0gw\ a#gioj ku/rioj o9 qeo\j u9mw~n

Figure 3.1: 1 Peter 1:16 and the Levitical Holiness Formula

Two ideas swarm around the Levitical holiness formula which become further developed
later in 1 Peter. First, the relationship between the elect and God capitalizes on the alternating of
singular and plural forms of the term a#gioj.5 Milgrom describes the formula in terms of imitatio
Dei.6 The imitative dimension of the formula fits well with the imitative language of 1 Pet 2:21,
where Christ—depicted in the language of Isaiah 53—is established as an example for the
church. Second, the formulaic language that anticipates the quotation in 1 Pet 1:15 and its
application in 1:17 focuses on the conduct of the elect.7 They are to conduct themselves
(a)nastra/fhte) with reverence (e0n fobw|~) toward God. The language of fear or respect, using
the fo/boj word group, returns later drawing together several scriptural texts in 1 Peter 3.

This being the first explicit quotation of scripture in the letter, a number of observations
may be raised here. The introductory formula (dio/ti ge/graptai), though unique to this
passage, is not unexpected and is consistent with Second Temple interpretive practices.8 Such
formulaic expressions draw attention to the quotation of scripture. Observe, though, that such
formulae are limited to the first few quotations (1:16, 24; 2:6). After this, Peter all but abandons
introductory formulae.

Additionally, the quotation is preceded (1:15) by an explanatory gloss.9 The vocabulary of
Peter’s gloss matches that of his scriptural quotation, particularly the repetition of the singular
a#gioj and the plural a#gioi. Here, Peter explains how his audience has been called by a holy
God and, therefore, their conduct must also be holy. Green writes of “the essential human
vocation to imitate God” which in this passage correlates the holiness of God with the conduct
of believers in Asia Minor.10

Furthermore, the context utilizes the imagery of the family, picturing God as father and
the elect as children.11 As such, the direct relationship between God and the church is brought
forward. This does not mitigate the role of Christ in establishing this relationship, which is



12Cf. Joosten 1996, 201.
13Bultmann 1947, 10, 14; Deichgräber 1967, 169–170; Wengst 1974, 161–165. Michaels is skeptical

regarding the ability to recover an early Christian hymn, although he takes seriously the possibility of composition
from earlier traditions (1988, 53).

14Goppelt argues that, of the two points in favor of a christological hymnic fragment, the argument in favor
of poetic language is dismissed because much in 1 Peter could be considered poetic and nothing is mentioned that
exceeds what would be a necessary ground for paraenesis (1993, 114–121). Cf., Michaels 1988, 53; Achtemeier 1996,
126; Elliott 2000, 377–378.

15Hort 1898, 75; Kelly 1969, 72; Goppelt 1993, 114; Michaels 1988, 63; Achtemeier 1996, 126; Elliott 2000,
369; BDAG 693.

16The rescue of Israel from Egypt provides a backdrop to the use of lutro/w in Isaiah 52. In Exodus 6:6
the Lord promises to redeem (lutro/w translating l)agF@) his people with a “high arm” and “great judgment.” The
redemption from slavery in Egypt, then, forms a solemn remembrance for Israel (Deut 7:8; 9:26; 13:5; 15:15; 24:18;
cf. 2 Sam 7:23; 1 Chron 17:21).

17Elliott 2000, 369.
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indicated in 1:13 and then developed further in 1:18-21. However, the use of the imitatio Dei
concept implies a direct relationship between God and the church. In this way, the first explicit
quotation of scripture inaugurates an ecclesiologically charged reading of scripture whereby the
church is held to the same standard of conduct expected of the people of Israel. This call to
holiness contributes to the narrative of divine restoration through the notion that divine
presence requires the holiness of his people.12

The Sacrifice of the Isaianic Servant (1:18-21)

Peter turns now to a new element in support of his argument about the conduct of the
elect. In 1:18, the elect are to conduct themselves reverently based on their knowledge of the
work of God in Christ. This christological basis brings with it a set of allusions to scripture
drawing upon the Isaianic suffering servant in ways that foreshadow 2:21-25. In both passages
the quest for hymnic fragments has minimized the Isaianic voice.13 More recently, scholars have
expressed scepticism regarding our ability to identify underlying material.14 The participle
ei0do/tej introduces elementary teaching shared by both the author and audience.15 This basic
teaching about Christ is based foremost in an Isaianic narrative of the suffering servant.

The first allusion to Isaiah occurs in 1 Pet 1:18, drawing upon the context immediately
prior to the fourth Isaianic servant song. Isa 52:3 promises a ransom (lutro/w translating l)agF@)
without money (a0rgu/rion translating Psek@e) provided by the Lord for those in exile (Fig. 3.2).16

Peter plays with the phraseology of Isa 52:3 in 1 Pet 1:18-19.17 The elect are told that they were
redeemed not with gold or silver. Thus far, the sense of Isa 52:2 is rendered accurately, even
though the term a)rgu/rion is embellished by adding xrusi/on and calling both perishable
(fqarto/j). These perishable riches are contrasted with the value (ti/mioj) of Christ’s blood in
1:19.



18Such an exploration of the context does not imply that Peter had this wider context in view. Instead, it
allows us to take into account the setting of the alluded material in order to attend to correspondences and
differences between the Isaianic and Petrine contexts. Cf. Hays 1989, 155; 2005, 25–26; Moyise 2004, 4–5.

19Goldingay 2005, 449. Mettinger connects the deliverance from Babylon and the Exodus tradition to the
idea of the Divine Warrior (1997, 148–151).

20Watts 1987, 216; Mettinger 1997, 144; Brueggemann 1998, 139; Wagner 2003, 183.
21Isa 48:14; 51:9; 53:1; 62:8. Cf. Oswalt 1998, 371.
22Peter’s reading is not sensitive to the compositional history of Isaiah. The present passage is a case in

point, with material from Isaiah 52 and 53 juxtaposed. Wagner (2003, 184) sees a “web of intratextual connections”
(emphasis original) between Isaiah 40, 52:7 and 53:1 related to the failure of Israel to believe the message of God’s
deliverance. Cf. Rom 10:15-16 which brings together Isa 52:7 and 53:1.

23See Melugin 1976, 168.
24But see Richard 2000, 16. He correctly questions the validity of the concept “controlling metaphor.”
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1 Peter 1:18 Isaiah 52:3

ei0do/tej o3ti ou0 fqartoi~j,
a0rguri/w| h2 xrusi/w|,
e0lutrw/qhte

dwrea\n e0pra/qhte
kai\ ou0 meta\ 
a)rguri/ou 
lutrwqh/sesqe

Figure 3.2: 1 Peter 1:18 and Isaiah 52:3

Further consideration of the broader context of Isaiah 52 helps establish the pivotal role
this text plays, particularly in relationship to other Isaianic texts used in 1 Peter.18 Isaiah 52
depicts the returning exiles as loosening the bonds of slavery (52:2), drawing upon the backstory
of Israel’s slavery in Egypt (52:4).19 This passage reiterates important motifs. The proclamation
of good news on the mountains in Isa 52:7 echoes Isa 40:1-11.20 The arm of the Lord in Isa
52:10 further draws upon Isa 40:10,21 but also anticipates the servant song in 53:1.22 The relation
of Isaiah 52 to the following chapter is reinforced through key terms and concepts.23 Therefore,
it is not surprising to have both passages provide allusions in 1 Pet 1:18-19. If the exiles are
redeemed without money, the question arises on what basis are they redeemed. Isaiah 52:3 issues
a proclamation regarding a non-monetary redemption that is patterned upon the exodus from
Egypt.

The use of Isa 52:3 connects easily with the diaspora theme that frames 1 Peter.24 The
audience of 1 Peter is referred to as “elect exiles of the diaspora” in 1:1. Then in 2:11 they are
again called “sojourners and exiles.” The use of “Babylon” in 5:13 connects to this theme by
referring to a place outside the land of Israel. Leading into the allusion to Isa 52:3 is a reference
to “the time of your exile” (to\n th~j paroiki/aj u9mw~n xro/non) which links to this framing
theme. In 1:18-19, the language of ransom strikes at the heart of believers’ emergence from a
social setting in which the death of Christ is meaningless. This setting remains, however, the
sphere in which the elect carry out their daily lives. The exilic language of 1 Peter does not evoke
a sense of punishment for the sins of God’s people. Rather, it constructs a view of the world in
which one is either in the land of promise or outside the land. Peter places his audience outside
the land—in the land of exile—but demonstrates that God is at work outside the land. Peter
draws upon Isaiah 52 to express an inaugurated eschatological view of the diaspora existence of



25Green (2007, 40–41) explores how “the past events in the life of the believer” build toward “present and
future realities.”

26Feldmeier 2008, 115–117.
27Hosea 4:16 is another possible source since the words w(j a)mno/n appear. However, Hos 4:16 refers to

feeding Israel like a lamb whereas Isa 53:7 implies a sacrificial lamb. Despite his scepticism about echoes of Isaiah 53
in 1 Pet 18-19 (1988, 63–64), Michael’s concedes (65) that “w(j a)mnou~ is the only phrase in this passage that might
have been drawn from Isa 53 LXX.” But see Goppelt 1993, 116; Achtemeier 1996, 129.

28The OG is necessary for this combined allusion to work. The MT uses two different terms in the
sacrificial language of the Pentateuch and in Isa 53:7. The Hebrew term #&bek@e is use for the animal of sacrifice
translated as a)mno/j in Greek. In Isa 53:7, lx'rf is the animal brought before its shearers. The Greek translates both
of these terms with a)mno/j making it possible for these passages to be brought together by the key-word association.

29This is consistent with the findings of Schutter 1989, 38–39, 43 and Bauckham 1988, 311. Michaels sees
several traditions resident here (1988, 66): suffering servant, sacrificial system, the ram substituted for Isaac (Gen 22).

30Wells 2000, 135; Beuken 1990, 67-87. I am indebted to Steven D. Mason for sharing insights about the
Isaianic theme of holiness and its application to 1 Peter.
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the church. Divine grace is experienced in the present by the fact that redemption has happened
without money but with something far more precious in the gift of Christ.25 The transformation
of believers assumes the purifying work of Christ has dealt with the problem of sin. The hope of
resurrection through Christ is placed before believers as the endpoint of their time of exile. This
eschatological outlook draws upon the Isaianic promise of return from exile refracted through
the accomplished work of Christ.26 The elect are therefore called upon to conduct themselves in
their present situation in imitation of divine holiness (1:16) through their participation in Christ
(1:21).

The second allusion to Isaiah in 1:19 includes only two words—w9j a0mnou~—from Isa
53:7.27 The allusion and a tradition about the unblemished lamb to be sacrificed on the altar (Exo
29:38; Lev 12:6; 14:10; 23:18; Num 6:14; 28–29; Ezek 46:4, 6, 13) are juxtaposed. In each of
these verses the noun a0mno/j is modified with a1mwmoj (Fig. 3.3).28 The use of a catchword
linking (gězērâ šāwâ) Isaiah 53 and the sacrificial language of the Pentateuch is consistent with
usage elsewhere.29

1 Peter 1:19 Isaiah 53:7 Exo 29:38; Lev 12:6; 14:10; 23:18;
Num 6:14; 28–29

w(j a)mnou~ a)mw/mou kai\
a)spi/lou

w(j a)mno\j e0nanti/on tou~
kei/rontoj au0to\n
a1fwnoj

a)mnou\j e0niausi/ouj
a)mw/mouj

Figure 3.3: 1 Peter 1:19, Isaiah 53:7 and the Pentateuchal Sacrificial Formula

The combination of texts here is cross interpretive. On the one hand, the holiness of the
suffering servant is highlighted, drawing out a prominent theme in Isaiah.30 While purity of
speech and action are highlighted in the song (Isa 53:8-9) the term for holiness—#dq—never
occurs. Thus, this interpretive combination makes explicit the holiness of the suffering servant
by way of comparison with the sacrifice of the unblemished lamb connected to the holiness code
in  Leviticus (14:13; 23:20). The theme of holiness has already been launched in 1 Pet 1:16 with
the citation of the Levitical formula. On the other hand, the tradition about the unblemished



31For hzfnf, see Lev 4:6, 17; 5:9; 6:20; 8:11, 30; 14:7, 16, 27, 51; 16:14-15, 19; cf. Exod 29:21; Num 8:7; 19:4,
18-19, 21. For )#fonf, see Lev 5:1, 17; 7:18; 10:17; 16:22; 17:16; 19:8; 20:17, 19-20; 22:9, 16; 24:15.

32This is congruent with the argument by Hengel in which he highlights the priority of Isaiah 53 over other
scriptural influences on the early church’s concept of the Christ event as an atonement for many (1981, 57–65).
Hengel has been criticized for overlooking Hooker’s work, which considers allusions to Isaiah 53 behind concepts
of the atonement dubious (cf. the review by Sam K. Willis in JBL 102 [1983]: 491–493). Yet, concerning this
passage, Hooker admits that, due to the use of Isaiah 53 in 1 Pet 2:21-25, “there may well be a very subsidiary
reference to Isa. 53.7” (1959, 125).

33Cf. Gignialliat 2007, 101–106 on the relationship between Christ as the suffering servant and the
redemption of sins in Paul’s reading of scripture in 2 Cor 5:15–6:10.

34Schutter 1989, 38.
35Aquinas, Symmachus and Theodotion unanimously revise docasqh/setai to metewrisqh/setai. This

seems to be somewhat characteristic of Aquinas who preferred metewri/zomai (cf. Isa 7:11; 10:33 and 55:9).
Interestingly though, at Isa 57:7, the three revisors change mete/wron to e0phrme/non. Justin (Apol 50.3), however,
retains docasqh/setai in his use of Isa 52:13. The raising and glorifying of Christ in 1 Peter (e0gei/rw and do/ca)
echoes the Isaianic servant in 53:12 who was raised (u(yo/w) and glorified (doxa/zw). 
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lamb is extended to Isaiah 53. The sacrificial language of the tradition has resonances with the
language of the servant song. The verbs hzfnf (“sprinkle”) in Isa 52:15 and  )#fonf (“bear”) in Isa
53:4 occur frequently in the sacrificial language of Leviticus.31 Although the language of crushing,
offering (Isa 53:10), pouring out and interceding (Isa 53:12) do not occur within the sacrificial
language, the connection to the iniquities and sins of the people ((#$ap%e 53:5, 8; NwO(f 53:6, 11) for
which the servant suffers does resonate with the sacrificial language of Leviticus ((#$ap%e Lev
16:16, 21; NwO(f Lev 16:21-22). Furthermore, the term M#$f)f in Isa 53:10 is conspicuous in its
connection to the sin offering of Lev 5:6-7. These connections between the sacrificial language
of the Pentateuch and Isaiah 53 show the extent to which the suffering servant may be
interpreted in sacrificial terms. And the combination of allusions in 1 Pet 1:19 implies such an
interpretation.

Peter reads Isaiah and Leviticus together, with the suffering servant representing a unique
“lamb” for the offering. Peter connects the sin offering of Leviticus to Christ by means of the
suffering servant of Isaiah 53.32 Together—sin offering, suffering servant, Christ event—the
salvation of believers is explained so that Peter may call his audience to the high standard of
conduct required of his Levitical quotation. Furthermore, through Christ, the believers of Asia
Minor are able to participate in the restoration of divine presence because the sacrifice of Christ
for sins enables reconciliation between God and humanity.33

Further echoes of Isaiah 53 are found in 1 Pet 1:21. Schutter remarks, in light of allusions
in 1:18, 19, that “a block of Isaiah comes into view, helping the prospects for another allusion at
1.21.”34 An echo of Isa 52:13 can be heard in the description of Christ’s glorification. The exalted
status of the servant is depicted in Isa 52:13 so that the servant is lifted up (u9yo/w translating
)#&fnF) and exalted (doca/zw translating hbagF%). The use of the term do/ca in 1 Pet 1:21 captures
this feature with regard to the exalted status of Christ who is risen (e0gei/rw) and given glory
(do/nta do/can).35 Another echo centers on the resurrection of Christ, drawing this time on Isa
53:10. This passage has already been considered with regard to its sacrificial language but also



36Brueggemann (1998, 148–149) and Oswalt (1998, 402–403) express concern about using “resurrection”
for the servant. Brueggeman suggests “exaltation” as a more descriptive outcome.

37So NIV, but NRSV has “crush him with pain” and most others have “bring to grief.”
38The Greek version combines these clauses into o!yetai spe/rma makro/bion, “He will see long-lived

offspring.”
39Mbuvi 2007, 125.
40Mbuvi 2007, 72.
41The use of Exod 19:5-6 in 1 Pet 2:9 is combined with Isa 43:20-21, further indicating the priority of

Isaiah over Peter’s reading of the Pentateuch. Characters from Genesis appear in 1 Peter 3: Sarah (3:6) and Noah
(3:20-21).
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features a resurrection of sorts.36 The Lord crushes the servant, causing him to suffer,37 and
makes him a sin offering. But after all this the servant sees offspring and has prolonged years.38 It
therefore stands as a possibility that the phrase to\n e0gei/ranta au0to\n e0k nekrw~n (“who raised
him from the dead”) is interpreting Isa 53:10. Such echoes of Isaiah 53 are consistent with other
uses in 1 Pet 1:19 and 2:22-25.

Conclusion

The reading strategy exemplified in this passage places Leviticus and Isaiah together.
Peter quotes a passage that is programmatic in Leviticus in order to establish a high standard of
conduct: holiness that imitates divine holiness. The combined allusion in 1:19 focuses on the
offering for sin using a lamb without blemish, linking Isaiah 53 to the sacrificial system in the
Law. Mbuvi interprets this passage in light of his thesis that temple imagery provides the
framework for 1 Peter.39 While it is true the sacrifices instructed for the tabernacle and temple
serve as a background for the sacrificial language drawn into 1 Peter, the locus of sacrifice is
abstracted in the language of Isaiah 53.40 Moreover, there is no explicit connection to the temple
sacrifice here in 1 Pet 1:19. Instead, the important Isaianic concept centers on the servant of the
Lord, providing a clear background for the ransom and purification of the elect from their exilic
existence.

Isaiah 52 and 53 offer phrases that shape the argument of 1 Pet 1:18-21. These allusions
work at a subtle level but indicate how Peter has read the Pentateuch through the lens of Isaiah.
The ramification of this strategy is seen in the relative lack of references to the Pentateuch in the
rest of the letter.41 The close proximity of the two Isaianic passages suggests that Peter has read
throughout this section of the book. This implies that Peter had direct contact with the written
text of Isaiah whereby such allusions could be interpreted alongside one another. A fuller
outworking of his reading in this section of Isaiah is revealed later in 2:22-25.

It cannot be assumed that all first-time listeners would pick up on these subtle turns of
phrase. However, the explicit quotation from Leviticus, marked as it is by an introductory
formula, prepares the audience for an ongoing scriptural discourse. This means that first-time
listeners are given an indication about Peter’s use of scripture. An audience of mixed perceptive
ability and mixed competence with scripture would be able to pick up on much of what Peter
was doing with Isaiah, considering that Isaiah was one of the most familiar parts of scripture and
Isaiah 53 one of the most familiar parts of Isaiah.



42Davids 1990, 73–74; Achtemeier 1996, 131–132; Hofius 2004, 185; Green 2007, 210–211. But see
Goppelt 1993, 118–119; Elliott 2000, 376–377.

43Thurén 1995, 105, n. 59.
44BDAG, 736; LSJ, 1272; BDF, 234–235; cf. Ellul 1990, 20, but see Campbell 1998, 19.
45Green (2007, 48) lists several.
46Martin organizes 1:14–2:10 differently by connecting 1:22-25 with 1:14-21 and 2:1-3 with 2:4-10 (1992,

177–178, 187). For him, the first two sections feature familial relations whereas the second two sections feature the
concept of growth. For this to work the concept of building in 2:4-10 must be understood as spiritual growth.
However,  2:4-10 emphasizes the building of a community of believers rather than spiritual, moral growth. Instead,
the metaphors should be reconfigured so that the first three of his sections are organized around the childhood
metaphor with a break occurring between 2:3 and 2:4.
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Christology plays an important role in the argument of 1 Pet 1:13-21. Some of the
christological items contained in this section are the pre-existence and the advent (fanero/w) of
Christ (1:20), the shedding of Christ’s blood (1:19), the resurrection and glorification of Christ
(1:21) and the hope of Christ’s return (1:13).42 Peter has read scripture in light of Christ, drawing
connections from the sacrificial system through the suffering servant of Isaiah 53 to Christ. Yet,
his christological reflection serves a further purpose in developing an argument centered on the
conduct of the church. It is worth noting that the christology of this section is headed by the
participle ei0dotej. The christology is not the part of the argument being developed. It is, rather,
being assumed as a shared basis of common belief. The argument builds upon this christological
foundation in order to compel the audience to conduct that is holy in light of the scriptural
narrative of God’s divine presence being restored among his people. The ability of the elect to
exhibit the holiness of God is tied to the sacrifice of “the lamb without blemish or spot.” The
elect are no longer constrained by their former familial associations, they are now children of
God through Christ, and their conduct must reflect this reality. The reason they are children of
God is because of the ransom Christ paid “without money” in the sacrifice of his blood.

This paraenetic section shows how Peter, the missionary preacher, utilizes scripture in his
aim to minister to the church experiencing suffering in Asia Minor. He begins with the belief
that the scriptures of Israel address the needs of the church. In keeping with the theological
nexus described in the previous chapter, Peter reads scripture through the lens of the Christ
event as prophetic words meant to serve the church (1 Pet 1:12). They are part of the family of
God. Therefore, their conduct should be of the same essence as their heavenly father who is
holy. Furthermore, they are reminded of the purity of the sacrifice made on their behalf when
Christ’s sacrificial blood was shed.

THE ETERNAL WORD AND THE NEW BIRTH: 1 PETER 1:22–2:3

The next two sections (1:22-25 and 2:1-3) go together and further the argument about
the conduct of the church. Most scholars see a strong break at 2:1 due to the conjunction ou]n.43

However, this inferential conjunction draws a conclusion to the argument begun in 1:13.44

Thematic links binding the units together.45 The phrase “obedient children” in 1:14 corresponds
to “newborn infants” (a)rtige/nnhta bre/fh) in 2:2, which also connect to the phrase “having
been born again” (a)nagegennhme/noi) in 1:23.46 This concentration on new birth features



47Schutter is correct to consider these two passages together (1989, 124–130).
48The command to “love one another earnestly” is picked up later in 4:8 and further developed.
49Elliott 2000, 382.
50The term fqarto/j is fairly rare in biblical literature. It is noteworthy that this term occurs in Isa 54:17, a

passage that will be investigated at a later stage. Other occurrences are 2 Macc 7:16; Wis 9:15; 14:8; Rom 1:23; 1 Cor
9:25; 15:53, 54.

51There are many connections between Isa 40:1-11 and 52:1-12. These include several verbal (e.g.
“comfort,” “desert places”) and conceptual links (e.g. proclamation on mountains, the Lord’s arm).

52The use of a)nagenna/w in 1:3 and 23 are the only uses of this term in the NT.
53Schutter (1989, 40, cf. 36, 93) calls this an iterative allusion. Such allusions feature “key-word repetitions”

(55) which are integral to the pesher-like technique observed by Schutter (cf. 127).
54Elliott sees the quotation as providing “substantiation concerning the permanence of the word of God by

which the believers have been born; and v 25b clarifies this word of God as that which has been proclaimed to the
believers as ‘good news’”(2000, 382). Cf. Goppelt 1993, 127–128; Davids 1990, 78–79; Achtemeier 1996, 142; Green
2007, 54; Feldmeier 2008, 124; Moyise 2008a, 82–83.  James 1:9-11 draws upon the language of Isa 40:6-7 in similar
fashion. However, because 40:8 is not incorporated, the argument centers more upon the fickleness of human means
with no reference to the word. Yet, Jam 1:18 may echo Isa 40:8 with language mirroring 1 Pet 1:23. Cf. Sundberg
1959, 276.
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quotations from Isaiah 40 and Psalm 33[34], each contributing significantly to the unfolding
argument centered on the conduct of the church.47

Isaianic Gospel and the New Birth (1:22-25)

The church is exhorted to “love one another earnestly” in 1:22, providing a positive ethic
that informs the holy conduct required of the elect (1:15-16).48 In keeping with the previous
sections, many key terms are repeated such as “obedience” (u(pakoh/, 1:22; cf. 1:2, 14), “born
anew” (a)nagenna/w, 1:23; cf. 1:3) and “imperishable” (a!fqartoj, 1:23; cf. 1:4).49 The term
fqarto/j connects 1 Pet 1:22-25 with the previous passage, significantly drawing together two
different Isaianic passages.50 In 1:18 it is interjected into the Isa 52:3 allusion while in 1:23 it
establishes the contrast developed in the quotation of Isa 40:6-8. The use of
a!fqartoj/fqarto/j not only connects these two passages of 1 Peter but also links two
passages from Isaiah.51 This suggests the presence of a catchword technique (gězērâ šāwâ) Peter
might have used to link these passages.

The exhortation to “love one another earnestly” is based upon the new birth
(a)nagenna/w, 1:23) of the elect.52 At an earlier stage of the letter, new birth leads to a living
hope through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead (1:3). Now Peter further develops
the idea of the new birth. The elect are born anew not from a corruptible seed but an
incorruptible seed which is equated with the living and abiding word of God (dia\ lo/gou
zw~ntoj qeou~ kai\ me/nontoj, 1:23). The use of spora/ in 1:23 anticipates the agricultural
language of Isa 40:6-8 about to be quoted.53 Peter’s anticipatory use of key terms is a noteworthy
feature of his use of scripture. This was seen in 1:15 prior to the quotation of the Levitical
formula and will occur again in 2:4-5 in anticipation of the quotations of 2:6-10.

The quotation of Isa 40:6-8 emphasizes the abiding nature of the word in contrast to the
fleeting nature of humanity.54 In 1 Pet 1:24-25, the text of Isa 40:6-8 is largely the same as OG
Isaiah with some minor differences (Fig. 3.4). The inclusion of w(j before xo/rtoj is a minor



55Several important mss including Alexandrinus (02) and the corrector of Sinaiticus (01) along with several
important minuscules (33, 206, 254, 307, 453, 468, 945, 1735, 1739, 2492) do not include w(j here.

56Cf. Jobes 2006, 318.
57Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotian each add these clauses in their revisions. This means that whatever

Greek text was used by Peter has gone thru some revision, but these clauses had not yet been included.
58Cf. Schutter 1989, 128; Elliott 2000, 390–391; Moyise 2008a, 83–84.
59Contra Schutter 1989, 126, who sees 2:3 as the next reference to Christ. This requires, however, a highly

interpreted understanding of 2:3. On 3:15, see below, pp. 135–137.
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point and appears to be influenced by the use of w(j before a!nqoj in the parallel clause.55 The
term a)nqrw/pou in Isa 40:6 is rendered au0th~j in 1 Pet 1:24. The use of au0th~j agrees with the
MT against the OG.56 While this is a clear change from the OG, it should be noted that the
revisors Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotian all changed the phrase from pa~sa do/ca
a)nqrw/pou to pa~n to\ e1leoj au0th~j. This makes it difficult to assert that Peter has changed the
text here and indicates that there was a consistent effort in the textual transmission to alter this
term in light of the Hebrew text. Although we cannot argue for a relationship between the text in
1 Peter and any of the revisors, this evidence suggests that Peter likely had a revised Greek text
of Isaiah. Similarly, the clauses—“for the spirit/breath of the Lord blew upon it, surely the
people are grass”—found in the MT are omitted in both the OG and 1 Peter.57 Lastly, there is a
change from tou~ qeou~ h(mw~n (Isa 40:8) to kuri/ou (1 Pet 1:25) leading some to conclude
theological reshaping of the text has occurred.58

1 Peter 1:24-25 Isaiah 40:6-9

dio/ti
pa~sa sa\rx w9j xo/rtoj kai\ pa~sa do/ca
au0th~j w9j a1nqoj xo/rtou:
e0chra/nqh o9 xo/rtoj kai\ to\ a!nqoj
e0ce/pesen: to\ de\ r9h~ma kuri/ou me/nei ei0j
to\n ai0w~na.

tou~to de/ e0stin to\ r9h~ma
to\ eu0aggelisqe\n ei0j u9ma~j.

pa~sa sa\rc xo/rtoj kai\ pa~sa do/ca
a)nqrw/pou w(j a!nqoj xo/rtou
e0chra/nqh o9 xo/rtoj kai\ to\ a!nqoj
e0ce/pesen  to\ de\ r(h~ma tou~ qeou~ h(mw~n
me/nei ei0j to\n ai0w~na
e0p' o1roj u(yhlo\n a)na/bhqi
o9 eu0aggelizo/menoj Siwn u3ywson th~|
i0sxu/i th\n fwnh/n sou
o9 eu0aggelizo/menoj Ierousalhm
u(yw/sate mh\ fobei~sqe ei0po\n tai~j
po/lesin Iouda i0dou\ o9 qeo\j u9mw~n

Figure 3.4: 1 Peter 1:24-25 and Isaiah 40:6-9

Has Peter reshaped this text or has he encountered a text that offers this reading? The
term ku/rioj is established early (1:3) as a reference to Jesus as Lord rather than as a synonym
for God the Father. However, there are insufficient repetitions of this relationship leading up to
1:25 to establish ku/rioj as synonymous with Christ. It is not until 3:15 that a clear reference to
Christ as ku/rioj occurs, thus making the term ambiguous for our passage.59 Closer to the
quotation of Isa 40:6-8, Peter reminds his audience of the new birth “through the living and
abiding word of God” (dia\ lo/gou zw~ntoj qeou~ kai\ me/nontoj, 1:23). Had Peter wanted to
make a christological claim in Isa 40:8, one would expect it here at the introduction to the
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quotation. In the first chapter of 1 Peter each christological claim uses the term Xristo/j instead
of ku/rioj (1:7, 11, 13, 19). By way of comparison, the quotation of Prov 3:31 in 1 Pet 5:5
provides a counterexample whereby qeo/j is used instead of ku/rioj. Thus, the evidence points
away from an intentional theological reshaping of the text, particularly since no theological
points are derived from the use of ku/rioj.

Schutter considers the use of ku/rioj in 1:25 to be highly suggestive in his understanding
of Peter’s use of pesher-like practices. He sees Peter “exploiting a double-meaning” inherent in
the genitival relationship between r(h~ma and kuri/ou. The message is both “from the Lord” and
“about the Lord.”60 This exploitation, though, is dependent upon the identification of ku/rioj
with Jesus. Such an identification is not as clear as Schutter makes it out to be. Not all have been
convinced by the insistence that ku/rioj = Jesus.61 As I suggest above, it is necessary to look in
the surrounding context for evidence of a christological claim. Schutter finds this in the use of
LXX Ps 33:8 in 1 Pet 2:3.62 He writes, “The allusion’s paranomasia (xrhsto\j=Xristo\j) does
in fact serve to identify the ku/rioj of the psalms with Jesus, such that a Scriptural foundation is
given for associating Jesus with that title in addition to God.”63 Such a reading relies upon the
assonance of xrhsto/j and Xristo/j, and support exists for the confusion of these two terms in
the manuscript tradition.64 Although some are hesitant to make much of this assonance,65 the
more fundamental problem with Schutter’s reading lies in the layers of “concealed meaning”
espoused therein. He recognizes that the christological point is not the primary purpose of Ps
33:8 in 1 Pet 2:3 and that such a reading “depends upon the recognition of a concealed meaning
in the form of the paranomasia, ‘kindness’=’Christ’”.66 The evidence for Schutter’s “Christo-
centric frame of reference” is not altogether convincing in light of the more prominent themes
surrounding the quotation of Isa 40:6-8.67 The framing of the quotation with the phrase dia\
lo/gou zw~ntoj qeou~ kai\ me/nontoj in 1:23 and tou~to de/ e0stin to\ r9h~ma to\ eu0aggelisqe\n
ei0j u9ma~j in 1:25 suggests that the most important term in the text was r9h~ma.68

The theological claim being made centers on the relation of the church to the narrative
of scripture. This is made clear in the explanation at the end of 1:25. Peter expounds that the
word (r9h~ma) is “the good news preached to you” (to\ eu0aggelisqe\n ei0j u9ma~j). The word of
the Lord is the seed bed from which springs the new birth of the elect. Thus, the church is able
to make a direct appropriation of the narrative of scripture for its theology and ethics.
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Consideration of the Isaianic quotation in the context of the Petrine argument in 1 Pet 1:22-25
bears this out. The Isaianic passage contributes to the main argument not simply by supporting
the concept of new birth, but also by contributing to the command to “love one another
earnestly.” While all flesh perishes like grass, “the word of the Lord remains (me/nei) forever.”
This statement undercuts any claims to privileged status based on the prominence of family
heritage or wealth (1:18). Isaiah 40:6-8 places all people on the same level.

As an introduction to Isaiah 40–55, Isaiah 40 has been analyzed with regard to the four
parts that make up Isa 40:1-11.69 The message of comfort (40:1-2) leads into a proclamation of
restoration (40:3-5) for those who are returning from exile. The theme of comfort to those in
exile parallels the rhetorical situation of 1 Peter. This leads to the description of frail humanity in
contrast to the power of the word of God (40:6-8). The introduction to Isaiah 40–55 concludes
(40:9-11) with the call to herald the good news (eu0aggeli/zw translating r#oab@f) on the mountain
tops that the Lord comes in might (40:10) but also with tenderness for his people (40:11).70 The
use of eu0aggeli/zw in 1 Pet 1:25 which interprets the word of the Lord points toward Peter’s
wider reading of the Isaianic context. Isa 40:9 contains the word eu0aggeli/zw twice.

Several themes in 1 Peter show the influence of Isaiah 40. The futility of human means
for both the new birth (1:23) and for the holiness of the elect (1:14-15) draws upon the imagery
of withering grass in Isa 40:6-7. The power of the word of God as the basis for the new birth
and the life of the elect stands over against such futile human efforts. Green astutely sees that
“Isaiah 40 is particularly apropos Peter’s concerns, since the Isaianic passage addresses Israel in
exile, discouraged, with an acclamation of God’s faithfulness and the gospel of restoration.”71

Isaiah 40 contributes to the message of comfort to those experiencing social discord in Asia
Minor because of belief in Christ Jesus. Moreover, the contrast between frail humanity and the
eternal veracity of God’s word points to a transcendent scriptural narrative that reveals the
restoration of God’s presence among his people.

Nourishment for the Newborn (2:1-3)

The next section begins with a vice list that furthers the exhortation to “love one another
earnestly” by indicating conduct that destroys fellowship.72 The connection of 2:1-3 to the
preceding and subsequent passages has been variously argued. While the conjunction ou]n is
determinative for Thuren, other factors, such as metaphor, have been used to discern breaks in
Peter’s discourse from 1:13–2:10.73 It seems best to connect 2:1-3 with the preceding material
rather than making a break in discourse between 1:25 and 2:1.74 In 2:2, Peter returns to the
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imagery of infancy by describing the audience as newborn babes, in keeping with the new birth
of 1:23.75 Like infants, they require nourishment, and so Peter exhorts them to desire milk that
will help them grow in their salvation. The phrase describing the sustenance (to\ logiko\n
a!dolon ga/la) prescribed for believers is peculiar. Elliott argues for a connection between
logiko/n and the word (lo/goj) of 1:23.76 The term literally means “reasonable” or “belonging
to reason.” However, Peter does not seem to be arguing for rationality as the basis of believers’
growth. Instead, the meaning of the term is best understand as “belonging to speech.”77 Elliott
translates this awkward phrase, “the guileless milk of the word” which picks up both the
connection of logiko/n to lo/goj in 1:23 but also the connection of a!dolon to do/loj in 2:1.
The deceit or guile that can ruin loving relationship is answered by the word that is without guile.

The connection between 2:1-3 and 1:23 carries over the influence from Isaiah 40 into
this new context.78 The eternally abiding word of Isa 40:8 is also the guileless word that
nourishes the people of God. The idea of consuming the word as though it were milk nourishing
a newborn baby leads Peter to draw a connection with Psalm 33[34]. The word of God in its
sustaining power causes the believer to grow in salvation, “if you have tasted that the Lord is
good” (Fig. 3.5). Because this Psalm recurs again at length in 1 Pet 3:10-12, the context of the
Psalm will be developed at a later point. However, it is worth looking at the text of the allusion
here to consider how the use of the phrase works at this point in the letter.

1 Peter 2:3 Psalm 33:9

ei0 e0geu/sasqe o3ti xrhsto\j o9 ku/rioj geu/sasqe kai\ i1dete o3ti xrhsto\j o9 ku/rioj

Figure 3.5: 1 Peter 2:3 and Greek Psalm 33:9

Two differences are immediately apparent between the text in 1 Pet 2:3 and the text of
Ps 33:9.79 The verb has changed from the imperative to the indicative to accommodate the
conditional conjunction with which Peter leads into the allusion.80 Such an accommodation,
however, alters the sense of the phrase. Instead of commanding God’s people to taste or
experience the goodness of the Lord, Peter expects that his audience has already experienced
that the Lord is good.81 The second verb of the clause has been omitted.82 Again, this seems to
be due to the author accommodating the allusion to the immediate needs of the context. It is not
the sense of sight but the sense of taste that is the best fit for the imagery of nourishing milk for
newborn babes.
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The later use of material from Ps 33:13-17 in 1 Pet 3:10-12 indicates that Peter has read
beyond merely the text quoted in the letter.83 Psalm 33 has significantly influenced the thought of
Peter, as has been argued by Bornemann.84 However, the extent of this influence is tied up in the
relationship between this Psalm and Isaiah. In 1:22–2:3, the pairing of Isa 40:6-8 and Ps 33:9
shows how Peter has read the Psalm together with Isaiah. The intertextual reading of these
passages creates for Peter a way of expressing the vital role the narrative of scripture plays in the
life of the elect. The scriptural story of God’s redemption has been shown to be central to the
gospel proclamation received by the audience (1:25) and now as central to their continuing
growth (2:2-3). Peter’s reading of Isa 40:6-8 with Ps 33:9 supports the main exhortation of his
argument: to love one another earnestly. In order for the elect to love one another, their love
must flow from a pure heart, and the imperishable seed of God’s word is commended to the
audience as the fundamental means of cultivating such an internal countenance.

Conclusion

The study of Peter’s use of Isa 40:6-8 and Ps 33:9 allows some general reflections on
how Peter approaches scripture. First, both passages exhibit differences between the quoted text
and their Vorlagen. It was argued that the three differences in the Isaiah passage could be
explained in terms of variants in the manuscript. Michaels suggests the role memory might play
in Peter’s quotation of Isaiah 40.85 As argued in the first chapter, Peter has likely worked with
numerous biblical quotations prior to writing this letter in his preaching work as a missionary.
Yet, the context of the letter itself must be the basis of our investigation of how Peter has
interpreted the passage. Thus, caution was suggested regarding investing the variant ku/rioj with
theological meaning unintended by the author.86 The second text contained two differences
stemming from the author’s accommodation of the text to the needs of his argument.

It was shown that the two texts were read together and that the sections 1 Pet 1:22-25
and 2:1-3 form a unified argument showing the centrality of God’s word to spiritual
nourishment.87 Like the previous section, Isaiah is central in the formation of a scriptural
narrative of God’s redemption. This time, however, it is not the Pentateuch but the Psalter that
is read alongside Isaiah.

The two texts differ in their level of explicitness, with Isa 40:6-8 encompassing four
clauses of quoted text versus the single clause comprising five words from Ps 33:9. The Isaiah
passage is marked by a truncated introductory formula (dio/ti) whereas the Psalm text is
unmarked. These observations establish that Peter is not beholden to carry out his scriptural
discourse at a consistently explicit level. In a section devoted to demonstrating the centrality of
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the narrative of scripture to the life of the elect community, he appears to expect his audience to
follow his use of scripture even when he works at more subtle levels.

The argument put forward in 1 Pet 1:22–2:3 employs scripture in support of Peter’s
conviction that the scriptures of Israel are relevant to the needs of the church.88 The elect are to
live together in loving community transformed by the nourishing word of God. The gospel
enacted in the lives of believers grows out of the seedbed of “the living and abiding word of
God.” Unlike previous studies which have placed emphasis on the christological import of these
passages, the present study highlights the ecclesiological message emanating from the scriptural
texts in Peter’s discourse. This is not to create a divide between christology and ecclesiology. In
fact, the two will be shown to be inextricably linked as the study progresses. However, studies,
such as the work of Schutter, have capitalized on idiosyncracies of the text (e.g. the use of
ku/rioj in 1:25) and “hidden meanings” (e.g. double meanings in ku/rioj in 1:25 and xrhsto/j
in 2:3).89 Instead, the surrounding context provides a simpler, more straight-forward insight into
the use of Isa 40:6-8 and Ps 33:8: the gospel proclamation and the growth of the elect
community is based in the scriptural narrative of God’s redemption.

The paraenetic exhortation that controls this section furthers Peter’s address to the
churches in Asia Minor which is experiencing suffering due to its discord with the surrounding
culture. Here, Peter provides a vision of the church as a community which has believed the good
news of God’s redemption. The challenges that reside on a merely human scale have been
likened to grass that passes away. Instead, the community can participate in God’s overarching
redemptive plan which is living and abiding. In the face of a hostile culture, Peter commends
love within the community that is free from vices and emphasizes growth.

TEMPLE BUILDING IN ASIA MINOR: 1 PETER 2:4-10

Although connected to the previous sections of 1 Peter through key phrases,90 2:4-10
features a shift in imagery as well as a grammatical shift away from the imperative to the
indicative.91 The familial language and the imagery of infancy give way now to architectonic
imagery centered on the term li/qoj. The verb oi0kodome/w in the first place describes the action
of constructing some sort of edifice. The sacrificial language employed in this section indicates
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that this edifice is the temple, but the temple is spiritualized just as the sacrificial offering is.92

The shift in imagery and grammar make this next section distinct from 1:13–2:3.
The structure of 2:4-10 falls into three sections. The first section (2:4-5) introduces the

subject matter and the theological framework by which the scriptural texts of 2:6-10 are
interpreted. The second section (2:6-8) contains three scriptural quotations—Isa 28:16; Ps
117[118]:22; Isa 8:14—all containing the key term li/qoj. A brief commentary applies these
quotations to believers (toi~j pisteu/ousin) and unbelievers (a)pistou~sin).93 The third section
(2:9-10) contains allusions from three scriptural sources—Isa 43:20-22; Exod 19:5-6; Hos
1–2—with all three passages containing the key term lao/j.94 Like the previous section, there is a
brief commentary relating the allusions to believers.

The use of key terms drawn from the scriptural material to be used in the subsequent
sections makes 2:4-5 important for understanding how those quotations and allusions function.
The term li/qoj, used twice, anticipates the group of verses in 2:6-8. The living stone (li/qon
zw~nta) is rejected (a)podokima/zw; Ps 117:22/1 Pet 2:7) by humanity but deemed chosen and
honored (e0klekto\n e1ntimon; Isa 28:16/1 Pet 2:6) by God. The singular use of li/qon zw~nta, in
contrast to the plural version in 2:5, indicates the christological use of the phrase. These passages
are given a christological reading implicitly when they are quoted through the linking term
li/qoj.95 This helps explain the lack of christological commentary in 2:7 and 8, since the
connection to Christ has already occurred at 2:4.

The phrase li/qon zw~nta is transformed in 2:5 into the plural phrase li/qoi zw~ntej.
Applied directly to the audience, this transformation of the phrase indicates the closest of links
between Christ and the community that bears his name. A simultaneous, dual interpretation of
the quoted and alluded scriptural passages is indicated by transforming li/qoj. So, when the
three li/qoj passages are quoted, the christological import of each passage is retained, while the
commentary develops an ecclesiological argument.96 The relationship between the singular and
the plural establishes a pattern followed in the two following sections. The first set of passages
centers on the singular stone whereas the second set of passages focuses exclusively on the
audience. The appellatives drawn from Isaiah 43 and Exodus 19 develop the concept of the
church’s identity and purpose. Two terms from Exod 19:6, i9era/teuma and a#gion, are drawn
into the first section to describe the purpose of the edifice built of living stones in 2:5.97 The
living stones are built into a spiritual house for the purpose carrying out a holy priesthood.
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The link between christology and ecclesiology has already been indicated as an important
aspect of Peter’s use of scripture. Green writes:

The OT is understood christologically on the way to its ecclesiological
appropriation. In other words, Peter’s task is not to read the Scriptures
christologically but to show how a christological reading of Scripture guides the
church in the formation of its identity and pursuit of its mission.”98

The development of christology in 1 Pet 2:4-10 is rather implicit, amounting to two subtle
strands. First, the use of the singular term li/qoj coordinates the three quoted passages with the
living stone of 2:4.99 Using the language of scripture, Peter demonstrates how Christ is honored
by God despite rejection and unbelief on the part of humanity. The three passages of 2:6-8
support this claim and indicate further that the role of Christ is to exacerbate the division of
humanity into believers and unbelievers. Christ is “a stone of stumbling and a rock of offence.”
Elliott points out that the terms ska/ndalon and pro/skomma “denote some person or action
causing social offence, violation of the social or moral code, and thereby undermining the
cohesion and commitment of the community.”100 A second strand of christological development
is carried by the phrase “through Jesus Christ” (dia\ 'Ihsou~ Xristou~) in 2:5. The priestly act of
offering spiritual sacrifices (a)nene/gkai pneumatika\j qusi/aj) which are pleasing to God is
done through Jesus Christ.101 Beale connects 1 Pet 2:4-9 with Revelation 11 to conclude that
both speak about “God’s people as a spiritually inviolable temple who spread God’s presence
and word but whose physical being can be harmed.”102 The plural living stones are being built
into an edifice for the purpose of carrying out their spiritual ministry of worship toward God
(2:4, 9). The priestly role accorded to the church, however, is dependent upon the priestly role of
Jesus Christ.

The mediatorial role of Christ was an emphasis in older commentators and has been
picked up recently by Elliott.103 The spiritual sacrifices are acceptable to God because they are
mediated through Jesus Christ (dia\ 'Ihsou~ Xristou~, 1 Pet 2:5). But Elliott also points out that
the elect share the attributes of Christ. Selwyn earlier spoke of this as the “union of the Church’s
sacrifices with His” by the means of faith.104 It is the unity of Christ and believers that is
established through the coordination of the singular (li/qoj zw~n) and the plural (li/qoi zw~ntej),
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and the prepositional phrase dia\ 'Ihsou~ Xristou~.105 Green charts the parallels between Christ
and Peter’s audience thus:106

Jesus
a living stone

rejected by humans
in God’s perspective, elect

in God’s perspective, honored

Peter’s Audience
living stones

(implicit: rejected by humans)
in God’s perspective, elect

in God’s perspective, honored

The hermeneutical strategy for the following quotations is established here in 2:4-5. The
affinities with the Qumran pesharim107 (a line-by-line commentary on passages of scripture) have
led scholars to regard 2:4-5 as a midrash.108 While there are exegetical techniques which connect
the Midrashim with earlier Second Temple writings, Hays is correct in pointing out the flaws of
categorizing NT exegesis of scripture as midrash.109 The similarities to Qumran pesharim occur
more at the level of exegetical method rather than sharing the same form or motive.110 The
strategy revealed in 2:4-5 points to Peter’s intention to show the connection between Christ and
the church.111

The three quotations in 1 Pet 2:6-8 are organized around the idea of a unique stone
(li/qoj) which is highly valued by God and causes a rift in humanity along the fault lines of belief
(Fig 3.6).112 Belief and unbelief become the salient motif that is developed in 2:6-8. The first
passage (Isa 28:16) supplies the subject o9 pisteu/wn which is drawn out in the brief commentary
in 2:7. The second half of the commentary proposes that the other two passages (Ps 117:22; Isa
8:14) be read in accordance with those who do not believe. A contrast is made between those
who reject the living stone in 2:4 and God’s evaluation of the stone as chosen and precious.
Likewise, the term stumbling is applied to unbelievers in the commentary in 2:8b. The comment
in 2:8 about how unbelievers stumble “because they disobey the word” (lo/goj) shows how
Peter continues to develop his understanding of the relationship between the church and the
narrative of scripture, albeit in this case by way of exemplum negativum.
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1 Peter 2:6-8 Isa 28:16; Ps 117:22; Isa 8:14

dio/ti perie/xei e0n grafh|~:
   i0dou\ ti/qhmi e0n Siw\n li/qon
   a)krogwniai~on e0klekto\n e1ntimon
   kai\ o9 pisteu/wn e0p' au0tw|~
   ou0 mh\ kataisxunqh|~.
u9mi~n ou]n h9 timh\ toi~j pisteu/ousin,
a)pistou~sin de\
   li/qoj o4n a)pedoki/masan oi9
   oi0kodomou~ntej, ou[toj e0genh/qh
   ei0j kefalh\n gwni/aj
kai\
   li/qoj prosko/mmatoj
   kai\ pe/tra skanda/lou:
oi4 prosko/ptousin tw|~ lo/gw|
a0peiqou~ntej ei0j o4 kai\ e0te/qhsan.

i0dou\ e0gw\ e0mbalw~ ei0j ta\ qeme/lia Siwn li/qon
polutelh~ e0klekto\n a)krogwniai~on e1ntimon
ei0j ta\ qeme/lia au0th~j kai\ o9 pisteu/wn e0p'
au0tw|~ ou0 mh\ kataisxunqh|~

li/qon o4n a0pedoki/masan oi9
oi0kodomou~ntej ou[toj e0genh/qh
ei0j kefalh\n gwni/aj

kai\ ou0x w9j li/qou prosko/mmati
sunanth/sesqe au0tw|~ ou0de\ w9j pe/traj
ptw/mati

Figure 3.6: 1 Peter 2:6-8 and Isaiah 28:16; Psalm 117:22; Isaiah 8:14

To understand the role of these passages in this section better, it is necessary to look at
the contexts from which they are derived. Isaiah 28 comes after the so-called “Isaianic
Apocalypse” of Isaiah 24–27 which depicts final judgment in global terms.113 The focus of Isaiah
then narrows to Ephraim and Jerusalem in chapter 28. It is the judgment on Jerusalem in 28:14-
29 that contains the quoted passage. The rulers of Jerusalem are condemned for making a
covenant with “death” and “Sheol/Hades”—figurative language used to depict their ill-placed
hope in something other than the Lord—to protect them from calamity (28:14-15).114 In contrast
to the false shelter the rulers have secured for themselves, the Lord announces that a cornerstone
has been placed in Zion (28:16).115 This is a true shelter to protect the people of God from the
calamity set to befall the rulers of Jerusalem (28:18-22).

The stone in Isa 28:16 functions in two ways.116 First, the stone is laid as the foundation
of an edifice in Zion that counters the shelter or refuge the rulers of Jerusalem have erected.117

Smith points to the theological principle of the section, “If people trust God for security, they
will have nothing to fear, but if they refuse to trust God and depend on man’s strength . . . God
will purposely work against them.”118 The second function focuses on the role of belief relative
to the stone. Wildberger writes, “The foundation stone, through which security and salvation is
offered, is faith, a faith that takes Yahweh’s promises of salvation with utter seriousness.”119 The
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security of believers is inscribed on the cornerstone.120 When the verse is brought into 1 Peter,
the first function is muted due to the fact that it is drawn out of its immediate context.121 The
second function of the stone is emphasized in the commentary of 2:7a.122 The reiteration of o9
pisteu/wn directly relates Isa 28:16 to the church so that the remnant who have placed their
faith in God’s deliverance are equated with the believers in Asia Minor. An additional word-play
can be found in the commentary.123 The stone established in Zion is deemed precious by God.
The term used in Isa 28:16 is e1ntimon. The commentary states that the value of the stone is
accounted to the believers and utilizes the cognate term timh/.124 The placement of the stone in
Zion points to the restoration of divine presence among the people of God through the
reestablishment of the temple.

The second passage quoted is Ps 117[118]:22.125 The text of Ps 117:22 has benefitted
from stability, largely because the Greek translation agrees substantially with the Hebrew.126

Psalm 117 contains four sections that consider the relationship of the enduring love of the Lord
in the context of military conflict.127 A note of thanksgiving rings out in the first section (vv. 1-
4).128 The conflict with the nations depicted in the second section (vv. 5-18) contains both a
personal account of this conflict conjoined with proverbial statements (vv. 8-9). Being
surrounded by the nations (vv. 10-11), the psalmist describes a close brush with death (vv. 17-
18). The scene changes to the “gates of righteousness” in the third section (vv. 19-22) and with
the scene change comes a change to architectural imagery.129 The fourth section (vv. 23-29) shifts
to the first-person plural pronoun.130 The people praise and thank the Lord as they reflect upon
the divine actions this Psalm chronicles.

The passage quoted in 1 Peter is drawn from the third section. The stone of Ps 117:22 is
enigmatic and difficult to connect with the surrounding context. The gate of 117:19-20 indicates
an edifice to which the “head of the corner” (hnf%p%i #$)ro; kefalh\ gwni/a) belongs.131 However,
it is reasonable to interpret the stone as a personal reference made by the psalmist reflecting on
deliverance from death (117:10-13, 17-18).132 In line with this personal interpretation of the
stone, 1 Peter assumes a christological interpretation of the verse. The shifting singular and
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plural voice argues that the individual voice of the central portion of the Psalm speaks
representatively for the congregation. Mays speaks to this when he notes, “The Lord’s salvation
has revealed that the rejected are the focus and center of the Lord’s way in the world.”133 This
supports to some extent the observation made by Woan that the quotation of Ps 117:22 is “to
show how the election of Christ leads to the election of those who believe in him as the holy
people of God.”134

The commentary in 1 Pet 2:7-8 draws Ps 117:22 into the sphere of belief and unbelief.135

Thus, the hermeneutical significance of the verse is not the christologically weighted “stone” but
the concept of rejection. The builders have rejected the stone, something that has already been
anticipated in the introductory section (2:4) at which point the rejection of the living stone by
humanity is contrasted with the divine election and valuation of the stone. By combining Isa
28:16 and Ps 117:22, the stone in each passage is seen to be at the center of a divisive conflict.
The conflict in Psalm 117 between the Psalmist and the surrounding nations recedes into the
background in the new context of 1 Peter. The terminology chosen by Peter emphasizes a
conflict between believers and unbelievers with the living stone factoring as the divisive element.

The thematic correspondence between Psalm 117 and the Isaianic paradigm of the New
Exodus is striking.136 Indeed, such paradigmatic use of the exodus imagery is consistent with the
picture of the larger scriptural narrative emerging in our investigation of the use of scripture in 1
Peter. However, the language most beholden to the New Exodus paradigm is not drawn from
Psalm 117. The most immediate connection is to an architectural edifice, one that would be
created after a return from exile. As Beale shows, this is the culmination of the New Exodus in
Isaianic parlance. The eschatological temple becomes a place of divine presence, distinct from
“the old, idolatrous world.”137 He shows that Isaiah 57 and 66 greatly informs imagery of the
eschatological temple, particularly as a place which includes “the afflicted and smitten.”138 Psalm
117 further contributes to our understanding of the eschatological temple, inasmuch as the early
Church saw Jesus as “the foundation stone of the new temple.”139

The third passage referred to in 1 Pet 2:6-8 is Isa 8:14. Isaiah 8 extends the message to
Ahaz begun in chapter 7. Syria and Ephraim have made an alliance against Judah (7:2-7) but the
Lord promises their demise (2:8-9).140 The sign of Immanuel is given to Ahaz, which portends
the rise of Assyria (7:10-17). Four images depict Assyrian aggression against the Syrian/Ephraim
alliance (7:18-25). The birth of Maher-shalal-hashbaz (8:1-4) is a prelude to the Assyrian invasion
(8:5-10) which extends even to Judah (8:8).141 Concern over the Assyrian incursion into Judah
gives rise to the message of 8:11-15. The Lord tells the prophet not to “walk in the way of this
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people” (8:11). It is in this context that the architectonic language centering on the building
materials is taken up. The Lord himself is described as “a sanctuary and a stone of stumbling and
a rock of stumbling.” Once again, the imagery of the stone is situated in the midst of conflict,
this time involving Judah as part of the collateral damage of Assyria’s aggression against Syria
and Ephraim. The following passage (8:16-18) provides further interpretation of 8:11-15. The
prophet proclaims his hope in the Lord and announces that he and “the children whom the Lord
has given me” are protected by God in the midst of this destructive judgment.142 The disciples of
the prophets do not follow in the way of their kinsmen (8:19-22) and are marked by faithfulness
to Torah (8:16, 20).143

Isaiah 8:14 is connected to the other two passages cited in 1 Pet 2:6-8 by the linking term
li/qoj. The role of the stone in this passage is similar to the role depicted in Isa 28:16 and Ps
117[118]:22, functioning as a divisive artifact separating the faithful from those who walk apart
from the Lord. The role of the stone as sanctuary to the faithful is muted in the Petrine context
where a focus on unbelievers draws from Isa 8:14 only the retributive role of the stone.144 The
commentary in 1 Pet 2:8 expands upon Isa 8:16-22 where faithfulness to the Torah is
emphasized. The unbelievers stumble because they disobey the word (tw~| lo/gw~ a)peiqou~ntej).
The verb a)peiqe/w occurs in Isa 8:11 to describe the disobedience of “this people.” The use of
this term indicates a contextual reading of the passage has informed Peter of factors bearing
upon the role of the stone relative to belief and unbelief. Later in the letter, Peter will return to
this passage when Isa 8:12-13 is employed in 1 Pet 3:14-15.

The two Isaianic passages in 1 Pet 2:6-8 are tied together by means of a wordplay that
concludes the commentary in 2:8. The verb ti/qhmi is used to indicate the divine appointment of
unbelievers stumbling through unbelief.145 By combining Isa 28:16 and 8:14 in the commentary,
Peter shows how the living stone has been intentionally placed to exacerbate the divisive issue of
belief.146

The similarities between 1 Peter and Romans regarding the use of the stone collocation
has attracted the attention of scholarship perennially. Apart from the simple fact that both
authors have paired Isa 28:16 with 8:14, there are several features that are textually unique to the
use of these passages in each epistle.147 First, both quotations of Isa 28:16 are missing the phrase
e0gw\ e0mbalw~ ei0j ta\ qeme/lia and have instead the verb ti/qhmi and the preposition e0n before
Siwn.148 Second, both quotations of Isa 8:14 have the noun pro/skomma in the genitive, feature
the noun ska/ndalon instead of ptw~ma, and coordinate the two truncated phrases with the
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conjunction kai/. These similarities have led scholars to posit either a theory of dependence or a
common source.149

The text as it stands in each epistle shows clear dependence on a Septuagintal text as is
evidenced by the appearance of the prepositional phrase e0p au0tw|~ which does not exist in the
Hebrew version of Isa 28:16. For Isa 8:14, the genitive prosko/mmatoj is found in a few
manuscripts (301, 538 and the Coptic and Syro-Palestinian versions) as well as in the revisions of
Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion which also use the conjunction kai/. The term ska/ndalon
was also used in Aquila’s revision of Isa 8:14. These factors indicate that a text form existed at
least for Isa 8:14 that was drawn upon by both Paul and Peter. How they came across this text
and the means by which it was appropriated is unknown to us. What is clear is that the linking
term li/qoj was instrumental in the coordinating of these two passages for both authors.

Stanley argues convincingly that for both authors to use common wording makes it likely
that there is dependence on an earlier source.150 Dodd suggested the use of a common
testimonium,151 but de Waard cautions against postulating a collection of testimonia.152 The
hypothesis that a collection of testimonia stands behind the common use of Isa 28:16 and 8:14
does not account for the actual usage of these verses in their epistolary contexts. If Snodgrass is
correct that testimonia were most commonly used for christological and apologetic purposes, the
incorporation of the material in 1 Peter achieves different ends.153 Apart from the use of these
verses along with material from Hosea 1–2 in 1 Pet 2:10, the arguments of Romans and 1 Peter
are quite different, and each author draws on a wider array of scriptural quotations and allusions
that point away from dependence on a pre-selected set of texts. The testimonia hypothesis, then,
can only go so far in explaining the scriptural sources in 1 Peter and Roman. Instead, it is
suggested that a more direct appropriation of scripture better accounts for the variance between
the corresponding texts in Romans and 1 Peter as well as for how these texts are incorporated
into the arguments of the respective epistles..

The third unit of this section (1 Pet 2:9-10) contains allusions to three passages: Isa
43:20-21; Exod 19:5-6; Hos 1–2. Unlike the previous section with longer quotations, the
allusions amount to short phrases of two words (Fig 3.7). In 1 Pet 2:9, allusions to Isa 43:20-21
and Exod 19:5-6 are woven together in a series of appellatives describing the church. Like the
previous section, there is a commentary that draws the allusions together.
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Exod 19:5-6 1 Peter 2:9 Isa 43:20-21

e1sesqe/ moi lao\j
periou/sioj a)po\ pa/ntwn
tw~n e0qnw~n e0mh\ ga\r e0stin
pa~sa h9 gh~
u9mei~j de\ e1sesqe/ moi
basi/leion i9era/teuma kai\
e1qnoj a#gion

u9mei~j de\ ge/noj e0klekto/n
basi/leion i9era/teuma
e1qnoj a#gion
lao\j ei0j peripoi/hsin,
o3pwj ta\j a)reta\j
e0caggei/lhte tou~ e0k
sko/touj u(ma~j
kale/santoj ei0j to\
qaumasto\n au0tou~ fw~j

e1dwka e0n th|~ e0rh/mw| u3dwr kai\
potamou\j e0n th|~ a)nu/drw|
poti/sai
to\ ge/noj mou~ to\ e0klekto/n

lao/n mou o4n periepoihsa/mhn
ta\j a)reta/j mou dihgei~sqai

Figure 3.7: 1 Peter 2:9 and Exodus 19:5-6; Isaiah 43:20-21

Short phrases are likewise drawn from the first two chapters of Hosea. The phrase ou0
lao/j draws upon Hos 1:9; 2:1 and 25 and the phrase ou0k h0lehme/noi draws upon Hos 1:6; 2:25.
The positive restatement of the negative phrases also reflects the transformation in Hos 2:1-3.154

The use of Hosea in concert with the appellatives from Exodus and Isaiah adds a considerable
amount of complexity to how these are to be interpreted. For this reason, it is necessary to study
the contexts from which these passages are drawn. The commentary at the end of 2:9 also
contributes to how these allusions hold together.

The first passage to consider is Exodus 19. This chapter sees the Israelites arrive at
Mount Sinai after their exodus from Egypt (Exodus 12) and the crossing of the Red Sea (Exodus
14). Moses goes up to God on the mountain (19:2-3) and receives a message (19:3-6) about a
covenant between God and the people of Israel (19:5). The people accept the terms of the
covenant in 19:8.155 The Lord declares, “You shall be my treasured possession among all people,
for all the earth is mine; and you shall be to me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation” (19:5-6).
After accepting the terms of the covenant (19:7-9), the people are consecrated to the Lord
(19:10-25).156

 The appellatives drawn from Exod 19:6 describe the people of God with a variety of
images. Juxtaposed are images of royalty (hkflfm;ma; basi/leion) and priesthood (mynIhjk&;
i9era/teuma).157 These two roles become institutionalized in the history of Israel with the roles of
king and high priest taking on significant spheres of authority. The Hebrew of Exod 19:6 has
these terms joined in the construct state—mynihjk& tkelem;mf—literally “kingdom of priests.”158
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Taken together with the next appellatives, the Israelites are being described as a people set apart
from the rest of the world and marked by holiness.159

When Exod 19:6 was translated into Greek, the relationship of the two terms was
shifted, the first term being translated as an adjective (basi/leion). Elliott puts forth the two
possible understandings of this new grammatical arrangement, basi/leion i9era/teuma “can be
understood as either two substantives or as an adjective and a substantive.”160 Taking the two
terms as substantives, Elliott proceeds to mount an interpretation in which the term basi/leion
becomes a royal residence and i9era/teuma becomes a priestly community.161 The two terms, for
Elliott, are understood independent of one another. However, it is worth considering how the
new grammatical arrangement opens new possibilities for appropriating this phrase.

One possibility understands that the term basi/leion modifies i9era/teuma. Instead of
describing the people of God as a kingdom of priests, they are now royal priests. The priesthood
depicted in Exod 19:6 takes on a kingly aspect in the Greek version. Another possibility sees the
term basi/leion as a substantival adjective, but not necessarily with the meaning Elliott derives
from it. Having begun with a substantival understanding of basi/leion, he transforms the term
into a royal residence.162 As a substantival adjective, however, the term could be taken in a
personal manner since the phrase is governed by the subject u(mei~j (both in Exod 19:6 and in 1
Pet 2:9). In this case, the term would mean “royal people.”163 It is noteworthy that Targums Ps.-
Jonathan and Neofiti separate the terms but retain a personal reference: “kings” (Nyklm).

Yet another possibility is that the substantival adjective retains the meaning of the
Hebrew term it translated: “kingdom” or “realm.”164 It is also possible that the two terms need
not be taken independently. The two substantives can be understood in apposition to one
another.165 In this grammatical arrangement, i9era/teuma modifies basi/leion. The meaning here
would be something like, “a kingdom which is a priesthood.” Thus, it is altogether possible that
the Greek, despite the awkwardness it introduces grammatically, retains the meaning of the
Hebrew version with the key exception being the change from plural priests (mynIhjk&) to singular
priesthood (i9era/teuma). The point here is not necessarily to settle on one meaning but to
recognize how the Greek version enables new readings.166 In fact—and this is brought out in
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Schutter’s work—it is the generative potential of such ambiguous passages that makes them ripe
for the interpretive picking.

A second image is that of a holy nation (#$wdqf y$wg@; e1qnoj a#gion). This phrase stands in
parallelism with the previous phrase from Exod 19:6.167 The people of God are formed into a
sanctified community set apart from the nations of the world.168 Israel has been delivered out of
Egypt and given a special covenant with the Lord. This is a unique appellative given to Israel,
with the phrase “holy people” (#$wdqf m(a; lao\j a#gioj) being the more prominent phrase in
scripture.169

Drawn into 1 Pet 2:9, the two appellatives from Exod 19:6 are applied to the church.170

Phrases originally used within the covenant between the Lord and the people of Israel are now
employed to describe the nature of the church. Then in the commentary of 2:9b, the church’s
vocation of proclamation defines the priestly role taken up by the church. Coordinated with 1
Pet 2:5, a picture emerges of the church which carries out a spiritual ritual of sacrifice to God in
the form of proclaiming his excellencies.171 Thus, phrases originally part of the constitution of a
new people of God after the Exodus are drawn into a context in which the people of God are
reconstituted around the figure of Christ Jesus as the living stone and are given a priestly
vocation.172

Before leaving Exodus 19, it is worthwhile observing how the phrase “holy nation” is
taken up in Isaiah.173 Two passages subvert the covenantal phrase and together indicate a
transformation for the people of God. In Isa 1:4, Israel is called a “sinful nation” ()+'x& y$wg@@;
e1qnoj a(martwlo/n) and “a people full of sin(s)” (N$w(f dbeke@ m(a; lao\j plh/rhj a(martiw~n).
The appellatives describing Israel in Isa 1:4 accuse the people of God with language evoking the
covenantal language of Exodus 19. Yet, by the end of Isaiah, new appellatives are applied to
God’s people. In Isa 62:12, they are called “holy people” (#$deq&ha-m(a; lao\j a#gion) in light of
the redemption of the Lord. Then in Isaiah 66, the glory of the Lord is extended to the nations
(66:12) and declared among the nations (66:19). In both cases, the terms “glory” (d$wbk%f; do/ca)
and “nations” (myi$wg@@; e1qnh) demonstrate the reversal of fortunes announced in Isa 1:4 both for
Israel and the nations. The inclusion of the nations with Israel is important for understanding
how Exod 19:6 becomes situated in the scriptural tapestry of 1 Pet 2:4-10. Prior to Peter’s
engagement with Exodus 19, Isaiah has already taken up the language of these covenantal
phrases. It is therefore not surprising to find Exodus and Isaiah juxtaposed in 1 Pet 2:9.
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The second passage to consider in relation to 1 Pet 2:9 is Isaiah 43:20-21. The
introduction of the servant of the Lord, Israel, (Isa 41:8; 42:1-4) comes shortly after Isaiah 40,
already shown to be important for 1 Peter. The failure of the servant Israel in Isa 42:19-25 is
depicted in terms reminiscent of Isaiah’s commission in chapter 6 where he is called to preach to
a blind and unhearing audience.174 There are numerous reprisals of the promise to redeem Israel,
and alongside this, the servant of the Lord undergoes development in the remainder of Isaiah
40–48.175 The salvation of Israel is then depicted as a reversal of their fallen condition (43:1-
13).176 Memories of the exodus are recalled in Isa 43:16-17, but the Lord tells his people not to
remember them because he will do something new (Isa 43:18-19).177 Seitz comments on the
contrast between “the old exodus-wilderness tradition” and the wilderness way depicted in
Isaiah. The old tradition is transformed so that “we are no longer talking about the wondrous
production of water at Marah but about full-fledged rivers in the desert (vv. 19-20). Instead of a
tradition of murmuring, now we have a tradition of praise (v. 21).”178 The Lord promises to care
for and protect his people during their return to Jerusalem (Isa 43:19-20).179 In this context,
covenantal language reminiscent of Exodus 19 is used to designate the returning exiles as “my
chosen people” (43:20; yriyxib; ymi@(a; to\ ge/noj mou to\ e0klekto/n) and “the people whom I
formed for myself” (43:21; yli yti@r;cayF w%z-M(a; lao/n mou o4n peripoihsa/mhn). The Lord
returns his people from exile that they might declare his praises (hl%fhit;%; h9 a)reth/).

The allusions from Isa 43:20-21 surround the allusions from Exod 19:6. There are a few
textual differences evident in the Petrine allusion.180 The first appellative is transformed from the
articular adjectival construction of Isa 43:20 to an anarthrous adjectival construction and the
pronoun mou is omitted.181 The second appellative from Isa 43:21 features a change of lao/n to
lao/j and the pronoun mou is omitted.182 These differences are attested in the manuscript
tradition.183 Finally, the alteration of the relative clause o4n periepoihsa/mhn into the
prepositional phrase ei0j peripoi/hsin is similar to the adaptation seen with Ps 33:9 in 1 Pet 2:3.
It is possible that the prepositional phrase simultaneously alludes to Isa 40:21 and Exod 19:5
where the Greek reads lao\j periou/sioj (“a special people”). This explanation is all the more
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likely given the use of lao/j as the word linking Isa 43:20-21; Exod 19:5-6 and the material from
Hosea.184

The allusion to Isa 43:21 continues in 1 Pet 2:9 with the use of h9 a)reth/. The audience of
1 Peter, addressed with the appellatives of Exod 19:6 and Isa 43:20-21, is called to proclaim the
excellencies of God based on their “being called out of darkness and into his glorious light.” The
allusion likely extends to the verb (e0caggei/lhte) even though the term is different than the OG
equivalent (dihgei~sqai).185 The Lucianic recension of Isaiah reads e0chgei~sqai, lending support
to the Isaianic background to the term rather than Ps 9:15 as some scholars suggest stands
behind the Petrine term.186 The term a)reth/ combined with the imagery of darkness and light
draws upon the preceding context of Isa 42:10-17, since the term a)reth/ occurs in Isa 42:12 with
the verb a)nagge/llw.187 Just as Isaiah 43 declares a new event in the history of Israel, Isaiah 42
is the recitation of a new song universally sung throughout the world (42:9-10).188 The
declaration of the Lord’s praise (a)reth/) links these two contexts. The blindness first indicated in
Isaiah 6 reverberates in this section of Isaiah since the Lord will guide the blind “in a way they do
not know” (42:16). The Lord then transforms their blindness, using language reminiscent of Isa
9:2. Darkness will be turned into light, and rough places will become level. This wider context
speaks of divine redemption in which blindness and darkness are overturned so that the people
of God may be guided by the Lord.189

The new condition of the people of God segues to the use of Hosea 1–2 in 1 Pet 1:10.190

The first two chapters of Hosea use children’s names to evoke images of judgment and
salvation.191 Three children are born and named in Hos 1:3-9. The first, named Jezreel, signifies
judgment on the house of Jehu (1:4-5).192 The second child, named “No Mercy” (hmfxfru-)$l;
ou0k h0lehme/nh), signifies the removal of divine mercy as judgment on the houses of Israel and
Judah (1:6-7).193 The third child, named “Not my people” (1:9; ym@i(a-)$l; ou0 lao/j mou), recalls
and reverses the covenantal language of Exod 6:2-8.194 Then, in Hos 2:1 an echo of the blessing
given to Abraham (Gen 22:17) begins a new section of Hosea in which the negatives of the
second and third named children are removed.195 In Hos 2:3 the people of Israel are to address
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one another as “You are my people” (ymi(a; lao/j mou) and “You have received mercy” (hmfxfru;
h0lehme/nh).196

1 Peter 2:10 succinctly summarizes the reversal of fortunes found in the first two
chapters of Hosea. The depiction of the church in 2:9 as being called out of darkness into light is
drawn from an Isaianic motif in which the fortunes of Israel are reversed through successive
salvation songs. This motif is extended by drawing upon the prophetic naming of Hosea’s
children and adds another set of appellatives defining the church as God’s people and as those
receiving mercy.

The use of Hosea in 1 Peter and Romans supplies several contrasts. The abbreviated
form in 1 Pet 2:10 is far shorted than Rom 9:25-26 where Paul quotes the entirety of Hos 2:1
after selectively drawing upon Hos 2:25. In Rom 9:25 the phrase “No Mercy” has been changed
to “Not Loved.”197 Absent from Peter’s use of Hosea 1–2 is any reflection on the inclusion of
the Gentiles that features so prominently in Paul’s argument at Rom 9:24 and 30. The text form
and the rhetorical use of the passages from Hosea are used differently by the two authors. In
addition, Paul cites by name the author of his quotation, “Hosea said these things.” This form of
introduction is absent in all of 1 Peter. Instead, Peter more generally references “scripture”
(grafh/).

Space does not permit an engagement with the complex issues surrounding the
relationship of the Jews and Gentiles in the early church. As Horrell notes, “The silence of the
text about the status of Israel makes it possible to appropriate the text within a wider theology
which constructs a positive place both for the Church and for Israel.”198 Only partially helpful is
the statement by Achtemeier that “the language and hence the reality of Israel pass without
remainder into the language and hence the reality of the new people of God.”199 While this is
true, it does not adequately deal with the silence in the text, as per Horrell, about the relationship
between Jews and Gentiles, nor does it address the ethnic composition of the far flung
congregations of Asia Minor; argued in the first chapter to be ethnically mixed and therefore
more complex than accounted for by most Petrine scholars.200 It cannot be asserted that Peter
has engaged in supersessionism—the replacement of Israel with the church—any more than the
writers at Qumran themselves took up the language and reality of Israel as the new or true
people of God. Green convincingly posits, “Peter’s agenda is not so much to work out the
relationship between Israel and the Church as to clarify, according to God’s perspective, the
honorable status of the Christian community in the world.”201

Along these lines, Peter builds a case for the participation of the church in a scriptural
narrative of restored divine presence. The repetition of the word lo/goj in 2:8 recalls the use of
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lo/goj in 1:23 as well as the use of logiko/j in 2:2. The people of God are simultaneously
defined by their belief in Christ as the living stone (2:4) and by their obedience to the living and
abiding lo/goj of God (1:23; 2:8).202 The patterning of restoration from exile upon the exodus is
brought out by Peter through the juxtaposition of phrases from the books of Exodus, Isaiah and
Hosea. The restoration of the worship of God within a spiritual temple begins with the
important qualification of Jesus as the precious, elect stone upon which the stones of the
eschatological temple are built. Thus, participation in the scriptural narrative of the restoration of
divine presence is predicated upon participation in Christ.

Conclusion

Three observations can be made regarding 1 Pet 2:4-10. The first observation takes as its
point of departure the recent work of Koch and Stanley. Both authors analyze the use of
scripture in Paul from the standpoint of a reader-centered approach or the so-called minimalist
approach.203 They propose criteria to identify unambiguous quotations of scripture based
foremost on the ability of the audience to perceive that an external source has been employed.204

Allusions, due to the fact that they are more fully integrated into the context of the letter, are
excluded from consideration in their study of scripture in Paul. This moves in a different
direction than the work of Hays and Wagner who include allusions and echoes of scripture in
their study of Pauline hermeneutics. The key issue, as summarized by Moyise, is whether to
“locate the meaning of a text in the reconstruction of the author’s intentions, in the dynamics of
the text itself, or in its reception in a community of readers.”205

The use of scripture in 1 Pet 2:4-10 imposes itself on this methodological discussion
centered exclusively on the Pauline corpus. The markedness of scripture shifts in the course of
this passage. The introductory formula, “for it stands in scripture” (dio/ti perie/xei e0n grafh|~)
governs the passages that follow in 2:6-10. From this introductory formula, there is a decreasing
markedness. The size of subsequent quotations decreases in 2:6-8 and the allusions in 2:9-10
consist of brief phrases of no more than two words.

The criteria developed by Koch and Stanley have not made allowances for more subtle
uses of scripture. However, 1 Pet 2:4-10 suggests that an author can place greater expectations
on an audience to perceive less explicit uses of scripture. At what level of explicitness can one
expect an audience member to follow the scriptural discourse an author uses? Does Peter
needlessly confuse his audience by infusing scriptural quotations and allusions with his own
commentary? Is the audience member helpless in selecting what is scripture and what is Petrine
in this mixed bag?

Here Stanley’s further work on audience competence is helpful to a point. He suggests
that the original audience contained people of varied abilities. Once it is accepted that there are
people with the ability to perceive the scriptural text that is employed by the author at subtle
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levels, then it it becomes necessary to account for these subtle uses of scripture in the author’s
hermeneutic. Subtle uses of scripture have their role in the rhetorical product and impose an
expectation that the audience be attentive to these subtleties. How members of an audience
appropriate these subtle uses of scripture deserves further work, but it cannot be assumed a priori
that an audience had no ability to perceive these less explicit allusions. Furthermore, it is not
possible, having limited the data to only the most explicit quotations of scripture, to arrive at an
accurate picture of an author’s hermeneutic or exegetical practices. These subtle uses of scripture
work in concert with the more explicit uses of scripture to inform us about how authors read
scripture and use it in their writings. This observation is important going forward in 1 Peter
where the markedness of quotations and allusions diminishes. There are exceptions to this, for
instance the use of Psalm 33[34] in 1 Peter 3. More often in the remainder of the letter, passages
of scripture are less marked. The use of Isaiah 53 in 1 Pet 2:22-25 is an important case in point.
However, without the more subtle uses of scripture factored in, the full picture of the scriptural
narrative employed in 1 Peter cannot be ascertained.

The second observation has to do with the theological hermeneutic employed in Peter’s
use of scripture. Schutter has demonstrated the Jewish hermeneutical background that is
evidenced by several of the exegetical techniques. Clearly, the use of linking terms (gezera shawa) is
an important part of the author’s compositional technique, and for Schutter this betrays a
correspondence with midrashic prodecures.206 The method Schutter has pursued depends upon
correlations with the suffering/glory motif. For him, the motif organizes scriptures in such a way
that the pesher explains Peter’s quotation “to be disclosures of eschatological truths often with a
reference to Christ or to the upheavels that are the mark of the End.”207 He sees a
correspondence with the motif particularly with Ps 117[118]:22, and asserts that Isa 26:16 and
Hosea 1–2 are consistent with the motif.208

However, this procedure has not been satisfying for all readers of 1 Peter. This stems
partially from the lack of detailed exposition regarding how the motif is directly related to each
text. Tellingly, he writes, “It therefore seems to be the case that the author’s hermeneutic has
allowed him to disclose distinctly different meanings from one and the same oracle.”209 This is
not altogether problematic, and his inclination to show how the same text can inform christology
and corporate realities is sound. But the demonstration of how each text is related to both parts
of the suffering/glory motif is absent. Moyise, for instance, has questioned Schutter’s approach
with regard to 1 Pet 2:4-10. He writes:

It is not entirely clear that the author of 1 Peter understood Isa. 28.16 and 8.14 as
predicting the ‘sufferings’ and ‘glories’ of Christ (or his people). Certainly he
equates ‘believing in the stone’ with ‘believing in Christ’ but he does not elaborate
that this means believing in Christ’s death and resurrection. That is only present
if it is imposed in order to conform to the ‘prophecy theory’.210
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By “theory of prophecy,” Moyise is exploring how consciously the authors of the NT have
reflected on the meaning of the scripture they quote and the meaning they derive from those
scriptures.211 In terms of his critique of Schutter, his concerns are well founded that scholars
erroneously impose a method upon the data. Yet, Moyise certainly agrees that 1 Pet 1:10-12
provides insights into how scripture is used in the letter. Unfortunately, he does not go so far as
to suggest an alternative. The argument of this thesis suggests such an alternative, namely that
the uses of scripture cohere in a scriptural narrative, often expressed in 1 Peter through the
suffering/glory motif.

The understanding of 1 Pet 1:10-12 provided in chapter 2 can be positively applied here.
What was shown there is that the central claim was not a development of Peter’s Jewish
hermeneutical strategies, but his theological reading of scripture.212 Therefore, it is important
now to show how the scriptural complex in 2:4-10 works both along christological and
ecclesiological lines. There is a clear christological underpinning to the use of li/qoj in 2:4 which
carries over to the quotations of 2:6-8. The relationship the believer has with God is expressed in
2:5 as occurring through Christ. Built upon this christology, ecclesiology is emphasized in the
scriptural argument of 2:6-10. The final section (2:9-10) contains no christological development
whatsoever. It is important to note, then, how the movement from singular li/qoj to plural
li/qoi prepares the audience for how christology and ecclesiology are related in the use of
scriptural texts in 2:6-10. While the three texts of 2:6-8 are christologically linked to the key term
li/qoj, the exegetical payoff for Peter is the ability of these verses to contribute to his
ecclesiological reflections.213

Having led in with a christological framing of the term li/qoj, it is surprising to find little
christological development in 2:6-10. This fact contributes to our understanding of Peter’s
hermeneutic. The christological element is a presupposition of his reading of scripture and not
something he is setting out to prove. Instead, he is interested in reading scripture
ecclesiologically. The expectation created through the introductory section (2:4-5) and the
quotation of the li/qoj texts in 2:6-8 is a statement regarding the vital necessity of belief in Jesus
as the Christ. Yet, the climax of Peter’s argument is an accusation that unbelievers stumble
because they disobey the lo/goj.214 After establishing the centrality of the word for belief, Peter
pours a steady stream of scriptural appellatives for Israel upon the church. This further
contributes to our understanding of Peter’s hermeneutic by highlighting the ecclesiocentricity of
his reading of scripture.

The third and final observation to be made here has to do with a variety of details
pertaining to how scripture is utilized. Previous scholarship has identified that the quotations in
2:6-8 revolve around the key term li/qoj and the allusions in 2:9-10 revolve around the key term
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lao/j.215 However, the link terms recede into the background when these passages are drawn
into their Petrine context. This does not mean they are unimportant, but Peter’s theological and
rhetorical purposes are derived from other terms. For instance, pisteu/w in Isa 28:16 is used to
differentiate the elect from those who reject Christ. The term timh/ is likewise drawn from Isa
28:16 to communicate the honor believers have in their unity with Christ even in the face of
apparent shame by those who have rejected Christ.216 Then in 1 Pet 2:9, the use of a)reth/ from
Isa 43:21 explains the nature of the ministry the church partakes in, thus informing the purpose
of the building implied by the building metaphor in 2:4-5. The importance of the linking
terminology lies in how they inform us of Peter’s exegetical practices. He clearly views
connections between texts that share matching terminology.

In addition, the shape of 1 Pet 2:6-10 reveals the importance of Isaiah within the
scriptural narrative of restoration. Of the six scriptural sources in the section, three are drawn
from Isaiah. The quotations from Isaiah range widely throughout the book. Different sections of
Isaiah are cross interpretive, as is seen in the use of the stone passages from Isa 28:16 and 8:14.217

The key text which initiates the following series of scriptural texts, is Isa 28:16.218 At the same
time, Isaiah is read together with the Psalter, Exodus and Hosea. The passages that are brought
together resonate with one another. In this way, the inauguration of a new people of God in
Exodus 19 is combined with the promise to re-inaugurate a people of God in Isaiah 43. These
are then combined with the reversal of fortunes depicted for the people of God who were once
not a people in Hosea 1–2. By extension, Peter is able to announce to his audience their own
constitution as the people of God. It appears, then, that Isaiah provides a narrative of God’s
work of restoration for his people who are suffering outside the land of promise. This use of
scripture is all the more striking when we consider that the audience is situated in the northern
and western regions of Asia Minor. Peter designates believers in this region as stones being built
into an edifice designed for the worship of God and for proclaiming his excellencies. The chorus
of scriptures collated by Peter assist him in building this spiritual temple in Asia Minor.219 Thus,
the narrative of the restoration of divine presence is no longer bound by geographic constraints,
in Peter’s reading, but is available to those who respond to the good news in faith.
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4
THE USE OF SCRIPTURE IN 1 PETER 2:11-2:25

 

INTRODUCTION

The body middle of 1 Peter begins with a brief introduction (2:11-12) drawing on
language employed in the prescript. In 1:1, the “elect exiles” are portrayed as part of the
diaspora. Now in 2:11, the designation of the audience as exiles is combined with the term
“sojourners,” thus placing the audience within the same frame of reference as at the beginning of
the letter.1 Between these two points has intervened a blessing section (1:3-12) and the body
opening of the letter (1:13–2:10). In the body opening, Peter indicated the importance of proper
conduct in light of the audience’s frame of reference as exiles in 1:17—“conduct yourselves with
fear throughout the time of your exile.” The introduction to the body middle (2:11) picks up on
this frame of reference in order to establish themes that will carry through the following
arguments. Because of their status as exiles and sojourners, Peter exhorts his audience to
maintain proper conduct, abiding by the ethic he finds in scripture.2 In particular, the concept of
good versus evil is carried from 2:12 through the end of chapter four. A concern for proper
conduct gives rise to formal elements in this section such as the use of household codes
(2:18–3:7), a vice list (4:3), a virtue list (4:7-9) and a gifts section (4:10-11).

The language of belief and unbelief established in 2:6-8 is transformed in 2:11–4:11
within the exilic frame of reference. The audience is depicted as living among “Gentiles” (2:12;
4:3). The use of this term draws upon a scriptural antecedent of depicting Israel as living among
the Gentiles. This does not necessarily imply that the audience is ethnically Jewish. Instead, this
figuration of the audience as living in the midst of the Gentiles is part of the metaphorical
depiction of exile and diaspora as the sphere in which the audience experiences the work of
God.3 In the close of the body opening, Peter drew upon scripture to depict divine presence in
the restored spiritual temple equated with believers in Christ Jesus. By placing this temple in the
sphere of diaspora, Peter reconfigured the understanding of the locus of God’s work among his
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people.4 Having done so, he now addresses the ongoing problem of suffering despite the
recognition that God has made his presence known among his people in the diaspora.

There are several social interactions between the believer and the surrounding world in
the body middle. The relationship of believers with the emperor is developed in 2:13-17.
Relationships within the household are covered beginning with servants in 2:18-25, then wives
and husbands are addressed in 3:1-7. The servant section of the household code establishes a
number of concepts that are used to develop Peter’s fuller argument about suffering for the
entire church community in 3:13–4:6. The body middle concludes (4:7-11) with a return to the
exhortation to love one another earnestly (4:8; cf. 1:22).

Each section of the body middle contains scriptural quotations and allusions. As was the
case for the body opening, Isaiah plays a prominent role within Peter’s continuing development
of a scriptural narrative.

“THE DAY OF VISITATION”: 1 PETER 2:11-12

It is not surprising, then, that the introduction itself should draw upon a scriptural
allusion derived from Isaiah (Fig. 4.1), with the final three words of 1 Pet 2:12 containing an
allusion to Isa 10:3.5 The prepositional phrase e0n h9me/ra| e0piskoph~j is found only here in
scripture. The more common phrase found in the prophets to speak of the imminence of divine
judgment is “the day of the Lord” (hwFhy; Mw$y; h9me/ra kuri/ou).6 Closer to the phrase in Isa 10:3
are the occurrences of e0n kairw|~ e0piskoph~j in Jer 6:15; 10:157 and of e0n w#ra e0piskoph~j in
Sir 18:20.8

1 Peter 2:12 OG Isaiah 10:3

doca/swsin to\n qeo\n e0n h9me/ra|
e0piskoph~j.

kai\ ti/ poih/sousin e0n th|~ h9me/ra| th~j
e0piskoph~j;

Isa 10:3a MT: hd@fqup;% Mwy&l; w%#&)jt@a-hmaw%

Figure 4.1: 1 Peter 2:12 and Isaiah 10:3

The text of the allusion in 1 Pet 2:12 differs from OG Isa 10:3 through the omission of
the two articles. This may suggest a Hebrew Vorlage rather than a Septuagintal version. However,
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the textual tradition of OG Isaiah contains manuscripts with omitted articles.9 The paucity of
text provides slender evidence concerning whether Peter has altered the text. It is as likely that
Peter is here relying on memory as it is to suppose that a written source was used and altered.

The allusion supplies several motifs that are important for the body middle of 1 Peter.
After looking briefly at the context of this allusion, Isa 10:3 will be situated within the rhetorical
setting of 1 Peter. The allusion is transformed in significant ways, as will be spelled out below.

Isaiah 9:8–10:4 comprises four judgment addresses.10 The first three (9:8-12, 13-17, 18-
21) show God intervening in history to judge the people of God.11 The final address predicts a
future visitation in which God intervenes again (10:1-4).12 Each of these addresses concludes
with a repeated refrain—“For all this his anger is not turned back, but still his hand is lifted.”13

The final address advocates for the poor, widows and orphans against injustice, and the unjust
gains of the wealthy will be surrendered when judgment comes (10:1-2).14 This injustice sanctions
the divine judgment on “the day of visitation.” The question “what will you do” (w%#&(1jt@-hmaw%) in
10:3 critiques the unjust actions listed in 10:1-2.15 Having taken part in acts of injustice, those
under judgment will not be prepared to act properly when the Lord visits his people.16

In the Greek translation, the phrase “what will they do” (ti/ poih/sousin) connects well
with the ethical argument of 1 Peter. The concept of right and wrong action is key to the body
middle of 1 Peter in which the terms a)gaqopoiw~n and kakopoiw~n along with their cognates
pervade.17 Doing what is good joins with statements of divine imminence throughout (2:15, 19;
3:4, 10-12, 17; 4:2, 7).18 The themes inaugurated in 1 Pet 2:11-12 initiate a discourse employing
scriptural texts whereby the Isaianic voice sounds throughout, and the presence of this key verb
in Isa 10:3 may have suggested to Peter the connection of Isa 10:3 to his ethical argument.19

Isaiah 10:3 is transformed in the Petrine context through its application. The elect are
depicted in 2:12 as living among “the Gentiles” who “speak against you as evildoers.” Peter
exhorts his audience to conduct themselves with honor in their current setting. The purpose for



20Williams 2010, 255.
21Campbell 1998, 102–105.
22Campbell 1998, 105.
23Horrell 2008, 81.
24This is noted by Schutter but is not developed according to his stated method (1989, 152, n. 161).
25Michaels 1988, 118–120; Elliott 2000, 470.
26Davids 1990, 97; Achtemeier 1996, 178; Elliott 2000, 470–471.
27Horrell 2008, 81.
28Jobes 2005, 172.
29Liebengood 2011, 255.
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this command is that their good deeds will contradict the accusations raised against them.20

While their good conduct could lead to the conversion of unbelievers, it is not clear that
conversion stands behind the phrase “glorify God” in 2:12. Campbell suggests that the honor
contest is important for understanding 2:11-12. The elect have had their honor challenged by
“outsiders” who slander their conduct. Rather than taking revenge against this challenge, they are
to silently conduct themselves honorably.21

The praise of God by the pagans constitutes not only their verdict on the God of
the Christian community, but an honorable public verdict of the believers
themselves and their honorable behavior (kala\ e1rga, v. 12c). Thus the believers
will receive honor at the conclusion of the exchange of challenge and response.22

While the context here suggests an honor challenge, it seems that the public verdict is viewed not
as an expected present outcome but is rather projected into future reality.23 This is consistent
with the trajectory of suffering followed by glory.24 This passage suggests that present slander
will ultimately be vindicated in the eschaton. Although a possible conversion of the unbeliever
could be in view,25 the phrase from Isa 10:3 seems to indicates final judgment.26 Difficulties arise
when this passage is reconciled with 1 Pet 4:17-18, where the outcome for those who disobey the
gospel is bleak. At the very least, the good conduct of believers can quell the slanderous language
of unbelievers.27 Good conduct may also lead those who are hostile to the elect to belief in the
gospel.28 Ultimately, the concept of “the day of visitation” applies to the slanderer in such a way
as to comfort the elect with the ultimate justice God brings on their behalf.29

The application of Isa 10:3 to “outsiders” for slandering the people of God differs from
the original Isaianic context. Rather than leveling complaints against Israel for its injustice against
the poor, widow and orphan, Peter reconfigures the statement to encompass those who slander
the people of God. This reading of Isa 10:3 eschews the original context slightly. In Isa 10:1-4,
the acts of injustice are listed so that the interrogative of 10:3 communicates the hopeless
situation of the final judgment. In 1 Pet 2:11-12, the phrase lifted out of the interrogative clause
is now infused with hope for the elect in the justice of God. This theme returns in 3:13-17 where
the believer must prepare a defense of their hope in the face of suffering and slander. The people
of God are to perform good works “in Christ,” and the slanderers will be put to shame (there
the passive verb kataisxunqw~sin in 3:16 expresses that it is God who puts them to shame).



30Elliott 2000, 484–485; cf 2000, 36 where he clarifies that such codes include, but are not limited to the
domestic code. Thus, civil duty (2:13-17) and communal duty (3:8-12; 5:1-5) are to be considered alongside the more
formal subordination pairs (wife/husband, servant/master, child/parent). See further Schrage 1974, 1–21; Balch
1981, 1–20; 1986, 79–101; 1988, 25–50; Schutter 1989, 60–66; Elliott 1986, 61–78; 1990, 208–220; 2000, 503–511;
Goppelt 1993, 162–179; Carter 2004, 14–33; Horrell 2007, 111–143; 2008, 78–95; Feldmeier 2008, 151–157.

31Schutter 1989, 66.
32Michaels 1988, 131; Schutter 1989, 62; Achtemeier 1996, 188; Elliott 2000, 500.
33See above, p. 68.
34Schutter 1989, 40. With regard specifically to 1 Pet 2:4-10, cf. Elliott 1966, 48–49; Michaels 1988, 94–95;
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DOING GOOD AS SERVANTS OF GOD: 1 PETER 2:13-17

The main hortatory convention employed by Peter in the body middle of the letter is the
household code or station code, which extends from 2:13 to 3:12.30 Schutter has downplayed the
role of scripture in the body middle—in comparison with the body opening—unnecessarily so.31

To be sure, the introductory formulae have all but disappeared, and the level of explicitness has
diminished. However, there are numerous uses that are overlooked by Schutter in his assessment
of this section of 1 Peter.

In 1 Pet 2:13-17, scholars have generally identified Prov 24:21 as an allusion that
concludes this passage.32 It will be argued, though, that anticipatory iterations of scripture in this
passage establish the interpretive trajectory of quotations to be used in the subsequent sections
of the household code. In particular, the use of kakopoio/j and a)gaqopoio/j/a)gaqopoie/w in
2:14-15 anticipates the quotation of Psalm 34 at the end of the household code. Also, the phrase
“servants of God” (qeou~ dou~loi) in 2:16 anticipates the use of the Isaianic servant song in the
servant’s section of the household code.

In chapter 3, anticipatory uses of scripture were shown to be integral to Peter’s
compositional technique.33 This was the case with the first quotation of scripture in the letter.
Before quoting Lev 19:2 in 1 Pet 1:16, the passage is presented in summary form in 1:15. Then,
prior to the quotation of Isa 40:6-8 in 1 Pet 1:24-25, Peter speaks of being “born again of
imperishable seed through the living and abiding word of God” (1:23). In anticipation of the
many quotations and allusions in 2:6-10, Peter introduces the section by using key terms from
the scriptural texts employed in the section.34 With such a pattern repeated several times, it is not
unreasonable to expect further anticipatory uses of scripture. These anticipatory uses of scripture
have established Peter’s interpretive trajectory in each instance. Here at the beginning of Peter’s
household code—one which draws so significantly upon scripture—one would not be off base
to consider other possible anticipatory uses that might suggest further Petrine interpretive
trajectories.

The first passage to consider briefly is Ps 33:13-17. Because this passage is quoted more
explicitly in 1 Pet 3:10-12, a fuller treatment of the text and context will be undertaken in due
course. The explicit quotation later provides ample justification for identifying the Psalm as a
contributing factor in the present context, albeit at a more subtle level. Like the anticipatory
allusions listed in 1:15, 23 and 2:4-5, the use of terminology in the present section functions in
similar ways. Despite the greater distance between the anticipatory allusion and the fuller
quotation, it is to be recalled that a brief allusion to Ps 33:9 has already occurred in 1 Pet 2:3.



35Although Bornemann overreached in his assessment of the influence of Psalm 33[34] on 1 Peter
(1919/20, 143–165), the Psalm still plays an important role. Schutter has not given it the attention it deserves in our
evaluation of Petrine hermeneutics (1989, 44–49, 58, 66). For more balanced treatments, see Snodgrass 1977,
102–103; Green 1990, 280–283, 287; Jobes 2005, 220–224.

36On ethics in Psalm 33[34], cf. Ceresko 1985, 99–104; Mays 1994, 152; Creach 1999, 18–19; Weiser 2000,
298–299; Grogan 2008, 87–88; VanGemeren 2008, 325–328.

37Goppelt 1993, 236.
38On key words in Psalm 33[34]—esp. bw$+—cf. Liebreich 1956, 182–186.
39Michaels 1988, 175.
40Cf. Van Unnik 1954, 98.
41Michaels 1988, 126.
42Elliott 1966, 181; Green 1990, 287; Jobes 2005, 220; Feldmeier 2008, 187.
43Elliott 2000, 613.
44Elliott 2000, 617.
45Woan 2004, 222–226.
46Further connections between 2:13-17 and 2:12 are explored in Elliott 2000, 485.
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This both indicates the importance of the Psalm for Peter, and prepares the audience for the
subtler uses of the Psalm that occur between the more explicit uses.35

The ethical argument in the body middle of 1 Peter is dominated with the dualism of
good and evil works (a)gaqopoie/w and kakopoie/w), and Psalm 33 contains similar language.36

Goppelt argues that Ps 33:13-17 underscores “the basic point of reference for the whole
parenesis that precedes, namely the antithesis of kakopoiei~n (2:16; 3:9) and a)gaqopoiei~n
(2:14f., 20; 3:6; ef. V. 11a: poihsa/tw a)gaqo/n).”37 Two key phrases stand out from Ps 33:15.
The psalmist calls the audience to “turn away from evil” ((ra; kako/j) and “do what is good”
(bw$+-h#&'(j; poi/hson a)gaqo/j) in 33:15.38 Michaels correctly discerns that the Psalm is “a
storehouse of terms and ideas central to 1 Peter’s message.”39 Because of this, he observes that
the use of the phrase “doing good”—though compatible with Hellenistic ethical thought40—has
“roots in the LXX (cf. Ps 33[34]:15-17).”41 The centrality of this language to Peter’s ethics and
their indebtedness to Psalm 33 have been observed by others as well.42 Elliott sees in these two
phrases derivatives that issue a number of verbal echoes in the language of Peter. The directives
against wrongdoing (2:11, 16, 19-20; 3:3, 17; 4:2-3, 15; 5:2-3) correspond to the first phrase, and
“the relatively rare terms agathopoieō (2:15, 20; 3:6, 17), agathopoios (2:12), and agathopoiia (4:19)”
correspond to the second phrase.43 The emphasis on these words and the placement of the
Psalm quotation lead him to surmise that this ethical dualism (doing what is right versus doing
what is wrong) is the theme of 2:13–3:9, rather than subordination.44

So, the concepts of doing good and evil in 1 Pet 2:13-17 point to the corresponding
language in Psalm 33 quoted in 1 Pet 3:10-12.45 At the same time, the use of these key terms in
2:13-17 recalls the use of kakopoie/w in 2:12, and thus a block of material is made evident.46 The
suggestion was made above that the verb poie/w in Isa 10:3 furnishes a ready link between the
allusion and Peter’s ethical argument in the body middle. If this is the case, the verb poie/w links
Ps 33:13-17 in 1 Pet 3:10-12 with the allusion to Isa 10:3 in 1 Pet 2:12. By doing so, Peter
constructs an ethical argument commending godly conduct in the midst of a social context that
impugns the elect of misdeeds. In the face of slander (2:12), Peter appeals to scripture to



47Williams explores this passage to discuss the kind of conflict Anatolian Christians were suffering (2010,
289–295). Liebengood emphasizes the eschatological significance of 2:11-12, but does not explore the significance of
Isa 10:3 in constructing this eschatology (2011, 177).

48Michaels 1988, 128–129; Achtemeier 1996, 186.
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encourage correct conduct in correspondence with the divine will (2:15). In 2:13-17, an ordered
society is argued to be consistent with the divine will and the elect are to submit to the ruling
authorities since they “punish evildoers (kakopoiw~n) and praise those who do good
(a)gaqopoiw~n)” (2:14).47

Turning now to 2:16, the phrase “servants of God” (qeou~ dou~loi) is emphasized
through its placement as the concluding element of the clause along with the use of the strong
adversative a)lla/.48 Many have recognized how this phrase evokes a scriptural background.49

Such a phrase is consistent with the Isaianic conceptual framework unfolding in 1 Peter.
Feldmeier helpfully connects the term dou~loj with Paul’s employment of the term; both as a
self designation and as a description of the Christian life.50 A connection with the dbe(e of Isaiah
40–55 is readily available, as Feldmeier notes.51 However, scholars, by misreading the plural
dou~loi in 2:16, have thereby overlooked an Isaianic connection holding great potential for
understanding Peter’s reading of Isaiah.52

Earlier, I explored the transition from singular servant to plural servants at Isaiah 54.53

Recent scholarship—assuming a more unified Isaianic corpus than previous generations—has
suggested that this transition has bearing on how to understand the message of Isaiah.54 For
Peter, the use of the phrase qeou~ dou~loi points to an ancient reading of Isaiah that is consistent
with these more recent findings. When this phrase is coordinated with the use of Isaiah 53 in 1
Pet 2:22-25, a conceptual framework comes into view that has a high correspondence with the
message of Isaiah.

In terms of the ethics developed within the body middle, the household code—as a
formal element—brings the concept of subordination into Peter’s argument. However, Peter
informs this concept with scriptural insight. As he addresses his audience, Peter explains how
subordination in a variety of roles is actually nothing else than service to God. As Green writes:

Subordination is thus an expression of freedom, not of coercion. What is more,
any potential claims of human institutions to wield ultimate authority are
mitigated, even denied, at the outset by Peter’s locating his directives under the
umbrella of obedience to God.55



56The Hebrew version is difficult here. The phrase brF(ft;t@i-l)a Myniw$#$-M(i is best rendered, “Do not
associate with those who do otherwise.” Several commentators understand the participial form of hnF#$f as indicating
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Thus, the phrase qeou~ dou~loi establishes for the entire household code a frame of reference for
the concept of subordination. It is therefore consistent with this frame for Peter to allude to
Isaiah 53 in such a way as to depict Christ’s own suffering at the hands of human institutions,
but also to draw Isaiah 53 into the wider sphere of household servants and the entire Christian
community.

The final allusion in 1 Pet 2:17 is drawn from Prov 24:21. The last two lines of the
quatrain parallel the injunction of the proverb. As in the proverb, both God and the king are
placed in the accusative (to\n qeo/n and basile/a), whereas the verb fobe/w when used in 1 Peter
is only related to God, with the verb tima/w provided as the attitude directed toward the
emperor. The differences between the two passages are that the article is given for to\n basile/a
in 1 Pet 2:17 and the verb is presented as a 2nd person plural imperative rather than the 2nd

person singular imperative of Prov 24:21. The principle of retribution is reinforced through
scriptural support loaned by Prov 24:21-22. Instructions are given to fear the Lord and the king,
who together constitute the basis of a retributive system of justice. The Greek version of the
Proverb enjoins the listener to “not disobey either of them,” that is, either the Lord or the king.56

The reason to fear the Lord and the king is that punishment will be repaid by both upon the
ungodly.57

Retribution in this passage of Proverbs entails a recognition of the Lord’s anointing of
the king of Israel.58 Invested with divine authority, those subject to the king must submit to his
just rule as though they were submitting to the Lord. As the representative of the Lord, the king
has authority to exact punishment on his subjects.59 Peter alters the meaning of the Proverb by
replacing the king of Israel with the Roman emperor. As Feldmeier points out, “While according
to that instructive sentence of Proverbs, fear is to be shown equally toward God and the king, in
1 Peter this fear is explicitly limited to the relationship to God alone.”60 Yet, the concept that the
king or emperor exists as the divinely appointed representative carries over from one context to
the other. By indicating that the emperor serves as the divine representative upholding the
principle of retribution, Peter has developed an argument full of tension. While Peter exhorts the
elect to live in subordination to the Roman civil authorities, there is already a hint that the
devotion they hold for God may put them in conflict with the authorities.61

The use of linking terminology was shown to be an important aspect of Peter’s use of
scripture in the previous chapter, particularly as it related to the collocation of verses in 1 Pet
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2:6-10. There, six passages were unified around key terms, with three connected by the term
li/qoj and another three by the term lao/j. Exploring the wider context of the three allusive
elements in this passage reveals a potential link drawing on the concept of fear (fo/boj/fobe/w).
The linking terms have receded into the background in such a way that it only appears in the
allusion to Prov 24:21 in 1 Pet 2:17. Now that they are situated in the context of Peter’s
epistolary argument, each passage contributes to the passage subtly. However, when it is
considered that Ps 33:12 features the Psalmist teaching the fear of the Lord (fo/boj kuri/ou), the
material used by Peter remains colored by this concept even if it is not made explicit. The
concept of fear is also relevant in the Isaianic material. In Isa 63:17, the servants make
supplication, asking the Lord not to harden his heart “that we might not fear you” (tou~ mh\
fobei~sqai/ se; K1te)fr:y%Imi). The verse goes on to entreat the Lord to return (e0pistre/fw; bw%#$)
for the sake of “your servants” (dia\ tou\j dou/louj sou; K1ydebf(j N(amal;).

The concept of fear is interesting in light of the two passages that open the body middle
of 1 Peter. It is likely that Peter has turned to scripture with this concept in mind, forming a
strategy to address the concerns of his audience through a scriptural narrative. The strategy aims
to move the audience from a sense of fear of their circumstances by transferring their attention
to the fear of the Lord. By situating society within a theological paradigm, Peter draws upon
scripture to teach that there is no need to fear society if they are striving after good conduct,
since ultimate retribution rests in the final judgment (2:11-12) and the present world order is
ordained by God to reward good conduct and punish bad conduct (2:13-17). This is consistent
with the proposal that the narrative of restored divine presence is integral to the ecclesiology of
the letter, since fear of the Lord is predicated upon his direct presence among the elect. With
these elements of his argument in place, Peter will now begin to address the issue of suffering
that remains alongside these appeals to final judgment and divine world order. Later, in 3:13-17,
Peter will further develop the concept of fear with an allusion to Isa 8:12-13.

SERVANT AND SERVANTS: 1 PETER 2:18-25

The next passage to examine is the servant section of 1 Peter’s household code (2:18-25).
The admonition to submission carries over from the previous section, although the domestic
domain now comes into view. The use of scripture in 2:22-25 is less explicit than the uses of
scripture in 1:24-25 and 2:6-8. Even so, the consistent use of material from Isaiah 53 marks this
passage out as one of the most important for the study of the Petrine use of scripture.

Ostensibly an address to household servants (oi0ke/tai), this section of the household
code admonishes a portion of the general audience to live in submission to their masters without
regard to the severity of their masters (2:18). Servants are not merely to submit to good and
gentle masters, but also to those that are “crooked.” The language of good and evil used in the
previous sections is repeated here, maintaining the anticipatory allusion to Ps 33:13-17 to be
quoted in 1 Pet 3:10-12.

The address to servants involves a complex argument composed of three statements.
First, a general statement (2:19) informs servants that favor (xa/rij) is merited in cases where
one endures grievances while suffering unjustly (pa/sxwn a)di/kwj). The rendering “favor” is
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better here that the more theologically loaded term “grace” for xa/rij.62 While certainly
pertaining to servants, the general character of this first statement is sufficiently broad to
encompass the entire audience. The second and third statements (2:20) expound the general
statement using negative and positive amplification. There is no credit (kle/oj) when one
endures beatings resulting from wrongdoing (a(marta/nontej).63 The positive restatement finds
that an individual merits favor with God in cases where one does good (a)gaqopoiou~ntej) and
endures suffering (pa/sxontej). This clarification reiterates the moral language of doing good
that Peter has been developing in the body middle of the letter. These three statements depict a
servant who has two relationships: one to an earthly master and one to God. Peter recognizes
that servants suffer unjustly at the hand of masters. Yet, Peter wants to ensure that his audience
is suffering while morally upright and not merely suffering the consequences a servant incurs by
wrongdoing.

In the midst of this complex argument are three key terms that anticipate passages of
scripture central to this section of the letter. The use of the term a)gaqopoie/w in the third
statement maintains the language of doing good which appeared in the previous two sections
and anticipates the quotation of Ps 33:13-17 in 1 Pet 3:10-12. Such consistent use of language
with close affinity to the Psalm text indicates the extent to which the ethics of 1 Peter are
informed by scripture. The second key term is pa/sxw. Though the term does not appear in the
suffering servant song of Isaiah 53, the term is closely associated with Isaiah 53 in 1 Pet 2:22-25,
showing the correspondence between the term and the servant song for Peter. The repetition of
pa/sxw in 2:21-25 connects the suffering of Christ to Isaiah 53. The third term is a(marti/a
which connects the address to servants to the material drawn from Isaiah 53. Although the use
of the verb a(marta/nw was shown to be non-theological in 1 Pet 2:20, this does not diminish its
role in anticipating the Isaianic focus on the sinless nature of Christ as suffering servant.

With these three key terms, the address to servants anticipates the scriptural material to
be used both in 2:21-25 and 3:10-12. This is similar to the anticipatory use of scripture observed
in 2:4-5. Although the key terms function at a very subtle level in the discourse to servants, the
pattern of anticipatory terms followed by fuller scriptural quotations is a significant feature of
Petrine use of scripture.

Numerous passages from Isaiah 53 occur in 1 Peter 2:22-25. Among the many issues
raised by their use are the order of their appearance, the textual differences between OG Isaiah
and the text of 1 Peter, the question of their prior existence within hymnic material, and whether
these uses should be termed quotations or allusions. Before considering what Isaiah 53
contributes to the Petrine context or the theological use Peter makes of this magisterial passage,
it is necessary to attend to these issues.

The starting point for this study is the textual character of the Isaianic material in this
passage. Each of the four verses draws upon Isaiah 53 to some extent. With the exception of 1
Pet 2:23, there is sufficient text to consider the textual character of each quoted passage. In the
first reference, the text of Isa 53:9 is quoted almost without change in 1 Peter 2:22 (Fig. 4.2).
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1 Peter 2:22 Isaiah 53:9

o3j a9marti/an ou0k e0poi/hsen
ou0de\ eu9re/qh do/loj e0n tw~| sto/mati
au0tou~

o3ti a0nomi/an ou0k e0poi/hsen
ou0de\ eu9re/qh do/loj e0n tw~| sto/mati au0tou~

Figure 4.2: 1 Peter 2:22 and Isaiah 53:9

The key question here concerns the term a(marti/a since OG Isaiah has the term
a)nomi/a. With no instability in the manuscript tradition to inform the use of a(marti/a in 1 Peter
2:22, several possibilities may be offered for the source of the term a(marti/a. First, there are
numerous occurrences of a(marti/a in Isaiah 53—seven in total—compared to the less
prominent a)nomi/a—amounting to three. The term could have been exchanged since they are
synonymous and similar in form.64 Second, a Hebrew Vorlage may be the source of the change.
The term smfxf is used only once in Isaiah 53, and it is possible that, upon consulting the Hebrew
text, Peter revised the term. The translation of smfxf as a(marti/a is unlikely, however, since
a)diki/a and a)se/beia are used more frequently.65 More likely is the possibility of a Greek version
that has revised in the direction of the Hebrew text.66 Finally, it is possible that Peter has altered
the text in order to draw out a theological concept prominent in this section.

Evidence exists from two later authors who quoted extensively from Isaiah 53. Both
Clement of Rome and Justin Martyr exchange a(marti/a for a)nomi/a and vice versa. Their use of
Isa 53:5 serves as a striking example. In 1 Clem 16.5 and Dial 13.5 the terms a(marti/a and
a)nomi/a are reversed. Another example occurs in Justin’s First Apology where Isa 53:12 is repeated
within the span of two chapters. Where OG Isaiah has a(marti/a, he cites Isa 53:12 using
a)nomo/j in 1 Apol 50.2 and a)nomi/a in 1 Apol 51.5 (cf. Dial 13.7). These examples suggest that
the exchange of terms may occur without recourse to the Hebrew text. Peter shows such
consistent dependence upon the Greek version that it would be difficult to maintain an argument
based on recourse to the Hebrew text.67

So, does the term a(marti/a belong to Peter’s source or to his reshaping of the source?68

Two factors bear upon this question. The noun a(marti/a and the verb form a(marta/nw appear
with some frequency in the body middle of 1 Peter (2:20, 22, 24; 3:18; 4:1, 8). It is possible that
this term has been inserted into the text to bring it into conformity with the theme Peter wants
to develop in this section. A parallel case occurs in 1 Pet 4:8 where the allusion to Prov 10:12
includes the term a(martiw~n which differs from the LXX. At the same time, it is equally
possible that Peter has landed upon a version of Isaiah where this term appears. If this is the
case, Peter has enjoyed some amount of serendipity by locating a text form that contributes to
the very theme he is developing. The exchange of a(marti/a and a)nomi/a in Clement and Justin
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is suggestive even if it is not decisive. Without clearer textual evidence one way or the other, this
question must be left open.

An avenue that remains open for further exploration is the role of memory. Isaiah 53 was
certainly a text that played a significant role in the early church. It is just as likely that Peter
quotes sections from Isaiah 53 from memory as from textual sources.69 This does not mitigate
the comparison with known textual sources, since the text must stand behind Peter’s memory in
some way. But if Peter has quoted Isa 53:9 from memory, then the appearance of a(marti/a here
is likely due to the transposition of this noun with a)nomi/a. This is not difficult to imagine since
these synonyms (each pertaining to immoral qualities) are repeated throughout Isaiah 53.

Finally, the suggestion that theological shaping has occurred at the hands of Peter
deserves attention. It is commonly suggested that the use of a(marti/a reflects a christological
understanding of Isaiah 53.70 But many note that the christological point of the passage does not
emphasize the sinlessness of Christ, but that his suffering was unjustified.71 Schutter finds that
the use of  a(marti/a is likely meant to link the units of Isaiah 53 worked into 1 Pet 2:22-25. He 
considers how a(marti/a might be more appropriate from the vantage point of the slaves being
addressed than a)nomi/a.72 Here, Schutter’s move away from a purely christological reading can
be brought alongside Green’s comments about how Peter has not developed mere christology:

The upshot of these points is that we see how fully Peter’s christological remarks
are embedded in his instructions to Christians . . . Said differently, if it is true that
the suffering of Jesus informs how we read the Scriptures of Israel, particularly
Isaiah 53, it is also true that the ensuing narrative of Jesus ought to inform how
we read the church.73

So, if Peter’s theological goals were not christologically oriented but ecclesiologically oriented,
the motive for altering the text along the lines of the sinlessness of Christ are allayed. This is not
to say that christology is not present or even important in Peter’s reading of Isaiah 53, but that
there are other ends he has in view.

In 1 Pet 2:23, there is a possible echo of Isa 53:7. For hymnic theorists, 2:23 has posed
something of a problem. Bultmann considered this to be a secondary interpolation in the hymn
text inspired by the author’s consideration of the situation surrounding the servants addressed in
this section of the household code.74 Deichgräber counters that the hymn text was likely cited
because it addressed the suffering of the servants effectively.75 To further his point, he contends
against scholars who suggest there are no citations of Isaiah in this verse, that the concept of
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silent suffering is derived from Isa 53:7, even if it is not a literal rendering.76 Michaels dismisses
the hymn theory outright but likewise perceives the influence of Isa 53:7 behind 1 Pet 2:23.77 In
Isa 53:7, the servant does not open his mouth even when led to the slaughter. This speechless
response to suffering is drawn into 1 Pet 2:23 as a lack of response when insulted. Again, Peter
has in mind the Christ-like example which his audience is to follow.

Another verbal association with Isaiah 53 found in 2:23 is the verb paradi/dwmi
occurring in both Isa 53:6 and 12.78 In both places the servant is given up for the sins of others.79

The concept is altered from the Lord giving up the servant to the servant’s own self giving to the
righteous judge. These concepts are not mutually exclusive, but Peter finds the servant’s self
giving to be more exemplary for his audience.

The next verse contains a set of the references from Isa 53:4, 5 and 12 (Fig. 4.3). This
conflation of verses from Isaiah 53 harmonizes the vicarious language in 53:4 and 12 with the
benefits spelled out in 53:5.80 The bearing of sins by the servant (53:4, 12) is shown to be the
work of Christ by use of the relative pronoun, simultaneously imitating the use of pronouns in
the Isaianic text,81 and pointing back to its referent in 1 Pet 2:21. The healing work of Isa 53:5 is
then coordinated with the work of Christ as the benefit that believers enjoy.

1 Peter 2:24  Isaiah 53:4a; 53:12e; 53:5d

o3j ta\j a(marti/aj h9mw~n au0to\j
a0nh/negken

e0n tw~| sw/mati au0tou~ e0pi\ to\ cu/lon,
i3na tai~j a(marti/aij a0pogeno/menoi
th~| dikaiosu/nh| zh/swmen,
ou[ tw~| mw/lwpi i0a/qhte

ou{toj ta\j a(marti/aj h9mw~n fe/rei

kai\ au0to\j a(marti/aj pollw~n a0nh/negken

tw~| mw/lwpi au0tou~ h9mei~j i0a/qhmen

Isa 53:4a MT: )#&fnF )w%h w%ny'lfx/ Nk')f
Isa 53:12e MT: )#&fnF Myb@ira-)+;x' )w%hw:
Isa 53:5d MT: w%nlf-)pf%r:ni w$trfbuxjbaw%

Figure 4.3: 1 Peter 2:24 and Isaiah 53:4; 53:12 and 53:5
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It is not altogether clear why there is a shift from first person plural to second person
plural.82 Elliott suggests that this shift imitates Isaiah 53. He notes that “the underlying Isaian
text also varies between ‘you’ (52:14; 53:10b) and ‘we,’ ‘our’ (53:1-2a, c, 4-6; cf. also ‘my people’
[53:8]; ‘I’ [53:9]; ‘their’ [53:11, 12]).”83 This variation, however, has no correspondence with the
variation seen in 1 Pet 2:22-25. The passages used do not contain such variation; the second
plural does not occur in 53:4-6 nor in 53:12. Instead, the locus of variation may reside in the
tension between the Septuagint and the Hebrew text. In the case of 53:10, the Hebrew tradition
reads in the third singular, “if his soul makes a guilt offering, he shall see his offspring” ((raze
h)er:yi w$#$p;na M#$f)f My#&t@f-M)i). In contrast, the Greek tradition has the second plural, “if you
give a sin (offering), your soul will see a prolonged seed” (e0a\n dw~te peri\ a(marti/aj h9 yuxh\
u9mw~n o1yetai spe/rma marko/bion).84 This consideration raises the possibility of a variant
Greek text that served as Peter’s Vorlage.

Michaels maintains that the change to second person plural at the end of 1 Pet 2:24 is
due to authorial alteration. He writes, “By changing Isaiah’s i0a/qhmen to i0a/qhte, he reverts to the
second person plural address which dominates his epistle but from which he had momentarily
departed at the beginning of the verse.” Two points, however, make this assertion less than
satisfactory. First, the momentary departure from the second person plural was entirely arbitrary.
If Peter has been so bent on maintaining a second person address, he could have easily altered
the previous quotation. Furthermore, the verb zh/swmen could likewise have been written as
zh/shte. Such steps would have averted a shift away from the second person plural altogether.
Second, a return to the second plural could have been delayed until 2:25. This would have caused
no alteration to the text nor any substantial difference in the flow of the epistle. In short, there is
no good explanation for the alteration of the verb i0a/omai on rhetorical grounds. It is difficult to
suggest that Peter envisioned himself in Christ’s work of bearing sins, death for sin and life for
righteousness and yet excluded himself from the healing work of Christ’s wounds.85

Furthermore, Goppelt and Achtemeier have soundly refuted the notion that the shift occurs due
to some application to slaves.86

The hymnic theorists account for the shifting of person in the verbs of 2:21-25
differently. Bultmann counts the change in person as the first of four characteristics marking
2:21-24 as a hymn about the suffering of Christ.87 Goppelt quibbles with some of the points put
forward by Bultmann, but concludes that the shift from second person plural to first person
plural is characteristic of the hymnic origin for 2:22-25.88 Both Bultmann and Goppelt suggest
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that the original hymn read entirely in the first person plural. It is one of the ironies of
scholarship that in constructing a hypothetical hymn, Bultmann and Goppelt should produce a
verbal parallel to the Greek version of Isaiah 53. Osborne and Best suggest that direct use of
Isaiah 53 sufficiently accounts for the language in 1 Pet 2:22-25 but are unable to divest
themselves completely of the hymnic theory.89 Michaels, Achtemeier and Elliott have more
recently argued against the hymnic theory, showing that the Isaianic text itself is more likely the
Vorlage behind 1 Pet 2:22-25 than a hymnic source.90

It becomes clear that dogmatic statements about the origin of the shift from first person
plural to second person plural are impossible. The fact remains, however, that 1 Pet 2:24
contains a text at variance with OG Isa 53:5. In keeping with the observations above concerning
Isa 53:9 in 1 Pet 2:22, the role of memory cannot be ruled out. Given the prominence of Isaiah
53 within early Christianity, the likelihood that Peter has memorized the passage provides an
explanation for the shifting of the verbs as he incorporates the message of Isaiah into his
argument.

In the final reference, Isa 53:6 occurs in 1 Peter 2:25 (Fig. 4.4). Reflecting on the
differences between the Greek text and 1 Peter, commentators consider the first line of 1 Pet
2:25 to be periphrastic. This assumption, paired with a thoroughgoing hypothesis that the
audience of 1 Peter consists of former pagan Gentiles, has led to many speculations about the
intention of this construction. For instance, Achtemeier indicates that the periphrastic
construction is “intended to describe the life of those addressed prior to their conversion.”91

Similarly, Davids suggests that “the use of past tenses . . . indicates that the thought is of their
pagan past.”92 It was argued in the introduction, however, that there is not enough information
in 1 Peter to make dogmatic statements about the ethnic identity of the audience of 1 Peter. This
being the case, it would be impossible to surmise the intention of a peculiar grammatical
construction with regard to how it impacted the previous experience of the audience. The
immediate context (2:21-25) shows no regard for the ethnic identity of the audience.

1 Peter 2:25 Isaiah 53:6

h]te ga\r w(j pro/bata planw/menoi pa/ntej w(j pro/bata e0planh/qhmen

Isa 53:6 MT: w%ny(it@f N)@$ck@a w%nl@fk@u

Figure 4.4: 1 Peter 2:25 and Isaiah 53:6

A question of greater significance is whether this grammatical construction may even be
called periphrastic. The gap between the copula and the participle is great enough to raise doubts
about this categorization. Porter contemplates the periphrastic construction in his
comprehensive study on linguistics in biblical Greek. Among several points he makes in defining
periphrasis, he states, “The Participle not only must be grammatically in suitable agreement with
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the auxiliary but must be adjacent to it, either before or after.” He goes on to clarify that
elements modifying the participle may not occur between the auxiliary and participle, “otherwise
the Participle is considered not to form a periphrastic construction.”93 This presents difficulties
with regard to the Petrine text since the phrase w(j pro/bata interrupts the potential
connection between h]te and planw/menoi.94

With this grammatical consideration in mind, the text critical work on this passage must
next be addressed. Many of the highly regarded manuscripts for 1 Peter support the reading of
the critical edition (01, 02, 03, 5, passim). While several quality manuscripts have planw/mena
here (P72, 04, 33, 81, 307, 1739), so that the participle agrees with the term pro/bata, this
appears to be an effort on the part of scribes to read this as a periphrastic construction, but few
regard this reading as preferable. This alteration of the text indicates how the reading
planw/menoi was not sufficiently periphrastic for these scribes. These considerations bear upon
the present study because it impacts the extent to which the text of 1 Peter differs from the
Greek version of Isa 53:6. Previous scholarship, assuming that 1 Pet 2:25 contained a
periphrastic construction, deemed that the text of Isaiah has been changed from a first person
plural aorist verb to a second person plural periphrastic imperfect. However, I contend that the
difference between 1 Pet 2:25 and Isa 53:6 centers solely on the participle. This difference may
be the result of a variant in the Vorlage or the result of allusive license.

Summarizing the textual issues covered so far, 1 Pet 2:22-25 directly appropriated the
Septuagint. However, there are a few instances where differences occur in comparison with OG
Isaiah 53. The points of difference with the Septuagint are probably due to two factors. First,
there are indications that the Isaianic text form exhibited some elements of instability. This may
be due to either variations within the Greek text at the time or to subtle variants in the Hebrew
from which the Greek was translated. To illustrate this last point, the use of the term fw~j in Isa
53:11 sheds light on how the Greek text draws upon variants in the Hebrew tradition. While the
MT reads h)er:yI, several scrolls from Qumran read rw) h)ry.95 Another example analogous to
the textual differences in 1 Peter is the deviation in person and number between the MT and
1QIsaa in 53:8-9. The pronominal shift from the first person singular of ymi(a in the MT to the
third person singular of wm( in 53:8 and the verbal shift from the third person singular of Nt'@yIwA
in the MT to the third plural of wntyw in 53:9 are important variants in the Hebrew tradition that
are comparable to the shift from first person plural to second person plural in 1 Pet 2:24, or the
use of a participle in exchange for a first person plural verb in 2:25.

Similar examples abound within the Greek tradition. Among the most prominent
difficulties in the Greek text of Isaiah 53 is the first verb of 53:2. Ziegler confesses that certainty
can never be reached concerning the confusion between a)nagge/lein and a)nate/llein not only
in 53:2 but also in 42:9; 43:19; 45:8 and 47:13.96 Compounding this verbal confusion stands the
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difficulty of determining whether men or de/ appears in the text, with men additionally being either
a conjunction or verbal ending. Thus, it is not clear whether 53:2 should read a)ne/teile me/n or
a)nhggei/lamen. Such confusion introduces grammatically diverse elements so that one version
has the third singular verb form and the other the first plural verb form. Several pronominal
variants occur in the text history of Isaiah 53 which are rather minor yet do provide a basis for
considering whether changes in person and number have occurred in Peter’s Vorlage rather than
through his own intentional alteration of the text.

A further consideration has to do with the categorization of quotations and allusions.
The suggestion made in the introduction regarding a spectrum of explicitness becomes
important here. There are very few formal features that would lead scholars to consider this a
strict quotation. However, there is a high level of explicitness, allowing comparison between the
Petrine text and the Isaianic Vorlage. The location of the Isaianic material within the discourse of
the servant section of the household code makes it difficult to fully differentiate the quoted
material from the Petrine context. This means our efforts to compare the text of Isaiah with the
quoted material in 1 Peter is obscured by the transitions into and out of quotation. In other
words, the places where there are textual difficulties are the seams between distinctively Isaianic
and Petrine units.

These factors raise important uncertainties regarding assessments of text-types and the
role of the author’s hand in accommodating the text. This places us in a situation where former
bases of knowledge can no longer be held. Furthermore, it becomes less clear what to make of
the textual phenomena and undermines some lines of enquiry and analysis. That said, there are
several points that can be made concerning the textual character here.

First, there is ample text from a relatively small section of scripture, so that there is a high
enough level of explicitness that the reader/hearer could be expected to make the association
with Isaiah. There is likewise sufficient text with a high level of correspondence with OG Isaiah
that it is reasonable to assert that at some point the written text of Isaiah was consulted. This
written text served as the basis not only for the quote but also the line of thought (including
exegetical insights and theological extrapolations) that appear in 1 Peter.

Second, the pluriformity of the textual tradition before and during early Christianity
provides a textual reason for the variants that occur. For instance, the use of the term a(marti/a
in Isa 53:9 is later found in Eusebius, Demonstratio evangelica I.10, 16 and Cyril of Alexandria,
Commentarius in Isaiam Prophetam V.I.749C.97 Neither of these works demonstrates any
dependence upon 1 Peter as their textual basis, thus eliminating the idea that 1 Peter has
generated the use of a(marti/a in the later occurrences. This being the case, there is ample reason
to suspect that there existed a textual tradition using this term rather than a)nomi/a. It is either the
case that Peter has selected a text form to suit his theological purposes or that the text form with
the repeated use of the term a(marti/a has prompted Peter’s hamartiological reflections. The
latter seems more likely since one cannot expect that Peter went hunting around the ancient
world looking for a variant text to support his theological agenda.

The role of memory has been explored in the course of the textual analysis. It cannot be
expected that Peter’s encounter with scriptural texts has occurred in close proximity to his use of
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these texts in his writing. It is more likely that these scriptural texts have repeatedly been used in
his missionary preaching and now are reused in this epistolary address. Just as textual
pluriformity provides a possible reason for variants in the text, memory gives another reason
such variants might occur. It is highly likely that Isaiah 53 would have been committed to
memory in the early Christian context. Yet, despite the probable role of memory, textual
comparison is still necessary, since the text in some form stands behind Peter’s memory of the
text.98

Finally, the use of Isaiah 53 in this section differs from other explicit quotations in 1
Peter in that it is not set apart as quoted material. Instead, scripture is embedded within the
Petrine discourse. Thus, the use of scripture here feels more like an allusion even though it
achieves a high level of explicitness. Assessments of the textual character of Isaiah here, then,
must cautiously account for the role of the Petrine hand alongside the Isaianic material. It is less
than clear whether such occurrences as the second plural verbal ending in 2:24 is due to Peter’s
Vorlage or Peter’s hand. One of the nuisances of this caution is the realization that far less can be
said positively about the textual differences here than has heretofore been asserted by
scholarship.

Isaianic Context in Petrine Context

Moving beyond the text of Isaiah 53 in this section, it is important to consider what the
Isaianic material contributes to the argument of the letter. Recent scholarship has tended to
recognize the importance of context for texts such as Isaiah 53.99 The four servant songs
(42:1–4; 49:1–6; 50:4–9; 52:13–53:12) were extracted from their context by Duhm over a century
ago, based on the perception that the style, language and poetry of the songs differed from that
of Isaiah 40–66.100 It is only recently that a contextual reading of these servant songs has
reemerged. This has allowed exegesis to forge new directions in Isaian studies as well as recover
pre-critical understandings. What is important for Petrine studies is that scholarship has arrived
at a place where the final form of Isaiah is able to take center stage, a place it possessed when 1
Peter was written.

A contextual reading of Isaiah on the part of 1 Peter has not received overt challenges in
recent scholarship. However, studies have assumed, in the wake of Duhm’s work, that the four
servant songs ought to be considered together and in distinction from their situation within
Isaiah 40–66. For example, Pearson states, “The Servant Songs can be studied independently
from the text of Deutero-Isaiah.”101 The result is that significant aspects of Isaiah 53 are
neglected.

A contextual reading of Isaiah 53 in 1 Peter has important implications. The pattern
“servant-servants” in Isaiah 40–66 has bearing on how Isaiah 53 is to be understood in 1 Peter.
Blenkinsopp has contributed greatly to our understanding of the role of the servant and servants
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in Isaiah. He finds the servant theme as the key to understanding the formation of the book of
Isaiah.102 While there are few occurrences of dbe(e in Isaiah 1–39, it features prominently in
Isaiah 40–66. Dividing this latter portion into three sections (40–48; 49–55; 56–66), he
summarizes the significance of dbe(e in the first two sections, “In 40–48 the term alludes almost
exclusively, perhaps exclusively, to a collectivity, while in 49–54(55) the collective reference is the
exception rather than the rule.”103 This distinction then opens into the final section where the
plural Mydibf(j occurs ten times.104 This group, “cherishing eschatological beliefs and alienated
from the official leadership,” is related to the singular servant of Isaiah 49–55.105 He writes:

The texts do, however, permit and even encourage us to think of the relationship
between the prophetic Servant who is spoken of and who himself speaks in chaps. 49–54
and the “servants of YHWH” of the last two chapters in terms of discipleship.106

Seitz presents this matter in his commentary on Isaiah 40–66 and considers how the
servant-servants relationship explains some of the interpretive difficulties in Isaiah 53. The
identity and mission of the servant are of central importance in chapters 40–52.107 The servants
of chapters 54–66 are seen to be disciples of that singular servant. Isaiah 53, then, stands at the
seam between these two prominent depictions.108 Seitz states, “The greatest challenge of this
profound tribute to the suffering servant—decisive for exegesis—involves a correct appraisal of
who is speaking,” and he finds that the servants who follow the servant are “the ‘voices’
responsible for this poem.”109 These servants attest to the death of the individual servant as
“expiatory for themselves.”110

Though seen as a singular servant, the ambiguity within the text complicates matters. The
servant also represents corporate Israel. Seitz writes, “The identification of the servant with
Israel sets up a different, though affiliated, conception. The servant’s death is reckoned as
representative of Israel’s death and suffering at the hands of the nations.”111 Childs identifies “a great
variety of tensions” regarding the identity of the servant. He writes:

The polarity remains between the servant as a corporate reality and as an individual,
between the typical features and the historical, between a promised new Israel of the
future and a suffering and atoning figure of the past.112
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With a view to the canonical shape of Isaiah, Childs and Seitz have explored the elements that
bear on an interpretation of the servant when understood within its Isaianic context. The result is
a greater appreciation for the complexity of the servant songs than was available in the studies of
those attempting to identify the servant within an overly atomistic reading.

The convergence of these elements flavors Isaiah 53. The servant interpreted individually
retains a significant corporate identity through representation of Israel. In light of this, the death
of the servant has two spheres of significance. As an individual, the death benefits a group
defined as the “servants”—the disciples of the servant.  As a corporate representative, the death
stands for Israel’s death at the hands of the nations and carries benefits both for Israel and the
nations. Seitz summarizes, “The servant’s suffering and death are his own, on behalf of the
servants. At the same time, the servant’s suffering and death are Israel’s, on behalf of the nations.
These two distinctive theses are here woven together so tightly as to refuse disentanglement.”113

The contribution Isaiah 53 makes in 1 Pet 2:21-25 can now be better understood in light
of these two theses. The servant, interpreted christologically, is not depicted in isolation from
either his disciples nor the nations. Already in 2:16 the language of the plural servants of God is
employed in an apparent paradox, considering that Peter addresses his audience as people who
are free. Peter likewise situates the people of God among the nations (2:12), admonishing the
elect to maintain honorable conduct. Thus, when Peter arrives at his development of the
suffering servant in Isaiah 53, he already has established important interpretive categories. The
servant’s death for his servants entails the active work of these disciples to carry out their
mission to the nations.

With these categories in mind, the language of 1 Pet 2:21 can be seen as the interpretive
lens by which Isaiah 53 is viewed. The calling of the disciple servants has its basis in the suffering
of Christ for his people. The example of Christ, in turn, establishes a pattern by which the
disciple servants comport themselves. Taken by itself, 1 Pet 2:22-25 encompasses only the first
of the two theses: that Christ suffered on behalf of his people. However, the broader context
within which this passage is situated (2:11–4:11) thoroughly develops the second thesis. 1 Peter
2:21 ties 2:22-25 into this broadly developed second thesis showing that Isaiah 53 does not
merely depict Christ as the suffering servant, but also propels the church to understand its own
suffering as part of the mission to the nations. This will be seen in the next chapter where the
wives section of the household code is analyzed.

From here, the task shall be to discern how these Isaianic texts have been employed in
their Petrine context. Conspicuously situated in the midst of the Isaianic material in 1 Pet 2:22-25
stands a phrase scholars have long considered as deriving from the Pentateuch. An analysis of
this phrase in 1 Pet 2:24 leads naturally into an assessment of how Isaiah is used within the
Petrine context. Recall that in 1:19, a phrase from Isa 53:7 was combined with sacrificial language
in the Mosaic tradition. It is possible that a similar connection is made here with the phrase e0pi\
to\ cu/lon. The occurrence of e0pi\ cu/lou in Gal 3:13 where Paul alludes to Deut 21:23 has drawn
attention away from another possible link.114 The more common phrase has e0pi/ with cu/lon in
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the genitive.115 However, a less common phrase, e0pi/ with cu/lon in the accusative, occurs several
time in Leviticus 1.116 In each occurrence of the phrase e0pi\ ta\ cu/la, the context indicates the
placement of the burnt offering on the wood of the altar. The first occurrence (Lev 1:8)
concerns the burnt offering of a male ox to make atonement for the person bringing the gift
(1:2-9). The second occurrence (1:12) concerns the use of either sheep or lambs in the burnt
offering (1:10-13). The final occurrence (1:17) concerns the use of birds—either a dove or
pigeon—for the burnt offering (1:14-17).

The significance of this potential connection is that the cross is understood as a place of
sacrifice in keeping with the wood on the altar in Leviticus.117 This indicates that 1:18-21 should
be viewed as an anticipation of this later development of Isaiah 53 in the letter. That both of
these passages should read Isaiah 53 together with phrases from the sacrificial code of the
Pentateuch suggests that Peter is exploring the interconnectedness of the suffering servant and
aspects of the sacrificial code. Lacking in Isaiah 53 is a sense that the servant bears the role of
sacrifice. Elliott, for one, correctly finds “the action of the Isaian servant” as “vicarious in
nature” but denies that in Isaiah 53 and 1 Peter there is a depiction of either the servant or Christ
as a sacrifice.118 Yet, by drawing on the sacrificial language especially from Leviticus, Peter
incorporates sacrificial language into the vicarious activity of the servant/Christ.

The use of the terms sin (a(marti/a) and righteousness (dikaiosu/nh) are important here
and contribute to an understanding of Christ—as suffering servant—assuming a role as sacrifice
for his people. Achtemeier raises the point in his discussion about the shift from first person
plural back to second person plural, “So long as the phrase ‘our sin’ was thematic (v. 24a, b), he
used the first person, reverting immediately to the second person (24c) as soon as the discussion
centering on that phrase was concluded.”119 Thus, according to Achtemeier, sinfulness and
forgiveness of sin creates solidarity between the author and the recipients. As indicated earlier, it
is difficult to maintain an argument whereby Peter envisioned himself receiving the benefit of
forgiveness of sins without also including himself in the healing by Christ’s wounds, and in so
doing appears to have overstepped in his exegesis of the passage. Achtemeier, however, has
highlighted an important concept developed by Peter in light of his reading of Isaiah 53. The
concept creeps into the first quotation of Isa 53:9 in 1 Pet 2:22 and is repeated in the quotation
of Isa 53:4/12 in 1 Pet 2:24. This focus on sin reflects a recurring motif in Isaiah 53.120 The term
a(marti/a frames Isa 40–55, forming a central part of the initial proclamation (Isa 40:2) as well as
the later call to repentance (Isa 55:7).121 Within this framework, the term a(marti/a forms a basis
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of accusation against Israel (Isa 42:24; 43:24; 50:1). Yet, the Lord promises redemption from sin
(40:2; 44:22). Therefore, it is not surprising to find in 53:9 an indication that the servant who
bore the sins of many (53:12) was himself sinless. In Isa 53:4-6 and 11-12, the bearing of the sins
of many is the role depicted for the suffering servant. Through quotation (1 Pet 2:24a) and
imitation (2:24c), this theme is carried over into Peter’s epistle.122

The concept of righteousness stands in contrast to the concept of sinfulness. In 2:24, this
contrast is set forth as the result of the sacrifice of Christ. Christ bore sins, “that we might die to
sin and live to righteousness (dikaiosu/nh).” In Isa 53:11, the role of the righteous suffering
servant is to make the many righteous. The cognates of dikaiosu/nh in Isa 53:11 (dikaio/w and
di/kaioj) stand behind Peter’s use of the term in 2:24. Later in 1 Pet 3:18, the phrase “righteous
for the unrighteous” (di/kaioj u(pe\r a)di/kwn) likewise echoes Isa 53:11. There, the use of
pa/sxw (3:18) works in concert with the phrase to evoke the Isaianic discourse of 1 Pet 2:22-24.
The di/kaioj word group is not particularly prominent in the style of 1 Peter. Only the use of
dikaiosu/nh in 1 Pet 3:14 appears to be employed apart from any scriptural discourse. Compared
with the writing of Paul, James and the author of Hebrews, this suggests strongly that the use of
dikaiosu/nh in 1 Pet 2:24 and di/kaioj in 3:18 echo Isa 53:11.123

The exchange of sin for righteousness is at the heart of Peter’s use of Isaiah and deeply
informs his conception of ethics and the constitution of the church. By combining the language
of Isaiah 53 with the sacrificial language of the Pentateuch, both here and in 1:19, Christ is
depicted as a sacrifice for sin. This sacrifice provides healing to the elect so that they may live
according to righteousness. Peter has already established in 2:6-10 that the church is constituted
of believers who partake in a ministry patterned on the categories of kingship and priesthood
drawn from scripture. Here Peter probes further by identifying Christ as the sacrifice for sins.
Because of the exchange of sin for righteousness, the exhortation to maintain honorable conduct
(2:12) has its basis in the work of Christ. Furthermore, 2:21-25 adds to Peter’s ecclesiology by
indicating that Christ’s role as suffering servant is the pattern the elect are to follow. This theme
will be carried forth throughout the remainder of the epistle’s body middle.

Reading Isaiah 53 Ecclesiologically

Over the course of the last century, 1 Peter has been analyzed predominantly for its
christological statements.124 Many studies capitalized on the hymnic theories that dominated
scholarly discussions of 1 Peter. For instance, Pearson’s study analyzes this section from the
vantage point of the hymnic theory and assesses the hermeneutic of this section without
sufficiently developing the ecclesiological aspects.125 Even scholars who are not committed to
analyzing 1 Peter from a form-critical perspective miss important ecclesiological aspects to
Peter’s use of Isaiah. Dubis, analyzing the exile/restoration themes drawn from Isaiah in 1 Peter,
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comments, “First Peter’s repeated citation of Isaiah 40–55 indicates extensive reflection upon
these chapters and a belief that these Isaianic texts find their realization in Christ.”126

Scholars who have considered more closely the hermeneutical issues in 1 Peter have
tended to regard this section as more nuanced. Schutter understands that a christological
apologetic is presupposed in 1 Pet 2:22-25, but that “collective and corporate references” also
pertain.127 Jobes identifies the corporate collectivity that surrounds the Christ figure of Isaiah 53
here in 1 Peter.128 She, however, locates the corporate identity not in Isaiah 53 but in Isaiah 41.
Yet, Peter seems to move more directly from Isaiah 53 to a corporate understanding of this
text.129

While there are important points to be made about the christology of Peter’s use of
Isaiah 53 here, Peter develops important ecclesiological points.130 The concepts of moral speech,
lack of retaliation, suffering unjustly and giving oneself to a just judge are points directly applied
to the audience even if they are at first centered upon the figure of Christ. Although scholars
have made attempts to spell out the hermeneutical issues in 1 Pet 2:22-25, a satisfying synthesis
has not yet been made. The following is an attempt to address this need.

There are three theses to explore here. First, ecclesiology and christology are inextricably
linked in the hermeneutic of 1 Peter. In support of this first thesis, the concept of participation
in Christ must be contemplated. The participation is indicated numerous times in the phrases e0n
xristw|~ (3:16; 5:10, 14) and dia/ xristou~ (1:3, 21; 2:5; 3:21; 4:11). These prepositional phrases
describe an existential relationship between the believer and Christ both “in” and “through” the
resurrection. To this may be added the future hope of participation in the revelation of Christ
(1:7, 13; 4:13). Taken together, the elect’s participation in Christ is both a present reality and a
future expectation.

While the main contours of Peter’s participatory concepts are developed later in the
letter, it is worthwhile to briefly look at these passages now. In 1 Pet 3:13-18, there are two ideas
presented regarding the relationship of the elect to Christ. The first idea (3:15) exhorts Christians
to “sanctify” (a(gaia/sate) Christ as the Lord in their hearts (e0n tai~j kardi/aij u9mw~n).
Honoring Christ in the heart—using the preposition e0n—contributes to the concept of
participation. The second idea (3:16) views the Christian’s good conduct as performed in Christ
(e0n Xristw|~). These two ideas view the relationship as bi-directional: Christ is in the believer,
and the believer is also in Christ. In 3:18-22, participation in Christ is evoked through two
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activities Christ does on behalf of the elect. The first activity (3:18) sees Christ bringing the
Christian to God. This activity is predicated upon a baptism (3:21) which saves “through the
resurrection of Christ” (di' a)nasta/sewj 'Ihsou~ Xristou~). These imply a course of ancillary
activities such as going into heaven, arriving at the right hand of God and subjugation of angels,
authorities and powers (3:22). The body closing of the epistle begins in 4:12-14 with participatory
language. The elect are exhorted to rejoice to the degree that they participate (koinwne/w) with
the sufferings of Christ (4:13). The Christian is likewise blessed if insulted in the name of Christ
(e0n o0no/mati Xristou~) because “the spirit of glory and of God rests upon” the elect (4:14).

The concept of participation in Christ shows the extent to which the church is linked to
Christ in a vital way. Inasmuch as Peter makes statements about Christ, he links these to
statements about the church. And statements about the conduct of the church are likewise
coordinated with the precedent set by Christ. The intertwining of Christ and the church stands as
the first major thesis contributing to how Isaiah 53 is interpreted in 1 Pet 2:18-25.

Second, the depictions of Christ in 1 Peter are generally developed as depicting the
church as well. This was seen, for example, in the depiction of Christ as li/qoj and the church as
li/qoi in 1 Pet 2:4-10. In the present section, the idea and language of “servant” is the
dominating concept that links Christ and his followers when it comes to the appropriation of
Isaiah 53. The suffering servant of Isaiah 53 is identified as Christ, but Peter emphatically
includes believers in the depiction of Christ as suffering servant. This began in 2:16 with the
phrase “servants of God” (qeou~ dou~loi) where a dominant Isaianic theme was raised in
anticipation of further development throughout the ensuing section. The heading of the
servants’ section likewise sets the stage for the inclusion of believers within the concepts of
Isaiah 53. Finally, the phrases leading up to the use of Isaiah 53 contains concepts such as the
calling of the elect, and of the elect following in the footsteps of Christ’s example.

These efforts to surround Isaiah 53 with links to the church are significant for appraising
the Petrine hermeneutic here. Were these links not present, there would be no question that
Isaiah 53 was interpreted christologically. Instead, the main concern of the context is to exhort
the church to good conduct and not to supply a theological apologetic for Christ. As part of this
exhortation, Peter identifies how Christ has set an example for the church to follow in terms
provided by Isaiah 53. In terms of the scriptural narrative utilized in 1 Peter, it is clear that the
suffering experienced by Jesus corresponds to the suffering experienced by the servant in the
narrative of Isaiah. But this suffering is likewise borne by the plural servants in Isaiah. Thus, it is
not unexpected that the theme of suffering would encompass both singular and plural—or
christological and ecclesiological—aspects of Peter’s depiction of the scriptural narrative.

Following upon this, it must be recognized that the movement toward Isaiah 53 has
occurred in response to questions raised regarding the church. The church is Peter’s central
concern, and he turns to Isaiah 53 in order to provide a basis for exhorting the church to a high
moral standard. The connection to christology is more or less assumed rather than argued to be
true. Instead, Peter is attentive to the ways in which Isaiah 53 supports his exhortation to the
church. He is able to do this because of his developed sense of the participation concept
explained above. Not only has Jesus suffered, but he has upheld righteous conduct. Thus, for the
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elect to participate in the narrative of divine redemption, they must remain righteous even in the
face of suffering, since their participation is predicated upon their identity in Christ.

Finally, the redemptive nature of the sacrifice in Isaiah 53, while having unique aspects
attached solely to Christ, extends also to the disciple servants, namely, the church. Several
commentators have shown how the moral conduct and speech of Christ as the suffering servant
provides the example to the elect for their own pattern of conduct and speech.131 However, there
need be no hesitation to consider how the church in its participation in Christ carries a
redemptive role. Green goes a long way toward identifying the participatory nature of Christ and
the church pointing out “how fully Peter’s christological remarks are embedded in his
instructions to Christians” and suggests that “the ensuing narrative of Jesus [in 1 Pet 2:22-25]
ought to inform how we read the church.”132

It is in keeping with the pattern established in 1 Pet 2:21 for the church in some way to
bear the sins of others.133 As disciple servants, the church serves as a means for healing through
the wounds it bears when it suffers unjustly. This missional role of the church in the world on
behalf of Christ is such that it attracts unbelievers, likened to sheep in terms of Isaiah 53, who
are returned to the Shepherd. Like the narrative of the restoration of divine presence in Isaiah,
Peter is aware that the elect live among the “Gentiles.” The Isaianic program depicts the servant
not only restoring Zion, but being a light to the nations (Isa 49:6). So, too, the offspring of the
righteous servant “shall be known among the nations” (61:9) even as they shall be called “the
Zion of the Holy One of Israel” (60:14).

In the next chapter where 1 Pet 3:1-6 is examined, it will be shown how the believing
wife provides an example of the disciple servant who carries a redemptive role in the home in
terms consistent with this third thesis. It is not that the church is said to be a sacrifice in the
same way as Christ. However, the pattern the elect are shown to follow suggests that the church
functions in the world in such a way as to suffer sacrificially. This pattern is integral to the
narrative Peter draws from scripture. The promise of redemption entails present suffering.
Inasmuch as this was true for Christ, it is shown to be true for the followers of Christ.



1The household code in 1 Peter differs from Ephesians and Colossians where three pairs progress from
wives/husbands, children/parents, servants/masters. One reason for the structure servants–wives–husbands is to
cover all households in the audience. Beginning with audience members who would come under ostracism because
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household code will be shown to mirror the progression from Isaiah 53 to 54.

5
THE USE OF SCRIPTURE IN 1 PETER 3:1–4:11

INTRODUCTION

Continuing with the body middle of 1 Peter (2:11–4:11), there are five remaining sections
containing some amount of scriptural texts. In this chapter, these sections will be covered as
follows: 3:1-7 which draws upon several passages of scripture; 3:8-12 which quotes Ps 33[34]:13-
17; 3:13-17 which alludes to Isa 8:12-13; and 3:18-22 which draws upon the biblical figure of
Noah. A brief allusion to Prov 10:12 in 1 Pet 4:8 closes out the central portion of the letter.

WIVES AND HUSBANDS AS DISCIPLES OF CHRIST: 1 PETER 3:1-7

The household code continues into the third chapter of 1 Peter and features an address
to believing wives married to unbelieving husbands with several themes already seen in previous
sections reintroduced here.1 The argument of the address to wives falls into two parts. The first
part (3:1-4) proposes that wives maintain respectful and pure conduct—a)nastrofh/ is repeated
in 3:1 and 2—with the intent to win unbelieving husbands to obedience to the word. A
dichotomy is set up in 3:3-4 between external adornment and internal beauty. As was the case
with the servants’ section of the household code, the addressees are to view their situation from
a divine perspective (cf. 2:19, 20; 3:4). The second part (3:5-6) supports the first part by looking
upon the heritage of the patriarchal wives, focusing on Sarah in particular. The addressees are the
progeny of Sarah if they maintain the ethic Peter has reiterated throughout this section (2:12, 14,
15, 18, 20 and 3:6 where a)gaqopoie/w is repeated). Both parts of the address to wives draw
upon Isaiah in subtle ways. The first part alludes to terms found in Isaiah 3, and the second part
alludes to Isaiah 54 in conjunction with Gen 18:12. The household code concludes with an
address to believing husbands in 3:7 and echoes Isaiah 54, linking this address to the previous
address.
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The address to wives begins with an appeal for believing wives to submit to their
husbands, even those who do not obey the word (a)peiqou~sin tw~| lo/gw~, 3:1). This repeats the
important phrase from 2:8 which occurs in the midst of Peter’s discourse centered on the term
li/qoj. By doing so, Peter draws the previous discourse concerning the Christian appropriation
of scripture into the current section. Peter then tropes the term lo/goj in this new context by
telling wives they can win their unbelieving husbands without a word (a!neu lo/gou). This play
on words is less an admonition to silence but rather communicates the ineffectiveness of words
in the missionary enterprise focused on the unbelieving husband.2 Peter recommends a different
strategy based not on words but on conduct (a)nastroph/, 3:2; cf. 2:12). Building on this, Peter
presents negative (3:3) and positive (3:4) supporting arguments. Pure conduct is not measured by
external qualities but is hidden in the heart. Embedded within this argument is an allusion to Isa
3:18 (Fig 5.1).3

1 Peter 3:3 Isaiah 3:18

w{n e1stw ou0x o9 e1cwqen e0mplokh~j
trixw~n kai\ periqe/sewj xrusi/wn h2
e0ndu/sewj i9mati/wn ko/smoj

e0n th|~ h9me/ra| e0kei/nh| kai\ a)felei~ ku/rioj
th\n do/can tou~ i9matismou~ au0tw~n kai\
tou~j ko/smouj au0tw~n kai\ ta\ e0mplo/kia

Figure 5.1: 1 Peter 3:3 and Isaiah 3:18

It is necessary first to substantiate the Isaianic allusion. Several terms exemplify external
adornment (ko/smoj) in 1 Pet 3:3—“braided hair” (e0mplokh~j trixw~n), “wearing jewelry”
(periqe/sewj xrusi/wn), and “wearing (fine) garments” (e0ndu/sewj i9mati/wn). In Isa 3:18-26,
there is a corresponding list, albeit longer, enumerating the adornments taken away from the
daughters of Zion in the Lord’s judgment on their haughtiness. Three of the terms (e0mplokh/,
i9ma/tion and ko/smoj) that appear in the list of 1 Pet 3:3 echo terms (e0mplo/kion, i9mati/smoj
and ko/smoj) that appear in Isa 3:18, making this a conspicuous correlation.

The first term—e0mplo/kion—is either a hair clasp or braiding and appears in a variety of
lists.4 Exodus 35:22 sees the Israelites contributing to the construction of the Tabernacle with
various items including e0mplo/kia. In Exodus 36[39] e0mplo/kia are part of the vestments for the
priesthood. Numbers 31:50 itemizes e0mplo/kia among the plunder offered to the Lord after the
defeat of the Midianites. These items are variously braided gold-work or hair bands of some
kind. The second term is i9ma/tion which corresponds to i9mati/smoj in Isa 3:18. The difference
between i9ma/tion and i9mati/smoj is negligible and both are frequent in scripture although there
is a preference for i9ma/tion in the NT.5 The third term, ko/smoj, here means “adornment.”6 This
sense of ko/smoj is rare in scripture, with 1 Pet 3:3 being the only place in the NT to use this
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meaning.7 The use of it with this sense five times in Isa 3:18-26 supports the connection to 1 Pet
3:3.8 Two dominant images predominate the use of “adornment” in scripture. One has to do
with judgment, such as the bridal adornment being forsaken (cf. Jer 2:32; Ezek 23:40). The other
has to do with the hope of deliverance in which the Lord promises to adorn his people as a bride
(cf. Isa 49:18; 61:10). Isaiah 3:18-26 employs the first image since it forebodes the removal of
precious adornments in the Lord’s judgment.

The identification of Isa 3:18 in 1 Pet 3:3 is justified by two considerations. First, there
are no other passages which contain all three terms together. While each term has parallels in
other parts of scripture, no other two passages contain all three. A second consideration stems
from the prominent use of Isaiah throughout 1 Peter. Particularly telling is the use of Isaiah 53 in
the servants’ section of the household code. The restoration of divine presence among the
people of God comes through the sacrificial work of the servant. The church participates in this
narrative by participating in the role of disciple servants. In the case of the wives’ section, Peter
draws upon a unique section in Isaiah. The phrase “daughter of Zion” occurs not only in Isaiah,
but elsewhere in scripture.9 However, the plural “daughters of Zion” occurs only in Isaiah 3–4.10

The dramatic reversal of fortunes depicted in Isa 3:16-26 is striking because it singles out
aristocratic women as the focus of judgment.11

Situated in a judgment oracle, Isa 3:18 stands at the beginning of a catalog of items
offensive to the Lord because of their opulence which resulted from the oppression of the poor
(3:14-15).12 The book of Isaiah opens in the first section (Isaiah 1–4) with a series of oracles
focused on the future day of the Lord in which judgment against Judah and Jerusalem is carried
out.13 Those in leadership who have ruled oppressively will find their fortunes reversed. Within
the series of judgment oracles in 2–3, focus turns to the “daughters of Zion” (3:16-17). These
women of luxury and opulence have benefitted from the oppression of the poor and, through
their haughtiness, are complicit in the regime the Lord opposes. Because the catalog of items in
3:18-23 comes on the heels of the address to the daughters of Zion, most scholars have assumed
these items belong to them. Platt has suggested, based to her archeological work, that the catalog
has less to do with the feminine wardrobe and pertains to items found “as signs of high office.”14

Therefore, the items belong to both men and women, and the section is not so narrowly
connected with 3:16-17 but to the whole of Isaiah 2–3. Few recent commentators have taken on
board her careful study. It is interesting, in light of Platt’s thesis, that 1 Peter would tie the
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catalog into his address to wives. This does not overturn Platt’s work, but does show an early
interpreter of Isaiah making this connection explicit.

For Peter, the Isaianic context provides several meaningful insights. The catalog of items
ties in with the negative argument Peter develops in support of his thesis that wives’ conduct
may win unbelieving husbands. The daughters of Zion in Isa 3:16 who are complicit in
oppression contrast with the conduct called for in 1 Pet 3:2-6. The items themselves are viewed
as an extension of their inward depravity. Peter erects an external/internal dichotomy and steers
wives away from external adornment and toward cultivating internal beauty.15 The catalog also
ties in with an eschatological perspective last evident in 1 Pet 2:12. There, Isa 10:3 evoked the
imminence of divine judgment through the phrase “the day of visitation” (e0n h9me/ra|
e0piskoph~j). At the head of the catalog of items in Isa 3:18 stands the phrase “in that day” (e0n
th~| h9me/ra| e0kei/nh|). The word association may indicate the means by which these passages were
identified, even though the eschatological perspective recedes into the background in 1 Pet 3:3.
Eschatology is further developed later, where conduct and eschaton are again closely connected.
In the interval between 2:12 and 4:7, Peter focuses predominantly on the conduct of believers.16

Yet, eschatology was not far from his mind throughout this section. These insights from Isaiah
play into the argument in the Petrine context, especially in light of the allusion to Isaiah 54 in 1
Pet 3:6.

Davids observes how Peter’s address to wives about their adornment vis-a-vis their
conduct benefits the church community.17 A simplified wardrobe by women belonging to the
upper class would allow for solidarity across the classes within the church.18 If illicit wealth-
mongering by the rich to the detriment of the poor, orphans and widows was the sign of
apostasy in the Isaianic narrative, then Peter’s advice affords the opportunity for the divestiture
of wealth in support of the wider church community.

The second allusion to Isaiah occurs in 1 Pet 3:6 (Fig. 5.2). At first, it is not altogether
clear why Peter bases his exhortation in the narrative on Sarah’s internal dialogue of Gen 18:12
where she calls her husband “my lord” (ynid&)f; o9 ku/rio/j mou). Difficulties have been noted in
the connection between Genesis 18 and 1 Pet 3:6, particularly since the episode in Genesis 18
does not seem to pertain to Peter’s argument. Kiley, for instance, seeks to resolve the tension by
looking elsewhere in Genesis. He suggests that Genesis 12 and 20, where Sarah submits to
Abraham’s plot to speak of her as his sister, provides the requisite background to 1 Pet 3:6.19 Sly,
unconvinced by this, proposes that the retelling of Sarah’s story in Philo and Josephus points to
discomfort with elements in her story in the Jewish interpretive tradition and accounts for “the
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23Selwyn 1958, 185.
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same ambiguity of feeling toward Sarah” in 1 Peter.20 Martin also looks to the Jewish interpretive
tradition, finding the Testament of Abraham to be the appropriate background to 1 Pet 3:6.21

Many commentators, while less disagreeable toward the Gen 18:12 background, have
looked elsewhere for the connection between the Genesis text and Peter’s argument. Most
commonly, Isa 51:2 is suggested as providing the link.22 Selwyn even goes so far as to venture
this is “perhaps our author’s immediate source.”23 Heretofore unexplored in connection with
Sarah in 1 Pet 3:6 is another Isaianic text; a subtle allusion to the barren woman in Isa 54:1
provides an explanation, I shall argue, for Peter’s reference of Sarah in his address to wives.

1 Peter 3:6 Isaiah 54:1, 4

w(j Sa/rra u9ph/kousen tw~| 'Abraa\m
ku/rion au0to\n kalou~sa,
h[j e0genh/qhte te/kna a)gaqopoiou~sai
kai\ mh\ fobou/menai mhdemi/an pto/hsin.

eu0fra/nqhti stei~ra h9 ou0 ti/ktousa
r9h~con kai\ bo/hson h9 ou0k w)di/nousa o3ti
polla\ ta\ te/kna th~j e0rh/mou ma~llon h2
th~j e0xou/shj to\n a!ndra ei]pen ga\r
ku/rioj

mh\ fobou~ o3ti kath|sxu/nqhj
mhde\ e0ntraph~|j o3ti w)neidi/sqhj

Figure 5.2: 1 Peter 3:6 and Isaiah 54:1, 4

Like the previous allusion, only three terms embedded within the text of 1 Peter provide
any hint to an Isaianic allusion. The first term—te/kna—connects to Sarah, a barren woman who
has been promised a child by the elderly Abraham. However, the term te/kna does not appear in
the Genesis account.24 The term te/kna occurs in connection with the barren woman in Isa 54:1
where it is promised that the children of the desolate one will exceed the children of the married
one. The connection between te/kna and Sarah is insufficient in itself to suggest Isaiah 54 behind
1 Peter 3, especially since Sarah is not named in Isaiah 54 and occurrences of the term te/knon
are quite numerous.25 Yet, the parallel in Gal 4:27-28 is instructive. After quoting Isa 54:1, the
term highlighted by Paul in his application is te/kna. Paul’s use of Isaiah 54 in connection with
Sarah is fraught with difficulties, which shall be addressed further below.

A second set of terms are correlated with te/kna in 1 Pet 3:6. The phrase “do not fear”
(mh\ fobou/menai) corresponds with the phrase at the beginning of 54:4 (mh\ fobou~). Scholarship
has identified here an allusion to Prov 3:25 due to the collocation of the verb fobe/w and



26Cf. Elliott 200, 574; Davids 1990, 121.
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pto/hsij.26 The imperatival force of the participle in 1 Pet 3:6 matches the imperative in Isa 54:4
better than the future tense of fobe/w in Prov 3:25.27 This is not to deny an allusion to Prov 3:25
here; to be sure, the use of Prov 3:34 in 1 Pet 5:5 indicates that Peter has consulted this section
of Proverbs. Yet, focus on this allusion and the background of Gen 18:12 has obscured the
Isaianic voice here. The admonition not to fear is important in Isa 54:1-8 where the barren
woman is told that she will not need to fear shame or disgrace since the Lord has called her like a
husband calls to a wife. This aspect, absent in Prov 3:25 and Gen 18:12, makes key connections
between scripture and Peter’s argument in his address to wives. Isaiah 54 provides the link to
Sarah, the barren woman who, along with her offspring, needs not fear shame or disgrace, for it
is through Sarah’s offspring that the Lord’s work is carried out.

The connection between the barren woman of Isa 54:1 and Sarah presupposes another
Isaianic text. Sarah is mentioned in Isa 51:2 and the similarities between the narratives
surrounding her and the language of Isa 54:1-8 have led scholars to identify her as the barren
woman of this episode.28 Central to the connection between these passages is the verb w)di/nw.
In Isa 51:2, the righteous are called upon to “look to Abraham your father and to Sarah who
bore you (Sarran th\n w)di/nousan).” Thus, in Isa 54:1 when a nameless barren woman is
identified as the one who has not born (h9 ou0k w)di/nousa) yet bears many children, the
connection to Sarah comes full circle.29 In the midst of her suffering through the shame and
disgrace of barrenness, the Lord promises an abundance of children (54:1). The children will
expand throughout the earth and the nations will be their inheritance (54:3).

Isaiah 54 features several topoi that are picked up in 1 Peter 3. The first centers on the
offspring promised to the patriarchal prototypes. Both the barren woman and afflicted Noah are
promised progeny (Isa 54:1-3, 13). Stemming from this is the topos of inheritance (#$rayF and
hlfxjna; klhronome/w and cognate noun). The promise of abundant children to the barren
woman entails an inheritance of the nations (54:3; #$rfyyI MyI$wg@; e1qnh klhronomh/sei). The
servants of the Lord likewise receive an inheritance (54:17; hlaxjna; klhronomi/a). Similarly, the
topos of negated fear draws together the sections pertaining to the barren woman (54:1-8) and the
servants of the Lord (54:14-17). The barren woman is exhorted, “Fear not” (54:3; y)ir:yti@-l)a;
mh\ fobou~) and the servants are encouraged that they shall not fear (54:14; y)irfyti )$l-yk@i; kai\
ou0 fobhqh/sh|). These topoi establish a relationship between the patriarchal forebears and the
plural servants of the Lord. The relationship between these sections suggests an avenue of
interpretation in which the patriarchal forebears idealize features that characterize not only the
suffering servant of Isaiah 53 but also the disciple servants of Isaiah 54–66. Both the barren
woman (=Sarah) and Noah are depicted as sufferers in terms synonymous with the suffering
servant of Isaiah 53. And, like the servant, they shall see offspring (Isa 53:10). In the midst of
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their suffering, there is no need to fear because the Lord will carry out his promises; both for
vindication and to produce a heritage.30

In 1 Pet 3:6, these topoi are used to address wives with unbelieving husbands. Before
spelling this out further, it is necessary to situate 1 Peter within an interpretive tradition that has
dealt with Isaiah 54 in telling ways. The Isaiah Targum reads, “Sing, Jerusalem, who was like a
barren woman who did not bear” (tdalya )lfd: )rfq(a )tf)ik; twFhjda Mla#$wruy: yxib;#a$).31 The
connection to Jerusalem does not appear, at first, to develop Sarah’s story. But in the hands of
Paul, Sarah and Jerusalem offer interesting possibilities. Paul shows awareness of this interpretive
tradition in his own use of Isa 54:1 in Gal 4:27.32 Paul’s allegory in 4:21-31 depends on a
correspondence between the barren woman and the “free Jerusalem above” (4:26). Interestingly,
whereas Hagar is named as the slave woman who “corresponds to the present Jerusalem, for she
is in slavery with her children” (4:25), Sarah remains unnamed.33 She is referred to as “the free
woman” (4:22, 23, 30). Yet, Paul assumes that his readers know enough of the story of Abraham
that he may make the shift from the anonymous Sarah to Jerusalem. This shift is likely
dependent upon the interpretive tradition evident in the Isaiah Targum.

The context of Galatians 4 is different than 1 Peter 3. However, a few concepts show a
high level of correspondence between the letters simply in their employment of this
interpretation of Sarah. The first is the use of Sarah as an exemplary character, although in
Galatians she remains unnamed. For Paul, she represents some of the key lines of argument he
presents, including inheritance (Gal 3:29) and freedom (5:1). The connection between Sarah and
the wives of 1 Peter 3 who have unbelieving husbands is not as immediately clear and will
require some attention in due course. A second shared concept has to do with a contrast
between an exemplary set and a polemical set. The Galatian contrast features Sarah versus Hagar
upon whom Paul foists all his polemical vituperation. In 1 Peter, Sarah is representative of “the
holy women” (ai9 a#giai gunai~kej; 3:5) and stands in contrast to women whose adornment is
merely external (3:3). A final shared concept is a focus on the children of Sarah in both Galatians
and 1 Peter. In Gal 4:28, the audience is told that they “are children (te/kna) of promise” and this
point is reiterated again in 4:31. Likewise, the wives of 1 Peter are called Sarah’s children (te/kna;
3:6).

These shared concepts do not suggest dependence of one letter upon the other. What
they do suggest is that both Paul and Peter found Sarah to be a key figure in establishing the
point for which they argue in their respective contexts. This turn to Sarah centers in part on the
prominent role she plays in the Genesis narrative, to be sure. However, Galatians 4 shows the
vital role Isaiah 54 plays in connection with Sarah, particularly regarding barrenness, reproach,
shame and vindication.
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The two passages underlying 1 Pet 3:1-6 create a dynamic interplay. For Isaiah, the
wealthy women of privilege are type-cast as candidates to experience the effects of God’s wrath.
The creature comforts of their status are removed leaving them in a state of forced humiliation.
The barren woman of Isaiah 54 contrasts the women of privilege in Isaiah 3. The experience of
humiliation in life entails an inverse exaltation. Isaiah suggests two depictions of women; those
who are under judgment and those whose consolation is tied up with the Lord’s vindication of
his servants. This interplay is represented through the subtle use of Isa 3:18 and Isa 54:1-4.34 The
external adornment Peter admonishes believing wives to neglect is drawn from the store of the
privileged women’s accouterment. The internal qualities that adorn women who carry out good
conduct show believing wives to be in the lineage of the barren patriarch Sarah, whose children
of promise are shown to be the believing wives.

What Isaiah dichotomizes as two female types, Peter reconfigures along the lines of an
internal/external dichotomy. The external adornment draws upon the language used in the
catalog of Isaiah 3, but the manner of his usage mutes the punitive tone. It is not clear whether
or not believing spouses are permitted to adorn themselves with these things. This passage
certainly can be read as preferring internal adornment over external adornment without the
divestiture indicated in Isaiah 3. The reasons behind Peter’s interpretive strategy here remains
opaque. Perhaps a greater understanding of the social situation of Peter’s audience would shed
light on this issue. Unfortunately, the text provides little in terms of the believing wives’
situation, apart from the indication that some are wedded to unbelieving husbands.35

The second Isaianic text also undergoes transformation. At once, the identification of the
barren woman of Isa 54:1 as Sarah leads not to an identification of believing wives as sharing in
her suffering barrenness but instead identifies believing wives as her promised children. This
identification draws upon an intertextual reading of Isa 54:1 with Gen 18:12 where Sarah refers
to Abraham as “lord” (ynid&)j; ku/rioj). What draws these two passages together is likely the
narrative surrounding the promise of a child. Apparently, Peter found in Sarah’s appellation of
Abraham as lord an example that supported his admonition to believing wives. Through like-
minded obedience, believing wives may trace their lineage back to Sarah.

Furthermore, as children in the heritage of Sarah, they need not fear intimidation. Again,
an intertextual reading has occurred in which Isa 54:4 has been linked to Prov 3:25. The use of
other verses from Proverbs later in the letter, and particularly Prov 3:34, demonstrates that Peter
draws texts together through key terms. Here the admonition to “fear not” seems to have caught
Peter’s attention. To that end, his use of Isa 8:12-13 later in 1 Pet 3:14-15 may have emanated
from exegetical work on this linking terminology. Scholars have often read the admonition here
as addressing intimidation believing wives would suffer from their unbelieving husbands.36

However, the Petrine context offers no indication of any malice from harsh husbands. Perhaps
interpreters have borrowed from the previous address to servants where it was indicated that
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some masters were “crooked” and that beatings occurred. If the scriptural contexts be a
sufficient guide, it is likely that there is a more general source of intimidation: unbelievers who
would question a wife who became a Christian in opposition to their husband. In the Genesis
narrative, Sarah and Hagar were at odds with one another and this opposition is picked up in
Isaiah 54.37 In Prov 3:25, the terror or intimidation not to be feared is paralleled with the ruin of
the wicked. Drawn into 1 Peter, the intimidation not to be feared concerns the precarious
position believing wives face when they are surrounded by many voices questioning their
newfound religious convictions. This does not in any way imply that unbelieving husbands were
not part of this opposition, but recognizes that others within and outside the immediate family
contributed to the believing wife’s discomfort. When Peter returns to the idea of “fearing not” in
3:14-15, it is tied to preparing a defense in the face of slander.

Peter’s reading of scripture provides dramatic images that are metaleptically incorporated
into an otherwise straightforward paraenetic address. This reveals that Peter has a grasp of
scripture that is far reaching, incorporating imagery from Isaiah, Genesis and Proverbs. The
specific contexts of each book appear to be unrelated to one another. Yet, each contributes to a
larger narrative of God’s redeeming work carried through humble vessels. Sarah becomes the
focal point of this narrative. Through her, the wives Peter addresses are invited to participate in
this scriptural story as Sarah’s children. The brazenly appareled women of Isaiah 3 provide a
counter-example to Sarah, who are incapable of seeing God’s redeeming work because of their
lack of humble conduct. The scriptural imagery developed in the address to wives supports
Peter’s thesis that unbelieving husbands can be won through proper conduct.

The appeal to Isaiah 54 is not restricted to the address to wives, but also reverberates in
the address to husbands in 1 Pet 3:7 (Fig 5.3). The terms klhronome/w and klhronomi/a in Isa
54:3 and 17 indicate the unity of the chapter. When Peter uses the term sugklhrono/moj in 1
Pet 3:7, he shows an awareness of this key term within Isaiah 54 and is reemphasized two verses
later with the use of klhronome/w.38

1 Peter 3:7 Isaiah 54:3, 17

Oi9 a!ndrej o9moi/wj, sunoikou~ntej kata\
gnw~sin w(j a)sqenesterw| skeu/ei tw~|
gunaikei/w|, a)pone/montej timh\n w(j kai\
sugklhrono/moij xa/ritoj zwh~j ei0j to\
mh\ e0gko/ptesqai ta\j proseuxa\j u9mw~n.

kai\ to\ spe/rma sou e1qnh klhronomh/sei
kai\ po/leij h0rhmwme/naj katoikiei~j.

e1stin klhronomi/a toi~j qerapeu/ousin
ku/rion kai\ u9mei~j e1sesqe/ moi di/kaioi
le/gei ku/rioj

Figure 5.3: 1 Peter 3:7 and Isaiah 54:3, 17
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This term features a strikingly egalitarian usage in light of the direction just given to
wives to submit to their own husbands. The term sugklhrono/moj occurs only four times in the
NT.39 In Rom 8:17, believers are fellow heirs with Christ so that if they suffer with him they will
also be glorified with him.40 Ephesians 3:6 features an articulation of the inclusion of Gentiles as
fellow heirs with those “from the commonwealth of Israel” (Eph 2:12).41 And in Heb 11:9,
Abraham is called a fellow heir with Isaac and Jacob even when they were foreigners. In each of
these uses, there is no explicit indication of the inclusion of women as fellow heirs, even though
Paul elsewhere includes women in close proximity to the issue of inheritance (cf. Gal 3:28-29).
Only in 1 Pet 3:7 is there an explicit inclusion of women in the language of the promised
inheritance.42 And it seems that Peter’s thoughts on this matter reflect his reading of Isaiah 54
where the barren woman is promised an inheritance on par with the disciple servants of Isaiah
54–66.

The study of 1 Pet 3:1-7 here has suggested that Isaianic passages (particularly Isaiah 54)
play an important role in the addresses to believing wives and husbands, even if such passages
work at a subtle level. The identification of allusions and echoes stem from two elements that
occur previously in 1 Peter. The phrase “servants of God” (qeou~ dou~loi) in 1 Pet 2:16 was
shown to initiate Peter’s engagement with the latter part of Isaiah where a shift occurs from the
singular servant of Isaiah 40–53 to the plural servants of Isaiah 54–66. Peter’s explanation of
discipleship to Christ depends in large part on the pattern of discipleship he observes in Isaiah
through the servant-servants motif. This pattern, then, extends into the rest of the household
code through the recognition of the barren woman of Isa 54:1-8 as exemplifying key
characteristics of the plural servants of the Lord. So, when Peter addresses believing wives, he
identifies them through a dynamic interplay of Isaianic relationships—daughters of Zion, barren
woman, servants of the Lord. In the final formulation of his address to wives, he has read Isaiah
54 alongside other passages which expand upon this reading. His reading of Isa 3:18 enables him
to establish a contrast between women under divine judgment and women who exemplify the
principles of discipleship within Isaiah; although he reconfigures the contrast within his address
to wives. The role of Gen 18:12 and Prov 3:25 likewise expound aspects of Isaiah which are
present within the passage. Together, these passages draw the household sphere into the
scriptural narrative depicted throughout the letter.

The address to husbands in 3:7 contains another extension of Peter’s use of Isaiah 54.
Husbands are fellow heirs (sugklhrono/moj) with their wives, and as such they must live with
them in an understanding way. The husbands section deals less with the idea of discipleship and
draws instead upon the idea of inheritance. However, it does so in such a way that the
inheritance is not promised to a male head, but to a mutually cooperating pair—one of whom
has been addressed in terms of the principles of discipleship.
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In keeping with the narrative of the restoration of divine presence among the people of
God, the domestic elements of the narrative are present within the Isaianic development of the
story. For instance, marriage and offspring are focused on both as an image of the restoration
(Isa 62:4-5) as well as a result of the restoration (61:9; 65:23). It is not surprising, then, that Peter
should attend to the domestic effects of the scriptural narrative of restoration.

THE ETHICS OF GOOD AND EVIL: 1 PETER 3:8-12

The household code ends with the address to husbands (3:7) after which point Peter
transitions to the second half of the body middle in 3:8-12.43 This transition features a move
away from the categorical structure of the household code to a more general address. This
transition features an extensive quotation of Psalm 33[34]:12-16 (Fig. 5.4). Allusions to Psalm 33
have already been noted, particularly in connection to the ethical admonitions of 2:11–3:7, and
such admonitions continue into the second half of the body middle. Thus, the placement of the
quotation is situated in the transition in such a way as to be relatively proximate to all of the
admonitions the Psalm undergirds.44 The present task focuses on a more comprehensive study of
the context of Psalm 33, the Psalm’s connection with the ethical admonitions in 1 Peter and the
intertextual use of Psalm 33 with Isaiah.

1 Peter 3:10-12 Psalm 33:13-17

o9 ga\r qe/lwn zwh\n a)gapa~n
kai\ i0dei~n h9me/raj a)gaqa\j
pausa/tw th\n glw~ssan a)po\ kakou~
kai\ xei/lh tou~ mh\ lalh~sai do/lon,
e0kklina/tw de\ a)po\ kakou~ kai\ poihsa/tw

a)gaqo/n,
zhthsa/tw ei0rh/nhn kai\ diwca/tw au0th/n:
o3ti o0fqalmoi\ kuri/ou e0pi\ dikai/ouj
kai\ w}ta au0tou~ ei0j de/hsin au0tw~n,
pro/swpon de\ kuri/ou e0pi\ poiou~ntaj
kaka/.

Ti/j e0stin a!nqrwpoj o9 qe/lwn zwh\n
a)gapw~n h9me/raj i0dei~n a)gaqa/j;
pau~son th\n glw~ssa/n sou a)po\ kakou~
kai\ xei/lh sou tou~ mh\ lalh~sai do/lon.
e1kklinon a)po\ kakou~ kai\ poi/hson
a)gaqo/n,
zh/thson ei0rh/nhn kai\ di/wcon au0th/n.
o0fqalmoi\ kuri/ou e0pi\ dikai/ouj,
kai\ w}ta au0tou~ ei0j de/hsin au0tw~n.
pro/swpon de\ kuri/ou e0pi\ poiou~ntaj
kaka/

Figure 5.4: 1 Peter 3:10-12 and Psalm 33:13-17

As a transition, 1 Pet 3:8-12 reiterates several salient points important for the remainder
of the body middle. Two phrases draw upon the servants section of the household code. The
calling of believers to suffering is first articulated with the phrase, “For to this you were called”
(ei0j tou~to ga\r e0klh/qhte) in 2:21.45 Believers are reminded of this calling with the same
phrase, “For to this you were called” (o3ti ei0j tou~to e0klh/qhte) in 3:9. Another phrase drawn
from the servants section communicates the silent suffering of Christ in terms reminiscent of the
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Isaianic suffering servant. In 2:23, Christ is depicted as one who “when he was reviled, he did
not revile in return” (o4j loidorou/menoj ou0k a)nteloido/rei). In 3:9, this phrase is repeated
within a prohibition against retaliation by believers against those who would revile them (mh\
a)podido/ntej . . . loidori/an a)nti\ loidori/aj).46 Beyond the connection with 2:21-25, the use
of the term kako/j in 3:9 both draws upon prior uses of kakopoie/w (2:12, 14) as well as
anticipates the use of kako/j in the quotations of Psalm 33.47 The use of kako/j here and in the
Psalm quotation looks ahead to the second half of the body middle in which the term
kakopoie/w recurs (3:17).48 This interconnectedness points to a unified ethical teaching that is
significantly informed by Psalm 33.49

The quotation of Psalm 33 encompasses only a portion of the entire Psalm. The text in 1
Peter differs from the Greek Psalter at several points.50 Many issues must be analyzed in order to
make a judgment on the source of the differences found in 1 Peter. The most significant issue is
the lack of available information about the text of the Psalter. It is not possible to enter into all
the particulars that bear on the text as it appears in 1 Peter or to engage in a comparison with the
earliest manuscripts of Psalm 33. A few points, though, are worth reviewing. First, there are nine
differences that occur in 1 Pet 3:8-12 in comparison with the text of Ps 33:13-17 as found in
Rahlfs.51 These are:

1. omission of ti/j e0stin a!nqrwpoj (3:10a)
2. insertion of ga/r (3:10a)
3. a)gapw~n changed to a)gapa~n (3:10a)
4. insertion of kai/ (3:10b)
5. transposition of i0dei~n h9me/raj (3:10b)52

6. 2nd Sg. Imperatives changed to 3rd Sg. Imperatives (3:10c–11b)
7. omission of sou (3:10c, d)
8. insertion of de/ (3:11a)53

9. insertion of o3ti (3:12a)
These differences may be grouped into three grammatical categories: conjunctions, pronouns
and verbs.54 Each of these categories may then be analyzed throughout the manuscript tradition
for Psalm 33 in which case variants abound in each grammatical category. Some examples of
variants in the manuscript tradition match the differences observed in 1 Peter, but others are less
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exact and serve instead as analogies. An analysis of the earliest Greek manuscripts55 for Psalm 33
is such that scholars cannot dismiss the possibility that the differences found in 1 Peter are due
to a variant manuscript. For the purposes of the present thesis with its focus on Isaianic
quotations and allusions, these findings with regard to the Psalter cannot be spelled out here.
However, they are consistent with what has been argued elsewhere concerning the text of Isaiah.

Greek Psalm 33 begins with exaltation in the first three verses but moves to a song of
deliverance thereafter.56 The central section (vv. 12-18) calls upon the people to learn the fear of
the Lord.57 The Psalmist, who has chronicled his own deliverance in v. 5, promises that the Lord
delivers the righteous when they cry for help (v. 18), and that the face of the Lord is against the
evil (v. 17).58 The heart of the Psalm admonishes the righteous to good speech and conduct (vv.
14-15).59 It is this admonition that appears in the quotation in 1 Peter 3.

Peter draws upon the ethical admonition of Psalm 33 through two key terms. These
terms occur together in Ps 33:15. The righteous are exhorted to “turn from evil and do good”
(e1kklinon a)po\ kakou~ kai\ poi/hson a)gaqo/n translating bw$+-h#'(jwA (rfm' rw%s). The change
of the verbs in 1 Pet 3:11 from second singular to third singular does nothing to diminish the key
role kako/j and a)gaqo/j play both in the Psalm text but also in the rhetoric of the body middle
of 1 Peter.60 These terms are combined with the verb poie/w at key points in this section (1 Pet
2:12, 14, 15, 20; 3:6, 17; cf. 2:16, 18; 3:9, 13, 16, 21).61 The occurrence of kako/j and a)gaqo/j in
combination with poie/w particularly highlights how Petrine style incorporates the language of
Psalm 33.62

The quotation of the ethical admonition in Ps 33:13-17 in 1 Pet 3:10-12 indicates the
importance the Psalm had upon Peter’s argument.63 Yet, it correlates with several items from
Isaiah as well as the character of Christ. Already it has been argued that Isa 10:3 in 1 Pet 2:12
contributes to the ethical content of 1 Peter through an appeal to the day of the Lord. A possible
link between these two passages is the prominent use of the verb poie/w (both translating h#f&(f)
in conjunction with appeals to conduct. Taken up into Peter’s parlance, poie/w is conjoined with
either kako/j or a)gaqo/j (2:12, 14, 15, 20; 3:6, 16, 17; 4:19) as the building blocks of Peter’s
ethical address.64
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An intriguing connection centers on the concept of fear. Four passages converge within
the span of a few verses that each address various aspects of fear. It was suggested in the
previous section that Isa 54:4 elides with Prov 3:25 in 1 Pet 3:6 to encourage wives with
unbelieving husbands. Later in 1 Pet 3:14-15, the concept of fear is drawn from Isa 8:12-13.
There believers are encouraged to have no fear of those who might cause suffering through
slander (1 Pet 3:16). The transfer of human fear to divine fear, though left out of the quotation
in 1 Peter, remains an important concept in Isa 8:13. The Greek version emphasizes this transfer
through the repetition of fobe/w and fo/boj. Including the portion of 8:12 quoted in 1 Pet 3:14,
the passage reads, “But do not fear the fear of them (to\n de\ fo/bon au0tou~ ou0 mh\ fobhqh~te)
nor be troubled, but sanctify the Lord himself and he shall be your fear (kai\ au0to\j e1stai sou
fo/boj).” It is this transference of human fear to divine fear, or rather divine reverence, that ties
in most naturally with the concept of fobe/w/fo/boj as used in Psalm 33. The section of the
Psalm just prior to the quoted portion admonishes the elect to fear the Lord because those who
fear him do not experience lack (33:10). The Psalmist then invites the elect to listen to his
teaching on the fear of the Lord (33:12). The content of this teaching consists largely of the
material quoted in 1 Pet 3:10-12. By way of linking terms, fobe/w/fo/boj draw together texts
from Isaiah in concert with Psalm 33 to present believers in Asia Minor with the proper conduct
entailed upon their reverence for God as revealed in Christ. This transference of human fear to
divine fear or reverence is seen particularly in 1 Pet 2:17 with regard to fearing God while
honoring the emperor, in 2:19 with regard to servants being mindful of God while respecting (e0n
panti\ fo/bw|) their masters, and in 3:2 where believing wives maintain respectful conduct (e0n
fo/bw|) even while their husbands disobey the word. Thus, the restored presence of the Lord
among his people carries the two ideas regarding fear. One, the presence of the Lord is a source
of comfort which dispels fear (e.g., Ps 33:17-18; Isa 40:9; 43:5). Two, fear is the appropriate
response to the presence of the Lord (e.g., Ps 33:10, 12; Isa 8:13; 51:12-13).

One final connection between Psalm 33 and other passages of Isaiah in 1 Peter deserves
attention. The transition from the singular servant of Isaiah 40–53 to the plural servants of Isaiah
54–66 has already been developed in this thesis.65 Easily coordinated with this is Ps 33:23 where
it is promised, “The Lord will redeem the souls of his servants” (lutrw/setai ku/rioj yuxa\j
dou/lwn au0tou~).66 The servants of the Lord here enjoy the same sort of vindication promised to
the servants in Isaiah 54–66. As in the latter part of Isaiah, the righteous servants experience
affliction (Ps 33:17-19).67 This connection between the servants of Isaiah and the servants of
Psalm 33 provides a means of intertextual reading.

There is no need to settle on a single link between passages. It is sufficient for the
purposes of this study to identify that ample links exist between Psalm 33 and Isaiah to warrant
the claim that the Psalm is read in concert with Isaiah. The recurrence of terminology relating to
fear in 1 Peter and particularly in quoted material suggests that this was the primary link. At the
same time, and supporting the point made earlier with regard to catchwords, the term or terms
that linked passages at the exegetical level need not be employed at the compositional level of the
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epistle. Identifying a linking term does not necessarily provide the key insight a quoted passage
provides to its new context.68 Even if Peter went to Psalm 33 looking for scriptural insights into
fear, his quotation does more to support his argument concerning the conduct of believers.
Peter’s argument concerning fear matches that of Psalm 33, but when it comes to quoting the
text, he emphasizes the ethical section and forsakes the tie-in with the concept of fear. Moreover,
Psalm 33 and Isaiah together attest to the narrative of restored divine presence which is both a
comfort and vindication to God’s faithful servants who are experiencing suffering in the world.

Finally, in comparison with the christological use of this Psalm in John 19:36, the
employment of Psalm 33 in 1 Peter is considerably ecclesiological in nature. The quotation of Ps
33:21 in John features differences with the Greek version. Psalm 33:21 reads, “He keeps all their
bones (pa/nta ta\ o0sta~ au0tw~n), not one of them shall be broken (ou0 suntribh/setai).” The
version in John 19:36 reads, “His bone shall not be broken (o0stou~n ou0 suntribh/setai
au0tou~).” The quotation in John is marked with an introductory formula, “For these things took
place that the scripture might be fulfilled.” The textual issues this quotation presents are beyond
the scope of the present work, but highlight once again instabilities in the transmission of this
particular Psalm. More in keeping with this thesis, though, is the observation that John has read
this Psalm christologically as being fulfilled in the crucifixion of Christ. In contrast, Peter has
offered no christological reading of this Psalm, finding instead an admonition for the church to
follow.

FOLLOWING CHRIST THROUGH SUFFERING: 1 PETER 3:13-22

The passage now under consideration is comprised of two sections, the first spanning
3:13-17 and the second section consisting of 3:18-22. Both sections further the argument of the
body middle of 1 Peter even while there is a marked move away from the formal structure of the
household code. The quotation of Psalm 33 at the transition in 3:8-12 both marks this move and
establishes a scriptural basis for the ethical conduct Peter challenges the elect to follow. The first
section centers upon the conduct of believers as an answer to hostile accusations while the
second section emphasizes the role of Christ as the exemplary sufferer.

The End of Fear in the Sanctity of Christ: 1 Peter 3:13-17

Beginning a new section, Peter queries, “Who is there to harm you if you are zealous for
doing good?” Both the question and the answer draw upon Isaianic texts. The question itself
draws upon Isa 50:9, from a speech by the Isaianic servant.69 A series of interrogatives in Isa
50:8-10 question whether Israel will follow the servant. The servant's confident assertion is that,
even in the midst of adversaries, the Lord will vindicate his servant (Isa 50:8).70 The Hebrew of
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50:9 asks, “Who is there to condemn me?” (ynI('y#$ir:yA )w%h-ymi), but the Greek reads, "Who will
harm me?" (ti/j kakw/sei me). It is the Greek version that has influenced Peter here (Fig. 5.5).

1 Peter 3:13 Isaiah 50:9

kai\ ti/j o9 kakw/swn u9ma~j e0a\n tou~
a)gaqou~ zhlwtai\ ge/nhsqe;

i0dou\ ku/rioj bohqei~ moi:
ti/j kakw/sei me;

Figure 5.5: 1 Peter 3:13 and Isaiah 50:9

It has already become apparent that Peter is sensitive to the discipleship motif in Isaiah
surrounding the servant and servants of Isaiah 40–66. Isaiah 50 contains statements from the
servant requesting that Israel follow him,71 fitting well into Peter's reading of Isaiah and
supporting his ongoing argument. However, Peter alters the voice of the question by shifting the
pronoun from first person singular to second plural. In so doing, he shifts the allusion away
from the singular servant and uses it to address the disciple servants. The believers Peter
addresses are now assumed to be followers of Christ—the singular servant—and may now take
up the voice of the plural servants who can withstand threats of harm because of God's
vindication of his people. The rhetorical question draws upon the voice of the Isaianic servant,
and in 1 Pet 3:13 it becomes connected with the discipleship motif developed most prominently
in the servant section of the household code through quotations of Isaiah 53.

Peter further draws Isa 50:9 into his argument by connecting the question to the idea of
being zealous for being good (e0a\n tou~ a)gaqou~ zhlwtai\ ge/nhsqe). This is important given the
very prominent use of Psalm 33 at the transition.72 As was argued for the previous section, Isaiah
was never far from sight even when quoting Psalm 33. The exegetical use of the terminology of
fear (foboj and fobew) that links together several Isaianic texts with Psalm 33 appears in the
context of Isa 50:9. The third interrogative of 50:8-10 asks, “Who among you fears the Lord
(ti/j e0n u9mi~n o9 fobou/menoj to\n ku/rion) and obeys the voice of his servant?” These
interlocking terms (fear, servant, good) demonstrate an intertextual reading of scripture drawing
Isaiah into contact with other scriptural texts. Yet, the language of scripture is employed as
though it were Peter’s words. This use of scripture in the midst of epistolary argumentation is
also seen in the answer to the rhetorical question where another Isaianic quotation occurs.

Admitting that suffering is a distinct possibility, Peter suggests that such suffering for the
sake of righteousness is a blessing. This idea is grounded in his next scriptural quotation from Isa
8:12-13. Isaiah 8 has made a brief cameo earlier in 1 Pet 2:8.73 In Isaiah 8, the Lord speaks
through his prophet that his people are not to fear the threat of attack. Instead, they are to
consecrate (8:13; a(gia/zw translating #$daqf) the Lord and fear him alone.74 This image of the
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people of God comforted and exhorted to fear the Lord in the midst of imminent calamity has
captured the attention of Peter so much so that he returns to it twice in his letter.75

Drawn into the Petrine context, the quotation is transformed in two significant ways (Fig.
5.6). For one, the context of Assyrian aggression gives way to a Hellenistic setting in which
suffering takes on new parameters.76 The nature of the conflict depicted in 1 Peter focuses on
ostracism and verbal confrontation.77 There are possible legal ramifications to this conflict, as
indicated by the ready defense Peter advises in 3:15.78 The geographical connotations assumed in
Isaiah, however, are not assumed by Peter for his audience in Asia Minor. His depiction of them
as a diaspora people (1:1; 2:11; 5:13) indicates a reconfiguration of the idea of promised land and
the location of divine presence. The spiritualization of the temple in 2:9 is tied up with this
geographical shift. The transformation of Isa 8:12-13 in this way has no overt expression in 1 Pet
3:14-15, but depends upon broader contextual considerations throughout the letter.

1 Peter 3:14-15 Isaiah 8:12-13

to\n de\ fo/bon au0tw~n mh\ fobhqh~te
mhde\ taraxqh~te, ku/rion de\ to\n
Xristo\n a(gia/sate e0n tai~j
kardi/aij u(mw~n,

to\n de\ fo/bon au0tou~ ou0 mh\ fobhqh~te
ou0de\ mh\ taraxqh~te, ku/rion au0to\n
a(gia/sate kai\ au0to\j e1stai sou fo/boj

Figure 5.6: 1 Peter 3:14-15 and Isaiah 8:12-13

More explicit is a second transformation. The christological reading of Isa 8:12-13 is
apparent through the insertion of to\n Xristo/n in the midst of the quotation. In order to more
fully understand this transformation, it is necessary to briefly consider the text critical issues
bearing upon this quotation.

The text of 1 Pet 3:14-15 differs at several points when compared with OG Isaiah. These
may be listed in several points.79

1. au0tw~n instead of au0tou~
2. mh\ instead of ou0 mh/
3. mhde\ instead of ou0de\ mh/
4. Insertion of de\ after ku/rion
5. Insertion of to\n Xristo/n before a)gia/sate.
The first two of these points may be dealt with rather easily while the others require

further explanation. The use of the plural pronoun au0tw~n is not surprising when compared
with several manuscripts categorized as Hexaplaric (88, 109, 736) and Lucianic (147, 90, 130,
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311, 96, 46) along with numerous others (377, 564, 565, 403, 534, 538 and Coptic versions).80 In
this case, there is ample evidence supporting the manuscript tradition as the source of the
difference rather than authorial alteration. The next two differences are difficult to place since
the manuscript tradition and revisors (Aquinas, Symmachus and Theodotion) consistently use
the double negative in both instances. It is likely that the Hebrew version has exerted influence
here. Yet, there has been no evidence in the letter up to this point to suggest that Peter has
consulted the Hebrew text himself.81 If the use of the negative pronoun that appears in 1 Peter is
the result of a revision based on the Hebrew text, then it most likely happened at a stage prior to
when Peter consulted the revised text.82

The conjunction de\ is an interesting case. There is no evidence that it appeared in the
manuscript tradition nor in the revisions, and the Hebrew text offers no support. It seems
probable that Peter has inserted the conjunction here to link the two verses. What makes this a
peculiar insertion is the fact that the verses occur in sequence making the conjunction
superfluous. The peculiarity of the insertion raises the question whether the conjunction serves
an interpretive purpose. Many modern English translations insert an adversative conjunction at
the beginning of Isa 8:13 and in so doing strengthen the contrast between the fear described in
8:12 and the fear of the Lord in 8:13. As such, Peter’s addition to the text amplifies the contrast
he wants to point out in the alluded text.83

The final difference would appear to be a simple case of inserting o9 Xristo\j for
theological purposes.84 However, before jumping to this conclusion, it must first be recognized
that OG Isaiah omits the Hebrew tw$(bfc; in Isa 8:13. This omission has an impact on the
textual transmission. For instance, codex Venetus inserts tw~n duna/mewn after ku/rion and is
reflected in the first hexaplaric group. Similarly, Symmachus and Theodotion add tw~n
duna/mewn in their revisions. One striking example is ms 534 which inserts to\n qeo\n rather than
tw~n duna/mewn. There is some temptation to correlate this with the substitution of qeo\n for
Xristo\n in 1 Pet 3:15.85 However, there is overwhelming support for Xristo\n as the earlier
reading in the Petrine text.86 With these textual differences in mind, it is necessary to consider
whether Peter has incited a theological incursion into the text. Has Peter perhaps stumbled
across a text ripe for christological use because someone else has filled in the omitted tw$(bfc;
with to\n Xristo\n, albeit erroneously? This hypothesis certainly has no textual support, but
given the textual history, the possibility is not as off base as might first appear. If it is maintained
that Peter did not consult the Hebrew text or provide his own translation (which seems to be the
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overall picture up to this point in the letter), then it is not altogether clear why he would find
warrant for this insertion.

For the purposes of this study, it is considered that o9 Xristo/j is inserted by the author
in a radical reading of scripture which equates the Christ with the Lord. Davids states, “This way
of expressing his high Christology is typical for Peter.”87 However, it is only at this point in the
letter that this high christology snaps into focus. Prior use of ku/rioj may point in this direction.
For instance, the use of ku/rioj in the quotation of Isaiah 40 in 1 Pet 1:25 rather than qeo/j can
only be interpreted as a christological move after this statement is made in 3:15. The same holds
true for the use of ku/rioj in the allusion to Ps 33:9 in 1 Pet 2:3. Yet, none of these is used to
express a high christology. It is only with the use of ku/rioj and Xristo/j in apposition in 3:15
that one may begin to work back through the letter and ascertain a high christological meaning in
1:25 and 2:3.88

The two texts from Isaiah that appear in close proximity to one another in 1 Pet 3:13-15
allow consideration of their cross-interpretive potential. Read intertextually, they betray an
underlying logic that may likewise be related back to Psalm 33 in 1 Pet 3:10-12. These textual
links provide insight into the rhetorical thrust of the body middle of 1 Peter, even though within
the narrower section (3:13-17) the underlying logic resides at a more subtle level. In 1 Pet 3:13,
the allusion to Isa 50:9 contributes the question concerning who might harm the elect. The use
of Isa 8:12-13 in 1 Pet 3:14-15 provides the idea of a contrast between fear (fobe/w) that occurs
on a horizontal plane and reverence (a(gia/zw) that occurs on a vertical plane. These ideas
contribute to Peter’s argument that believers ought to prepare a defense of their faith in the face
of slander and reviling (3:15-16). These passages are linked by key terminology. The use of
fo/boj/fobe/w in Isa 50:9-10 and Isa 8:12-13 provides a link by which the two passages build a
common theology. In this theology, it is highlighted that the fear of God usurps fear of earthly
persecution. The two passages create antitheses between fear of persecution and godly fear or
reverence. Isaiah 8:12-13 compels the people of God to renounce worldly fear which can be
construed either as fear of others or the fear that other people experience (presumably at the
judgment). Instead, the people of God are to fear the Lord. The repetition of fo/boj/fobe/w in
8:12-13 serves as a foil between earthly and divine understandings of fear. In Isa 50:9, the
potential for persecution establishes the rhetorical question, “Who will harm me?” The fear of
harm is implicitly expressed here. Then in 50:10, the next rhetorical question ponders, “Who will
fear the Lord?” Thus, like 8:12-13 the progression of 50:9-10 moves from fear that occurs on the
earthly sphere to fear that occurs in relation to God.89 As mentioned earlier,90 the restored
presence of the Lord carries with it two points regarding fear, 1) that the Lord’s presence
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provides comfort against the fearful elements of the world, and 2) that fear is the appropriate
response to divine presence.

In 1 Peter, the emphasis from these passages is on the first element: human or earthly
fear. The human sphere—the fear that is oriented to harm that derives from persecution—is
drawn from these texts into 1 Pet 3:13-15. The second element is transformed in the Petrine
context through the insertion of to\n Xristo/n. Peter highlights Christ as sanctified in the hearts
of believers, here, as the antithesis to the fear of others. The antitheses are drawn from a
scriptural framework but are modified in a christological direction. This antithesis of human-
level fear and Christ propels Peter’s argument into the application that believers confidently
defend their faith in Christ while facing slander and ridicule (1 Pet 3:15-16).91 Christ’s presence in
the heart of believers is put forward decisively as the deposit of divine presence, certifying the
veracity of the narrative of restored divine presence in which the church participates.

It was argued in the previous section that the terminology of fear links a number of
passages in the body middle of 1 Peter. The prominence of the terminology here in 1 Pet 3:13-15
suggests once again that Isaiah stands as one of the major voices in the scriptural narrative. The
key-word links are significant for tracing how Peter sees the interconnectedness of scripture. For
instance, an important reiteration of Psalm 33 occurs in 3:17 where the antitheses of doing good
(a)gaqopoie/w) and doing evil (kakopoie/w) transition to the next section about the suffering of
Christ. The ethical admonition of the body middle functions alongside the repeated terminology
of fear. From this, it may be seen that Peter finds in scripture an address to the church. Yet,
more often than not, the voice he brings forward is distinctly Isaianic.

The Victory of Christ and the Drama of the Eschaton: 1 Peter 3:18-22

The following section (1 Pet 3:18-22) begins with creedal statements focused on the
work of Christ leading to the participation of the believer in the work of Christ through baptism.
Incorporated into this progression from creed to baptism is a brief section pertaining to the time
of Noah (3:19-20). Certain elements of 3:18 are reminiscent of 2:21 so that the previous section
with its many references to Isaiah 53 carries over into the new section. The christological
statements articulate how Christ suffered for sins, the righteous in exchange for the unrighteous,
thereby bringing the elect to God. The creedal section concludes with the antithetical parallel,
“put to death in the flesh, but made alive in the spirit.” The term pneu~ma at the conclusion of
3:18 serves as a segue to the spiritual world.

This departure elicits a passage (3:19) that is enigmatic and obscure.92 Dalton has
produced the definitive work on 3:19, and a brief rehearsal of his argument is required
particularly as it bears upon the use of scripture in 1 Peter. Dissatisfied with the prevailing
interpretations, Dalton turned to 1 Enoch and found parallels to the turns of phrase in 3:19.93 The
course of his argument thoroughly retraces the interpretive schools for each phrase, and provides
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detailed exegetical examinations of the principal terms and phrases in 3:19. His main contention
is that Christ’s proclamation to the imprisoned spirits occurs after the resurrection and during his
ascension.94 Prior schools of interpretation thought that this event occurred after the death but
before the resurrection of Christ in his spirit and that the location of the imprisoned spirits was
in the underworld. The content of Christ’s proclamation and the constituents referred to as
imprisoned spirits has likewise been variously understood.95

The substance of Dalton’s thesis consists of a comparison of 3:19 with salient portions
of 1 Enoch.96 The comparison isolates six elements paralleled in 1 Pet 3:19-20 and 1 Enoch, as
Dalton explains:

A survey of 1 Enoch reveals a striking and obvious parallel to 1 Pet 3:19-20. In
this latter text we have 1. a journey of Christ (poreuqei/j), 2. a proclamation
(e0kh/rucen), 3. to the spirits (toi~j pneu/masin), 4. in prison (e0n fulakh|~), 5. who
rebelled, or disobeyed (a)peiqh/sasin), 6. in the setting of the flood (e0n h(me/raij
Nw~e).97

Basing his comparison on the Greek version of 1 Enoch,98 linguistic evidence is put forward
highlighting the correspondence between the two bodies of literature. While Dalton finds 1
Enoch to have been influential on the New Testament, he also finds traditions about the
antediluvian sin of fallen angels and wicked humans in other Second Temple literature.99

The results of Dalton’s study are convincing, even though he overstates (perhaps
unintentionally) the level of dependence Peter has on 1 Enoch. It seems best to see Peter drawing
upon the interpretive tradition surrounding the “watchers” of Gen 6:1-8, particularly since no
single source text can be identified.

What is striking—and unfortunately little explored—about the findings of Dalton’s work
are the ramifications this has on our understanding of Petrine hermeneutics. Peter has not simply
drawn upon Genesis 6 here, since the concepts of proclamation and imprisonment are absent
there. Instead, Peter shows himself to be at home in the world of Second Temple Jewish
interpretation of this episode. His take on the episode further reveals a christological
understanding of how the narrative surrounding the watchers works. Peter draws upon what
Nickelsburg calls the “double mythic core” of apocalyptic retellings of Israel’s formative stories.
He writes that “the story of the flood is transformed into an eschatological myth that accounts
for the origin of violence in the author’s world and promises its resolution in a final judgment
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that is the counterpart of the flood.”100 But Peter employs this “double mythic core” by drawing
past (the imprisoned spirits in the time of Noah), present (cf. nu~n in 1 Pet 1:12) and future (cf.
1:5; 2:12; 4:5, 7, 13, 17; 5:4, 10) into a grand statement of Christ’s victory over the supernatural
powers of the world (cf. 3:22).

The picture of Petrine hermeneutics is rounded out further in 3:20 with the identification
of events surrounding Noah. The connection of Noah to the imprisoned spirits is treated
succinctly by Dalton as a continuing eschatological theme on the backdrop of apocalyptic
writings.101 So, although Genesis 6–7 is central to the story of antediluvian sin and judgment in
the flood, it is the literature of the Second Temple era that provides the necessary categories for
Peter’s reading of Noahic traditions. For instance, Sir 44:17-18 contemplates the unique role
Noah plays in preserving a remnant of humanity on the earth during the flood.102 A striking
parallel is found in Wis 14:5-6 where the author reflects upon the hope people place in a small
raft that passes safely through (diasw/|zw) the waves and relates this to the hope of the world
placed in a raft when the arrogant giants were destroyed.103 Several elements found in 1 Pet 3:20
are paralleled in 1 Enoch 65–68: 1) the preservation of Noah (65:12), 2) the wooden vessel (67:2),
3) those who dwell with Noah (67:3), and 4) the passage through water (67:4-11). These parallels
do not indicate sources Peter depended upon, but show how Peter’s reflection on Noah is
consistent with the Second Temple milieu.104

An overlooked influence, though, is the role Noah plays in Isaiah 54.105 Already in 1
Peter, the appearance of the servants of God (qeou~ dou~loi; 2:16), the suffering servant of Isaiah
53 (2:22-25) and Sarah—who exhibits traits that characterize disciples of the suffering servant—
(3:6) have pointed to an engagement with the latter portion of Isaiah in a subtle but meaningful
way. These appearances suggest that when Noah comes on the scene in 3:20, the scriptural
discourse framed by the servant-servants motif of Isaiah remains in play. Contextual markers
that support this continued scriptural discourse are the phrases drawing upon Isaiah 53 in 3:18106

and the repetition of the verb a)peiqe/w in 3:20, which has been used previously to identify
unbelievers in connection with scriptural discourse (cf. esp. 2:8). In Isa 54:9-11, Noah represents
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a second patriarchal character in the chapter whose distinguishing features (affliction, storm-
tossed; 54:11) are used to define the characteristics of the disciple servants (54:17).107

Unlike the hermeneutic revealed in 1 Pet 3:19, the Noahic material in 3:20 is not
interpreted christologically, even though the idea of Noah as saving the world might lend itself to
such ends.108 Instead, Peter employs an ecclesiological interpretation based on a typological
comparison of the flood water and baptism (3:21).109 Like Noah and his family were saved
(diasw/|zw) through water (di' u3datoj), believers are saved (sw/|zw) at baptism through the
resurrection (di' a)nasta/sewj) of Jesus Christ. In the narrative of Noah, Peter found a picture
of the church saved through the cataclysmic eschatological judgment. This strategy mirrors the
strategy of Isaiah 54 in which Noah prefigures characteristics of the servants of the Lord who
share in the sufferings of the singular servant of Isaiah 53 but also share in the consolation and
vindication of final judgment (Isa 54:10, 17). The use of this strategy in Second Temple
apocalyptic appropriations of the Noahic story should not diminish the important role Isaiah 54
plays in the interpretive tradition. Ultimately, Peter’s use of the Noah story, tangled though it
might be in interpretive traditions, marks an important development in the ecclesiological
hermeneutic employed thus far. A hint of this direction was provided in the use of Isa 10:3 in 1
Pet 2:12, but the vision of the church as an eschatological community flowers here and in 4:5-7.
In the midst of present sufferings, the church stands in the center of God’s plan of
eschatological restoration, just as Noah once stood in the center of God’s plan, while surrounded
by the apathy of those who tried God’s patience.

LOVING ONE ANOTHER WITHIN THE GIFTED COMMUNITY: 1 PETER 4:7-11

The section 4:7-11 draws upon themes initiated earlier in the letter, particularly the
exhortation to “love one another earnestly” (th\n ei0j e9autou\j a)ga/phn e0ktenh~ e1xontej)
which mirrors 1:22 (a)llh/louj a)gaph/sate e0ktenw~j).110 This repeated exhortation is
developed with a brief delineation of gifts of service and speech (4:10-11) intended to build up
the community and glorify God through Christ.111 The use of Prov 10:12 in 1 Pet 4:8 is the final
allusion and lends support to the final exhortation of the body middle of 1 Peter (Fig. 5.7).112
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1 Peter 4:8 Proverbs 10:12

pro\ pa/ntwn th\n ei0j e9atou\j
a)ga/phn e0ktenh~ e1xontej, o3ti a)ga/ph
kalu/ptei plh~qoj a(martiw~n.

mi~soj e0gei/rei nei~koj
pa/ntaj de\ tou\j mh\ filoneikou~ntaj
kalu/ptei fili/a

Prov 10:12b MT: hbfhj)a hs@ekat@; My(i#$fp%;-lk@f l(aw:
James 5:20: kalu/yei plh~qoj a(martiw~n

Figure 5.7: 1 Peter 4:8 and Proverbs 10:12

For such a small scriptural allusion, the text quoted in 1 Pet 4:8 presents several issues.
The allusion and the source text can be identified through the verb kalu/ptei with a noun
meaning “love” as the subject. However, the quotation differs from Prov 10:12 by employing
a)ga/ph rather than fili/a as the subject noun. The object of the verb also differs with Prov
10:12 reading “all who do not enjoy strife” as opposed to 1 Pet 4:8 which has “a multitude of
sins.” The compound form in Prov 10:12 shows the translator has played with language by
combining the prefix filo/j with the verb neike/w.113 Thus, the contrasting parallelism is
amplified. Hate raises up strife (nei~koj) but love (fili/a) covers all lovers of strife (oi(
filioneikou~ntej).114 The Petrine version is closer to the Hebrew than the Septuagint in this
case, raising the possibility of a revised text or consultation of a Hebrew text.115 Another
possibility is that Peter has quoted the Proverb from memory. However, the concluding words
of the letter of James points to a shared tradition that stands behind both epistolary versions.116

The appearance of a(martiw~n in the allusion connects to the use of a(marti/a in the
material drawn from Isaiah 53 in 1 Pet 2:22 and 24.117 The repetition of a(marti/a in 3:18 and 4:1
furthers Peter’s reflection on the role of Christ who suffered once for sins in language
reminiscent of Isaiah 53.118 Just as Christ suffered in the flesh, the elect may also suffer in the
flesh to cease from sin (4:1). These reflections go far to connect the use of Prov 10:12 to Peter’s
use of Isaiah 53. As such, the combined result establishes the exhortation to love one another.
Even though Christ died for sins, the problem of sin remains a destructive force for the
community of believers. Thus, the allusion to Prov 10:12 complements Isaiah 53 by drawing the
christological truths Peter finds there into the ecclesiological argument that governs the body
middle.119
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The connection between the two exhortations to love in 1:22 and 4:8 is matched by a
further connection utilizing the lo/goj word group. In 1:22–2:3, Peter argued for the vital role
the word of God plays in the nurturing of spiritual growth in the community of believers. Tying
together Isa 40:6-8 and Ps 33:9 were the words lo/goj in 1:23 and logiko/j in 2:2 which drew
the Isaianic use of r9h~ma into Peter’s argument. Two further uses of lo/goj maintain the
importance of the scriptural narrative for believers, albeit from the perspective of a negative
argument. In the midst of the scriptural discourse of 2:6-10, Peter links the builders who reject
the cornerstone to unbelievers who “disobey the word.” Later, in the wives’ section of the
household code, unbelieving husbands are said to “not obey the word.” Thus, Peter has
constructed an insider/outsider dichotomy based on submission to the word of God, in keeping
with his reading of Isa 40:8.

With this buildup around the term lo/goj and the cognate logiko/j, Peter’s use of
logi/a in his two-item gifts list evokes the previous argument concerning the vital role of
scripture for the community of believers. The phrase “logi/a qeou~”—as what those with
speaking gifts ought to communicate—has often been translated as “oracles of God.” Bigg
previously contended that the phrase should be understood as denoting scripture.120 Few have
followed him in this, since the balanced pair of gifts and their supporting clauses indicate the
divine origin of service and speech.121 Rather than strictly denoting scripture, logi/a qeou~ means
here proclamation that includes, explains and builds upon scripture.122

The division between speaking and serving gifts is instructive in light of the continued
dialogue this thesis maintains with the reader-centered approach. This bi-partite gift list indicates
a speaking role in the congregations that does not necessarily correspond with a designated
church office (although eldership is developed later in 5:1-4). It is possible that Peter is
establishing through this bi-partite gifts list the means by which the community is to gather
around scripture, particularly the parts of scripture highlighted in his letter.

CONCLUSIONS FOR THE BODY MIDDLE OF 1 PETER (2:11–4:11)

The vast array of scriptural passages in the body middle of 1 Peter has required two
chapters to do justice to each section. The following conclusions here cover both chapters.

Text and Intertextuality

The use of Isaiah is clear in several cases, but comparisons with the OG Vorlage are not
decisive in each case. The allusion to Isa 10:3 in 1 Pet 2:12, differing from OG Isaiah through
the omission of two articles, provides a striking example. The brevity of the allusion limits
conclusions about the text form Peter used. Has this been cited from memory? Or has the
language of scripture been subsumed in Petrine style? These questions assume at the outset that
a difference exists, though, between the text read and the text used. So an additional question
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must also be raised: has Peter consulted a text without articles? The absence of articles in the
Hebrew version substantiates this possibility. In the end, to champion one source (authorial
alteration) over the other (manuscript tradition) without sufficient textual evidence one way or
the other is methodologically unsound. Must this allusion, then, be omitted from an investigation
of Petrine hermeneutics because of these uncertainties? The answer, this study suggests, is that
part of the picture of Petrine hermeneutics is a move toward more subtle employment of
scripture at each stage of the letter, and thus to omit this passage would be a disservice.

The address to servants features quotations from Isaiah 53 in 1 Pet 2:22-25. Unlike the
block quotes of Isa 40:6-8 in 1 Pet 1:24-25 or Ps 33:13-17 in 1 Pet 3:10-12, the use of Isaiah 53 is
comprised of several smaller segments woven into the wider rhetorical unit. This example offers
ample material for textual study but raises problems similar to the ones explored in connection
with Isa 10:3. The salient differences between OG Isaiah and 1 Peter—apart from numerous
truncations of the Isaianic text—are the use of a(marti/an in 1 Pet 2:22 instead of a)nomi/an in
Isa 53:9 and the verb forms in 1 Pet 2:24-25 (i0a/qhte instead of i0a/qhmen in Isa 53:5 and
planw/menoi instead of e0planh/qhmen in Isa 53:6). Although there is ample text, the diminished
explicitness throughout the rhetorical unit complicates an assessment of the text. Interestingly,
the unit demonstrates in microcosm the general trajectory of the letter. The most explicit passage
in 1 Pet 2:22 uses two full clauses from Isa 53:9 and is therefore largely recognizable. From here,
the allusions are much shorter and at times spliced together. Beginning with this fuller quotation,
the differences between the quotation and the Vorlage are minimal, with the inclusion of
a(marti/an being the only variant. With diminishing explicitness comes diminishing
correspondence between the alluded text and its Vorlage.

The same holds true for the remaining sections of the body middle; the exception being
the quotation of Ps 33:13-17 in 1 Pet 3:10-12, which stands out as the most explicit use of
scripture in the body middle. There are several differences between the Greek Psalm and 1 Peter
that are not easily reconciled. Stanley’s observation concerning “two basic patterns of revision”
are certainly relevant to any account of these differences.123 However, it is quite another question
as to whether the revision occurs in the manuscript tradition or is due to the hand of the author.

One of the features observed in the body opening of 1 Peter was the use of catchwords
(gězērâ šāwâ). This was particularly prominent in 1 Pet 2:6-10 where the terms li/qoj and lao/j
served as organizing terms for the section. The same device occurs within the body middle and
deserves further consideration. Among the results of recent scholarship on Isaiah is the
recognition that there is a thematic unity to the book.124 But what this thematic unity looks like
has been variously conceived. In general terms, the themes of judgment and restoration serve to
frame the book of Isaiah on a large scale.125 Rendtorff probes further and suggests that some of
the dominant themes of Isaiah consist in comfort, glory, guilt and sin, a remnant people, the
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Holy One of Israel, righteousness and justice.126 He writes, “The deliberate recapitulation of a
certain word or a certain phrase can be a ‘signal’ indicating that there is a connection between the
texts in question—a connection to which the reader’s attention is to be drawn.”127 With the
somewhat recent exploration of the redactional unity of Isaiah, the exploration of thematic links
within Isaiah has exploded.128 Sommer has correctly cautioned against anachronistically assuming
that our modern endeavor to find thematic links in Isaiah corresponds with how ancient readers
approached Isaiah.129 However, the linkages in the text and between texts were certainly
recognized by ancient readers, as evinced by the practice of gezera shawa and the compilation of
florilegia or testimonia. Among the important themes to highlight as they relate to the present
project are the themes of fear,130 suffering,131 and the ethics of good and evil.132

The relevance of these thematic connections in Isaiah has been noticed by scholars
working on the use of Isaiah in the New Testament. Watts, for instance, suggests an Isaianic
“narrative thread” that runs throughout the NT use of Isaiah.133 Such a coherent narrative leads
him away from the view that Isaianic quotations were “the product of isolated and near-sighted
proof-texting.”134 Wagner’s work on the use of Isaiah in Romans is another example of how this
has been worked out.135

Similarly, Peter shows an awareness of both the thematic message of Isaiah and the
contributing factor key terms play. The most prominent key term is the fo/boj/fobe/w set. In
2:17, the allusion to Prov 24:21 contains the phrase “fear the Lord” (to\n qeo\n fobei~sqe). The
quotation of Isa 8:12-13 in 1 Pet 3:14-15 has both noun and verb forms: to\n de\ fo/bon au0tw~n
mh\ fobhqh~te. Beyond these instances, the body middle has a high concentration of the key term
set (2:17, 18; 3:2, 6, 14, 16).136 One peculiar use occurs in 3:6 where the term draws upon two
scriptural texts: Isa 54:4 and Prov 3:25. Other scriptural texts utilized in the body middle have
been shown to contain the key term set in close proximity to the quoted text although the key
term is not employed. These passages include Ps 33:13-17 in 1 Pet 3:10-12 where v. 12 contains
the noun fo/boj in the Psalmist’s promise to teach the fear of the Lord, Isa 50:9 in 1 Pet 3:13
which is followed by the question, “Who among you fears (o9 fobou/menoj) the Lord?”, and the
Noahic section of Isa 54:9-14—which stands behind the reference to Noah in 1 Pet
3:20—promises that his children shall not be afraid. Thus, the narrative of the restoration of
divine presence dispels fear on a human level, but also insists upon fear as the proper response
to the presence of God.
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Another set of catchwords that deserves attention are those revolving around the verb
poie/w. It was shown how Ps 33:13-17 provides the language for the moral dualism at the basis
of Peter’s ethics in the body middle. The terms kakopoie/w and a)gaqopoie/w repeated in 2:11,
15, 20; 3:6, 17 are drawn from Ps 33:15 quoted in 1 Pet 3:11. The use of poie/w in the quotation
of Isa 53:9 in 1 Pet 2:22 significantly ties together the two passages, particularly regarding the
way they both contribute to the ethical argument constructed around Christ’s example. Related
to these is Isa 10:3 alluded to in 1 Pet 2:12 even though verb itself is not quoted. These three
passages show how Peter’s ethics derive from his reading of scripture.137 Indeed, a constituent
part of the scriptural narrative is that in the midst of suffering, the servants of the Lord would
remain righteous.

This use of key terms is significant for showing how Peter read scripture. A picture
emerges concerning these catchwords. In some cases, linking terms bring together passages from
Isaiah that are far flung (e.g., Isa 8:14 is linked with Isa 28:16 through the use of li/qoj and Isa
10:3 is linked to Isa 53:9 through the use of poie/w). The Psalter appears twice in the body
opening and middle with Ps 117:22 linked with the stone passages of Isaiah in 1 Pet 2:6-8 and
with Psalm 33 used twice (1 Pet 2:3 and 3:10-12). The book of Proverbs is also drawn upon
through the use of allusion (1 Pet 3:6; 4:7). Apart from the quotation of the Levitical holiness
formula (1 Pet 1:16), an allusion to Exo 19:6, and the appearance of Sarah in 3:6 and Noah in
3:20, very little from the Pentateuch is utilized. This limited number of scriptural books is
perhaps due to limited availability. But what we can observe is that Isaiah is read both as self-
interpretive and as interpreted alongside other texts. As will be explored further below, Peter
draws these terms and themes into his argument about what the church is and how it is to act.

Explicitness without Markedness

The findings of the body middle permit a consideration of questions arising from the
reader-centered approach. To what extent would the audience be able to perceive the scriptural
discourse present throughout the section? In the body opening, 1 Pet 2:6-10 shifts away from the
markedness observed in 1 Pet 1:16, 24 and 2:6. This shift continues in the body middle where
sizeable portions of Isaiah are utilized without clear markers. This trajectory away from
markedness challenges the criteria of scholars championing the reader-centered approach. The
flaw of this approach occurs not in its desire to understand the use of scripture in epistolary
literature from the vantage point of the reader vis-a-vis the author but from an overly simplified
view of the audience. The trajectory in 1 Peter points to an expectation that the audience will
continue to comprehend the use of scripture without the aid of rhetorical markers. The dynamic
between author and reader is more complex than the reader-centered approach has allowed to
date.

However, the upshot of diminishing explicitness is a corresponding decline in
comprehensibility. If the audience is composed of readers/hearers of various levels of expertise,
then with diminishing explicitness comes a loss of some portion of the audience’s ability to fully
comprehend Peter’s use of scripture in every instance. This does not mean that less skilled
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hearers are sidelined or that the letter is intended for the more skilled section of the audience.
Interestingly, at the same time that Peter decides to utilize a more subtle scriptural discourse, he
also employs largely architectonic rhetorical devices such as the household code (2:18–3:9), creed
(3:18) and vice list (4:3). So, the whole audience benefits from a rhetorically marked argument
while skilled members of the audience benefit from the continued use of scriptural texts.

What I am arguing here is that the act of using scripture without markedness is as
intentional as using scripture in otherwise explicit modes (e.g., introductory formulae). The
quotations that are more marked occur at the outset of the letter. As the letter progresses, Peter
adopts an approach that incorporates scripture more subtly than at the beginning. Peter is no
obscurantist. Instead, having established the scriptural basis for his address to the churches of
Asia Minor early in his letter, the scripturally informed argument proceeds not so much on the
force of quotation, but through the evocation of a large-scale scriptural narrative to which the
discrete scriptural texts refer.138

These observations reinforce the two points expressed at the conclusion to Chapter 3.
Subtlety in the use of scripture requires scholars not to limit arbitrarily the field of study to only
the most explicit instances of scriptural quotation—to do so unnecessarily decreases an already
small sample. The decision to limit our study of epistolary use of scripture to the most explicit
examples is based on the assumption that the most unskilled reader must be the arbiter of reader
competence. The alternative is not to assume the audience contains monolithically proficient
readers. Instead, one must account for varying abilities among the audience. Additionally, the
presence of illiterate yet highly competent hearers means that assessments of competence cannot
assume literacy as the only factor in our study of the audience. Limiting the data based on an
inaccurate picture of the original audience leads to an inaccurate picture of the author’s
hermeneutics and exegetical practices. In the case of the body middle, the picture of Peter’s use
of scripture would be severely stunted without the insights gained from his subtle use of
scripture. In fact, the move to subtlety itself reveals much about his use of scripture and the
assumptions he has about his audience.

Christology and Ecclessiology

The body middle of 1 Peter develops the connection between christology and
ecclesiology already present in the body opening. The household code provides structure to this
in significant ways. The suffering servant of Isaiah 53 applies to the suffering of Christ and
provides a theological framework for understanding the death of Christ. However, the foray into
christology in 1 Pet 2:21-25 was not for christology’s sake. The framing rhetoric is cast in the
language of example (u9pogrammo/j; 2:21) and placed within the servants’ section of the
household code (2:18-25). Peter’s use of Isaiah 53 was sensitive to the servant-servants motif
whereby the term “servant” in the singular runs throughout Isaiah 40–53 and shifts to the plural
use of “servants” in Isaiah 54–66. The use of the phrase “servants of God” (qeou~ dou~loi) in
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2:16 demonstrates this sensitivity. This observation has important implications for understanding
Peter’s use of scripture and the contents of 1 Peter.

The complementary relationship between christology and ecclesiology derives from
Peter’s reading of scripture.139 Isaiah provides a narrative that accounts for both the suffering of
Christ and the suffering of Christ’s followers. The body opening uses a similar device by
employing a singular and plural reiteration of li/qoj and li/qoi. The divine election of the stone
interpreted as Christ and the vocation of the people of God portrays the relationship between
Christ and believers in structural terms. The connection of christology and ecclesiology
progresses into the body middle. Here, Peter accounts for suffering by employing the language
of Isaiah 53–66 through the use of the servant-servants motif. Just as the suffering servant has
suffering disciple servants in Isaiah 54–66, so the suffering Christ now has disciples who suffer.
Isaiah 54 establishes the plural servants motif (Isa 54:17) by drawing upon two patriarchal
figures: the barren woman (Isa 54:1-8) and Noah (Isa 54:9-14). These two patriarchal figures
establish a pattern followed by Peter. The arrangement of the household code is peculiar when
compared to the codes in Ephesians and Colossians. However, this peculiarity makes sense when
the Isaianic pattern is understood. The suffering servant material from Isaiah 53 is quoted in the
servant section of the household code (1 Pet 2:18-25), and the wives section (3:1-6) follows upon
this, alluding to the barren woman of Isaiah 54. The patterning of the household code on Isaiah
points to the role the servant-servants motif plays in Peter’s argument. The pattern extends
beyond the household code into the further argument about suffering when Noah enters the
scene. The depiction of Noah in Isaiah 54 as an afflicted one (54:11) who has no need to fear
(54:14) provides the connection to the Petrine argument that Christ’s disciples are suffering
servants. Thus, the Noahic baptism in 1 Pet 3:21 serves as a hinge between christology and
ecclesiology through participation in both suffering and resurrection.

What this study has thus-far revealed is that when Peter turns to scripture, he is not
asking questions about christology but about the church. This is not to say that his thoughts on
Christ do not undergo development in his reading of scripture. It is simply that his main concern
is to address the church. His hermeneutical understanding of the church as the people of God
shapes his reading of scripture. At the same time, scripture shapes his understanding of what it
means to be the people of God. Isaiah’s contribution to this understanding cannot be
underestimated, for in Isaiah the depiction of God’s suffering servants is set within the larger
narrative of the restoration of God’s presence among his people.

Christ, Church and Ethics

The body middle of 1 Peter features an extended ethical argument that deserves special
attention, particularly as it relates to Petrine use of scripture. The moral dualism provided by Ps
33:13-17 contributes greatly to the ethical admonition to do what is good (a)gaqopoie/w) even
when surrounded by those who do evil (kakopoie/w). There are hints of cosmic and
eschatological dualism at points in the body middle that might further inform the ethical dualism
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presented throughout.140 In 1 Pet 3:22, the placement of Christ in heaven at the right hand of
God might indicate that the material world is the domain of evil. The phrases “on the day of
visitation” in 2:12 and “the end of all things is at hand” in 4:7 suggest that the present is the time
of evil. However, throughout the body middle, the contest between good and evil occurs
spatially and temporally in the present world.

The contest between good and evil places the believer in the cross-hairs of injustice. In
the face of slander and social ostracism, the elect are called upon to respond with good conduct
even if evil or sinful actions were more expedient. This line of reasoning is fundamentally
scriptural. With Ps 33:13-17 as the largest block quotation of the body middle, it supplies the
language for Peter’s moral dualism and thereby demonstrates how it is consistent with scripture.
On its own, this argument based on moral dualism is stark and leaves the audience to its own
devices to navigate weighty moral issues in the face of suffering. Here, the link to Isaiah 53 and
the conduct of Christ rounds out the ethics of 1 Peter. Christ is depicted as a righteous sufferer
in terms drawn from Isaiah 53. The quotation of Isa 53:9 in 1 Pet 2:22 uses the key term poie/w
to communicate that he “did not sin” (a(marti/an ou0k e0poi/hsen) and connects Christ to the
ethical argument of the body middle. The moral duality has been upheld by Christ, validating the
categories of good and evil but also leaving an example for Christ’s suffering disciples to follow.
Despite doing good Christ suffered, a concept repeated several times (1 Pet 2:21, 23; 3:18; 4:1),
his response was not retaliation, reviling or threats but to entrust himself to God (2:23).

The christology of 2:22-25 depicts Christ as one who upholds moral virtues. This
passage, however, is framed by the language of example (2:21). Christ serves as an example, “that
you might follow in his steps.” For the ethical contours of 1 Peter, the example of Christ is
paradigmatic for the elect. As Dryden describes it, Christ is a moral exemplar.141 Basing his study
of 1 Peter on the identification of the letter as paraenesis, he draws upon the ancient Greco-
Roman genre of paraenetic epistle to explain the role of virtue in the moral instruction of 1
Peter.142 In his section, “Imitatio Christi in 1 Peter,” he demonstrates convincingly that Christ’s
work as exemplar and his work as savior are not incompatible.143 The efforts to either divide the
passage into neat categories of example and salvation or to champion one over the other does
not do justice to the complexity of Peter’s argument. Instead, “Christ is at the same moment
savior and example.”144

From here, Dryden’s work may be taken in two fruitful directions. First, scripture plays
an important role undergirding the salvific and exemplary roles expounded in 1 Pet 2:22-25.
Isaiah 53 read in light of what follows in Isaiah 54–66 provides a pattern of based on the
virtuous exemplar for disciples who would follow in his footsteps. Thus, the servant-servants
motif in the latter part of Isaiah contributes to the ethical instruction by providing the pattern
recognized by Dryden as moral exemplar. Isaiah 53 does not stand alone as the wellspring of
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ethical thought in 1 Peter. Psalm 33:13-17 is read in concert with Isa 10:3 to provide the
categories of good and evil.

Second, Christ is not the only individual put forward as an exemplar. If Christ is the
exemplar of the servants’ section of the household code, then the patriarchal wife Sarah is the
exemplar of the wives’ section (3:1-6), and in 3:20 Noah is put forward as another exemplar. The
argument of the present chapter has proposed that Isaiah 54 stands behind the introduction of
these two characters.

A consistent picture emerges regarding the way moral instruction in 1 Peter is based on
scripture. Scripture—and primarily Isaiah—provides language that describes the suffering Christ
as the virtuous exemplar for a church that is suffering injustice. Scripture, in concert with the
narrative of Christ’s suffering and exaltation, evokes a narrative in which the believer is to act
with high moral conduct. In keeping with the argument of this thesis, the moral conduct of the
church is based on the moral conduct of Christ. Participation in the narrative of divine
restoration is predicated first upon Christ’s participation in righteous suffering leading to the
reconciliation of God and humanity.  The church thus participates in the narrative of restoration
by following Christ’s example of moral conduct.
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6
THE USE OF SCRIPTURE IN 1 PETER 4:12–5:11

 

INTRODUCTION

The body closing of 1 Peter (4:12–5:11) is considerably shorter than the previous two
parts of the body of the epistle. The trajectory noted in previous chapters about the decreasing
explicitness of scriptural discourse means that the amount of material to present in this chapter is
likewise smaller than has been the case thus far.

This chapter will deal with the body closing in two sections. The first section covers
4:12-19 in which there are two new passages of scripture introduced into the argument (Isa 11:2
and Prov 11:31). The second section covers 5:1-11 in which three allusions occur (Isa 28:5; Prov
3:34; Ps 22:14). In both sections, the ability to hear echoes of scripture is assisted through the use
of key terms and concepts. The two passages that pertain most to such an exercise are Isaiah 40
and 53. Both passages have received special attention in previous sections of 1 Peter, preparing
the reader/listener for the subtle use of scripture that continues into this last section of the letter.

SUFFERING AS CHRISTIANS AND VINDICATION IN FINAL JUDGMENT: 1 PETER 4:12-19

Themes previously employed in 1 Peter are recapitulated throughout 1 Pet 4:12-19. The
fiery trial that tests the elect in 4:12 harks back to 1:6-7 where the same language is used.1 In 4:13,
the use of a)gallia/w repeats the verb used in 1:6 and 8,2 and the suffering of Christ and the
glory to be revealed recalls 1:11.3 The macarism in 4:14 regarding insults for the name of Christ
is similar to 3:14 and 16.4

1 Peter 4:12-19 offers a summarization of the letter but also has a coherent argument in
its own right. Like the body middle of 1 Peter, the body closing continues to address the
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problem of suffering experienced by the elect.5 There are two strategies offered to console the
audience. First, judgment is brought to bear on all people, both the elect of the “house of God”
and those who do not obey the gospel of God (4:17).6 The idea is put forward that the final
judgment will be a time of glory in contrast to the shame of the present slanderous time.7

Second, the suffering elect are encouraged to entrust themselves to God who is a “faithful
creator.”8 Thus, the judge who carries out the judgment becomes a source of consolation as well
as the vindicator at the time of judgment.

Scripture plays an important role throughout the course of this argument. In 1 Pet 4:14
there is an allusion to Isa 11:2.9 The elect are blessed when they are insulted “in the name of
Christ” because God’s presence is upon them (Fig. 6.1).

1 Peter 4:14 Isaiah 11:2

ei0 o0neidi/zesqe e0n o0no/mati Xristou~,
o3ti to\ th~j do/chj
kai\ to\ tou~ qeou~ pneu~ma e0f' u9ma~j
a)napau/etai.

kai\ a)napau/setai e0p' au0to\n
pneu~ma tou~ qeou~,

Isa 11:2a MT: hwFhy: xAw%r wylf(f hxfnFw:

Figure 6.1: 1 Peter 4:14 and Isaiah 11:2

The use of this passage is interesting in light of foregoing discussions. A consideration of
the context in Isaiah 11 reveals much about Peter’s hermeneutic. At the head of the chapter
stands a reference to the branch or rod (r9a/bdoj; r+ex&) that emanates from Jesse’s root. The
image of regrowth in the Davidic line serves as a wellspring of hope for the regathering of
remnant Israel (Isa 10:20-21; 11:11, 16).10 The interpretive history on this passage shows
tendencies to interpret the branch either as a corporate or individual entity.11 Regardless of the
identity of the branch, 11:2 indicates the placement of the spirit of the Lord upon the branch
bestowing “charismata.”12 The branch takes delight in the fear of the Lord (11:3) and initiates a
reversal of the iniquities that led to the punishment meted out in previous chapters of Isaiah.13
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It would not be surprising, and perhaps would be expected, to find Peter interpreting this
passage christologically.14 However, differences between the Petrine version of the passage and
OG Isaiah offer a surprising interpretation. First, the use of the present tense verb a)napau/etai
differs from the future tense (a)napau/setai) of Isa 11:2. While this may be a variant, several
scholars have pointed to Peter’s interpretation of this passage as being presently fulfilled in the
church.15 A decisive factor supporting this understanding is the context of Peter’s argument,
where he indicates the beginning of the time of God’s judgment (1 Pet 4:17).

A second difference occurs through the transformation of the prepositional phrase e0p'
au0to\n to e0f' u9ma~j. Peter indicates that the divine presence promised to rest upon the Isaianic
branch rests upon the elect who are in Christ.16 This ecclesiological appropriation of Isaiah 11 is
unexpected if the model for the scriptural interpretation of the early church is solely
christological.17 Instead, the use of Isa 11:2 in this way is consistent with the scriptural discourse
seen elsewhere in the letter.18 Peter has consistently returned to Isaiah time and again to find
answers not to christological questions but to questions concerning the church. In this particular
case, the appropriation of Isa 11:2 for his ecclesiological purposes bypasses a christological move
seen in previous sections of 1 Peter (namely 2:6-10 and 2:21-25). Peter contends that the divine
presence rests directly on suffering believers. Yet, it is necessary to point out the continuing role
of participatory christology.19 The condition set forth in 1 Pet 4:14 specifies that the believer
suffers in the name of Christ (e0n o0no/mati Xristou~).20 The suffering of the believer occurs,
then, in fellowship with the suffering of Christ himself (4:13). That said, it still remains the case
that Peter does not begin by interpreting Isa 11:2 christologically (e.g., “the spirit of God rests on
Christ”) and then apply this interpretation to the church. The corporate trajectory of this passage
is already present in the interpretive tradition.21 Schutter demonstrates how the passage “had
been read messianically not only in the early Church (Eph. 1.17, Mt. 3:16, Jn. 1.32), but in certain
pre-Christian circles also (4QpIsa, Pss. Sol. 17.39–44).”22 Wagner notes that the Greek translation
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itself gives evidence of a messianic interpretation of Isaiah 11.23 So, there is no reason to expect
Peter to pursue a corporate reading of Isa 11:2, unless he had already begun with an
ecclesiological hermeneutic. The idea of participation in Christ leading up to this use of scripture
affords Peter to move directly from Isa 11:2 to the church through the transformed object
pronoun.

In light of the use of the fo/boj/fobe/w catchword association among texts in the body
middle of 1 Peter, it is worth noting how Isa 11:2-3 focuses on the fear of the Lord (fo/boj
qeou~).24 The previous chapter developed how key terminology represents an important reading
strategy on the part of Peter. This particular reading strategy—the fo/boj/fobe/w key
terminology—is yet another link between 4:12-19 and the previous sections of the epistle.

The phrase “it is time for judgment to begin in the house of God” has received
considerable attention as a potential allusion. The question remains, however, to what it is
alluding. Many have seen here an allusion to Ezek 9:6,25 while others have sought other
backgrounds.26 Schutter placed great importance on Ezek 9:6 as the source text. He sees the
phrase in 1 Pet 4:17 as moving “beyond the understanding of the Messianic Woes as heralds of
the End to one which sees the manifestation of the End itself in at least some of the struggles of
his addresses.”27 He then argues that Ezek 9:6 holds interpretive advantages over Jer 25:29 or
Mal 3:1 for understanding Peter’s argument, with the primary difference being “its graphic scene
of carnage within the Temple precincts proper.”28 He admits, however, that all three passages
refer to the temple, speak of the beginning of God’s judgment and share a concern with the
sequence of eschatological events. After identifying parallel usage in Josephus (Ant. 10.79; B.J.
4.386–388; 5.15-19; 6.109-110) and Sib. Or. 6:115-118 concerning the desecration of the
Temple,29 he finds that Peter has likewise seen the church as “the Temple-community” (2:4-10)
and, in keeping with the interpretive tradition, views the suffering of the church as “a collective
assault on the Temple-community in terms of Ezek 9–11.”30 He concludes that “the collective
assault against Christians represents nothing less than the start of the Last Judgment itself.”31 For
Schutter, the background of Ezekiel 9–11 explains the pronominal shift in Isa 11:2 in 1 Pet
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4:14,32 and provides a connection to the suffering/glory motif through the “‘periodization’ of
history” he reads into the term kairo/j in 4:17.33

Considerable doubt has arisen, though, concerning the specific scriptural background to
the phrase in 4:17. Dubis largely agrees with Schutter’s insistence that Ezek 9:6 provides “the
dominant OT background,” but suggests that other texts (such as Jer 32:15 and Mal 3:1-5)
provide “a subsidiary background.”34 Like Schutter, he explores the interpretive tradition, but
arrives at a slightly different conclusion. Peter’s use of kairo/j does not indicate a periodization
of history, but that Peter consistently uses kairo/j to indicate “the kairo/j that came into being
with the arrival of the Messiah (1:11) is of one piece with the kairo/j in which judgment begins
(4:17) and the kairo/j in which salvation will be revealed at the parousia (1:5; 5:6).”35 Dubis
characterizes Peter’s use of these traditions as the messianic woes that “function as judgment,”
but “are not the endpoint of eschatological judgment.”36 Mbuvi also sees Ezekiel 9 in the
background and draws upon this to develop the idea that “the Spirit of God rests upon them as
the Šhekinah of God rested on the sanctuary” in 4:14.37 Thus, he sees that God’s judgment in
4:17 begins in the temple.38

Elliott has raised the most serious critiques to Schutter’s view. He begins by listing the
few points of verbal correspondence between 1 Pet 4:17 and Ezek 9:6: the verb a!rxw, and the
similar prepositional phrases a)po\ tou~ oi1kou tou~ qeou~ and a)po\ tw~n a(gi/wn mou.39 The
limited nature of the points of connection along with the different messages of each passage lead
him to deny Ezek 9:6 as the background.40 Instead, he suggests that the primary point of
similarity is the idea that “divine judgment begins with God’s own people,” an idea shared with
numerous other writings.41 Jobes argues in the same direction, noting that “the original context
of the passages from Ezekiel, Zechariah, and Malachi do not fit Peter’s use, for they are
pronouncing God’s judgment on his people for violating the covenant. Peter here is saying
exactly the opposite.”42

Siding with Elliott and Jobes, the difficulties present in making the connection between a
specific text and 1 Pet 4:17 seem to me insurmountable. It does seem likely that Peter has evoked
a traditional available in early Judaism that understands present suffering within God’s unfolding
eschatological plan. The universality of God’s final judgment not only includes the believer, but
has already begun in the suffering of believers. To this point, the participatory language in which
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the argument is cast allows us to explore further the concept of judgment. The text emphasizes
this participation through the phrases “fellowship in Christ’s sufferings” (koinwnei~te toi~j tou~
Xristou~ paqh/masin, 4:13), “in the name of Christ” (e0n o0no/mati Xristou~, 4:14),43 and
through the designation “as Christians” (4:16).44 As I have argued earlier, this should not be seen
as distinct from any other construal of the relationship of the believer to Christ (e.g., 2:4-5;
2:21).45 Thus, Peter viewed judgment as falling upon Christ in his suffering, something in which
believers now participate through their fellowship in Christ’s suffering.46

The argument of 4:12-19 is supported by another scriptural passage in 4:18. If Isa 11:2
supplies scriptural support to the idea of divine presence upon the elect community, Prov 11:31
supports the idea of the universality of the final judgment (Fig. 6.2).

1 Peter 4:18 Proverbs 11:31

kai\
ei0 o9 di/kaioj mo/lij sw/|zetai,
o9 a)sebh\j kai\ a(martwlo\j pou~
fanei~tai;

ei0 o9 me\n di/kaioj mo/lij sw/|zetai,
o9 a)sebh\j kai\ a(martwlo\j pou~
fanei~tai;

Prov 11:31 MT: )+'w$hw: (#f$rf-yk@i P)a Mlf#u$y: Cre)fb@f qyd@icf Nh'

Figure 6.2: 1 Peter 4:18 and Proverbs 11:31

From a textual standpoint, two observations immediately stand out. First, 1 Pet 4:18
agrees substantially with the Greek version against the Hebrew.47 As Barr points out, Peter’s use
of this proverb depends on the word mo/lij, which “appears to lack any proper basis in the
Hebrew.”48 The word mo/lij replaces Cr)b in the first clause of the proverb. Second, the
omission of the coordinating conjunction me/n is the only difference between Prov 11:31 and the
Petrine quotation.49 The scribe responsible for the inclusion of me/n in the Bodmer papyrus (P72)
may have been aware of this omission.

From a literary standpoint, there are two key terms which link this passage to other
passages of scripture central to the scriptural discourse of the body middle of 1 Peter. The term
di/kaioj is a prominent term in the quotation of Greek Psalm 33.50 In Ps 33:16 at 1 Pet 3:12, the
eyes of the Lord are on the righteous (di/kaioi) who are distinct from those who do evil
(poiou~ntej kaka/). The righteous are those who maintain the ethic of goodness (a)gaqo/j). This
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link brings together texts within the writings (Mybwtk) which have been an important source for
the ethical content of the body middle. The language of good and evil continues to remain
prominent in the present body closing, with kakopoio/j being used in 4:15 and a)gaqopoii"/a in
4:19.51 In the context of the narrative of restored divine presence, the maintenance of conduct
marks followers of Christ as righteous sufferers.

The term a(martwlo/j can likewise be linked within the corpus of the writings to Prov
10:12 used in 1 Pet 4:8. This link is particularly conspicuous since the term a(marti/a in the
Petrine text differs from OG Prov 10:12. The hamartiology of 1 Peter thus far has emphasized
the sinlessness of Christ (1 Pet 2:22) and the covering of sins by Christ (2:24; 3:18; 4:1, 8).52 The
use of Prov 11:31 issues the first instance of describing a person as sinful, whereas previous
conceptions of those opposed to the elect—at times referred to as “Gentiles” (2:12; 4:3)—have
emphasized unbelief (2:7), disobedience (2:8; 4:17), ignorance (2:15) or the abuse they meet out
on the elect (3:16).53

The key terms together (di/kaioj and the a(marti/a word group) form an important link
to Isaiah 53. The term a(marti/a appears twice in 1 Pet 2:22 and 24 in phrases derived from Isa
53:9 and the merged allusion to 53:4 and 12. These Isaianic passages establish the two main
hamartiological ideas of Christ’s sinlessness and his bearing of sins.54 The uses of dikaiosu/nh in
1Pet 2:24 and di/kaioj in 3:18 echo Isa 53:11 where the righteous (di/kaioj) servant is central in
justification (dikaio/w) and the bearing of sins (a(marti/ai).55

This intertextual linking to prominent scriptural passages in 1 Peter forms an important
basis for contemplating the continuing role of the scriptural narrative of the restoration of divine
presence in the current section. Two passages stand out because of interesting word
combinations. First, the combination of suffering and glory recalls Isaiah 53. It has been argued
earlier that in 1 Pet 2:21-25 the verb pa/sxw summarizes the career of the suffering servant who
is central in the narrative of the restoration of divine presence among the people of God. The
noun form pa/qhma reiterates this at key points in the epistle (1:11; 5:1) where the sufferings of
the servant are applied to Christ.56 At such points, the do/ca word group works in tandem with
pa/qhma, once again drawing on the career of the suffering servant, since at the beginning of the
song it is projected that the servant will be exalted (docasqh/setai; 52:13). The pairing of
pa/qhma and do/ca occurs in 1 Pet 4:13 where they are applied to Christ but also to the church
which participates (koinwne/w) in Christ’s sufferings.57 The pa/sxw and do/ca word groups are
repeated throughout the remainder of the section. In 4:14, the term do/ca is tied into the allusion
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of Isa 11:2 so that the spirit of God is also the spirit of glory. The manner of suffering remains
important in the rhetoric of 1 Pet 4:12-19. It is shameful to suffer (pa/sxw) as a murder, thief,
evildoer or meddler (4:15) but there is no shame if one suffers as a Christian, in which case the
believer glorifies (doca/zw) God (4:16).58 The section closes by admonishing believers who
suffer (oi( pa/sxontej) “according to God’s will” to entrust their souls to a faithful creator. This
mirrors the echo observed in 2:23 where Christ the servant entrusted himself to the one who
judges justly. It was argued earlier that this alters the direction of the verb paradi/dwmi since in
Isa 53:6 and 12 it is God who “gives up” the servant to pay for the people’s iniquities.59 In 1 Pet
2:23, Christ the servant gives himself up. Now in 4:19, the advice to suffering Christians involves
entrusting (parati/qhmi) themselves—in imitation of Christ—to God.60 This diffusion of key
terms throughout the section indicates how Isaiah 53 has continued to inform Peter’s reflection
on the suffering of the church and draws it into the larger scriptural narrative that informs the
ecclesiology of 1 Peter.

Another set of terms can be pointed out, even though their prominence is slighter. The
phrase, “the gospel of God” (to\ tou~ qeou~ eu0agge/lion) in 4:17 recalls the use of Isaiah 40 in 1
Pet 1:24-25. It was argued above that eu0aggeli/zw in 1:25 accomplishes two things in light of
the quotation of Isa 40:6-8.61 First, it interprets the phrase to\ r(h~ma kuri/ou from Isa 40:8 as the
gospel proclaimed to the audience (cf. 1 Pet 1:12). Secondly, it points to the wider context of
Isaiah 40, since the good news (o9 eu0aggelizo/menoj; used twice in parallelism) is proclaimed
from the mountains in the verse directly following the quotation used in 1 Peter. Thus, to have
the repetition of good news language in genitival relationship to God (i.e., Isa 40:8 in 1 Pet 1:25;
cf. 1 Pet 1:23) recalls the earlier discourse at which point the enduring power of God’s word was
set forth as synonymous with the gospel proclaimed by Peter. In the present context, the good
news of God continues to be discussed in connection with the narrative of scripture. This time,
though, the good news of God is pivotal in the discussion of final judgment. The question is
asked in 4:17, “What will be the end (te/loj) of those who disobey the goods news of God?”
The imminent threat is heightened through the further question provided by Prov 11:31, “If the
righteous is scarcely saved, what will become of the ungodly and the sinner?” The reuse of the
phrase “good news” draws the grace of God’s work for humanity into tension with the finality of
God’s judgment. To Peter’s addressees, who are currently experiencing suffering, he points out
that despite opposition, the good news is presented also to the unbeliever. Yet, their
disobedience (a)peiqe/w) to the good news will result in judgment. Thus, Peter’s argument offers
consolation to and vindication of the eschatological community. Present suffering, according to
Peter’s reading of scripture, demonstrates how the church participates in the drama of God’s
final act of judgment. He articulates an inaugurated view of these eschatological elements
(judgment, vindication, comfort and consolation) through God’s presence now among his
people. This occurs primarily through his ecclesiological reading of Isa 11:2 in 1 Pet 4:14.
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THE HUMBLE COMMUNITY AND ESCHATOLOGICAL EXALTATION: 1 PETER 5:1-11

The final section of the body closing of 1 Peter features specific advice to elders (5:1-4)
and neophytes (5:5), as well as the entire audience (5:6-11) generally. Various links with previous
sections occur here.62 The concept of Christian suffering which dominated the body middle has
remained prominent both in 4:12-19 and in this final section (5:1, 9-10).63 The structure of the
household code (2:18–3:7) is recalled here through the direct address to particular groups within
the audience.64 Similarly, the use of exhortation carries over into this section as a primary mode
of instruction used by Peter throughout the body of the letter. The use of scriptural texts also
continues into this last section, which shall be explored fully below.

Scholars who have identified Ezek 9:6 in the background of 1 Pet 4:17 have also
suggested that the transition to an address to elders is likewise indebted to Ezek 9:6.65 As argued
above, the possible link is so slight that significant doubts attend to the background in 1 Pet 4:17.
So, the likelihood of an echo here is even more uncertain.66

Other allusions and echoes that have been proposed are more promising in their
contribution to Peter’s address to the churches of Asia Minor. One such allusion occurs in 1 Pet
5:4. Here the elders are encouraged to look forward to the appearance of the chief shepherd, at
which point they will receive the “unfading crown of glory” (to\n a)mara/ntion th~j do/chj
ste/fanon). Schutter recognizes the possible “reminiscence” of Isa 28:5 here, but contests that
the differences between the two contexts is too great.67 Caution is necessary when assessing the
correspondence between the original context and the new context. However, the emphasis on
future reward makes a rather suggestive link.68 In Isa 28:5, the text expresses the reward for the
remnant in parallelism as “the crown of hope and the diadem of glory” (o9 ste/fanoj th~j
e0lpi/doj o9 plakei\j th~j do/chj). It is possible that the phrase in 1 Pet 5:4 truncates the phrase.
Another possibility is that a version existed that more closely approximated the Hebrew text,
which reads “crown of glory” (ybic; tre+e(jla).69 Regardless, the use of the phrase in 1 Peter
suggests how the elders who lead faithfully will receive their eschatological reward. Alongside Isa
28:5, a number of other texts also depict the crown of glory as an eschatological reward: Sir 47:6;
1QS 4:6; 1QH 9:25 among others.70

The “mighty hand of God” in 1 Pet 5:6 recalls a common scriptural motif.71 This
anthropomorphism evokes most prominently the deliverance of Israel from Egypt (Exod 13:9;
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Deut 3:24; 4:34; 5:15; 7:19; 9:26; 11:2, passim).72 The use in 1 Pet 5:6 carries the idea of divine
deliverance and evokes a scriptural image of God’s direct presence among his people. The
suggestion made by Dubis that this scriptural motif evokes God’s judgment of his people is only
convincing if one reads the fiery trial of 4:17 into this passage.73 Elliott correctly understands this
passage as consolatory, and, therefore, the hand of God is one of protection and deliverance.74

Another allusion occurs in 1 Pet 5:7 with the phrase “casting all your (pl.) anxiety upon
him” (pa~san th\n me/rimnan u9mw~n e0piri/yantej e0p 0au0to/n).75 This phrase apparently borrows
from Greek Ps 54:23, “Cast your (sg.) care upon the Lord” (e0pi/rriyon e0pi\ ku/rion th\n
me/rimnan sou). The addition of pa~san and the exchange of the pronoun for ku/rion are not as
significant as the use of the plural u9mw~n replacing the singular sou.76 The psalmist’s address to
himself becomes an address to the congregations of Asia Minor in the hands of Peter. When
combined with the previous echo, God is pictured as one who is able to protect the community
of believers and to bring the concerns of the community upon himself.77 These discrete
scriptural allusions contribute to the narrative of God’s restored presence among his people.
This will be further seen as we now look at another, more explicit use of scripture.

Humility is the concept that unifies 5:1-11. This occurs implicitly in the admonition that
elders not be domineering (5:3) and in the subordination of neophytes to elders (5:5). The
general principle is expressed to the entire audience in 5:5 where all are to clothe themselves with
humility (tapeinofrosu/nh) toward one another. This is repeated in 5:6 in the imperative,
“Humble (tapeinw/qhte) yourselves, therefore, under the mighty hand of God.” In the midst of
this exhortation is the quotation of Prov 3:34 (Fig. 6.3), which deserves special attention because
of its more explicit role in the passage.

1 Peter 5:5 Proverbs 3:34

o3ti
o( qeo\j u9perhfa/noij a)ntita/ssetai,
tapeinoi~j de\ di/dwsin xa/rin.

ku/rioj u9perhfa/noij a)ntita/ssetai,
tapeinoi~j de\ di/dwsin xa/rin,

Prov 3:34 MT: CyliyF-)w%h Mycil%'la-M)i
 (Mywn(lw qere)    Nx'-Nt%eyi MyyinF(jlaw:

Figure 6.3: 1 Peter 5:5 and Proverbs 3:34

This quotation features significant changes in the transmission of the subject. The Greek
version supplies ku/rioj for the pronoun )w%h in the Hebrew version. This is surprising in light
of the parallelism with the previous verse where the Greek translates hwhy with qeo/j. Perhaps
this best accounts for the appearance of qeo/j in 1 Pet 5:5; the only point at which the Petrine
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quotation differs with Prov 3:34.78 The form quoted in 1 Peter does not appear to have been
influenced by the Hebrew.79 The use of qeo/j is peculiar in light of an apparent predilection for
kuri/oj in other uses of scripture (i.e., Isa 40:8 in 1 Pet 1:25; Ps 33:9 in 1 Pet 2:3; Gen 18:12 in 1
Pet 3:6; Ps 33:16, 17 in 1 Pet 3:12 and Isa 8:13 in 1 Pet 3:15).80 It was argued in chapter 3 that the
use of ku/rioj in 1 Pet 1:25—where the quotation differs from the qeo/j of Isa 40:8—was not
due to a theological reshaping of the text by the author.81 It is equally unlikely that the text has
been reshaped by the author here. The fact that James 4:6 quotes the same form of the text
confirms the availability of this variant text.82 Contributing to this assessment of the textual
features of the passage is the fact that the interpretive focus of the quoted passage is on the word
tapeino/j as it is surrounded by discussion of the humility required of the elect community.

As was the case with the previous quotation from Proverbs in 1 Pet 4:18, the concept of
divine judgment is not remote.83 The quotation from Prov 3:34 stands within a larger unit
spanning from 3:32-35.84 The passage develops the characteristics of two archetypes, the
righteous (di/kaioi, 3:33) and the ungodly (a)sebei~j, 3:33, 35). The righteous are marked by
divine blessing (3:33), humility (3:34), wisdom and glory (3:35). Conversely, the ungodly are
described as lawless (para/nomoj, 3:32), unclean (3:32), cursed (3:33), haughty (3:34), and to be
shamed (3:35). Our particular verse highlights God’s participation in rewarding the righteous for
humility and in giving opposition to the proud.85

As advice directed at the community of God’s elect, the admonition to humility in
mutual relation to one another is clear enough.86 Situated in its Petrine context, the categories of
the righteous and ungodly are no longer present. Now the Proverb functions solely at the
paraenetic level within the community of the redeemed. In order for the community to function
well, they must cultivate humility in their actions toward one another. In light of God’s restored
presence, the people of God are marked by humility.

Looking beyond 1 Pet 5:5, Peter takes up the concept of humility as the banner for all
believers in the face of hostility in the world.87 Thus, there appears to be a two-fold
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interpretation of Prov 3:34. Both are directed at the community of believers. But in the first
instance, this scriptural text addresses the community in terms of its internal cohesion. In the
second instance, the same text admonishes a posture for the community to take in relation to the
adversity they find in the world.

Throughout this closing section (5:1-10), Peter continues to depict the church as
participating in a narrative that depends in large part on subtle echoes of scripture.88 The pairing
of suffering (pa/qhma) and glory (do/ca) has been seen throughout the letter (1 Pet 1:11; 4:13)
and in the present section the pair recurs at the beginning (5:1) and end (5:9-10), creating a frame
for the section.89 It was noted earlier in this chapter that this pairing is informed by the career of
the suffering servant in Isaiah 53. Here at the end of the letter, Peter works with the same
themes. Revolving around Peter’s use of Isaiah 53 is the theme of example. This was expressed
in 1 Pet 2:21 where an example (u9pogrammo/j) was left for disciple servants to follow in Christ’s
footsteps. In 5:1, Peter places himself within this theme.90 He is both a witness to Christ’s
sufferings (o9 . . . ma/rtuj tw~n tou~ Xristou~ paqhma/twn) and a participant in the coming
revelation of glory (o9 kai\ th~j mellou/shj a)pokalu/ptesqai do/chj koinwno/j). By describing
himself this way, he depicts his own role in terms derived from his reading of Isaiah 53.91 This is
a momentary glimpse into Peter’s view about his own ministry.92 Unlike Paul who goes to great
lengths to defend his ministry and gospel, Peter appears to assume his authority and gospel are
largely unchallenged. Scholars have argued about the biographical nature of this brief self-
description.93 However, the Isaianic language interferes with an attempt to link this description
with an otherwise straightforward autobiography. Peter has described Christ in terms of the
suffering servant of Isaiah 53 in order to develop the idea that Isaiah 53 also applies to the
church through the categories of participatory christology. Now that he turns to the leadership
of the church, he begins by describing his own leadership role in the language of Isaiah 53: his
ministry follows the career of the suffering servant by testifying to the sufferings of Christ and
participating in the glory to be revealed.94 This link between Christ and the leadership of the
church is reinforced when Peter refers to himself as sumpresbu/teroj.95

Having addressed elders from the vantage of his own authoritative position, Peter’s
exhortation to the elders draws upon other themes surrounding the use of Isaiah 53 in 1 Pet
2:25.96 If the church is composed of people who strayed like sheep (pro/bata; Isa 53:6), then
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Christ now leads the church as a shepherd (o9 poimh/n) and overseer (e0pi/skopoj). The
exhortation to elders applies the terminology of Christ’s leadership. Elders are to shepherd
(poima/nate) the flock of God (to\ poi/mnion tou~ qeou~) and to provide oversight
(e0piskopou~ntej).97 So, despite the expression of his own authority, Peter links the leadership of
the elders directly to the ministry of Christ. In light of the example language surrounding Isaiah
53, the exhortation to elders extends Peter’s consideration of how the servant-servants motif is
drawn into an application to the church. This is seen most clearly through the use of tu/poj in 1
Pet 5:3 where elders are to be types or examples to the flock (to\ poi/mnion) just as Christ is an
example (u9pogrammoj; 2:21) to the church.98 The use of pastoral language is extended into the
next verse where Christ is now referred to as the chief shepherd (o9 a)rxipoi/mhn). Thus, Christ’s
paradigmatic role as suffering servant within the larger scriptural narrative of the restoration of
divine presence serves as the model for leaders in the church, even for Peter himself.

The body of the letter concludes with the word pair pa/qhma and do/ca. Set within the
admonition to beware of spiritual adversaries, Peter calls his audience to a recognition that
suffering is experienced globally by those who identify themselves with Christ. The language of
participation seen in the word pair at 1 Pet 4:13 shifts in this final context. Previously, believers
participated in the sufferings of Christ, but the final picture in 5:9 is of a brotherhood of
sufferers.99 Glory now takes on a singular focus as the disciple servants are called to eternal glory
in Christ (e0n Xristw|~; 5:10). With this use of glory (do/ca), Peter makes his grandest statement
regarding the hope that belongs to the people of God.100 Although presently suffering, God is at
work within the church to bring it to a glorious resolution when the elect are vindicated in the
final judgment (5:6).

CONCLUSION

The two sections addressed in this chapter advance points made in the previous chapters.
In particular, the use of Isaiah remains a prominent voice in the scriptural narrative employed
within and throughout the rhetorical units of 1 Peter. The body closing of 1 Peter draws upon
terminology from previous sections of the letter, and so it is not surprising to find that
prominent passages from Isaiah recur in this final unit, albeit at a less explicit level.

Three passages stand out as more explicit: Isa 11:2 in 1 Pet 4:14; Prov 11:31 in 1 Pet 4:18
and Prov 3:34 in 1 Pet 5:5. Although more explicit than the echoes observed in the body closing,
they are hardly as marked as the quotations in the early chapters of 1 Peter. The more formulaic
phrases such as dio/ti ge/graptai (1:16), dio/ti (1:24) and dio/ti perie/xei e0n grafh|~ (2:6) can
be contrasted with the use of kai/ (4:18) and o3ti (5:5) as ways Peter incorporates quoted
scripture into his writing. This basic observation points to one of the contributions of this thesis;
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namely, that an author may choose to use scripture in more or less explicit ways and may not
always follow consistent patterns. For 1 Peter, the trajectory is one of decreasing explicitness.
This is not only seen in the introductory formulae, but also in the size and incorporation of
quoted material. For instance, the two-clause quotations from Prov 11:31 and 3:34 at the end of
1 Peter are smaller in size than the four clauses quoted from Isa 40:6-8 in 1 Pet 1:24-25 and the
nine clauses quoted from Ps 33:13-17 in 1 Pet 3:10-12, or even the five clauses from Isaiah 53 in
1 Pet 2:22-25. The material from Isaiah 53 serves as an example of how scriptural material can be
incorporated in a variety of ways. This mode of incorporation must be attended to carefully since
there are other passages that are drawn into the immediate context almost seamlessly.
Methodologies that insist on a certain level of markedness or explicitness are apt to overlook
these incorporated passages.101 The use of Isa 11:2 is an example. A reader-centered approach
demands that a decision be made about whether the audience would be able to read or hear this
as a scriptural quotation.102 But modern interpreters are simply not able to differentiate between
passages of, say, four words and five words or one clause versus two clauses in order to
determine how an ancient reader/listener would respond to it. This is why, while retaining a
sensitivity to a reader-centered approach, one must also attend to the author-centered approach.
For Isa 11:2, the factors that bear upon this are the author’s style (incorporation of quoted
material) and the pattern of decreasing explicitness.

The example of Isa 11:2 is important in the assessment of Petrine hermeneutics. From
the foregoing discussion, justification has been supplied for the inclusion of this passage as one
of the data points contributing to a picture of Peter’s use of scripture. As noted above, the
transformation of the prepositional phrase reveals much about how Peter has read Isaiah. Had
he gone to Isaiah to support an apologetic argument in support of his christology, the third
person singular would be expected. Instead, an alteration to the second person plural pronoun
points to an ecclesiological reading of this passage. This can be coordinated with other instances
of ecclesiological appropriations of Isaiah, such as 1 Pet 1:24-25; 2:6-10 and 2:21-25. Peter’s
reading of Isaiah does not exclude christological interpretations, such as at 3:14-15. However, the
participatory christology throughout 1 Peter demonstrates how christology functions largely as a
presupposition in Peter’s hermeneutic. So, even apparently straightforward christological
readings of Isaiah are employed in primarily ecclesiologically oriented interpretive strategies.

Finally, catchwords have received focused attention in this chapter, especially as they
relate to the continuing influence of Isaiah 53. Such an enterprise cannot assume that the early
audience would have been able to identify such uses as substantially different than Peter’s own
language. However, because of the prominence of Isaiah 53 earlier in the epistle, its enduring
influence remains significant even if this influence is far less explicit than certain methodologies
can tolerate. However, two general observations can be made about how Isaiah 53 plays a
continuing role in Peter’s discourse. First, the vocabulary employed in the body closing—and in
retrospect throughout the letter—plays with imagery of an Isaianic hew. The suffering and glory
terminology conveys the career of the suffering servant of Isaiah 53, and Peter uses this image
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liberally, particularly in the body middle and body closing of the epistle. Secondly, the
exhortations of 1 Peter 5:1-6 seem to draw upon Isaianic themes. The leadership of the church
are to shepherd the flock of God. This echoes the prominent interaction the book of Isaiah has
with the leadership of Israel so that wicked leaders are condemned and humble leadership is
praised. The ideas of shepherding and humility, which form the ethical demands set forward by
Peter in 5:1-6, are seen in Isaiah 40, but are also exemplified by the suffering servant and the
disciple servants of Isaiah 54–66. Thus, as Peter addresses the leadership of the church, he
maintains the narrative of restored divine presence to underscore how their role likewise
participates in the scriptural narrative through participation in Christ.

In every way, though, the overall effect of the scriptural quotations and allusions in the
body closing emphasizes an address to the community of believers who are suffering. Through a
variety of scriptural texts, Peter portrays the Christian community as participating in the dramatic
events culminating in God’s final plan. In this, the concepts of divine judgment and reward
provide a context for the continuing suffering of believers in a world of opposition. The promise
of retribution, protection and glorification holds out hope for the beleaguered elect. The
inauguration of this eschatological plan has been announced (by the use of Isa 11:2 in 1 Pet 4:14
and the use of scriptural themes) as inaugurated through the direct presence of God among his
people.



7
CONCLUSION

 
 

READING THE ISAIANIC NARRATIVE WITHIN 1 PETER

Having now looked closely at quotations and allusions in the body of 1 Peter, the central
task of this final chapter is to piece together the parts into a meaningful whole. In my analysis, I
divided the body of the epistle into three sections: body opening (1:13–2:10), body middle
(2:11–4:11), and body closing (4:12–5:11). This structure roughly corresponds with the three
movements in the scriptural narrative that shapes the argument of the letter. First, the body
opening proclaims God’s renewed presence among his people, utilizing imagery from scripture,
including Isa 8:14; 28:16; 40:6-8; 43:20-21; 52:3; 53:7 along with the Levitical holiness formula,
Pss 33:9; 117[118]:22; Exod 19:5-6 and Hosea 1–2. Second, the churches of Asia Minor are
called to a high moral standard of conduct based on the pattern of Christ even while suffering.
This second movement begins in the body middle and extends into the body closing. Numerous
texts point to the general outline of this section: Isa 3:18; 8:12-13; 10:3; Pss 33[34]:13-17 and
Prov 10:12. Furthermore, the shift discerned in Isaiah 53–54 whereby the singular servant is
followed by plural servants was argued to be a fundamental paradigm within the body middle.
Third, the body closing portrays the ultimate vindication of God’s people in the final judgment.
An important allusion to Isa 11:2 places the churches of Asia Minor in the midst of God’s final
plan for his people. Other allusions round out this section, including Isa 28:5; Prov 3:34; 11:31;
Ps 22:14. With the contours of this three-movement narrative established, it remains to explore
how the argument of the letter is rooted in this story.

The proclamation of the gospel, or good news (eu0aggeli/zw/eu0agge/lion), provides
both an arc to the overall narrative as well as a point of entry into the narrative. The first
mention of the good news occurs within 1 Pet 1:10-12, where the key to the letter’s hermeneutic
was revealed to be centered around theological concepts. Within this hermeneutical proposition,
Peter connects the prophetic message of salvation with the gospel that was proclaimed by gospel
preachers (dia\ tw~n eu0aggelisame/nwn, 1:12). This indication that scriptural prophecy and
gospel proclamation are intertwined is furthered in 1:24-25. The quotation of Isa 40:6-8 connects
the living and abiding word of God with the good news preached in Asia Minor (to\ r(h~ma to\
eu0aggelisqe\n ei0j u9ma~j, 1:25). By using Isaiah 40 in this way, Peter evokes the inauguration of
God’s restored presence among his people in Isaianic terminology. The arc is completed in 1 Pet
4:17. Integral to the final judgment is the disbelief of the good news which is the ground for
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condemnation (to\ te/loj tw~n a)peiqou/ntwn tw~| tou~ qeou~ eu0aggeli/w|). Contributing to the
shape of this arc are passages that speak to disbelief, such as 2:8 where those who stumble in the
presence of the stone (li/qoj) are the very ones who do not believe the word. Similarly, wives are
instructed to win their unbelieving husbands in 3:1. In both of these passages, there are clear
connections with the underlying scriptural narrative. In the case of 2:8, the stone passages are
incorporated into a larger expression (2:4-10) of a renewed, spiritual temple service expressing
the direct presence of God among his people. In the case of 3:1, the patterning of the plural
servants after the singular suffering servant is based in large part on the servant-servants motif
drawn from Isaiah. The focus on belief serves as a point of entry into the Isaianic narrative.
Those who believe in the good news are participants in the narrative of restoration, esteeming
the stone as elect and precious (2:4, 6) or glorifying God in the midst of eschatological suffering
(4:16). By contrast, disbelief in the good news is fundamentally a refusal to participate within the
narrative. The resulting distinction between belief and unbelief is furthered by the scripturally
informed use of “gentiles,” so that the insider group is equated with Israel/the people of God
and the outsider group is equated with the gentiles.

The suffering and glories motif is another expression that draws upon the Isaianic
narrative and undergirds the argument of the letter. Regarding the general shape of the Isaianic
narrative, this serves well as a shorthand summation of a suffering people living faithfully in the
present while anticipating a glorious eschatological vindication. Within 1 Pet 1:10-11, the story of
Christ also follows this narrative pattern, a pattern foretold in scriptural prophecy to encompass
sufferings (paqh/mata) followed by glories (do/caj). The Christ story is further explicated in
2:22-24 where the narrative of the Isaianic suffering servant is equivalent to the narrative of
Christ. Thus, the story of Christ is clearly based on and an extension of the narrative contained
in the scriptures. The story is further extended, though, to the audience. Both elements of the
motif are developed in such a way that suffering and glory are shown to be constituent elements
in the narrative of the church. Three passages illustrate this development. First, 3:13-18 develop
the concept of suffering in the heart of the second movement of the narrative structure. There,
believers are encouraged, even though they suffer, to maintain good ethical conduct (3:13-17),
because Christ suffered as a righteous person for the unrighteous (3:18). Both the ethical
exhortation and the example of Christ are informed by scriptural language, in one case with
language drawn from Psalm 33[34] and in the other with imagery from Isaiah 53. Second, the
audience is drawn into drama of God’s eschatological program in 1 Pet 4:12-19. As in the prior
passage, the churches of Asia Minor are called to suffer as morally righteous followers of Christ.
They are partakers in the sufferings of Christ and rejoice in the revelation of his glory (4:13).
Finally, glory is shown to be the ultimate inheritance of the church in 5:1-10. God calls the
church into his eternal glory in Christ (5:10). These are things that are shared both by the author
(5:1) and the global church (5:9). In these ways, the shorthand summary of the Isaianic narrative
serves to structure the story of Christ and the story of the church in 1 Peter. The Christ story is
assumed to be a true extension of the Isaianic narrative. Therefore, the story of the church is
really a further extension of the Isaianic narrative through participation in Christ. To be in Christ
is to perform within the drama of God’s redemptive story.
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Rooted in this scriptural narrative, the shape of the argument in 1 Peter follows the
contours of this narrative, frequently drawing on scripture through quotations and allusions that
point to this underlying story. In microcosm, 1 Pet 1:10-12 spells out an overarching narrative,
attested to by the prophets, of suffering that is followed by glory. Green points out:

What Peter makes clear, actually, is that this theological pattern is resident already
in the Scriptures of Israel themselves. The issue is not that we are taught by the
advent of Christ to read the Scriptures retrospectively, but that the Christ in
whom Christians place their trust and now worship is the same Christ who long
ago revealed the ways of God in the Scriptures.1

Central to this sequence—suffering followed by glory—is the story of God’s use of suffering for
redemptive purposes. The suffering servant of Isaiah 53 has tremendous explanatory value to
this end. The suffering Christ accomplishes the justification of sinners (1 Pet 1:19; 2:24). By
extension, Christian suffering is in keeping with God’s redemptive purposes based upon the
model of Christ as the suffering servant. The church become servants of God (2:16) as they
participate in God’s unfolding redemptive purposes.

As constituents of this redemptive story, Peter indicates that believers in Christ Jesus are
unified with the people of God in the scriptures. The good news of the gospel was already
attested by Isaiah, inasmuch as the living and abiding word of God present in Isaiah 40
corresponds to the gospel preached to the elect of Asia Minor. Building upon the conception of
the church as a spiritual temple, Peter applies the honorary titles scripture bestows upon Israel
(Isa 43:20-21 and Exod 19:5-6) to the church (1 Pet 2:9-10). Drawing both from the exodus
tradition and the new exodus tradition, the elect of Asia Minor are addressed as constituting
God’s present act of deliverance and restoration. Thus constituted as a spiritual temple
maintaining a spiritual priesthood, Peter goes to great lengths to establish the proper conduct of
the people of God during their present sojourn.

This occurs even from the beginning of the body opening through the holiness formula
drawn from Leviticus (1 Pet 1:16). As Peter spells out the implications for how believers in Asia
Minor participate in God’s redemptive narrative, he further draws upon scripture to encourage
the proper conduct during the present chapter of the story. Here Psalm 33 is instrumental in
supplying the categories of good and evil works. Christ’s example of moral conduct, spelled out
in the language of Isaiah 53, gives additional support to Peter’s ethical admonition in the body
middle. Thus, in light of God’s restored presence, his people must follow the example of Christ’s
righteousness even in the midst of suffering. 

Peter understands that the present people of God are not without opponents in the
world. Here, too, he understands this opposition as part of the larger scriptural narrative. Those
who do not believer are equivalent to the builders who rejected the chief cornerstone (Ps
118:22). The “ungodly sinners” (Prov 11:31) who instigate the persecution of believers are
promised their just desserts at the final judgment (1 Pet 4:17-18). To this end, present suffering
should not be regarded as being outside God’s redemptive purposes, but part of it. As Isaiah 53
indicated the suffering of Christ, it also establishes the pattern to which believers are called (1 Pet
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2:21). There is therefore no need to fear the present calamities (Isa 8:12-13 in 1 Pet 3:14-15), but
instead to uphold reverent fear of the Lord.

But hope is held out—again in the language of scripture—for God’s decisive final act of
redemption. This is most clearly seen in 1 Pet 4:12–5:11, but is already present in 2:12 through
an allusion to “the day of visitation” (Isa 10:3). The people of God are marked by the presence
of God’s spirit upon them (Isa 11:2 in 1 Pet 4:14). The time of God’s judgment begins in the
“house of God” and spells the end of opposition to the “gospel of God” (4:17). The use of Prov
11:31 in 1 Pet 4:18 contrasts the fates of the righteous and the ungodly. Thus Peter presents a
picture of ultimate deliverance from their present calamities through both divine judgment and
final salvation. This picture continues into the final chapter where elements of final reward (5:4-
5) and protection from diabolic adversity lead to “eternal glory in Christ” (5:10). At the same
time, Isa 11:2 in 1 Pet 4:14 depicts God’s spirit as presently restored among his people. Thus, the
time of God’s judgment, vindication and consolation has already been inaugurated.

This scriptural narrative gives shape to 1 Peter and gives rise to the intermittent
quotations and allusions to scripture throughout the letter. The selection of texts has every
appearance of being thematically driven, as is seen through the identification of key terms the
unite different texts. Isaiah is clearly a major contributor to this narrative, but what Peter finds
there he finds to be consistent with the rest of scripture.

In this thesis, I have proposed that the ecclesiology of 1 Peter draws upon a narrative of
the restoration of divine presence among the people of God presently experiencing suffering.
Themes and images from Isaiah inform this scriptural narrative and contribute to the
identification of the church as participants in the narrative of restoration through participation in
Christ. There are many places where Isaianic passages directly address ecclesiological concerns in
1 Peter. The use of Isa 40:6-9 in 1 Pet 1:24-25 centers on the relationship of the church to the
word of God. Peter claims that the enduring and imperishable word of God has been preached
through the gospel to Christians in Asia Minor. By using Isa 40:6-9 to support this claim, Peter
has availed himself of the universal condition of mankind (“all flesh is like grass”) and the
relationship of the word (r9h~ma) to the Lord. After quoting Isaiah 40, Peter comments, “This is
the word (r9h~ma) that was preached (eu0aggelisqe/n) to you.” Thus, as Peter explains it, the
gospel message is equivalent with the proclamation of God’s renewed presence among his
people..

The ecclesiological interpretation of Isa 11:2 in 1 Pet 4:14 is surprising especially since it
is drawn from a passage ripe for the christological picking. In 1 Peter, however, the spirit of the
Lord rests upon the church. Such direct ecclesiological appropriation of scripture represents one
strategy employed by Peter to bring Isaiah into conversation with concerns of the church. And
through this allusion, the restored presence of God among his people inaugurates the
eschatological judgment, vindication and consolation of his people.

Another strategy grounds an ecclesiological point in a christological point. The
christological interpretation of the three quotations in 1 Pet 2:6-8 (Isa 28:16; Ps 118:22; Isa 8:14)
occurs by linking Christ with li/qoj in 1 Pet 2:4. Having invested the singular stone with
christological properties at the outset, the quotations proceed without christological comment.
Instead, the three quotations are built into an argument centering on the audience’s belief. Peter
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is able to do this by transforming the linking term into the plural li/qoi. The audience shares the
properties of Christ. Therefore, when Peter actually uses his quotations, they are simultaneously
invested with christological properties and meaningful for understanding the nature of the
church. In like manner, the language of scripture used in 2:9-10 is anticipated in 2:5 where the
christological element is drawn in through the phrase dia\ 'Ihsou~ Xristou~, highlighting the
participatory christology developed in the letter. Thus, when the passages (Exo 19:5-6; Isa 43:20-
21; Hosea 1–2) are worked into the argument in 2:9-10, Peter’s interpretation is clearly
ecclesiological, dealing with the nature and purpose of the church. The strategy of 2:4-10
involves an expression of christology in the set-up of the passages (2:4-5) which serves as the
foundation for the passages drawn into an ecclesiological argument (2:6-10). By doing so, Peter
shows how the church participates in the narrative of the restoration of divine presence through
its participation in Christ.

The same approach occurs in 1 Pet 2:21-25, albeit in a different way. The quotation of
passages from Isaiah 53 occurs (with the exception of the final quotation) with Christ as the
subject. Here Peter is making a christological point as a basis for further ecclesiological
ramifications. This is done by setting the quotation and its christological interpretation within an
ecclesiological argument that begins and ends the unit. Christ is an example (u9pogrammo/j) for
the church and the church follows in his footsteps (2:21). Furthermore, the unit is placed within
the servants’ section of the household code (2:18-25). The address to servants works
metaleptically to address the entire church.2 This trope likens Christ as the suffering servant of
Isaiah 53 and the church as the plural servants of Isaiah 54–66, a concept inaugurated in 2:16
where the church was described as “servants of God.” The strategy of 1 Pet 2:21-25 involves the
christological interpretation of Isaiah 53 as the foundation for an ecclesiological argument
employing the language of example.

The same approach is used with the quotation of Isa 8:12-13 in 1 Pet 3:14-15. The
insertion of Xristo/j into the quotation marks a bold statement of high christology. Yet, the
context in which it is set focuses on the suffering experienced by the church. Peter draws upon
Isaiah 8 to form the argument that human fear is displaced by the fear of God. In the hands of
Peter, though, the passage demonstrates how the church, participating in Christ, need not fear
present danger. Furthermore, Peter claims that the restoration of God’s presence occurs through
the sanctifying work of Christ within believers.

Peter’s approach was argued to be dependent upon a major motif in Isaiah. The
movement from singular servant in Isaiah 40–53 to plural servants in Isaiah 54–66 contributes a
major motif to the scriptural narrative developed within 1 Peter and provides a background for
the relationship between christology and ecclesiology. Peter has drawn this motif into his own
language and argument, but the movement from singular to plural remains a significant
component of the scriptural narrative in 1 Peter particularly where it pertains to Peter’s
development of ecclesiology.

Peter’s reading of Isaiah, focused as it is on the church, covers three major lines of
thought. The first contention, set forth in the body opening, has to do with the appropriation of
the scriptural narrative of God’s restored presence by and for the followers of Christ. Peter sees
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continuity between the present people of God and Israel’s scriptures, a continuity that is based
on the presence of Christ past (1:10) and present (1:21; 2:5). Scripture is meaningful for the
proclamation of the gospel (1:25), and those who believe are drawn into a scripturally defined
community: a people for his own possession to proclaim his excellencies (2:9). Second, Peter
develops the idea that the present people of God are disciples of Christ. This entails that
inasmuch as Christ suffered, the church is called to suffering (2:21). Peter finds in Isaiah a
strategy to describe this discipleship in terms of the servant-servants motif. The Isaianic disciple
servants of the suffering servant share affliction and sorrow, but also vindication at the final
judgment. Yet, the example of Christ is that of a righteous sufferer. Therefore, the community of
Christ must maintain the highest ethical standards in the midst of suffering as a matter of honor
(2:12; 3:16). Finally, Peter pictures the church as the eschatological people of God. Present
suffering as a sign of participation in Christ anticipates ultimate vindication at the revelation of
Christ (4:13). Peter draws from Isaiah a dramatic story depicting the people of God as awaiting
“the end of all things” (4:7). At the same time, he also draws from Isaiah an argument that the
final act of God’s redemptive plan has already been inaugurated, since God’s presence to judge,
vindicate and comfort has been placed upon the church (Isa 11:2 in 1 Pet 4:14).

OBSERVATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Textual Matters

One of the outcomes that has informed the main argument of this thesis is a close
examination of textual data for scriptural quotations in 1 Peter. The task here is to draw together
briefly the results of these comparisons between the quoted texts and their Vorlagen. There was
no attempt to establish criteria for inclusion or exclusion of data. However, the more explicit
occurrences of scriptural discourse affords a greater basis of comparison and carry more weight
in the evaluation of Petrine hermeneutics. There are fifteen passages in 1 Peter that occur with
sufficient explicitness to allow some concluding thoughts here.

The use of the Levitical tradition in 1 Pet 1:16 involves two brief clauses of five or six
words depending on how the exact phraseology occurs in Leviticus.3 Because of the variety in
the Levitical tradition, one’s decision regarding the inclusion of ei0mi/ does little to inform us
about Peter’s text. Instead, this passage shows how he identifies summary phrases that draw
upon wide contexts rather than honing in on a single phrase from a specific context.

Minor changes have occurred in the use of Isa 40:6-9 in 1 Pet 1:24-25. It was noted that
the text in 1:24-25 corresponds with OG Isaiah against the MT, pointing Peter’s dependence
upon the Greek tradition. The most significant difference is the use of the term ku/rioj. It was
argued that both the rhetorical context and Petrine style point away from the use of ku/rioj as a
reference to Christ. There is no obvious theological motive behind the difference and therefore
there is little reason to suspect that Peter has altered the text. These factors point to a text that
differs from OG Isaiah in slight ways. This does not mean that Peter has not made theological
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use of the text (indeed, an ecclesiological point has been made). However, there is no sign of
altering the text nor of consulting differing texts on theological grounds.

The three quotations in 1 Pet 2:6-8 are an interesting group. Of the three, the quotation
of Psalm 118:22 in 1 Pet 2:7 shows no differences with the Greek Psalm. The first text, Isa 28:16
is substantially the same as OG Isaiah with a few exceptions. The case of the third text, Isa 8:14,
is different. Only a few words appear in the Petrine version compared to OG Isaiah. The later
revisions by Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion tend toward placing pro/skomma in the
genitive rather than the dative of the OG and using ska/ndalon instead of ptw~ma. Romans
9:33 presents an interesting parallel since all of the differences in 1 Peter, with the exception of
the transposition, are found there. It is impossible to identify the source of this text form. This
parallelism, though, indicates that Peter is not the source of these differences. He has
encountered this text form and, like Paul, has seen fit to insert it into his argument. The Petrine
version seems to occur in a more pristine version since Paul has incorporated Isa 8:14 into Isa
28:16.

There are several brief allusions at the beginning of the body middle of 1 Peter. Only two
offer enough material to warrant special consideration here. The allusion to Isa 10:3 in 1 Pet 2:12
features only the omission of two articles, matching the Hebrew version of the text, although the
meaning of the passage is hardly altered. The allusion to Prov 24:21 at the end of 1 Pet 2:17
amounts to four words. The plural imperative fobei~sqe differs from the singular imperative
fobou~. The direct object is placed before the verb in 1 Peter and an article is inserted before
basile/a. These differences draw the allusion from Proverbs into the careful structure of the
Petrine construction: article—direct object—plural imperative.

The quotation of Isaiah 53 in 1 Pet 2:22-25 occurs by way of inserting clauses
intermittently. This differs from the block quotation style exhibited elsewhere in the epistle.
Three verses from this section deserve attention. The fullest quotation occurs first in 1 Pet 2:22
quoting Isa 53:9. There are no differences between 1 Peter and OG Isaiah with one exception,
depending on whether the interpreter includes a(marti/an as part of the quotation, which differs
from the OG a)nomi/an. It was argued that a(marti/an should be considered as part of the
quotation but there was insufficient evidence to determine whether Peter has altered the text or
read a text with this different reading. At the beginning of 1 Pet 2:24, Isa 53:4 and 12 are blended
together and linked by the term a(marti/aj. There are no differences between the text as
presented in 1 Peter and OG Isaiah. However, at the end of 1 Pet 2:24, the brief quotation of Isa
53:5 features the alteration of the verb from first person plural to second person plural. It was
argued that the evidence for authorial alteration of the verb is inconclusive. In 1 Pet 2:25 there is
a small quotation of Isa 53:6. The verb form differs between the OG and 1 Peter here. It was
argued that, in the main, most of these differences are likely due to their incorporation into
Peter’s argument, although difficulties still abound.

Of the several differences between Greek Ps 33:13-17 and the quotation of this Psalm in
1 Pet 3:10-12, the verb forms have garnered the most attention. The four third person singular
imperative verbs in 1 Pet 3:10-11 differ from the second person singular imperatives of Ps 33:14-
15. For these differences and several other minor omissions or insertions, it was proposed that a
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variant manuscript could plausibly stand behind the text form in 1 Peter as opposed to the
author being the source of alteration.

The use of Isa 8:12-13 in 1 Pet 3:14-15 features several differences with OG Isaiah. The
most important difference is where the Petrine hand appears in the insertion of to\n Xristo/n
revealing a christological reading by the author.

Two changes occur in the quotation of Isa 11:2 in 1 Pet 4:14. First, the order occurs
backwards in sequence which is likely done to fit the quoted clause into the syntax of the
surrounding sentence. Second, a second person plural pronoun replaces the third person singular
pronoun of OG Isaiah. This transforms the quote so that the divine presence is placed upon the
community of believers rather than more particularly upon the branch of Jesse’s root.

The final two quotations involve passages from Proverbs. The only difference between
the quotation of Prov 11:31 in 1 Pet 4:18 and the Greek Proverb is the omission of the
conjunction me/n. The quotation of Prov 3:34 in 1 Pet 5:5 differs at only one point, if one accepts
the subject of the sentence as part of the quotation.

These observations serve to illustrate, as best as can be discerned, the textual basis for
Peter’s quotations and allusions. The overwhelming impression is one of high correspondence
between a Greek Vorlage and the text as represented in 1 Peter. The differences that do exist
point less to the author’s interference in the transmission of the text, but to the likelihood of
variants in the textual tradition. Some are possibly due to revisions to the text that were available
during the early Christian era.4 The role of memory was at times explored as a means of
explaining variants, but the explanatory value of “memory lapse” has limited value.5 As Wagner
points out, “Deliberate modifications may be made to memorized texts as well as to written
ones.”6 On the whole, considerable doubt must be expressed about the deliberate use of variant
text-types on the level that Schutter proposes.7 Instead, it would appear that the texts used in 1
Peter reflect the fluid textual environment of the early Christian era. Most of the differences do
not contribute to the Petrine argument. Where we do find this, the hand of the author becomes
most apparent. One case is the addition of to\n Xristo/n in the quotation of Isa 8:12-13 in 1 Pet
3:14-15. This is an important example of christological interpretation. Another example is the
modification of Isa 11:2 in 1 Pet 4:14. Here the difference is clearly in keeping with Peter’s
address to the church. Instead of the spirit of God resting upon the branch of Jesse’s root (e0p'
au0to\n), Peter now sees the spirit resting upon the church (e0f' u9ma~j).

Diminishing Explicitness

In this thesis the observation was made that the explicitness of scriptural quotations
diminishes over the course of the letter. This was first observed in the transition from the body
opening to the body middle since the former featured the use of introductory formulae and the
latter did away with such formulae. A reason for such a departure from formulaic introductions
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has not been ventured here. The use and subsequent disuse of formulae have simply been shown
to fit within a pattern of decreasing explicitness. The concept of diminishing explicitness is not a
central feature of the present thesis, yet it does deserve a place within the broader
methodological discussions this thesis assumes. The following represents a modest contribution
to a discussion that has focused primarily on the Pauline epistles. It is hoped that a fuller
discourse may be achieved that incorporates all of the epistolary literature within the NT in
considerations of the use of scripture and hermeneutics within the early church.

The series of quotations and allusions in 1 Pet 2:6-10 exhibit this trend in microcosm.
Beginning with an introductory formula (dio/ti perie/xei e0n grafh|~), there are three explicit
quotations with clear key-term links. Following these, several allusions occur with far greater
subtlety. The absence of introductory formulae throughout the remainder of the letter continues
this trend. There remain a number of quotations at more explicit levels, such as the two
quotations from Proverbs in 1 Pet 4:18 (Prov 11:31) and 5:5 (Prov 3:34). It would seem that
such quotations, especially the large block quotation from Psalm 33 in 1 Pet 3:10-12, argue
against the proposed trajectory here. However, the point being made here is not necessarily that
Peter has used scripture in increasingly implicit ways at every instance, but that he has allowed
himself the liberty to engage in scriptural discourse with less explicitness than was used in the
body opening of the epistle.

This liberty carries with it an implicit expectation that the audience will follow the author
down a path of diminishing explicitness. The author does not need to indicate his use of
scriptural texts with the same kind of markedness in the latter part of the letter as he did in the
early part of the letter since the audience has been made aware of the fact that a scriptural
narrative is a significant part of his argument. The move toward more implicit modes of
scriptural quotation likely forfeits a portion of the audience who will not have the ability to
perceive the more subtle textual interplay. But readers with an adequate level of competence will
be able to handle the less explicit uses of scripture because they have been prepared by the more
explicit scriptural quotations early in the letter. The oral presentation of the letter, with possible
repetition and/or explanation by the reader/letter-carrier, has potential ramifications for assisting
the audience’s perception. 

The trajectory of decreasing explicitness proposed here challenges the polarization that
has happened in studies centered on Paul’s use of scripture.8 The author-centered approach and
the reader-centered approach create a tension in studies of an author’s hermeneutics by
establishing criteria unable to grapple with the changing nature of an author’s style. The present
study has benefitted from the growing body of literature centered on Paul’s use of scripture.
However, the study of Peter’s use of scripture requires a reconsideration of two important
factors. First, an author’s use of scripture is not static. An author may choose to deal with
scriptural quotation in different ways to meet different rhetorical aims at various points in an
argument. Second, an audience is not a monolith. There are individuals with greater or lesser
ability to perceive the use of scripture. And this ability is not necessarily determined by literacy.
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The scaled approach taken in this study allows for flexibility by not rigidly counting
words or delimiting data based on markedness. Instead, by indicating whether a use of scripture
is more or less explicit, certain dynamics have been revealed that highlight the interplay between
author and audience. The trajectory of decreasing explicitness would not have been apparent had
the data been limited from the outset by the criteria proposed in the reader-centered approach.

Implications

This study has examined the uses of scripture from several vantage points—a
consideration of textual Vorlagen, the immediate scriptural context of each text used, and its
contribution to the argument of the letter, all in support of the contention that the ecclesiology
of 1 Peter is fundamentally informed by the narrative of the restoration of divine presence. This
work allows us to consider how this focus on Peter’s use of scripture contributes to our
understanding of this letter. Foremost is the recognition that the suffering addressed is cast
within a larger scriptural narrative so that it is shown to be consistent with the suffering God’s
people have faced in every age. Peter’s use of scripture in this letter attests to and contributes to
a narrative of God’s work among and for his people, which can be summarized through the
motif of suffering followed by glory. As Peter understood it, this is the path Jesus followed. He
provides consolation for those followers of Christ presently experiencing suffering, because he
can show that the greater narrative redeems the suffering of God’s people and culminates in a
glory shared with Christ. I believe this has tremendous exegetical value in many contemporary
contexts where the suffering of Christians is a practical concern. Peter’s hermeneutical strategy
of locating the church within an overarching scriptural narrative can be commended as an
example to be followed by modern exegetes.9

Beyond this, several areas deserve recognition as fruitful avenues of further study. First,
this study has indicated that Peter’s use of scripture has contributed significantly to the shape and
content of the argument of the letter. One of the implications, therefore, relates to the purpose
of the letter. In other words, how does the scriptural narrative of 1 Peter factor into our
understanding of its rhetorical strategy?

Second, it has commonly been articulated that scriptural quotations are used to conclude
arguments. Dalton writes that an important factor for determining the structure of 1 Peter “was
the use of citations from the Old Testament to round off an argument or development of
thought. The more important and massive the scripture citation, the more emphatic is the break
between this section and the following.”10 Given the diverse and complex uses of scripture in 1
Peter, the role scripture plays in assessing the structure of the letter is open to further
consideration.

Third, many scholars have recognized a relationship with dominical sayings in 1 Peter.11

To be sure, if there are points of relationship, there certainly is an overlap with the hermeneutical
observations made here. A case in point in the macarism of 1 Pet 4:14. The language
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corresponds closely with Matt 5:11 || Luke 6:22.12 The reason given for their blessedness when
they are reviled is that the spirit of God rests upon them (quoting Isa 11:2). A study devoted to
the presence of Jesus teaching in Peter’s hermeneutics would take the present work in a fruitful
direction. Does Peter’s hermeneutical strategy show dependence upon Jesus traditions?

Finally, it has been recognized that Peter’s use of scripture is theologically oriented. As
such, it is worthwhile to consider how Peter’s work might contribute to current questions
surrounding theological hermeneutics. Green has provided a précis of 1 Peter’s potential
contribution to questions currently en vogue raised by those who want to see a greater intersection
of biblical and theological studies.13 I find that his sense of Peter’s reading of scripture is much
the same as my thinking. A large-scale work could certainly build upon this fruitfully

In each of these directions, the scriptural hermeneutics of Peter is vitally important. This
makes complete sense, though, given what has been demonstrated here about the vital
importance of scripture to 1 Peter.
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